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ABSTRACT 

This thesis argues that the interfaa between human and machine has been an 

important systern of metaphors since the beginning of the twentieth century in North 

knerican science fiction (Sb and nonfictional writings. In examining these texts. this 

study intends to discuss positions and responses regarding technological developments 

and the social and political experiences underlying it. In my parallel analyses of 

fictional (SF) and nonfictional (philosophical, scientifi- theoreticaI) texts. 1 wish to 

signal similarities and differences among the two fields. In different ways. the 

treatfments of cyborgs and cyberspace in both nonfiction and SF have addressed, 

through these metaphors, notions of mas  culture, dernocracy. as well as individual 

and collective agenq  and subjectivity. 1 al- argue that these critical strategies are 

best understood as the srrategies of nwo social groups-one of them in a dominant 

position (that of a professional, rnainly technocraüc class) and one in an ambivalently 

marginal position (that of the readers of a mass genre such as SF). In nonfictional 

writings, the strategy is as a rule one of either unaitical embrace of the present state of 

affairs, or a specular one of utter rejection, with the only exceptions emerging from 

contemporâry feminism. in SF, attitudes of both consensus and problematization 

emerge. Thus. my study aiso calis for a quaiification of daims about "postmodemity" 

as the privileged penod in which technology acquires center stage. My first nwo 

chapters foreground some theoretical concepts and issues related to both the study of 

inass culture and of the SF genre. The next three chapters focus on specific texts about 

the instrumental body and of the virtual frontier, and on the critical responses @y 

wornen, and by dissenting male figures) to them. The conclusion stresses the notions 

of democracy allegorically presented in these texts. 



RÉSUMÉ 

Cette thèse soutiens que dès le dCbut du vingtième siècle l'integration entre 

l'être humain et la machine a constituC un important s y s t h c  de metaphores à 

I 'intérieur de Ia production nord-américaine de science fiction ( s f )  et du discours 

doxoiogique. En examinarit ces textes, mon étude discute les points de vue et les 

réponses concernant les développements de la technologie et les expériences sociales 

et politiques qui en sont à la base. Dans mon analyse parallèle de textes de sf et 

dqessais philosophiques. scientifiques et theot@iques, je'entendes souligner les 
+ 

analogies et les différences entre les deux domaines. De manières différentes. Ies 

approches aux cyborgs et à l'espace virtuel. soit dans la sf que dans les essais. ont été 

rapporté à des notions de culture de masse, de démocratie, de subjectivité ainsi que 

d'action' individuelle et collective. Je soutiens aussi que ces stratégies critiques 

peuvent mieux se comprendre en tant que stratkgies de deux groupes a lointerieur de la 

société-l'un ayant une position dominante et l'autre ayant une positim marginale 

ambigue. Dans les essais, cette stratégie est, généralement, une acceptation passive de 

l'actuel état des choses, ou bien un refus total, avec la seule exception des positions du 

feminisme contemporain. Dans la sf on remarque soit des attitudes de consentement, 

soit de problérnatisation. Mes deux premiers chapitres introduisent des concepts 

fondamentaux relatifs à l'étude de la culture de masse et de la sf. Le trois chapitres 

suivants analysent des textes spécifiques sur le corps instnimentale et la frontiere 

vinurlle ainsi que les utilisations critiques des themes du cyborg et de l'espace virtuel 

dans la sf (en particulier celle écrite par les femmes ou par les hommes en dehors de la 

vision hégémonique). La conclusion met l'accent sur les notions de démccratie qui 

sont allégotiquement présentees dans ces textes. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Let us commence with a passage from John Steinbeck's The Grapes of Wrarlz (1939): 

"The man sitting in the iron seat did not look like a man: gloved. goggled. nibber dust 

mask over nose and mouth. he was pan of the monster, a robot in the seat" (37). 

This is the fint major climax of the novel: the sight of the bulldozer driver 

coming to evict the sharecroppers from their Oklahoma land. For Iack of a better term. 

Steinbeck calls the driver a robot, but he is the compound entity we now cal1 a cyborg, 

and he is less than human. The sharecroppers are, ethically and politically. the positive 

pole of the book. and their world aImost Iiteralizes the phrase "body politic." They 

compietely identify with the land; now their integrity and their very humanity are 

under threat: 

[qhem sons-a-bitches at their desks. the' jus' chopped folks in two for 

their margin a profit. They jus' cut'em in two. Place where folks live is 

them f o l k  They ain't whole, out lonely on the road in a piled-up car. 

They ain't alive no more. (55) 

The sharecroppers' standpoint had been predicated on a pastoral "unity" with 

the cycles of nature; their social antagonism was purely a maner of inherent essence. 

not one of agency or conscious choicc. Facing the hviathan of corporate finance. they 

are utterly powerless: "The bank is sornething more than men. 1 tell you. It's the 

monster. Men made it. but they can't control it" (35). Within the world of (capitalist) 

production no opposition is conceivabie. The cyborg-driver is a worker. clearly 

introduced as such; yet. wage laborer or not (Steinbeck repeatedly uses the word 

"slave"), his condition of dienation bnngs him daily into economk and bodily contact 



with the sphere of capitalisrn: this contact makes him fully CO-opted and CO- 

responsible in the despicable politics of the Powen That Be (cf. Ponellj. Tex2 38-65). 

Later in the novel, we have another important encounter between the 

pro tagonists and technology: 

A high wire fence faced the road, and a widc-gated driveway tumed in. 

A little way inside the gate there was a small house with a light in the 

window. Tom tumed in. The whoIe truck leaped into the air and 

crashed down again. (314) 

The wide gîte is a promise of openness that leads the Joad family into a New 

Deal relief camp. This space is defined by the pervasive presence of technology: 

water-closet. showers. and running-water tubs are unheard-of feats of user-friendliness 

for the Okies, whom we had only seen fighùng an endless battie with the ever- 

breaking truck. In this space, the migrant faners '  community is supposed to (and, 

according to Steinbeck, does) experience a collective, autonomous self-management, 

with democratic institutions of their own--what Habermas could cal1 a public sphere. 

Yet, behind the open gate there lurk new f o m s  of closure: the decisionai jurisdiction 

of the workers' organization is severely lirnited (cooking, tatrine-cleaning. and the 

like), without ever allowing for a participation in the dynamics of politics and 

production-and generally of the outside world--which have made the existence of the 

"liberated" space of the camp possible and necessary. 

Patently, the driver and the camp are ailegories on modemity itself. translated 

into the vehicles of the reified body and of the idyllic space. Conspicuously a d  

programmatically absent from the novel is the oprion of a standpoint capable of 

reconciling oppositional - collective identity, technology, and the prefiguration of an 



antagonistic democntic social contact. Like al1 interpretive allegories. The Grapes of 

Warh aiso leaves open the space for adrnitting its own lirnits (Jarneson. Unconscious 

58): during the relief-camp episode, the protagonist Tom Joad- at work with a friend, 

ends a conversation about the need for union activism (an othewise stale piece of 

social realism) by pointing to the need for a new integration with his work 

instruments: "a pick is a nice tool . . . if you don? fight it. . . . You an' the pick . . . 

workin' toeether" (Steinbeck 329). This glirnpse of a possible conjunction of humans 

and toois powerfully points toward a new, non-alienated alliance. beyond mere 

instrumentality. between subject and objects. Such a hopeful longing, though. remains 

the staternent of individual emancipation (each with his pick). while the novei had 

been discussing the loss of a collective integrarion with nature. AIso. this does not 

dispel the overall negative rote of modernity as herald of false. unnatural needs. 

The following work is a study of the cognate metaphors of the cyborg and of 

cyberspace, or virtual space, in twentieth-century Nerth Arnencan science fiction 

(hereafter SF) and in nonfictional writings. My thesis is that North American social 

discourse has articulated the thernes 1 am discussing aiong three main Lines: the cyborg 

as agent of authonty and power. the technologicaiIy defined space as idyll under 

tutelage, and the affirmative uses of the cyborg and/or cyberspace. 

Within each group. 1 shall proceed in a roughiy chronological fashion, and 

deviate from it whenever necessary in order to follow the continuities and 

developments of ideologicai and thematic sub-patterns, as they have concretely - 

ernerged since the appearance. in the between-the-wafs decades. of the two versions of 

the human-machine interface. in discussing nonfictional works. 1 shall consider both 



phiiosophical and scientific writings, including popularirations. In discussing SF, 1 

shall mostly focus on novels. lirniting my consideration of short stories to a srnaII 

number of relevant cases (chiefly from the prc-1950s period, in which they are the 

privileged f o m  for SF writing in the US). I shail provide extended readings only of'  

the most significant or representative entries in rny primary bibliography. endeavoring 

to construct an interpretive framework capable of tacitly accomrnodating "minor" 

items. Despite its bulk. the bibliography itself will inevitably be incomplete: practical 

as well as methodological reasons prevent the positivist's self-confidence in 

encyclopedic exhaustiveness. Nevertheless, 1 shall keep the bibliography in its present 

bulhy size: the canon-makerfs risk of generalization from too nanow a basis is, in 

mass genres as in ail serious culturaI analysis. a much grtater one. 

1 argue that there are NO reasons for clustering cyborg and cyberspace 

together. First. the cyborg-a compound sentient entity, organic and inorganic at the 

same tirne--and cyberspace-a simulated spacetime; allowing for interaction with the 

body and mind of its operators--have simultaneously come to occupy a central place in 

the North Amencan cultural imagination. Particularly in the last fifteen years, they 

have given rise to a substantial body of literature. 

Morc irnportantiy, these two notions have come to address specuiar 

problernatics. n i e  cyborg is a body which renders meaningless ail notions of a split 

between monadic subjectivity and external instrumentality. It is the site of an identity 

which does not define itself as the unspoiled, authentic haven against a compt and 

corrupting heartiess world: instead. cyborgs assen their autonomous presence by 

selectivety intemalizing the technologicai environment. Analogously, virtual space is 



posited as a space of anificialitv, a result of hi-tech production. which only exists as 

an arena for human agency. 

Early precursors of the cyborg and of vimiai space are to be found in Nonh 

American discourse throughout this century, and in SF as far back as the 1920s. 

However, these two notions find a name and a compfete formulation. respective&. 

only in the early 1960s and in the mid-1980s. Along with the proliferation of ficrional 

treatrnents. the most recent. cybernetic versions of these themes have received 

emphasis in a number of studies in the political and phi1osophical--inciuding 

prominent feminist-theories of postmodemism, which have referred to the two 

cultural icons as being representative of contemporafy anxieties and hopes. In such 

views. the cyborg and cyberspace challenge the boundaries between the "naturaln and 

the "anificial" or "cultural" (whether in the variant of prosthetic contiguity or of 

biochip integration). and Iiteralize concepts of multiple, fragmented subjectivity and 

boundless identity. and/or the promise of a reformuiated practice of social action. 

In these fictional and nonfictional allegories or parables, the interpretive stake 

is the technologizing of experience, whether "modem" or "postmodern," literalized in 

the technologizing of the body and of space. As Steinbeck's classic suggests, in 

specific texu "organic" and "inorganic" are not stable sites of positive or negative 

values, even within the same work. and indeed they should not be. My hypothesis is 

that the degree to which these metaphoric conjunctions of selfhood and technology are 

explored, aniculated. and subjected to critical testing will provide a simultaneously 

ideologicat and esthetic yardstick for individual texts. 

1 intend this study to be a comprehensive analysis of the Iiterary versions of 

these metaphors. So far. only brief or incidental discussions of these images have been 



devoted to the subjea (e-g., in Wolfe's and Bukatman's books). Aiso. recent 

scholarship most effectively focusing on the technologizing of modern Amencan 

culture and poetics has, as a mie. Iimitcd the analysis to pre-Depression. highbrow 

texts (e.g., Bentfiall. Seltzer, Tichi). Similarly, posimodern literary critics such as 

McHale. while grantins sorne SF texts a srna11 niche at the periphev of their canon. 

are clearly very dubious about the possibility of attributing esthetic significance to 

texts associated with Iowbrow institutions, and indeed with the idea itself of a Iiterary 

genre. and in general tend to foregound postures of recoil with regard to sociaI - 
change. 

My "single-issue" study will provide a reading of the transformations of this 

twin technoiogicat metaphors in a "lowbrow" development which porallels and often 

directly interacts with nonfiction. 1 shall emphasize the highly self-conscious 

intertextuai nature of these metaphors- To begin with, the): are icons built. logically 

and chronologically, on other existing items in SF's repertoire (from the "Frankenstein 

monstern to robots and clones) and on the tensions prediated by these. Most 

importantly, the context of SF is a mass genre which has always sustained an 

ostensible rhetoric-and. often? a genuine attitude-of critical self-refiection. and which 

has brought into existence an "insiders'" subculture chat has often pomayed itself as 

the engagé side of m a s  literature. 

Before ernbarking on the textual analyses. 1 shall endeavor to provide a general 

frarnework for my discussion of SF and of its metaphors. Under the heading of 

"critical presuppositions." the first two of the following chapters will survey theories 

of mass culture (Chapter 1) and of SF (Chapter 2). These chapters aim at 

foregrounding and emphasizing how the criticism of mass culture and of SF always 



and inevitably presupposes an interplay of ideological and political stances and 

assumptions with regard to notions such as "masses." "culture." "science." and 

"fiction." My survey will be briefer in the better known field of mass culture studies 

and more detailed in the field of science fiction theon..-whe're 1 shall also address the 

development of "inside" criticism.- No critical analysis can be free of these 

presuppositions, including this study: these chapters will ground in theory rny own 

approach to (rnass) culture and (science) fiction as probiernatic. neither mere 

ideoiogical instruments nor mere autonomous ivory towers. but rather as ongoing, 

ever-unstabie sites of CO-optive and emancipatory tensions. In the specific thematic of 

my study, these tensions will be ail the more pertinent: rny analysis will discuss the 

ways in which these presuppositions have been literalized. finding pnviieged sites, in 

the metaphorics of cyborgs and of vinual space. 

My study will then rry to isolate a rhetorical history of the ideological uses of 

cyborgs and virtual space, with a special emphasison overtiy ideological and didactic 

works of nonfiction. in other words, my study will assume that in mass culture 

hegemonic pressures do exist, and often dominate texts. Thus. under the rubrics of the 

"body instrumental" (Chapter 3) and of the "virtual frontier" (Chapter 4) 1 shall 

reconstruct the history of these CO-optive forces. Their own monologking function 

wiiI emerge both in their inner unidirectional, teleological structure, and in the direct 

political agendas of the works under scnitiny. In my view neither icon should be 

associated or identified with the postmodern age. In fam my work can be read also as 

an argument on the Iimits of telescoping periodizations: in cultural history, some 

interfaces are much older than many critics would contend- 



Gs straighrforward and often crude Cartesian incarnation. the prosthetic 

instrumental body of contemporary cybemetia and genetics is rooted in early 

twentieth-century Dawinism. its history can be conneaed to the ideology and rhetoric 

of US national expansionism--in a rhetoric that can be traced as far back as Emerson-- 

and produces a fantasy of absolute control over the material body. with the latter's 

ultimate disappearance. This erasure of the materiality of needs and social m a r k  is at 

the same time a fantasy about unconstrained individuaiisrn and about a wished-for 

body poiitic free from the burdens of the body and of politia. In SF. i shall foilow this 

strand from the early dictators of the early pulps to the preoccupations about mass 

culture in the post-1945 years (with an emphasis on the ambitious tuming points by 

Heinlein and Bester), to the contemporary avatars in the "rnilitary" subgenre and in 

much cyberpunk. 

Virtuai space is often theorized concomitantly with the cyborg. as the public 

space presupposed by it, or presupposing it. In my reading it fumions as an updated 

version of the dernocratic-nationalistic US myth of the frontier, as an empty and 

potentially limitless spact for individual expansiveness. Hem. the nonfiction emerges 

as a conscious effort in this direction, while SF--although early examples presented 

cyberspace as the denital of the open fiontier-is at its most lyrical in works concemed 

with the depiaion of an inherentiy liberating space of dematerialization. that can be 

enjoyed without taking into account its own conditions of possibiiity. In both cases, 

the underiying teleological vision and the emphasis on dematerialization place these 

texts on the verge of metaphysical fantasy. 

FinaIly, Chapter 5 will examine works in which these materials are used 

without the overall stress on finalisrn, disembodirnent, and expansive ultra- 



individualisrn. The first ciuster stresses interpersonal relations. in a sentimental 

tradition of womcn's writing that stam around 1940. In Dick. an important turning 

point is reached in polyphonie novels which prestnt different characters with different 

paths to ernbodiment or disembodiment, individualism or interdependence--none of 

which is granted superior metaphysical status. This is also what happens in Gibson 

and in women's cyberpunk. who stress as well the role of body and affect. Here. both 

political and forma1 cornplexity converge in a fully secular. rnatenaIist vision which 

provides a good example of the critical potential of the SF genre. which ties in with 

the thetoretical feminist work of Donna Haraway, with its stress on ernbodiment. 

technology, and mass culture as sites of emancipatory hopes. 



Chapter 1 

CRITICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS, 1: ON M4SS CULTURE 

1. Science Fiction in the Mass Market 

Man' an oxyrnoron can be associated with science fiction. One is texnial. inherent to 

the term itseif. and defines it as a genre. Another one, at least as far as most twentieth- 

century SF is concerned. is extratextual. institutional: to put it in a slogan. SF is a self- 

crirical commodity. This is to say that the social institutions m-hich ensure its 

dissemination among the readers sustain. and are sustained by. features commonly 

assumed as incompatible within the same step of the ladder of liteary prestige. As a 

branch of lowbrow literature, an SF taie is a commodity. produced and soid by 

professionals. At the same time, since the inception of the pulp-magazine era the genre 

professionals. like their highbrow colleagues. are the authoa of a continual body of 

criticism, theory, and history of SF, whose pressure helps to shape editorial policies, 

the exploration of particular motifs, themes. and subgenres. etc. Stamng with the very 

beginning of the SF pulps in 1926, the packaging of an SF stoty or novel surrounds it 

with an array of editorials, manifestoes, reviews, essays, and leners to the editors, as 

well as with a proliferating outer circle of mimeographed little magazines ("fanzines"), 

readers' clubs and conventions, discussing SF and SF publishing. These institutions 

are testirnonies to a whole subculture, the network of "fandom." that functions as an 

interface between professionals and readen. The social composition of this subculture. 

in its various phases. as well as that of the wider general readership of SF. remains 

only partly analyzed, and the available information about it is still largely mecdotal. 

Thus, some of my daims in this chapter should be considered as hypotheses. whose 



conclusive testing, in terms of quantitative sociology and of discourse analysis, faIls 

beyond the scope of this work. 

What is certain is that in the SF market. peaking in the U S  between the earIy 

19,Ws and the late 1970s, the usual separation between producers and consumers of 

written fiction appears to be bluned. Readerslfans become utriters. editors. critics. 

agents. and even publishers; many professionals work in more than one role. in some 

cases sirnultaneously. As a result. the concept of individuaI authorship is sornetimes 

stron@y put into question. This happens not only because of editorial interference, 

censorship, and self-censorship--al1 of which are robustly present. Aiso. and most 

irnportantiy, the SF text is acknowledged, by its producers. consumers. and 

intermediaries. as pan of an intenext. Its features and articulations will be exemplified 

in the following chapters. 

Historians of the SF fandom agree in saying that what starts around 1930 as a 

network of letter-writers and readers' clubs promoted by the pulp publisher Hugo 

Gernsback soon acquires a high degree of autonomy.' The SF fans do not simply 

accept the vertical communication channeIs set for thern by the officiai promoters, but 

start creating horizontal channels of their own (such as the fanzine) to discuss SF 

among themselves. In about ten years, they virtualty replaced the old generation of 

"pros," In the latc 19405 it is from the ranks of fandom that a flurry of minuscule 

specialty presses develops, with circulation in four digits at the best (cf. Eshbach, 

Shouider); these outlets represent for a few years the only market for SF published in 

book-form. ln different ways, the fans keep making their interacting presence felt after 

the 1950s as wel! (cf. Moskowitz. "Fanzines"), evcn after the Star Wars boom, when 

some SF becomes part of the general besueller market (cf. Sedg~ick) .  nius, to 



analyze the SF subculture simply as a hard core of enthusiastic readers appears to be 

of limited usefulness. Rather, the effccts of this collective action can be illustrated, 

following Stableford (Sociology 25-26) and Pamnder (42). in the ternis of Robert 

Escarpit's classic distinction between "connoisseur" and "consumer" readership. 

formulated in his Sociolog?. ofLiterature: 

The role of the connoisseur is to go "beyond appearances." to perceive 

the circumstances which surround literary creation. to understand its 

intentions. to analyzc its means. For him. there is no such thing as 

aging or death of a worlc. as it is possible at any given moment to 

reconstruct in his mind the system of references which restores to any 

work its aesthetic amtude. . . . 

The consumer . . . lives in the present. . . . He- has no active role. 

rnerely an existence. He tastes what is offered to him and decides 

whether or not it pleases him. The decision has no need of k i n g  

explicit; the consumer reads or doesn't read. (89) 

In SF, given the overlapping of roles, this in-group includes self-appointed 

genre-Iovers among both writing and/or institutionally mediating professionais and 
C 

readers. and it functions as an interacting assumed audience for editors and writen. 

These c o ~ o i s s e u r s  are a discriminating audience (cf. Hohman); after the inception of 

the paperback boom, they use their awareness of SF history in order to help shape the 

canon of the genre. Arnong other things, it is due to their activity that the successful 

SF book assumes traditionally the f o m  of the slow but continuous seller--while in the 

eeneral popular-fiction market a book is either a flop or a flash in the pan. selling well - 
for a year or two and quickly forgotten. Bcfore the Star Wars boom in the late 1 9 7 0 ~ ~  

L 



which is a turning point marking SF's admission to the reaim of cultural Big Business 

(cf. Sedeewick, - and Spinrad Alir-e). very iittle SF reached the best-seller Iist--none at 

al1 from the specialized book senes O;. with the explicit "SF" label. Among the 

members of the SF subculture. only Arthur C. Clarke enters the best seller Iist. and 

only with his novelization of Kubrick7s 2001.' When Richard Ohmann. in his 1983 

article on the shaping of the US literary canon. compares a list of best-selling authors 

with a list of "establishedn ones, SF is almost totally absent. Because of the 

connaisseurs' action. the SF market does not entirely and rnechanically follow the 

classic expectations about m a s  consurnption; thus. the paradox of a critical readership 

in an admittedly commercial fieid reinforces the genre's own marginality and quasi- 

invisibility. 

The fans are painfully aware that they appear too market-oriented to be taken 

seriousiy by the literary establishment. which has decided that, in Arthur Koestler's 

words (obsessively cited by many insiders, e.g.. Amis, Gold. and Knight Search), 

good SF books "are Iiterature precisely to the extent to which they are not SF." 

Confronted with segregation and exclusion frorn the "mainstream," the fans, in a 

somewhat snobbish compensation. distance themselves from the rest of the lowbrow 

realm. and start taking themselves very seriously. The most visible result of this is the 

output of secondary writing on SF. which at first appeared in farizines. and began to 

spi11 over into book fotm after World War Two, often published by specialty presses 

(one of which-Chicago's Advent--specializes solely on SF criticism). To date, this 

output comprises over a hundred volumes and countless articles and essays. Among 

other things, these "insider" writings determine rnost of the points that will (and still 

do) animate the academic debate on SF theory and criticism. If not always providing - 
13 



satisfactory answers, as a nile the SF fanskritics have been asking the thorniest and 

most challenging questions. 

2. Between Apocalypse and Dialogue 

SF is a pan of the "pop. lit." realm and mass culture. But this is hardly a self-evident 

categorv; the assumptions underlying daims and debates about it  deserve a brief 

What is at stake in the opposition between high and low literary prestige in the 

present historicd moment can be approached by Franco Moretti's observation that at 

the beginning of this century, when "avant-garde literature abandoned plot." it also 

pretended it was possible to abandon history; the "ever increasing relevance" of "mas 

literature" is but the result and the manifestation of an inepressible need for story- 

telling, and. ultimately. for agency within history (344). Moretti's is an implicit cal1 for 

a reinscription of the higMow debate under the mbric of canonicity and canon- 

revision. More directly, according to John Guillory, the "distinction between serious 

and popular wrïting is a condition for the distinction of canonicity" (489). 

In looking at two recent critical collections, coming frorn two opposite 

ideological positions, one can have a discouraging impression about the course of this 

debate. From the Right, Charles Altieri insists that "popular literature" is only a source 

of "socio~ogicai information"; only works stemming from the intellectuals' "own 

imaginative projections" and from nothing else can provide those "idealizing forces" 

that "allow us to distance ourselves from . . . sociological categories," thus performing 

a genuine educational function: the "very idea of fostering bener and richer selves 

requires Our sustaining idealizable frarneworks." Esthetic quality and canonical status 



are. in sum. idealized as inversely proponional to historical rootedness (28-29). More 

bluntly. Christopher Clausen declares in the same collection that the traditional canon 

upholds a utopia of "timeiessness." In this view. SF is a perfect candidate for 

exclusion: according to Clausen a work such as Orwell's 1984. whose "theme and plot 
. . 

derive from technology of a panicuiar kind." is "topical" and not "timeless." A classic 

is a work that can potentially be read by any human being at any point in history. 

Onvell's technology could oniy have been conceived in his era: this constitutes an 

impenetrable bamer to "cIassicw staius (211-12). Significantly. in the same collection. 

Johnson's cogent essay on the US Iiterary anthologies does not find any probiem in the 

exclusion of popular literature. 

On the Left, the feminist critics Carey Kaplan and Ellen C. Rose see their 

revisionary effort on behalf of women's fiction as incompatible. and directly 

competing, with popular literatun. A widening of the canon shoold be used in order to 

reclaim from commun readers the "tirne they would rather spend on Stephen King or 

Infoworld" (xvi), thus aiso implicitly denying any literary status to the former. 

Although Doris Lessing is discussed in detail, and Ursula Le Guin is referred to very 

appreciatively. these writen' fiequentation of the SF field (and the word SF itself) is 

never mentioned. 

For both these competing "highbrow" views, only "if an is granted some . . . 

supra-historical, transcendent status" (Wolff 75), can esthetic or politicai significance 

be within reach. Yet in SF, and in popular fiction in general. it is impossible to ignore 

or bracket the way in which a work is. among other things. a commodity sold in the 

market. 



Most approaches to popular culture still fa11 into the categories Iabelled in 

1964 by Umberto Eco as "apocalyptics" vs. "integrated": 

The rnistake of the [integrated] apologetes is to hold that the 

multiplication of industry 's produc& is positive in itself. not needing 

critique or re-orientation. The mistake of the aristocratic apocalytics 

lies in their thinking that mass culture is radical11 bad because of its 

nature as an industrial fact. and that today it would be possibte to have 

culture outside of industria1 pressures.(46-47) 

In the "apocalyptic" view, as fonnulated in one of Eco's direct targets (Zolla, 

Eclissi), "mas-man" is not only a victim of unidirectional conditioning from the 

Powers That Be but also a consenting participant, hence al1 the more responsible for 

the aberrations of mass cuiture. A "diabolical" force in modem society (129). mass- 

man is aware of his conditions and nihilistically rejoices in it. nius. the intelligentsia 

ought ro have an attitude of "indifference when fa'ced with the problem of efficacy," 

Le., of active participation in s o c i e ~ ,  which would mean "to be reduced to society's 

logic, and to lose al1 critical distance" (216). 

On the other hand, the "integratedn field accepts the "apocalyptic" division and 

inverts the mord connotations. In fact, the upholders of "taste piuralism" are no l e s  

satisfied with the status quo (e-g., Cawelti, Nye, Gans, and later, in an often vulgarized 

fashion, the articles of the Journal of Popular Culture). ïhose "empirical" 

descriptions and "sociological" analyses evade both the esthetic and the political 

issues: modernity's drive toward limitless expansion will endow each new public with 

specific fonns of expression, with no need for confiict or disruption of social and 

cultural hierarchies. The two lists could go on endle,sly, claiming that one can be 



either apoc;llyptically outside of or integrated into mass society. but never critically 

within it. 

Until very recently, apocaiypticism and canon-making were synonyms. In 

Zolla. and more recently in AlIan Bloom, low and high ad are incommensurable. In 

Left apocalyptics such as Theodor Adorno or Dwight .MacDonald. a state is being lost 

of separated, hence antagonistic. "innocence" (Enzensberger 15). embodied by the 

working cIass of the past. and later in works by women (cf. Felski's critique) or the 

Third World; onty the elite nature of high art can allow a free and uncontaminated 

development of an alternative among subaltem groups. The rise of mass culture is an 

invasion of mind-snatchers. whose mere presence ensures eventual CO-optation. 

To admit of critical feedback as compatible with mass culture rneans to reject 

rigid approaches. and such reductionist dichotomies as intelligentsia/masses or 

base/superstructure. As a useful mode1 for such an operation 1 am taking in this study 

Antonio Gramsci's repeated insistence, building on a discussion of folkiore, on 

popular fiction's crucial role in contemporary 

First of all, against any pastoral idealization of working-class autonomy, but 

also against any dystopian portrait of the masses as a sheepish mob. Gramsci sees 

folkiort as not being monolithic and systematic; it is instead "an undigested 

agglomerate of fragments of al1 conceptions of the world and of life which have 

succeedtd one anothcr in history, and of rnost of which. indeed. only in folklore do we 

find the surviving documents. rnutilated and contaminated" (Wrïrings 189). Within 

folklore the people ("the sum total of the instrumental and subattem classes": ibid.). by 

definition, cannot provide a consistent and alI-encompassing counter-force, but cm 

only assirnilate messages from pst and prcsent officia1 culture. This. of course, lirnits 



fol klorcrs conceptual horizons and its oppositional potentialities. but nevenheless 

entails a process whereby cultural texts created neithcr "by" nor "for" the people a n  

be "adopted." adapted, and put to different uses (1 95). 

Gramsci3 crucial concept is "hegernony." which implies precisel y the 

existence of an endless, conflictuai dialogue between social groups (Gramsci's term is 

"strata," which never alIows the reader to neglect the existence of power hierarchies). 

Thus. no dominant group assens its position soleIy through enforced. "dictatorial" 

mercion: it can only maintain power if its çocio-cultural institutions and conventions 

are continually capable of generating a widespread consensus around it. Pace Marcuse 

& Co.. the people's mind has always, inevitabiy. been one of the major stakes in the 

poIiticaI game. As reformulated by Raymond Williams: 

f ï h e  notion of hegemony] sees the relations of domination and 

subordination, in their foms as practical consciousness. as in effect a 

saturation of the whole process of living--not only of political and 

economic activity, but of the whole substance of lived identities and 

relationships, to such a depth that the pressures and limits of what can 

ultimately be seen as a specific econornic. political and cultural system 

seems to most of us the pressures and limits of simple experience and 

cornmon sense. . . . It is a whole body of practices and expectations, 

over the whole of living. . . . It thus constitutes a sense of reaiity for 

most people in the society, a sense of absolute beyond which it is very 

difficult . . . to move. (1 10) 

Any given society creates a hegemony, internaiized and maturaiized as 

"common sense" for dl its members: "We are al1 confonnists of some confchnism or 



other, always man-in-the-mass or collective man" (Gramsci, Notebook 324). Given 

its many-sided nature, cornmon sense "is not something rigid and immobile, but is 

continually transfonning itself, enriching itsclf with scientific ideas and wi th 

philoiophical opinions which have entercd ordinaj l i f é "  (326); al1 these 

"sedimentations" are lefi by different classes and cultures. and are differently 

perceived by members of different groups. If the official culture is the main active 

factor, still the ideoiogy of the mlers can only strive to set "limits" to the subordinates' 

thought, in a continuing process (420); within hegemony and cornmon sense, both 

retrograde elements of social oppression and visionary prefigurations of a utopian 

future are simultaneously present (cf. also Angenot, 1889 26). 

Thus, popular fiction eams Gramsci's interest because. while a powerful 

ideological instrument, it is an open channel for the voice of its audience-the 

"people," that is, those who are outside the ruling positions in the apparatuses of 

political, economicai. and cultural control. It can be an opiate. but also a catalyst for 

the culturai interaction of the subaltern worlàs. Just as any project of political 

alternative must start from the conflictual reality of cornmon sense, the existence of a 

body of popular fiction is a precondition for cultural renewal (Wntings 196 ff.). More 

precisely, "only from the readers of seriai literature can we select a sufficient and 

necessary public for creating the cultural base of the ncw Iiterature" (102). Gramsci 

repeatedly insists that popular appeal and esthehc qudity are not murually exclusive. 

Politicaliy speaking, the importance of popular literature is that it simultaneously 

"replaces" and "promotes" the people's "daydreaming": this daydreaming, though, 

stems precisely from social subordination (349). In other words, popular culture can 



potentially reveai the subaltern ciass to itseif. Not only is it an "arena of consent and 

resistance" (Hall 239): it is the best possible stadium for the game. 

3.  cie en ci Fiction and the UCultural Capitalw of Pulp Amena 

Let us now resume with the SF critic R. D. Mullen, reminiscing about 193ûs cuiture in 

the US: 

Quaiity, slick, pulp--[soon] 1 learned chat the term "quality magazine" 

originated not out of respect for the intellectuai fevel of The Atlantic, 

The Cenmry, Scribner's, and Harper's, but as a short form of 

"magazines for people of quality." The big slicks-The Sarurday 

Evening Post, Colfier's, The American, Cosmopoliran--were the 

magazines of the great American middle class, respectable enough in 

- that they represented, if not prospcrity plus cultural refinement, at least 

prosperity and gooâ behavior. And then there were the pulps, with their 

garish covers, cheap paper, and correspondence-school advertising, 

obviously attractive only to lower-class readers of little education and 

Iow-brow tastes. . . . You studied English, . . . so that your speech and 

writing would not mark you as at best uneducated, at worst as of 

working-class origin. You studicd littrature to achieve cultural 

refinement, to be countcd among those who read The Atlantic rather 

than The Samr&y Evening Post and so among those who had risen 

above the crass rnatenaiism of ordinary people. (371) 

Value, prestige, social position, genre- it is in the interplay and frequent 

conflation among thest conapts that the dcbate on mas culture and onnSF has 



developed. In order to address the stakes in this dustering of categories, i shall touch 

on some further theorctical points, which have emerged within and around the 

frarnework of Cultural Studies. 

Fint, a few notes on the social composition of whâb foilack of a better terni. I 

shall cal1 SFWs "insidef' group. The binh of the fandom. dunng the Depression era, 

marks also the entrance into litetary activity of a very different generation from that of 

earlier authors à la Edgar Rice Burroughs. grown on latter-day dime-novels and on 

generalist puips such as Argosy, with their orientalist/exotic writing.' It seerns 

possible to postulate in this period a fairly direct homology between the lowbrow 

status of the SF pulps and the class origins of their contributors/readers. If the 

biographicd information included in Darnon Knight's In Search of Wonder and Sam 

Moskowitz's Seekers of Tomorrow can be tnisted, almost al1 of the major figures in 

US SF of the 1935-45 period aime from the working ciass or the lower middle class 

(small farrners. famiiy-nin-store owners, etc.), or- have an "ethnic" background. The 

post-1945 paperback boom's new readership arises fiom postwar affluence; from the 

1960s onwards, the field is revitaiized by the new social movements and above al1 by 

the irruption of women. 

My working hypothesis is thereforc that in discussing SF as a set of 

institutions we should avoid references to dubious abstractions such as "middle-class" 

culture, even as broad approximations? ïnstead. I would suggest that the history of the 

SF insiders (at least up to the Iate 1970s) can bc bcttet described as a history of 

severai. possibly heterogeneous, socially subaltem groups in a phase of upward 

mobility-a relative mobility, though, that docs not entail full ernpowcrrnent within the 

existing ladder of social prestige. 



The upward mobility of mass culture's readership becomes, as Ross's No 

Respect argues, a crucial point in the 195k US debatc culrninating with the 

Rosenberg~White collection, Mass Culture (1957). Cold War fean, cultural elitism, 

and a defeiise of class hierarchies are constructed as almost synonymic elemenu of a 

pariidigm. Even among ostensible Left-wing dissenters, apocalyptic critic such as 

Dwight MacDonald and Leslie Fiedler follow the steps of classic consematives such 

as Tocqueville (with whom the anthology opens) and of late-nineteenth-cenniry 

genteel shapers of modem cultural hierarchy (cf. Levine), and describe the incoming 

advent of a technologically induad dictatorship of the rnajority. The collapx of High 

Art in the advanced industrial world is blamed on the claims to social and culturat 

ernpowerment of a newty risen iiterate class, whose pressures pose the threats of 

massification and "totalitarianism" and bting these critics to equate the drearn of 

classlessness with the nightmare of monoculture. Mass culture's alleged "fear of 

difference" is a signifier both for esthetic and for political fears; the constant rhetoric 

of "contamination" and "containment" embodies the political agendas that 

accompanies blanket theories of kitsch and mass culture as forma1 esthetic categories 

(Ross. No Respect 1~-64) .~  

The French sociologist Pierre Bourdieu has tackled the issue of the relation 

benveen historical contingency and esthctic value by talking of "the economy of 

cultural goods" in his Distinction: A Social Critique of the Judgement of Taste (1). In 

Bourdieu's keywords, the category of "taste" is both the legacy and the building factor 

of a social group's "cultural capital." Culture becomes an arcna in the stmggle over 

the group's public legitimacy and social position ("distinction"). In modem societies, 

the rhetoric of anistic "detachment" becornes the main tool in this 'process of 



legitirnation, while "populaf' consumption of fiction is isntead rootcd in praaice of 

affeaive involvement, as in TV watching or in feuifleron reading. Bourdieu moves 

from a powerful contextualization of esthetic practices, and yet his own distinguishing 

between high 'and low esthetics appears too rigid: most importantly, how can one 

account for cultural conflia if it is al1 about the accumulation of capital (cf. Denning)? 

This impasse is panly superseded by another French text appropriated in Anglophone 

cultural studies, Michel de Certeau's The Practice of Everyday Life. Staning from a 

similar analysis of the ''scriptural economy" of imposed self-legitimation, for de 

Certeau it is the dominant medium of writing itself, whch presupposes the reader's 

"bodily distancing" from the tex& which provides the means for the subaltems' 

subversive practices. Deprived of socially sancùoned "institutions" (xix), subaltem 

readers endeavor to overcome theu powerlessness through "tactics" of "making do" 

(29 ff.), of reappropriation and "poaching" (65-76), which recreate cultural conflict as 

a socially determined struggk over the interpretation of texts. 

Both Bourdieu and de Ceneau assume that reading wrinen fiction is a strictly 

individuai activity, and emphasize the reader's position as powerless consumer, 

hopelessly separated from any real chances to interfere with the officiai apparatus of 

fiction-production. Their theorits have Ied to Brown's and Jenkins's engaging studies 

on soap-opera and television-SF viewers. Yet the discursive arenas and the specific 

mode of intertextuality brought about by the SF co~oisseurs cal1 for furthcr 

qualifications. 

In addressing fan discourse, 1 would refer to the notion of subaltcrn ' 

"countcrpublic sphercs," proposed by feminist theorists Rita Fclski and-Nancy Fraser. 

In both critics, Habermas's mode1 of the public sphere is criticized and refashioned in 
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order. to foreground the rote of those çollcctive institutions "whert mernbers of 

subordinated social groups invent and circulate oounterdiscuurses [and ] interpretations 

of their identities, interests, and needs" (Fraser 489). In the case of the SF fandorn we 

are. 1 would add, confronting not an overall political but a specificaliy cuf~utal 

counterpublic sphere, which nevenheless functions as a "relatively autonomous 

discursive space which can define itself critically against . . . power" (Felski 165). 

In order to avoid charges of idediration, 1 wish to emphasize the phrase 

"relatively autonornous." Within Gramscian hegemony, "the people" is never a 

"culturally homogeneous coilectivity," and even its i ~ e r  "stratifications" are never to 

be found in a state of "punty" (Writings 1%). By definition, both the dominant and the 

subaltem culture are multifarious forces, resdting from a piurdity of pressures, 

inextricably enmeshed in each other, any attempt to seek for fully autonomous culturaI 

antagonism would be bound to failure (cf. Ross, No Respect 10; Grossberg 244-47). 

Gramsci d l s  for a critical stance (a "theory of praxisw) which does not forget that al1 

cultural or ideological fonnations are histoncai formations, situated in concrete events 

and relations: contradictions, even devastating ones, are traces left by the historical 

context. Critia, from their own concrete histoncal standpoint, can only endeavor to 

engage with those traces, seeking for potentially subversive fault-lines. In this sense, 

my study of a metaphoncal systcrn could be defined as a study in what Bercovitch, the 

best Gramscian in American Studies, calls "cultural symbology," the constellation of 

"meanings that encompasses text and contcxt aiikc" and is "built upon multilayercd 

connections between dominant patterns of culturai expression." Cultural expression is 

predicatcd on formations, such as metaphors, which m u t  be "flexible enough to 

accommodate upheaval and transformation," and whose "flexibility may extend in 



extraordinary cases across time and place" and "become the vehicle . . . also of 

personal agcncy and social subversion" (Oflce xvii-xviii). 

Sirnilarly, in Bakhtin's theory of dialogue, to which 1 have often alluded, 

cultural activity and ideology are "the process of selectively assimilating-the words of 

others" (341), wherein conflicting forces intersect in ever-shifting positions. in any 

given social and historical moment (272). Syncretism is the "dways-aiready" general 

condition of any discourse. "Low genres" are not inherently oppositional; rather. they 

partake in a lesser degree of the universaking ("rnonologic") tension proper of 

dominant cultures, and dialogidly tend to "historicize what is generally taken to bc 

immutable and etemal" (Gardiner 48). 

In an explicitly Gramscian vein, two late 1970s essays that functioned as 

manifestoes of cultural studies (Stuart Hall's "Notes on Deconstnicting T h e  Popuiar'," 

and Frednc Jarneson's "Reification and Utopia in Mass Culture") moved precisely 

fiorn a denial of notions of "subaitem estheticsw (a la Bourdieu or de Certeau). Both 

denied that mass culture, however defined, could do away with hegemonic pressures, 

but nevertheless inscribed into it a hopeful "utopian" opening. For Jameson, just as 

"the 'popular' as such no longer exists" (IS), in m a s  culture "genuine socid and 

historical content must first be tapped and given somt initial expression if it is 

subscquently to be the object of successful manipulation and containment" (29). 

Culture, rnoreover, is nothing less than "the very element of consumer society iuelf" 

(22)- 

In his essay, Jameson was also placing "low" art as a crucial aspect of 

postrnodern culture (Deming 257), and smssing the centrality of genre. In effect, if 

postmodemism has made self-reflexivity the centet of its theorizing, genre appears 



likt an ideai candidate for scrutiny. Genres "arc essentially literary institutions, or 

social contracts between a writcr and a specifïc public, whose function is to speciv the 

proper use of a panicular cultural artifaa" (Jarneson, Unconscious 106); they anchor 

texts (and critical practices) both in literary traditions and in the historical - 
. - 

circurnstances of their production and reception (cf. Bolongaro). Also, genres remind 

us that al1 aas of reading movc from a pattern of expeaations, fulfilled and/or 

transgressed in each text: as Peter Rabinowin puts it, "'reading' is always 'reading as'" 

(421). To insist on the category of genre is to rcclaim fiterary texts from the fiusions 

of metaphysical, unhistorical value and of the convention-free masterpieu, which 

have resulted in the ideology of culnirai hierarchy. Genre has been eagerly dismissed 

b y apocal yptic critics with their anathemas against "repetitivenessn and seriality, and 

later by post-structuraiists in the name of notions of dixourse as an undifferentiated 

(if self-effacing) continuum. Yet, in m a s  literature, genre ought to be valorized as the 

trace of the reader's position in the economics of cultural taste-a trace which furthers 

esthetic self-awareness. 

This Ieads us  back to the notion of the SF intertext. As John GuiIlory writes, 

the "category of the popular bears the marks of non-writing, of orality, within writing 

itself, since its productions are consumed, fkom the point of view of High Culture, as 

the textual sirnulam of ephemeral speechw (489). The SF text seerns to share, to an 

apprcciabk dcgree, the variability of the oral namtivc.' A few examples: the passage 

from magazine to book version often substantially modifies the content of a story; a 

story can be incorporated and recontextualized within a novel. e.g., in those cycles of 

interconnected short stories labelled "fi -up novels" (iike Asimov's Founûàrion); in 

recent years, we have the successful packaging of " s h e d  worldw book series, with 
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many authors writing within the SF universe created by somebody else. Aiso. very 

often a story is conceived as variant, or counter-story, in rcply to a previous one (by 

the same or other author). In al1 this, the rolc of fans as sources of feedback is often 

. crucial, and we should keep in mind that the roles of fan, writer. and critic are ohen 

interchangeable. De Certeau's poaching bricoleur is a b  a counter-writer who engages 

in direct cultural conflict. The SF intertext, rooted in SF's "genericity" and in its "low," 

illegitimatc institutions, puts consciously into question the "high" mythology of 

individual authorship thanks to, and not in spite of, the dynamia that leave on the 

eenre the marks of class and cultural subaiternity. Pace theorists such as Andreas - 
Huyssen, mass culture did not wait for official postmodernism to do such a boundary- 

breaking move. 

Thus, my work will presuppose an interpretive hypothesis which sees SF as 

self-conscious example of both cc~opting (even didactically so) and critical forces, 

linked-institutionally and intencxtually-both to the genre's own tradition and history, 

as well as to the uses of SF metaphors in North Amencan social discourse. 

In this sense, my parallel reading of fictional and nonfictional texts will be a 

search for the hegemonic determinano underlying the culturai symbology of interface 

metaphors. Building aiso on Gramsci, Marc Angenot has described cultural analysis 

precisely as an intertextual endeavor, aimed at accounting for the complexity of 

"social discourse," that is, for "the generic systcms, the topical repertoires, the niles 

for comecting utterances, al1 of which, in a given society, organize the sayable . . . 

and ensure the division of discursive labor" (1889 13). On the one hand. hegemony 

shapes social discourse as "a rcgulating system which prcdetermines the production of 

concrete discursive forms" (21). As such, Angenot argues, its privileged realm is that 



of the unspoken "presuppositions" which bestow social lcgitirnation on al1 ideological 

uni ts (iddologèmes) and "social representations" (Parole 169-89). As Leps ad&, their 

ideological fora  can only bc deteacd by going beyond the boundaries of the single 

text or the single cultural form: "presupposcd maxims belong to common opinion . . . 

and form the basis for the social construction of reaiity: they can be traced throughout 

the intertext where they establish bah the internai coherence and the outer limits of 

discourse" ( I l ) ,  in "both the institutiond and the marginal forms" (227). Yet 

hegernony, in drawing the culturd boundaries of the dicible, builds a "social common 

denominator" which can onIy ernerge as intemaily "stratified by the presence and 

action of specific social groups (Angenot, 1889 29); acknowledging the existenu of 

hegernony, in other words, shouid not prevent us from acknowledging the existence of 

continual negotiations with those 'multiple strategies which contest and antago&e it, 

and alter its elernents" (21). Rhetoricai formations such as metaphors emerge in a 

context of ideological presuppositions and hegeeonic pressures. In this study, my 

references about dominant groups and discourses will have to be partly hypotheticai. 

Still, rny discussions of both fiction and nonfiction texts wiI1 attempt to reconstruct 

how the metaphon and the rhetoria of the cyborg and of virtud space have emerged 

as ideological units in the legitimate domain of theory and nonfiction, and 

presupposed, finding a feniie ground for various degrees of criticai reappropriation, in 

the subaltern cultural spherc of SF. 



NOTES 

1 For a history of SF with an ample discussion of fandom, cf. James. Set also 

" Knight Fufurians, Moskowi tz Storm, and the books by Wamer. 

' Other authors of SF best-sellers includc Onuell, Huxley. Nevil Shute. James 

Hilton. Ayn Rand, William Golding; such thrillers as Fail Safe and Seven Days in 

May should also be added ro the Iist (cf. Hackett and Burke; Mon). For a history of the 

US hardcover market, cf. b n g .  

3 Gramsci is far from having been completely translated in English. I will refer 

to the extant standard anthologies, occasionally emending the translations on the basis 

of the Italian critical edition. 

Any detailed explanation of concepts such as "xhools" and "generations" of 

SF writers and insiders, and any atternpt to supply biographicai informations about 

hem would render this study virtually infinite in length; 1 can oniy mention, as the 

best of ail reference books on SF, those edited by Nicholls, and by Clute and Nicholls. 

The best analysis of the wcio-economic composition of the fandom is Berger 

"Fans." His data would seem to indicate, in the early 1970s, a mainly middle-class 

audience. Interestingly, however, some discrepancies bring him to admit that the only 

unquestionable condusion he can draw is that the fans "identifi with" the 

technocratic/professional class (243), and that therefore the actual average class 

position is likely to be lower down the scde. Furthemore, his anaiysis was dealing 

with with the attendants of a national US festival--presumably, among the better-off of 

fans. 

- 



6 For a broader perspective on technology and the m a s  culture debate, sec 

Brantlinger's Bread and Cireuses. For a Manrist ovcwiew, cf. Suvin Posirions (3-21) 

and "News." 

7 For a reflection on the oral/written dialectic that bears directly on the 

higMow dividc, see PorteIli's The T m  and the Voice.. 



Chapter 2 

CRITICAL PRESUPPOSITIONS. 2: ON SCIENCE FICTION 

1. A Premise 

To engage critically with the SF genre means, inevitably. to corne to terms with the 

interpretive allegories constructed by theorists and critics. This chapter will review 

these strategies, as they have been depioyed by the academic "outsiden and by the 

subculture's "inside." 1 will not do so in order to daim any kind of supenority for 

either of them. Rather, 1 wish to show how the vanous notions of SF have been 

constructed as artjculations of somewhat differing anxieties and hopes about 

modernity, technology, and the role of culture in mas society. Insider and outsider 

criticisrn, as  affhations of and/or reactions against the hegemonic systems in 

twentieth-century North American history have much in common. Still, in their efforts 

to define, delimit, and describe the genre, the two groups' different interests (e.g., their 

positions in the pyramid of culturai prestige and other distinctions) may serve as 

opposite poles in a continuum where the stake is the possibility of arguing for, at least. 

esthetic significance on different grounds from those of the canon and of the canon- 

makers-and whose ultimate horizont following Gramsci, can be no l e s  than that of 

sociopolitical, utopian action. 

2. Outside 

Like no other genre in mass literature, SF has been a target for theorists. With higher 

or lesser degrees of methodological rigor, North Amencan SF studies have k e n  

theorking SF into or out of existence for at leas1 thiny years, staning (to pick a 



practical ferminus ad quem) with the founding of the journai Eiaapolation in 1959. 

Analyzing the features of SF, academic critics have aniculated a range of assurnptions 

that amount to a highly unjustly neglected debate. 

2.1. Definition 

1 wouid start with Darko Suvin's classic definition in his Mezamorphoses of Science 

Fiction: 

a Iiterary genre whose necessary and sufficient conditions are the 

presence and interaction of estrangement and cognition, and whose 

main formai device is an imaginative framework alternative to the 

author's empiricai environment (7-8). 

First of all. 1 wish to emphasize the implicit starting point in such a defining 

move: the recognition of the genre's d i ' e n t i a  specifica. Beyond reductionist 

dictionary formulas or sociologicai expianations, the need is rather that for a textual 

anchor capable of accounting for the emergence of (what is ernpirically or intuitively 

labelled as) SF in vanous cultural-historical contexts. In this sense, Suvin's three 

parameters (estrangement, cognition, alternative world) provide a gnd that roots 

definition in the dynamics of history. Aiso, definition rejects the merely rhetorical or 

impressionistic listings of motifs. present in early works (e.g.t those surveyed in Suvin 

"State"). Definition, of course, does not deny the relevance of the genre's specific 

metaphors: from the mid-1970s on, later analyses of formulas and icons will not be 

aimed at contesting the need for theoretical and defining rigor, nor claim 

exhaustiveness of definition, but presuppose and emphasize SF's inner intenext (Rose 

Encounrers, ffiown), "a repertory of functions, conventions, and devicesn 



(Suvin, Metamorphoses 10) which extends and articulates the generic expectations of 

SF's "specialired" readership-a readership whose cornpetencc arises precisely from i ts  

famiiiarity with the repertory. 

2.2. "Science" 

The interpretive feedback of the readers, however free and playful. is nevertheless 

injecred and legitimated by the text. This is the role of "science": for Suvin (cf. also 

Philmus), "cognition" is the epistemological basis of the SF narrative. and separates it 

from the supernatural or metaphysical fantastic. However "other" and far-fetched. the 

agents, events, and spacetimes of an SF tale assume a secular notion of scientia or 

"cognition" as rnethod and "encompassing horizon" ( ~ a a k o r p h o s e s  67). In other 

words, the estrangement of an SF tale is predicated on a worldview (an epistemology 

and a cosmology) wherein "ethics is in no signifignt relation to physicsn (Il). SF's 

own author-reader pact brings protagonists and reader in touch with a fictionai 

universe incompatible with any fom of determinism; this universe, however 

estranged, may be, at least in principle, reconsmcted according to analogous 

procedures to those accepted in the "zero world," the "author's empirical 

environment." The "science" in SF, that is, the logic of the scientific method, is a 

herrneneutics embedded in the genre. as well as the channel connecting the tale to the 

"zero" universe of the readers. 

Those critics who dismiss science tend, obversely and not surprisingly, to 

negate or belittle the autonomous existence of the genre; their approach, as a rule, 

regards SF as fairy-taie with different props. In Mark Rose's words: 



Cal1 your magic a "spaa warp" or a "matter transformer," your 

enchanted island the pianet Einstein . . . d l  your giants and dragons 

"extratcnestrials," and what you have is mcrcIy the contempotary form 

of one of the most ancient literary kinds. ("Introduction" 1) 

Rose's case for the influena of "romance" on SF-is convincing. but he transforms 

historia1 antecedence and ancestry into theoreticai preemption. on the basis of a 

Fryean essentialism of sorts, and denies the genre's methodological "modernity." 

Cognition and science are -pnted an even smaller role in Leslie Fiedler's nostalgie 

invocation of timeless essentials and prelogical reflexes in order to reciairn a place for 

SF within an overt stance "against theory": a successful SF author (his exarnple is A. 

E. Van Vogt) writes ineffably beyond histow, technology. and indeed beyond written 

words: 

m h e  challenge to criticism which pretends to do justice to science 

fiction is to Say what is righr about hirn: to identify his mythopoeic 

power, his ability to evoke primordial images. his gift for redeeming 

the marvelous in a world in which technology has preempted the 

province of magic and G d  is dead. To do this, stnicturalism and its 

spin-offs, those strange French (or naturalized Slavic) gods after whom 

recent scholars of fantasy and popular literature have gone a-whoring, 

are of little help-as, indeed, they are of little help with any good-bad 

literature, whose vimes are independent of the tcxt and therefore 

immune to semiotic analysis. ("Ctiticism" 10-1 1) 

This is not a simple matter of right-wing appeais t0 SF as resurgent religion in the 

abhoned age of reason (e.g., Lowentrout). In different ways, we are dealing with 



views of mas culture as a son of modem pensée sauvage, and of SF as its best 

conternporary exernplar: this is the strategy of the first generation of postmodem 

criticism. On this basis, Fiedler can reclaim SF for postmodernism. in his farnous 

essay "Cross the Border-Close the Gap," as a Iast h o p  for the permanence of an - 

Anglo ethnic Zeirgeist: 'Tf therc is still a common Anglo-saxon form. it is Science 

Fictionn (474). Yet, the admission of "low" aliens on the "high" side of the border is 

conditioned on the official intelligentsia's accepting the role of Immigration Police. 

producing works "rnitigated without essential 1 0 s  by parody. irony" (469). and 

keeping out, as we have seen before, the alien pressures towards a critical rethinking 

of "low." In Luckhurst's words, if "popular cultures are somehow closer to some 

concept of a national collective unconscious, and that because they are popular (that is, 

'simple'). they tramparentl'y reveal it," then, for good or bad. they "must be spoken 

(up) forn by someone with more prestige ("Bordern 363). Thus, Robert Scholes 

invokes a psychological, and not an esthetic, ground for the genre's "funcrion" 

("sublimationn, in Strucnrral Fabulation), and salutes the potentialities of SF as bearer 

of a newer form of innocence, whose simple values (vigor, earthliness) may refresh a 

high literature "threatened by over-elaboration of its own cornplexities" (Fabuktion 

and Metafiction 218). Specularly, Rosemary Jackson faults SF, as opposed to 

"fantasy," because of the latter's greater closeness to psychoanalytical processes: 

behind ostensible references to dialope and poststmcturalisrn, canonical notions of 

individual subjectivity and psychologid realism reappear. In al1 of these cases, 

cognition is incompatible with poetic value, or at best irrelevant and merely 

epiphenornenal.' 



23. Estrangement 

Both Suvin and Scholes accept the Fonnalist and Brechtian notion of estrangement in 

their defnitions. In Suvin, though, the formal becornes the basis for the political: "In 

SF the anitude of estrangement . . . has growq into the formol framework of the genre" 

(Metamorphoses 7), absorbing a long-standing tradition of lower-class. dissident 

fabulation (from utopias to carnival) whose vew reason for existence is a longing for 

difference as cr i t id  distortion of the real. Through the Ends and degrees of 

estrangement. ideology and estheric evaluation in SF are predicated on the genre's own 

ternis (see next section). Instead, Scholes and Rabkin. while linking SF with science 

and technology, also maintain traditional standards for "good writing style" and 

esthetic judgxnent. One of the casualties of their anitude is the pulps' readership: their- 

historical overview starts with a division between a "political Europe" (26). which 

produces a few respected works of the dystopian tradition, and a "pulpy America" 

(35). largely made of a multitude of "trivial, ephemeral works of 'popular' fiction 

which are barely literate. let alone literary" (vii). In this perfect allegory of the elite vs. 

mass cultural divide, in the unnamed "barely literate" mass of lower class readers lie 

the shortcomings of US SF, as  opposed to the "highw and allegedly less crowded 

tradition of European SF: the idea of a mutual fertilization (crucial in Suvin) between 

different canonical levels is not even considered. 

The theoretical point here is both what Suvin calh SF's oxymoronic quality 

(its bringing together the historically separated categories of estrangement and 

cognition), and the faa  that SF. as a full-fledged genre. allows for different avenues of 

inquiry. As Parrinder argues, sociologid, genological, and rhetorical analyses need 

not be mutually exclusive but can be and are mutually supportive. Indeed, one cm 



only lament the virtual absence of SF from Iiterary histories, connecting the genre's 

thematic and rhetorical concerns with those of the various tradition in which it 

develops: SF is an autonornous genre, but is not hermeticaily sealed off frorn the rest 

of liteature.' The result is an often mystifying Mnflation of categories; in Scholes and 

Rabkin the dismissal of the pulps' sensationalistic insistence on gadgetry goes together 

with a belittling of the role of science, so that the cluster of texts they sympathize with 

is the nostaigic "anti-science fiction": to minimize estrangement. in this attitude. 

means also to minirnize cognition. A frequent deployment of this rhetoric is the 

dichotomy between "hard" and "soft" SF. Whereas in f a a  much US SF revolving 

around engineering achievements is a shamefaced fantasy of fatalistic detetminism 

under the disguise of scientific "neutraiity" or "hardness" (Huntington 70-85). this 

"hard core" is taken, rather tendentiously, to be per se the epitome of SF as the 

expression of a negative paradigm which includes items such as rationality, 

Americanness, low prestige, bad quality, and, occasionally, reactionary-technocratic 

politics, denying the roie of the scientific method in the so-cailed "soft" sciences. and 

finally denying the very existence of S F . ~  

2.4. Novum: The SF World and Its Boundaries 

The third parameter of Suvin's definition is that of possibie world. Estrangement is 

crucial in SF in grounding the "narrative dominance of a novum or cognitive 

innovation," that is, "a totalking phenornenon or relationship deviating frorn the 

author's and irnplied reader's n o m  of reality" (Metamorphoses 63-64). The novum is 

totaiizing in that it gives rise to ''a nanative reality suffrciently autonomous and 

intransitive to be explored at length as to its own propenies and the human 



relationships it implies" (71). The worlds of SF cannot be anaiyzed without referenct 

to the novum. and to the estrangement and the cognition it furthers; thus, its mention 

is, de facto, a paraphrase of the tale itself, a description of the conditions of possibility 

which allow the events to take place (cf. Spencer). In shaping the spectrum of possibk 

events in the narrative, it becomes its central foreground: Fredric Jameson stresses this 

aspect when he labels SF a "spatial genre" ("Genre"). More accurately Suvin. in the 

later Posirions and Presuppositions in Science Ficzion, stresses this point by recumng 

to Bakhtin's category of the chronotope, the space the  organizing and arising out of 

the relationship in the tale, which is in SF an elaboration of the novum or central 

metaphor (185 ff.: cf. also Malmgren Worlds). Not only is SF heterodox with respect 

to the c a n o n i d  tradition in moving its main concerns away from the primacy of 

intenority and sub j en  but it strives, through allegooric or parabolic proceduies. to 

place its elements in a consistent nenuork of relations and agencies: "It does not ask 

about The Man or The WorId, but which man?: in which kind of world?: and why 

such a man in such a kind of worid?" (Metamorphoses 7). On the other hand, 

consistency is as such a problem with some strands of poststructuralism; for example, 

Jackson calls for a literary pars desmens without any pars cornmens, always 

equated with oppressive modernity: her displaced subjects seern to need no material 

arena in which to move. 

Theories that diffuse SF within a larger non-mimetic supra-genre are 

predicated on the dismissal or downplaying of the parameters of the novum (and 

consequently of the possible worid) and of science. Thus, Eric Rabkin postulates a 

"continuum" of the "fantastic." based on "difference" from "an organized body of 

knowledgc* (120), and David Kettercr dis~usscs  a tradition of tcxts centcring on an 
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estranging "apocaiyptic" nipturt (Worlds). Rabkin's continuum effets usefut 

refledons on generic contamination, and Ketterer's apocaIyptic literature is a 

milestone ~hematic study of US fiterature; both, though, seem to take the science- 

fictionality of some texu as self-evident, uithout m k h  help from their own systems. 

What xems to move rnost critin who neglect novum and world (Rabkin and 

Ketterer are exceptions) is a quest for legitimation under the (often very thin) disguise 

of genre theory; if the novum's narrative dominance is a mark of SF. as opposed to 

marginal or contaminated cases (Suvin. Positions 70-72), then--in a revealing move- 

consistency and density bear the mark of pulpishness and "genericity" (taken as 

synonyrns), while 1yrica.l sparseness of detail bespeaks the respectability of 

"mainstream" allegory (cf. Nicol). This quest goes far beyond the recognition of 

affxniy with some avant-garde (already in Ketterer "AIIiedW), and finds. for many 

years. its champions among postmodexn critics. For exampie, Teresa Ebert praises 

Samuel Deiany's "self-reflexivity" and ontologid "indeterminacy" as "it franscerzds 

the restricting didactic and entertainment function of mirnetic science fiction" 

("Convergence" 99; my ernphasis). Later, Brian McHale, while ostensibly saluting the 

twin "ontological" concerns of both SF and postrnodernism, makes it very clear that 

the latter has oniy borrowed motifs from the former, while SF has anyhow "tended to 

lag behind canonized or mainstream litenniire in its adoption of new literary modes" 

(Fiction 98-99): the canon remains unshaken as monopolistic holder of taste. 

Rejoining Koestler, for them good SF is no longer SF or above SF. 

Among feminist critics. for Marieen Ban and Veronica Hollinger a change of 

name is needed, and their respective corpuses, with their concerns for gender and 

representation a n  renarned "speculative fiction" (Barr Alien), and "specular SF," 



which "simulates SF, but is not itself SF" (Hoilinger "Allegory"). Barr's agenda is 

clear: "It is time to redefine feminist SF, to ensure that this Iiterature's subversive 

potential is not nullified (and shunned by most Anglo-American feminist theorists) 

because of a generic ilassification connoting liteary inferiority" (Fabuhiion 3). In 

order to gain "a space within the canonw (xv), the critic's task is to select significant 

texts and to take them away from the subaltem reader's to the theorist's separate 

domain. The supergenre of "feminist fabuIationw will break the genre boundary 

(concomitant with the presena of novum, science. etc.) by including non-SF tales. but 

will reinforce the higMow divide among texts and among readers: at the same time. if 

the feminist or transgressive stance is formalistically equated with genre identity, 

politics itself ultimately disappears. The importance of the qberpunk debate. as we 

will see in the following chapters? will be that of gaining back a critical space. 

simultaneously. both for SF (its novums, its history) and for politics.4 

The implicit stance among the defenders of the canon's walls is the 

incornpatibility, in principle, between "postmodern" parameters such as self- 

reflexivity or openendedness and "pop. lit.", as embodied in the formal statute of SF. 

In a very different stance, Marc Angenot suggests that it is precisely in its world- 

building legacy that SF achieves and promotes openness and readerly cooperation. Far 

from being ornamentai to the nanative, the estranged and scientific elements 

irreversibly marked with low statu are central; acting as textual traces during the 

reading process, they evoke-and invite the consnuaion of-the "missing paradi_~m" of 

a fictive possible world. Through a "conjectural" procedure, which entails a continua1 

hermeneutic feedback-not uniike the scientific method itself--with the expectations 

derived from the known, empirid world, leading to a tentative biank-filling process 
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aimed at rnaking sense of the availabk information, Moreover, the "delusive" 

otherness evoked by these textual ches  must be acknowledged in its own tems: 

In a fiction set on an aiien planet, whar represents for the "Terran 

reader" the utmost strangeqess must be perfectly trivial and banal for 

the Aien narrator. It would therefore be totally abnormal for the 

narrator to stress this obvious feature at the outset. It seems more 

"realisticn that such data be @en en passanr, laie in the narrative. and 

in a rather indirect way - ("Paradi-m" 16) 

A "reality effect" is needed, but it is built precisely on the estrangement and on its 

copitiveness. For this effea to take place. al1 these elemcnts-including sentient 

agents-are to be considered as representatives or tokens for the possible world, - 

rejecting, as in Bakhtin's chronotopes, the classical notion of the independent subject 

in favor of a material network of interdependent agencies. SF is, first of dl. allegory, 

morality-play, or parable (Jarneson 'World" ; Suvin, Positions 185 ff.). Moreover. SF's 

linguistic strategies keep the world open to a dialogue with the reader: consistency is 

necessariIy also built on absence and on readerly presuppositions, promoting the 

emergence of both ideoiogical worlds: 

An immanent aesthetics of SF is implied here: if the mechanical 

transposition of "this-worldly" paradigms is sufficient to account for 

every narrative utterance, we have a witless, even infantile. type of SF. 

If, on the contrary, a maximum distance is maintained between the 

empirical and the "exotopic" paradigms, dthough the alien rules tend 

to organite themselves into a consistent whole, the reader's pleasure 

increases. (Angenot, "Paradigrri" 16) 



As Suvin adds, the immanent esthetics is (can potentially be) an immanent Iiberating 

politia: 

In optimal SF, the interaction of the vehicl: (re!ations in the fictional 

universe) and the tenor (relations in the empirical universe) makes . . . 

for the reader's parabolic freedom: rhis fieedom is rehearsed rraced 

out and inscribed in the very acf of reading, before and parallel ro 

forming a conceprual sysrem. (Posirions 70) 

This attitude shows rnany similariries with the dialogism mani critics have put 

at the hean of SF's Nvin genre of utopian literature (cf. Suvin "Locus" and its 

bibliography), also described as the diaiope between an "other" and the author's 

world: utopia as well givcs rise, through this confrontation, to a delusive pointing 

towards a possible "not-yet" universe connecting the two b y accepting the text's 

implied cal1 to action. 

Also. and finally, Angenot's mode1 indicates a Iink to the twentieth-century 

North American context. The textual paradigms may benefit frorn higher degrees of 

absence and complexity precisely because of the institutionai circumstances 

surrounding the SF work, that is, the extreme sophistication achieved by the SF 

repertory of metaphors, icons, or, in Suvin's terms, novums. In this context. however 

disgractful to some, SF's generic awareness and self-teflexivity develops dong 

autonomous lines, as Jameson observes in rnany essays (e.g., "Genre"). Damien 

Broderick, taking a cue frorn Christine Brooke-Rose, calls SF's intertextual repertory 

a "megatext": "the s i  mega-text works by embedding each new work . . . in an even 

vaster web of interpeneuating semantic and tropic givens" (59). inescapably 

connected to the "loww realm of pulps and paperbacks, the reading knowledge of the 



fans has given the main thnist to the literary sophistication of SF: to reject this 

influence in rofo means to reject SF in its historical development of its novurns in the 

Sonh American tradition. 

In this sense.. the foltowing chapters wiil anaiyze one specific novum (or 

cluster of novums). and the chronotopes revolving around ir. rnapping the relative 

portion of the SF mepatext in its twentieth-century histoq. and establishine some 

connections with the general megatext of North American social discourse. 

3. Inside 

Among insiders' criticism, the founding tension could be summarized in the authors' 

oscillating attitude toward the pulp origins of contemporary Anglophone SF. The 

emergence of magazines devoted to the genre injects the fans' process of- self- 

awareness (in the form of editorials, letter-columns, etc.) into the foundations of the 

comrncrcial field. parantees an amount of pnvileged if marginal. visibilil. and at the 

same tirne ensures its negiect in the general literary scene. On the other hand. the 

legitimate dissatisfaction with this state of affairs brings a nurnber of authors and 

cntics, panicularly after 1960, to throw away the baby with the dirty bath and to 

identify the roots of the problems with the genre itself? 

3.1. Self-Image: The SF Writer as Superman 

The writers that emerge in the post-Depression era and establish the SF subculture are 

mostly from a subaltem-class background, often first- or second-generation non- 

WASP immigrants. In their criticism. class tensions are transtated into what Hebdige 

calls a mythology of "classfulness" (89) that addresses socioeconomic 
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subordination indirectly, in t ems  of the public performance of self-presentation. Thus, 

the SF professionals express and emphasize their condinon of economic subordination 

and cuitun1 marginality through a pervasive self-image which we rnight cal1 the 

Suffering Accountant, In this perspective. we could say that. whereas Modemist "high 

lit." authon tend to conceal the ideology in their writings by denying that their 

products are commodities in a market, the SF writen strive towards the sarne goal by 

creating, around the stress on "story-selling." an illusion of esthetic--and ultimateiy of 

ideoiogical--neutraIky (cf. Ponelli, "Presente" 140-44). VirtuaIly al1 of their 

autobiographies center on proud reports about the authors' attempts to comply with 

editorial policies and whims, on detailed description of the amount of stories (often of 

the sheer wordage) sold per year. and on the impossibiliy to make a decent living out 

of the pulp and, later. the paperback market. Author/editor Horace L. Gold. around 

1950, reminisces about the author's rates in the 1930s, and quantifies them in 

"microscopic fractions of a cent [per wordj payable upon lawsuit" (qtd. in Boucher 

39). Sirnilarly, in 1947 Robert Heinlein sounds more like the anxious exponent of a 

precarious underemployed intelligentsia than like a self-confident businessrnan of 

culture when he lists the "actuain rules in "the writing of speculative fiction": 

1. You must write. 

2. You must finish what you stan. 

3. You must refrain from rewriting except to editorial order. 

4. You must put it on the market. 

5. You must keep it on the market until sold. (Heinlein. "Writing" 19) 

Thirty yean later, the irnagery of suffering reachcs a climax in Knight's 

description of the fortunes of a politically Leftist group of SF professionals emerging 



from fandorn in the late 1930s in New York--for most of whom writing and editing 

had been a low-paid and highly unstabie job. Towards the end of the book we find a 

erotesquely charged cameo about editor Robert A W. Luwndes. still working for - 
third-rate magazines, living in deep poverty, but comfoned by the memories of the 

elorious pulp past and by honorific "citations and plaquesn awarded to him by fans - 
and colleagues (Futurians 248). 

As in Superman-a cultural icon whose crzators came from the ranks of the SF 

fandom-the self-image of the SF insiden is sustained by a tension between a public 

subalternity and a secret or unseen glory. As in Hebdige's rock subcultures, they see 

their position with regard to the "mainstream" as one of marginality and not of 

antagonisrn: fiom this, both openings and limitations result. H'hen tney describe the 

social roje of SF writing. they move between the poles of a proud denunciation of. and 

a cornplacent acquiescence into, the niles of the cultural industry. If Cyril Kornbluth 

identifies the strictures of the market as cause of the "failure of SF as social cri ticism." 

and admits that such criticism is in SF rare and as a nile rather mild. he carefully shies 

away from proposing solutions. The lowbrow status of SF pubfishing, he says, makes 

it inevitable for even the best products to rernain ineffective in the cultural debate, 

"ignored by the nation": notwithstanding, and perhaps thanks tc this. he still calls the 

SF readers "the happy fewn (84). 

Thus. the pseudo-solution of that generation of writers is anicuiated as a self- 

consolation: SF is exalted as a force of resistance against cultural subalternity. but 

without questioning the ineiuctability of that ~ondition.~ -4 recumng argument 

appeals to popular sociology and futurology à lu Toffler. and to the world-building 

(utopian, or estranging) principle of SF in order to claim for the genre an educational 



function that becomes almost messianic. The SF wntcn. in Heinlein's words, have 

realized that "the world does changen and have cornmined themselves to the 

propagation of this discovery, thereby filling a void left by the "mainstrearn." This 

makes SF a serious and mature form--'lp]ut serious and mature literature has never 

been mass entertainment" ("Science Fiction" 61): no illusions about a wider change 

beyond this "underground" action should be cultivated. It takes a Clark Kent to 

imagine powerful fantasies about a different yet possible world. but no recognition, 

and no change in the socio-cultural and power hierarchies of this worid Is to be 

expected. The powerlessness of the SF subcuiture becomes the main evidence of its 

unrecognized powers. 

After the 1960s. the esthetic affinities between certain SF and the 

postmodemist avant-garde will be readify deteaed and sometimes praised (e.g., 

Aidiss, Greeenland, Gunn, Spinrad Reat), but, as 1 am going to show in the next sub- 

chapters, they often recuperate the elitist higMow- separation. Only a few voices wiIl 

argue - that SF and "high lit." had always been, to a degree, communicating, even in the 

magazine era (Blish 46-66; Delany, Jaw 193-94; Lundwall). Ghettoization may be a 

tragedy, but it is also the requisite for identity. 

The earlier SF insiders perceived the segregation as absolute and ineversible, 

and reacted as a compensation, by seeing themselves as another sort of avantgarde 

within m a s  culture. as popular literature for the few, thereby never fulIy challenging 

the separation and paving the way for the "new" SF's claims to para-canonicity. The 

most widespread view sees the SF writers as resistant dissenters in a deaf world, 

committed to social change but. within this consolatory register. ultirnately exempted 



from responsibility for their shoncornings. The writer E. E. "Docw' Smith. for example. 

addressed a gathering of Chicago fans and colleagues as foilows in a 1930 speech: 

The casual reader does not understand SF, does not have suficient 

imagination or depth and breadth of vision to grasp it. and hence does 

not like it. . . . We are imaginative. - with a tempered. analytical 

imaginativeness which fairy taies wilI not satisfy. We are critical. We 

are fastidious. (qtd. in Wamer Yesrerdays 96) 

Given these assumptions. it is no surprise that in Heiniein. who best brings this 

argument to a conclusion, in the end "the worldn and "society" are completely 

- 
forgotten.' It ain't necessanly so, and if we endure long enough. he says. we shall 

overcome someday. but his utopia is finally reduced CO achieving literary 

respectabiiity. and his tone is nastily anti-intellectuai: contemporary Modernisrn is 

dominated by "neurotic and psychotic fictionn: his hope for the future of SF is that 

"editors and critics will someday begin to catch up with the real world and quit 

nursing such nonsensen ("Science Fiction" 62). 

In the mid-1970s Thomas Disch argues for the subaItern cIass roots of pulp 

SF, but at the same time identifies the reactionary views in many of his precursors as 

the inevitable outcome of "lower-class resentment." In Disch and in the "New Wave" 

authors he beiongs to--college-educated, esthetically sophisticated. aften ovenly 

Leftist-both mass culture and its audience are regarded with suspicion, and equated 

with bad quality and worse politics. For him, the "fantasies of powerless individuals" 

imagining thernseives--through their protagonists and readers-as superheroes are 

inherently para-fascist: in actually existing US SF, this is a largely correct diagnosis. 

Nevertheless, the posibiiity that the powerless rnight also be sending other messages 



through thesc fantasies, beyond the reifying constraints of dominant ideologies. is not 

considered at any length ("Embamsmentsw 149-53). Furthemore. the fact that the 

New Wave experimenters operate and qualitatively thrive within the Iowbrow market 

is totaIIy removed frorn the picture (as also in Atdiss and Greenland). 

3.2. SF Histories: Telos, Techoology, and Canon 

Having estabIished this paradi-m, the discussion of insiden' literary histories of SF 

can be sketched reiatively briefly. There are two main characteristics in those of their 

works that have ambitions of exhaustivity. 

First, they are organized as histones of the market rather than of esthetic or 

ideological movements--and this is their main strength. The basic stmcturing 

periodization is that of the history of SF publishing in the USA: the turn-of-the- 

century dime novets; the generalist pulps between 1910 and 1930: the SF pulps proper 

between 1930 and 1945; the post-War period where the hardcover specialty presses, 

the nascent paperback industry, and the new digest-site magazines coexist; the final 

dominance of the book market in the 1960s and the 1970s; and the apparent 

subsumption of SF into the movies, TV, and best-seller industry in the 1980s. Any 

other consideration is superimposed upon this background. For example, Gunn 

hypothesizes mat the "early" pulp phase, the "Campbellian tradition" of the 1930s and 

1940s. and the New Wave could also be seen as, respectiveiy, a "romantic." a 

"realistic," and a "subjectivistic" phase (236). Simiiarly, Asimov reads in the "early 

pulp era" an "adventure-dominant stage," in the Campbell era a "technology- 

dominantw one, and in pst-1950 SF a "sociology-dominant" phase (Asimov 168)- As 

evident in Asimov's use of the word "stage," the basic framework is a teIeological one, 



with SF proudly and necessarily growing from hackdom to acceptane. the turning 

point being identified with the Bomb in 1945. In both Gunn and Asimov, it is a 

movement away from plot and technolog, and toward subject-centeredness. 

In al1 histonans. a central position--whether positive or negative-is aitributed 

to Hugo Gernsback. founder of the first specialized magazine in 1926. At one 

extreme, figures associated with the New Wave such as the British author Brian Aldiss 

and the Swedish professional Sam Lundwall see SF in a trajecrory of liberation from a 

deleterious pulp m a t a :  for Aldiss, Gernsback "was one of the worst disasters ever to 

hit the SF field," bringing about its "segregation" from "any thriving literature" (251). 

In his reconstruction. Gernsback is a metaphor for the class composition of the puip 

readership: the "segregation" has a precise class and ethnic basis, and is a well 

deserved one. His nationalist opposition pits the "intelligent rniddle-class audience" of 

the British tradition against the "simpler audience" of the US. summarized in the 

"million immigrants" who had "steamed" across the Atlantic and were looking for a 

"cheap and easy escape from the harsh verities of iife, not criticism of those verities" 

(217-18). For Aldiss, not only must the SF ghetto be destroyed, but its inhabitants, 

with their institutions and influence. must go as well. At the other extreme. Del Rey 

and Wollheirn exalt and uncriticaily propose Gernsback's roIe and influence as 

continuing antidote to the formai ambition of much recent SF. More ambivaiently. the 

Panshins (World) and H a ~ e l l  write veritable jeremiads which, while praising 

conternporary achievements, tum to the pulp era as a goiden age of innocence. and 

(for HameIl) a hopeful reposi tory of tooIs that could reinvigorate a sophisticated but 

exhausted field. 



Another recurring feanire is the deliberate attenuation of the principle of 

selection. Al1 these authors agree that a major outcorne of the pulp era was the 

inception of a conscious intertextual network, the "sharing of a useful background" 

(Del Rey, Wodd 84) which al!cwed the derelopment of motifs. plots, subgenres. In 

Wollheim's dimrn. "SF builds on SF" (16): this, it is suggested. is one of the reasons 

for the readers' specialization and for the subculture's existence (cf. also Davenport. 

Inquiry 3-4). The emphasis on intenextuality prevents the canonizing extrernism of 

Scholes and Rabkin's "acadernic" history. On the other hand. it shapes many of these 

works as interminable lists of plot summaries; an encyclopedic pretence is meant to 

function as a mask for the inevitable sefection of a canon (if a wide one). The 

downplaying (Aldiss) or the overblowing (Dei Rey Worid; the Panshins' U'orld) of 

~ e k s b a c k ' s  role is thus a revealing signpost. 

Beside chronological subsets, the other interesting operation is the recumng 

construction of the opposition between "hard" and "soft" SF. As Spinrad argues, this 

ciassification has been present in too many moments of SF history to be disrnissed as 

irrelevant; yet we End that works built around similar estranging factors (or novums) 

are not consistently inciuded in the same category (Real 93-95). Spinrad does not 

attempt CO provide a rationale. Previous critics, though, had argued the existence of an 

underfying ideological opposition; for Wollheim a "Vernean" and a "Welisiann 

principle have been interacting in modem SF history. The first is technocratic, falsely 

naive, embedded in fictions organized around worid-saving gadgets and inventors: the 

second is visionary and utopian, viewing technology as part of social change, "aiways 

utilizing science in context with its influence on the changing of humanityW (22). 



Beween technocracy and humanism. some New Wave readings of this 

paradigm (Aldiss, Greenland. Lundwall) nansmute technocracy into human ûgeiiiy 

tout court, and the visionary principle into a profoundly nihilistic view of "fallibility" 

(cf. also Budry's critique of Ballard, 90). In Aldiss, funhermore. the ernphasis is 

exorcistically shifted from ideology to genology. and SF itself ends up 

reductionistically pigeon-holed in the reactionary slot. For him. SF's motifs are only 

gadgets and have no bearing on the reader's understanding of the fictional world: - 
therefore. the one possible way out of the "hard" horizon lies in writers like Bradbury- 

-whose softness stems from their using the "scientific" motifs as mere "props." 

without caring too much about the construction of consistent fictional spacetimes 

(305). For Aldiss. SF's mode1 should be Thomas Hardy (125), a naturalistic author 

who uses scientific metaphors within a mimetic hamework. Hardness is the mark of 

SF itseIf; in Rottensteiner's definition, it is "a kind of story in which the scientific 

element is central and not just tagged on as an elementw (135): hard SF is that SF 

which cannot be mistaken for, or which does not try to disguise itself as. some other 

literary genre. It is the creation of a sustained metaphorical vehicle around the SF 

novum that Aldiss sees as the mark of bad a% a good SF story is as close as possible 

to the genre of moral allegory. and the SF vehicle should be as tenuous as possible. 

The ideal SF tale is, Platonically, a tenor without a vehicle: this conceptual 

impossibility would no longer be S F . ~  

33.  Limits of the Field 

The culmination of the insiders' self-awareness is the neglected fact that. before and 

parallel to the emergence of academic criticism, the SF subculture has pmduced--in 



reviews. editorials. handbooks. etc--what we must today, retrospectively. cal1 a body 

of Iiterary theory. 

Fint of ail, the SF insiders have no doubt about the status of their field as a 

full-fledged literary genre, not rnerely a commercial label. Thus. i t  inciudes also works 

not published as SF (e.g., Orwell and Huxley), as well as works published prior to 

1926 (e.g.. Verne and Wells), as long as they share the genre's features. These critics. 

though, are quite exclusive in granting only to post-Gernsback SF the privilege of 

generic self-awareness. The rnost outstanding result of this attitude is the neglecr of 

the plethora of utopian and SF books produceci in the Viaonan and turn-of-the- 

century periods; a few individuals may be discussed, but the possibility of a self- 

conscious intertext arising ffom that huge production is not considered (except in the 

British semi-academic Stableford's Romance). As early as 1957. Kombiuth was taking 

umbrage at the amexationistic expansionism of some unnamed "veritable Hitlerw 

among SF critics (47), guilty of bestowing the SF !abel to works published outside the 

"ghetto"; in later years, only a few are so strict (e.g., Amis; Delany h w ) .  in rnost 

cases, the starting point is the nineteenth century: Mary Shelley in Aldiss and Gunn, 

Verne for Stableford (Sociology). When "science" is not narrowly taken in the sense of 

post-Industrial-Revolution technology, but as "the body of known and hypothesized 

facts" available in the author's historicaf epoch @el Rey 12), the presence of SF can 

be traced further back in time, and Ur-SF texts are found in Swift (Amis), Gilgamesh 

(Del Rey). and Cyrano (Moskowitz Explorers). 

An e r n b ~ o n i c  case for SF's ambitious generic nature had been argued. perhaps 

surprîsingly, by Gernsback himself; in the oft-quoted editorial manifesto for the first 

issue of Amazing Stories in 1926, he described the genre as follows: "By 



'scientifidon' I mean the jules Verne, H. G. Wells and Edgar Alan Poe type of story- 

-a charming romance intermingled with scientific f a a  and prophetic vision," admitting 

the existence of a previous tradition and defining SF in quasi-Bakhtinian syncretistic 

ternis. A frequent seif-indulgent argument would in the following years be that SF can 

take mimetic literature as one of its subsets: according to John Campbell. the latter is 

"that SF which restricts its setting to either the unaltered here and now or the historical 

past" (paraphrased by Spinrad "Prince" 172-73). Less vacuousl y. Delany argues that 

SF is a form that brings back together those componenu of pIayfu1 rnake-believe and 

of cognitive reflection-present in what he calls the tradition of "prose commentaryW-- 

that in the nineteenth century had separated and given rise to the bourgeois novel and 

the scientific report (Shore 232). Moreover. "rnundane fiction" has a narrower 

semantic scope than SF; in the latter, sentences that wouid be read as either 

meaningless or metaphorid in a mimetic work may be interpreted also literally. thus 

potentially making for a richer linguistic texture (Wïne 88). In an oven Bakhtinian 

vein, Delany finds a tendency towards generic "appropriation" in SF (99). 

The problem of the genre's boundaries seerns to be the most pressing issue for 

these critics, and the most revealing one. It shouid be remarked that absolutely nobody 

tries to describe SF in opposition to other commercial labels such as the Western. the 

spy story, etc. Unanimously, categories of a higher level of abstraction, i.e.. mimetic 

and fantastic Iiterature, are invoked. The most encornpassing and the most clearly 

discriminating system is the one devised by Delany. who therefore implicitly argues 

(as opposed to other pronouncements of his) that rhetoric alone is not sufficient to 

describe a genre's specificity. Delany distinguishes between factual "reportage," 

"rnundane" (i.e., mimetic) fiction, fantasy, and SF; respectively. they impinge upon 



events that "have," "could have," "couId not have," and "have not" happened (Jaw 43- 

45). 

With this exception, the comrnon practice is to oppose mimetic vs. non- 

mirietic fiction, including SF in either the one or the other. Heinlein is the oniy 

example that regards SF as a subset of realisrn: if "[alII fiction is storytelhg about 

imagina- things and people." realism is "imaginae-but-possible." and "fantasy 

fictionn is "imaginary-and-not-possible: within such a grid. SF cannot but fa11 into the 

first slot. as "reaiistic future-scene fiction" ("Science Fiction" 22-27). MeritoriousIy. 

Heinlein admits that his framework does not account for the whole genre: his 

argument is both descriptive and evaluative, in that signifiant SF is for hirn based on 

extrapolation, and deais with "what rnight be." This is the position that became 

dominant in the late 1930s, superseding Gernsback's view of SF as "prophecy" and 

prediction, and that found a first expression in John Campbell's editorial policy in 

Asrounding  lorie es.^ More frequent is the anneration of SF to the realm of the 

fantastic! either as a filiation (Aidiss; Gunn) or as a subset (Asimov, De Camp, 

Wollheim). This comection is rejected by Campbell, Lem, and Stableford, who argue 

that SF's specificity, that which separates it from fairy-tales. should be looked for in 

the ontology of the fictional worlds. n i e  worlds of SF, as in the "real" and the realist 

ones, are the bearers of no intentionality towards their inhabitants. This discovery, a 

refreshing one for a heterodox rationaiist such as Lem (35). is a iittle disappointing for 

Stableford who writes about the "disenchanted" universe of SF (Masters 4-5). while 

for Campbell it ratifies a reactionary, Social-Darwinist view: "the factors in the 

Universe . . . are not subject to popular democracy" (247). . 



In reaction to such views as Campbell's. many post-1960 writers find 

themselves denying any distinction between fantasy and SF. postulating a super-genre 

often called "speculative fiction," which receives in 1989 a cyberpunk update with 

Bmce Sterling's wsiipstieam.w Both the Panshins (SF 29) and Lundwall (53-54) see in 

the American pulps the ongin of an unnaturd separation from the rest of the fantastic 

(which for Lundwall, includes the Dadaist and Futurïst avantgardes). that now must be 

superseded in the narne of quality. They concur in saying that the differences benveen 

fantasy and SF lie prirnarily in their vocabularies, and that SF's specificities stem from 

a tradition which is both "lown and anti-hurnanist (cf'. also Aldiss and Le Guin). For 

the Panshins. SF "is fantasy," only "more disciplined" and with more "inner 

consistency" (SF 10); the pulps have imposed a straitjacket of "rational definitions" 

onto SF. aimost thwarting its legacy as a "joyfulw quest for "transcendence" (239-40). 

Not only is pulp SF, in principle, bad: pulp SF is bad because it is SF. the only 

possible kind of SF. Hence, it is the whole genre that should be done away with: "SF 

was Hugo Gernsback's drearn. We should bury it decently with hirn" (29). No self- 

respecting SF writer should "bother" with any reality-effect, focusing instead on 

playfui, "imaginary" fabulation. writes Lundwall in a proteDerridean fashion (53-54). 

In agreement, Aldiss translates this into a Forsterian theory of characters: the bad SF  

storv, rooted in the depersonaiking mass society of the US. has forgonen the ideai of 

the rounded, unrepeatable individual; SF appears to him dorninated by the anti- 

humanistic vein of those tales which "refy on a gadget, a marvel. or a novum for their 

centrai attention" ( 1 0 ) .  For them as well, SF is impossible to tell from fantasy, in 

proportion to its value. Along simiiar lines, with a reference to Virginia Woolfs "Mrs 

Brown" essay, Ursula Le Guin laments the lack of attention to characteriration in^ SF 
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(101-09); hers, though. is a deliberate polemical provocation, aimed at denouncing the 

reticence of US SF in deaIing with "the Other." Yet, her rhetorical ploy still equates 

technocracy, SF, and Arnericanness. Her basic point, nevertheless. exemplifies the 

Iong and tangible presence of women's and of ferninist SF  in the genre and in the 

insiden' public sphere (cf. Lefanu and her bibliography). We should at least mention 

Merrii's cal1 for historicization--"sciencen and "SFW have meant different things for 

different figures and groups--and Russ's denounciation of the false opposition benueen 

"technophobes" and "technophiles." both being an evasion of politics ("SF"). 

ï h e  issue of genre, coherently. remains a very delicate one. Sorne definitions 

are too vague and inclusive: Aidiss (30) and Heinlein ("Science Fiction" 20) woik 

with the single parameter of "knowledge" or "the scientific method." The most 

complex ones rely on w o  interacting principles. of which the first is called a 

hypothetic "innovation," a "fantastic e v e n ~ "  an "imaginative speculation." or a 

" fantasy ": and the second, "science or technology," "ranonality," "an atmosphere of 

scientific credibility," or a "scientific possibility" (respectively, Amis 18: Gunn 32; 

Moskowitz, Explorers I l ;  Wollheim IO). Still, al1 of them are too wide in the sense 

that. by not spelling out that there is such a thing as an SF world which concretizes the 

metaphors supplied by estrangement and cognition, they would al1 include naturalistic 

fiction describing scientific research. A concept such as the "idea." argued by 

numerous writers (Amis. Blish. Budrys. Del Rey World, Knight Search. Moskowitz 

Seekers, Wollheirn). is never integrated in the definition. 



3.4. Samuel Delany: Theoriziag Otherness 

It might be right to conclude this chapter with a few pages on the most cornplex and 

aware theorist in AngIophone SF: Samuel R. Delany, Black gay SF writer, who, 

starting in 1968, has produced a body of criticisrn directly inscribed within the 

discourse of contemporary serniotic and poststructuralist theory. With some of his 

essays appearing first as sections or appendices of his novels. his theory is an explicit, 

"postmodem," acternpt at reading SF and SF theory as. first of ail. allegories on 

conternporary power relations within US cuinire and society.'* 

Let us  stan witb a quotation from his autobiography: 

The parallel colurnn containing the discourse . . . of desire . . forever 

runs beside one of positive. commercial. material analysis. Many of us. 

raised on literature. have leamed to supply the absent column when the 

material is presented alone. And a few of us have begun to ask. at Ieast, 

for the column of objects. actions, economics. and material forces 

when presented only with . . . desire. (Motion 2W) 

For these "few," inciuding the nanator, social and cultural subordination has 

nevertheles suppiied tools for focusing on the "material." SF's worlds are, among 

0 t h  things, an enactment of this process: 

Heiniein, in Starship Troopers. by a description of a minor reflection 

and the mention of an ancestor's nationality. generates the datum that 

the first-person nanator, with whom wt have been travelling now 

through 250-odd pages (of a 350-page novel). is non-caucasian. . . . 

What remains with me, nearly ten years after my first reading of the 

novel, is the knowledgedhat 1 have experienced a world in which the 



placement of the information about the narratores face is prou/ that in 

such a world much of the race problern, at least, has dissolved. me 

book as text--as object in the hand and under the eye-became, for a 

moment. the symbol of that world. (Jaw 94-95). 

The rnirror reflection of Juan Rico. Hispanic protagonist of Heinlein's novel, is 

important because of the expectations and presuppositions of a specific group of 

readers. with its autonomous codes, along reader-response lines. US SF. precisely 

thanks to the action of fandom. has constituted itself into an interpretive comrnunity 

which applies to the SF text distinct "reading protowls." Even in Heinlein's novel, 

one of the most rabidly chauvinistic and xenophobic products of the Cold War era, the 

reading protocols of SF allow the emergence of the genre's liberating or utopian 

potential. Delanyes theory (his own daims notwithstanding) is compatible and 

compiementary to Suvin's (cf. the argument by Spencer); his focus is on historicizing 

the rhetoric and écrimre of US SF. 

Thus. we have an interesting homology, also sketched in the autobiography's 

paraIIei between the SF subculture and the Black and gay cultures. In both of the 

latter, the poststructuralist influence has generated models such as. respectively, 

Signifying (cf. Gates) and Camp (cf. Ross. No Respect 135-70): theories of subaltern 

cultures that ground a way to affirm their standpoint on an esthetics and a rhetoric of 

recyciing, of the re-use of pre-existent stories. metaphors, and types in order to assert 

their visibility as collective subjects, marginalized by the hegernonic narratives within 

which they act. The writing and theorizing of SF-a subaltern field within the literary 

canon, which is trying to find a voice of its own-becomes a tenain in which 

analogous tension are perfonned. 



The analogy becomes expticit in a 1987 essay which moves from Demda's 

"law of genren: we cannot speak of a text's exclusive "belonging" to a genre, but there 

cannot be a non-generic text. Delany rewrites this in racial ternis: to discuss an 

exclusive text-genre relation is like postulating the "purity of the race": in literature, 

indeed. "rniscegenation" is the nom. Yet. to deny in roto SF's specificity, in the name 

of an "unmarked" textuality or literatiness. erases its historiciv and difference. and 

proposes again an appeal to absolute and abstract standards of "innocence and 

transparency" ("Gestation"). 

With his "Black rniddle-class" background, and his later experience in the 

1960s bohemian milieu, Delany finds himself updating and refining the stances of the 

early insiders-also rnembers of a largeiy disempowered rniddle cfass. US SF 

connaisseurs have been buiiding, with growing sophistication. a rhetorical cornpetence 

specific to the genre's task of presenting othemess: 

In SF, the world is not given. but rather a construct that changes from 

story to story. To read a SF text. . . . [wlith each sentence we have to 

ask what in the world of the tale would have to be different from our 

world in order for such a sentence to be unered-and thus . . . we build 

up a worid in specific dialogue with our worid. . . . In SF, we must 

retain the margin for reading every expression away from a given nom 

as inforrning us not about the fictive charmer so much as it infoms us 

about the organization of the fictive world. ("Protocols" 178-79) 

The rhetorical specificity of the genre is to be found in "the IittIe hints. suggestions, 

throwaways by which the most skilled SF writers weave the tapestry of their world 

into coherence" (179). The mail? tool is the Iiteraiized metaphor, which creates the 



defamiliarizhg polyphonic conflia between the two worlds, and brings CO the fore the 

paniality, contingency, and historicity of the readers' perspective. preciseiy because of 

their necessary participation, in the continual search for those data indispensable to the 

estranging, cognitive deconstniction of the "realn world and to the construction-of the 

possible one. 

What matters is the partial (however "orr~niscient") standpoint of the speaker 

from within the estranged discourse. This partiality means dso the absolute centrality 

of the constituting factors for the fictive "subjects": in SF there is no background that 

can be taken for granteci, as peripheral to the foregrounding of the context-free self. 

The convergence with the posaodern critique of the traditional subject becomes a 

result. and not a rejection, of the conventions which have relegated SF into the 

ehetto.I0 As in Black Signifying, SF moves from the collective recognition of - 
subaltern codes, denied by the traditional criticisrn "in which the literaty priority of the 

subject obliterates the paraliterary priority of the objectn (Wine 189) and the genre's 

autonorny. Delany's semiotics is first of d l  a pragmatics, hence a politics: 

The discourse of SF gives us  a way to construct worlds in clear and 

consistent dialogue with the world that is, alas, the case. . . . And in a 

world where an "alas" must be insened into such a description of it, the 

dialectical freedom of SF has to be ptivileged. (100) 

For this reason, the literary historian of SF should take into account that. with al1 its 

similarities with general "literary" history, SF history has periodizations and 

trajectories of its own; thus, the critic should not accept models simply derived from 

the history of the hegemonic middle class, too easily oscillating between (or, for a 

period. moving from) integrated technop hilia to apoçal yptic technophobia ( Wine 224- 



44): "This 'SF' sirnpiy grows, changes, reflects the world about it--but never responds 

critically in any way tu itn (Interviews 156). 

For Delany, thus. the agnition of race in front of the mirror is rendered central 

by the fact that SF is read by cultural subalterns who know that SF functions becowe 

of the rnechanisms that have kept it in subalternity. In other words. Juan Rico's self- 

reflection is aiso the reader's self-reflection into a subaltern code which assens itself 

by sending back the utopian, polyphonie image of the conflict-dialogue between 

actuall y existing and desirable worlds. 



NOTES 

1 The role of ami-theory or beiatedly New Critical approaches, which angnly 

opposes Marxism and other rnethodologies that emerged in the post-1968 years but 

which for example accepts Jung, becomes quantitatively perwhelming in the single- 

author or single-work studies promoted by the journai Extrapolation. by the annual 

Eaton and "Fantastic in the Artsn conferences, and by publishers such as Ungar, 

Starrnont House, and Borgo Press. These studies seem to assume. with Frye's Anatomy 

of Cricicisrn, that we can "define popular literature." as wt for him should do in the 

case of "primitivew cultures, "as literature which affords an unobstnicted view of 

archetypes" (168). To map this scholarly production would go beyond the scope of 

this dissertation; still, its existence and bulk raises a number of questions on the actual 

state of the-criticism and teaching of literature in North Amencan universities. 

For one of the very few exceptions among American Studies specialists. cf. 

Jehlen's inclusion of Asimov in her study of the rhetoric of American expansion. 

3 On the hardhoft debate, cf. the colleaions ed. by Slusser and Rabkin. and by 

Samuelson. On Scholes's pro-soft bias, and its implications, cf. Remington. On the 

opposition between SF's "genericityw and esthetic quaiity, cf. also LuckIiurst "Deaths." 

4 For my discussion of SF's genenc boundaries, 1 am much indebted to Suvin 

"Staten and Luckhurst "Border." 

' A cornpiete dixussion of the insiders' work would rnean to fil1 text and 

bibliography with a number of Iists that wouid have added little to my argument. 

Among the autobiographies, the best is Pohl's The Way the Future Was. An exception 

to the "accountant" nile is Delany's Motion. 



6 Cf. Asimov Asimov, Bretnor Modern. Campbell. Davenpon Norsel. Eshbach 

Worifs. As the best possible exemplification of the Iirnits of this stance. Iater, relevant 

epigone in the 1970s arc associated with overt right-wino politics: cf. Bova, and 

Bre tnor Today . 

7 We should point out chat at times the use of the SF story as a means to 

discuss directly political themes such as the racial tensions, the atornic scare, etc.. was 

promoted and urged by magazine SF editors starting as early as the 1930s (cf. Caner). 

In parricular, the US political climate of the Iate 1930s leaves a grotesquely nasty 

aftereffect in Moskowitz's Immorral Storm (1954), which is a MacCarthyist pamphiet 

reconstmcting how, around 1940, some clubs of the New York fandom atternpted "to 

comrnunize" (sic; 193) the subculture- Moskowia's blackiist includes Asimov, 

Knight. Pohl, and Wollheim. For different views of the story, cf. Knight Funcriam and 

Ross Weather 101 ff. 

8 Interestingiy. according to Bainbridge, the average perception of the rniddle- 

ciass fans (their comrnon sense) seems to construa "SF" as a spectrum ranging 

between the two poles of hard SF and fantasy, anaiogously to Aldiss's views, but 

without.his sharnefaced rationaiizations. On the fandom, see also Suvin "Sociology." 

9 On Gernsback, cf. Carter 3-28 and Westfahl "Gernsback": on Campbell, cf. 

Berger "Magicn and Westfahl "Campbell." 

1 O In recent years, Delany has dso had an academic career: other insiders with 

an analogous double role include Stableford and Russ. In ail of these cases? their SF 

criticisrn cannot be considered without reference to their cornmitment and allegianct 

to the SF "inside." Significantly, the first major apprcciation of Delany's criticism 

came frorn a feminist insidcr (Russ "Subjunctivity"). For recent, longer overviews, cf. 



SamucIson "Constraints" and the rathcr hagiographic Broderick (ch. 5). We must at 

Ieast mention here that there is, outsidc the Anglophone tradition, another SF writer 

forcefully prexnt in both the "inside" and the "outside" debate: the Polish author 

Stanislaw Lem. so that Suvin's dialogue with his theory m k t  n8t be left unnoticed. 

11 For a rare example of c o ~ e k i o n  benueen postmodemism and SF insider 

criticism, cf. Puschmann-Nalenz. 



Chapter 3 

NORTH AMERiCAN CYBORCS AND THE BODY IN!5TRUMEhT-4L 

. 1. A Methodolqico-Ideologiai Pnmise 

Yotions and images leading to the cyborg and to virtual space hâve been aniculated in 

North American (chiefiy US, but also Canadian) social discourse throughout this 

century. The h i s t o ~  of these metaphors is a continuing dialogue between SF and 

various kinds of nonfictional texu--a history that places conternporary "qbercuitureW 

in a coherent, if negiected. tradition. 

In this history, a cluster of texts emerges as a subgenre of visionary 

speculation. which includes scientific, sociological. and popular nonfiction writings. 

In the foliomng paraIlel analyses, this study does not wish to argue for a blurring of 

the distinction between fiction and nonfiction. Such a bluning has become a frequent 

move in much postmodemist SF criticism, that assumes that "SF has become a mode 

of discourse [that] regularly employs drastic new scientific concepts of material and 

social relations" (Gicsery-Ronay, "SF" 388). As a specific feature of postmodemity, 

SF cuts across genres, and places iheorists such as Baudrillard on a par with literary 

authors, on the ground of a shared privileging of technologid culture. For Csicsery- 

Ronay, "SF names the gap between, on the one hana belief in the immanent 

possibility (and perhaps inexorable necessity) of (techno-scientific) transformations, 

and. on the other, reflection about their . . . embeddedness in a web of social-historical 

relations" (387). 

mis study argues that the ineducible spccificity of SF as literature lies 

precisely in the centrality of the socio-historical pole. SF's potential cannot be 



separatcd by its embedding the novum into the socio-historical web of the possible 

chronotope; it will be in the SF published within the bounds of the subculture, 

moreover, that this potential will find bener and richcr aauaiizations. On the other 

han& the immanent risk and the ail' tw frequent shortcorning of technological 

nonfictions can be identified with its abstracting the h'pothetical concept from i ts  

(possible) history, together with its explicit or implicit "claiming ontological facruality 

for the SF image-clusters," which can only be "obscurantist and reactionary at the 

deepest level" (Suvin. Positions 71). With the only signifiant exception of Haraway, 

in this subgenre--to use Csicsery-Ronay's tenns-possibüity is systematically 

transfomed into necessity, deterministicaily excising any utopian or dialogic openings 

from the SF metaphors. 

nius,  while acknowledging the reciprocal debts of fictional and nonfictional 

discourses, 1 propose here to avoid ail attempts at confiating h e m  into one realm. 

1 propose that there is no apparent solid reason for lirniting the analysis of this 

dialogue to the "postmodern" era, assuming a prior existence of a fictional and 

theoretical discourse Adamically unaffected by science and technoiogy. In the case of 

the cyborg and of virniai spacc, the history of litcraturc and technological discourse 

provides fairly clear empirical time iirnits for my analysis. 

My study will endcavor to reconsmict a conceptuai lineage by reading these 

texts as refigurations of the relationship between individual bodies and body politic 

which use the vocbulary of the new interface technologies. The nonfiction will emerge 

as a consistent trace of one among the dominant ideologics within twentieth-century 

North America, that strives to assert itself as hegemonic consensus. We could cd1 this 

ideology a technocratie one, whose interna1 subsen may range from populist to 



unabashedly para-faxist vanana, and that in most of the US output could be properly 

termed technocratic-nationalist. 

This nonfiction about cyberspace and cyborgs rnay be u-ritten by rnernbers of 

the professional-managerial elite (skienfisu, propagandists. etc.). or it rnay emerge 

from the North American fortunes of various kinds of theoretizing intellectuals 

(including European ones), but in al1 cases-with very few exceptions to be analyzed 

in Chapter 5 4  amounts to a technomtic philosophy and politics. Still. as the 

Ehrenreichs write in their Marxist analysis. the "professional-manageriai class," albeit 

institutionally concemed withWthe reproduction of capitalist culture and capitalist class 

relations" (12), is not intemally homogeneous. if the nonfictional production 

discussed here suggest the existence of a core-group of uncritical techocratic 

ideologues. the SF production also reminds us of differences in the social positions of 

writers and readers; these differences becorne evident in more recent years, in which 

"de-skiiling" has rendered "ambiguous the [lowerj border" between the elite and the 

%orking class" of mental labor (13). As a result, the dissemination of this ideology 

becomes more and more criticatly problemahc as it reaches the non-elite subculture of 

SF writers and readers, with their different stakes in the technocratie and nationalist 

efforts. 

One of the keys to the cultural impact of ail that we have corne to lump 

together under the rubric of "qberculture" lies precisely in its role of an attempt to 

update the mythology and the rhetoric of "Amencan" dernocraq. in this rhetoric, 

science and technology have often played an important role in shaping and coding the 

ideological constniction of North Amencan collectivities, "constantly reinvent[ing 

possible worlds] in the contest for very real, present worlds" (Haraway, Visions 5). In 



1888, the New England poet-politician James Russell Lnwell lamentcd that the US 

Constitution, which hc had hoped would have been "a machine that would go of 

itself," was not capable of preventing social crises in the name of the Revolutionary 

ipirif (cf. Kammen). In today's mainstrearn interpretation. the cornputer. advancing 

from one revolution to the next, seerns to replace the juridical with the technological 

machine, and to offer for renewal without conflict, a "revolution" as deterministic, 

constant updating of present socioeconomic reiationships rather than a radical break 

uith them. Many writers are contending that at the horizon of the electronic age lies 

utopia: Michael Benedikt, for example, writes that "we are contemplating the ansing 

shape of a new worid" ("introduction" 23). It might be time to decide how much of 

this new ideologid worid is really utopian and desirabie, and how much of it is really 

new. 

2. Birtb of tbe Cyborg 

An initial synthesis can be found in the paper that first forrnulated the terni and the 

image of the cyborg, presented by the physicians Nathan S. Kline and Manfred Clynes 

at a symposium on "Psychophysiological Aspects of Space Flight," held in M a y  1960 

at the School of Aviation Medicine, Brooks Air Force Base, near San Antonio,Texas. 

The qborg ,  Kline and Clynes writc in their "Drugs, Space, and Cybemetics: 

Evolution to Cyborgs," prefigures the advent and mumph of the "participant 

evolution" (345); humans will no longer need to rely on the principle of random 

mutation in their progress toward the alleged teios of nature. The way is now open for 

artificiai, controllcd evolution, which will allow "man" .to plan and design infinitc 

variants of homo sapiens, able to livt long and prosper in the worlds of space 



exploration. This new entity "deliberately incorporates exogenous cornponcnts 

extending the self-regulatory control function of the organisrn in order to adapt it to 

new environments" (347-48). Body processes and the anendant "robot-like problems 

are taken care of automatically and unconsciously, thus freeing man to explore. to 

create, to think, and to feelw (348). 

in nonfiction as well as in fiction, cyborgs begin as--and up to a point remain- 

metaphors. It is therefore irnperative that we consider the writings about them as 

rhetoric and discourse. and identifi the rhetoricai and discursive tensions that lie 

within and alongside the "scientificn expository tone. 

In Kline and CIynesls approach cyborg inteeration svives to find a space for 

radical individuaiism by updating the vocabulal of evolutionary positivism. The first 

sentence of the article is: "Man rnust first conceive what he would createn (345). But 

throughout the paper the two authors treat the cyborg as fact: therefore. this first 

sentence must be read as "that which is conceived cm. should, and will be created": 

the act of imagining an achievement renders inevitable its acnialization. In their 

Cartesian privileging of mental conception over technological materiality, Kline and 

Clynes delineatc an epic nanative of mastery over the universe in which they 

themselves, as scientists and conceivers, are the implied heroes. Their strategy, while 

ostensibly foregrounding a pluralism of embodiments, posits not only a mechanistic 

view of the body, but dso a faith and hope in its irrelevance and coming supersession. 

If for Descartes "[tjhe body is dways a hindrance to the mind in its thinking" (Bordo, 

Flight 89), for the editor of the proceedings of the USAF symposium. "[iln the man- 

machine system essential to space flight, man's limitations are the baseline which 

detemine the degree of efficiency of the totaf systcm" (Flaherty 1). As 1 hope to show, 
L 
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the absolute overcoming of "limitations" in rhc pursuit of expansive "flights" will 

become one of the crucial poles in the rhetorical tension underlying the hegemonic 

cyborg discourse. 

In other words, this chapter deaIs with a tradition of texts predicated on an 

inherent contradiction in the use of the cyborg conceit: chat is, on the deliberatt 

transformation of seeming multiplicity into pure instnimentality. As an instrumental 

body, the cyborg serves as incarnation of a doctrine of self-legitimating determinisrn 

and Manifest Destiny. 

Al1 of this can be read in the rhetorical mntcxt in which the cyborg figuration 

ernerges in the US. On the surface, Kline and Clynes's cyborg body is an incarnation 

of the liberai utopia of the melting pot In its hamonking of heterogeneous 

constituents, potentially divisive boundaries are "homeostatically" cancelled in the 

mutuai exchange of chemicais tnsured by an equalizing system of communicating 

vessels (whose description takes up most of the paper). Homeostatic equilibriurn 

appears indeed to provide contemporary scientific dixourse with an analogue to the 

nineteenth-century "egalitarian" metaphorics of communicating vessels (cf. Hayles 

"Disputes"; PorteIli "Element"). But mine and Clynes's protagonisu are devised as 

agents of spaa exploration, and this leaves a mark. Thus, rather than the integration 

and smoothing away of difference, we have the instrumentakation of both the 

mechanical and the organic component. The cyborg, whose self-regulation neutralizes 

completely al1 boundary conflicts, is l e s  an empowered body than an armored rnind. 

The body mechanic is the body obsoletc, and total control is erasure. Ail that is left is 

a pure thinking apparatus, free (to paraphrase one obvious antecedent, J. D. Bemal) 

from the dcvilish rnatcriality of world and flcsh. This infinite mobile singularity, in 



"adapting his body to whatever milieu he chooscs" (Kline and Clynes 349,  can 

supersede the legacy and cuntrasts of (to use the teminology of Sollors's Beyund 

Elhniciîy) its historical "descent" CO find a home in the cosmic "consent" of what Kline 

and Clynes dl, with capital initiais, the "New Frontierw (347)- 

The journalist David Halacy wrote in his 1965 Cyborg: Evolurion of the 

Superman that the cyborg seerns to Iiteralize the metaphor of the self-made-man. as 

humanity's top achievement and manifest destiny. Or, as Alvin Toffler argued in 

Future Shack (1970), the "pre-designed body" of the cyborg seems to herald an age in 

which biology and bioengineenng replace politics, neutralizing dl social confiicts and 

allegiances in the pludistic name of the personalized design of identity (197 ff.). As 

scientific fiction and burgeoning reaiity of that North American "faster pace" (38) 

which has established "adaptivity" as a way of life, the cyborg is both synecdoche and 

rnicrocosmic metaphor for a hopeful hornogenizing reintegration into a holistic, 

monadically "self-sufficientw social body: "ln this-totally enclosed fully regenerative 

world, the human king becornes an integral part of an on-going micro-ewlogical 

process whirling through the vasmesses of space" (212). 

The confiation of cybemetics with evolutionary biology, and the body as 

rnicrocosmic incarnation of a self-enciosed social habitat, will accompany much of the 

literature on cyborgs, inctuding many ostensible reactions to the technocratic stance. 

3. On Tecbnocratic Daminism:A Lineage 

We could start with two texts fiom the 1920s as the initiators of the subgenre of 

visionary-futuristic speculation based on -biological and technological achievements-a 

Darwinist pseudo-utopianisrn which poses cvolution as Iiberation from body and 



environmeni, and eugenia as main scientific twl for progress. Both texts were by 

British scientists, but their impact was enormous throughout the Anglophone world. In 

Haldane's Daedalus (1923) the biologist-the "romantic hero" of the times (77)-leads 

the way to the "colonization of the body." Even more peninently in our context, in 

Bernal's The Worl4 the Flesh, and the Deuil (1929), the "colonization of space and the 

mechanization of the body are obviously complementary" (73): cosmic policing and 

prosthetic technology will free the human mind from al1 material fetters and will 

ensure its undying control over a mechanicist and instrumental universe. Bemal's is a 

pseudo-utopia of "man's control over environment" (37) which is to be fully acntalized 

"when we extend the foreign body into the actual structure of living mattern (39). But 

rather than "extending" it, the "teleological biochernistry" (41) of cyborgization will 

erase al1 traces of "forei-mess" and opacity from the body, while processes similar to 

what we would now cal1 "tenaforming" will tame ail uncontrollable othemess from 

the outer space of human expansion: 

Finally, [man] wouid emerge as a completely effective, mentally- 

directed mechanism, and set about the tasks appropriate to his new 

capacities. . . . instead of the present body structure we should have the 

whole framework of some very rigid materid- (46-47) 

Bemal's encased brain, "built up like that of a crustacean" (49), is not only an 

individual body but a h ,  and above all, a social body, which in its manifold 

possibility for differcntianon still extends its "rigidity" into a "hierarchy of minds": 

Division of labour will soon set in: to some minds might be delegated 

the task of ensuring the proper functioning of the others, some might 

specialize in sense reception and so on. . . . The new life would be 



more plastic, more directly controllable and at the same time more 

variable and more permanent than that produced by the triumphant 

opponunism of nature. (54.57) 

The overriding stance herc presents the scientist as visionary futurologist, 

steeped in positivistic howledge. who can extrapolate the shape of the worid to corne 

without fear of unpredicted noveities (e.g., economico-politid upheavals). 

In the North Arnerican (and specificalfy in the US) context. this has important 

resonances. It is irnperative at this point to state again that rny references to "rhetorics" 

are to be intended, following Bercovitch's The American Jeremiad, as shorthmd for 

the construction and dissemination of hegemonic convaonsense or consensus. A 

thorough discussion of the social groups involved in this process. beyond my 

reflections on the social position of the nonfiction-writers. would fail beyond the 

sape of this study-although I shall try to extend to specific SF texts and authon the 

hypotheses formulated in the previous chapters- 1 s h d  also refer to well-known 

scholarship in American Studies. In the US, no less than in any other country, the 

dominant discourse has established an accepted consensus through a rhetorical 

constellation, tuming the US into an "imagincd community" (Anderson)-bringing 

about the ideological abstraction of "America." Notions of unfettered individuatism 

and of an available tenitorid tabufa rasa IegitimaMg an expansiveness into an 

"inexhaustible" realm of "boundlessnessl' (cf. Martin; Portelli "Sky") wiil be 

especially pertinent to my case. Moreover, as Leo Marx has argued in his classic The 

Machine in the Garden. the hegemonic self-representation of "Arnerica" can be often 

identified with a "rhetoric of the technological sublime." Confronting the "machine" of 

technology, the nationalistic liberal ideaI perpetuates itsclf by endlessly redefining the 



"pastoral garden" of Arnencanness. In other words, the importance of the bodily an3 

spatial metaphon of interface technology lies at rhe same time in its bifurcated 

articulation into the two discourses of technological extrapolation and of SF and in its 

proximity to the mainsueam of consensus. 

Precisely in the first decades of the twenticth ccntury Marx's technological 

sublime takes the shape of the cuit of scientific and technological achievernents. The 

engineer becomes a mythic figure. whiie science and technology become a pewasive 

presence also in High Modemism-if not in the authors canonized by the like of Eliot 

and Trilling (cf. Tichi, Seltzer, Steinrnan). It is in the discourse on the body that the 

ideological nature of technological liberiiiisrn corne to the fore: as Seltzer argues. the 

onset of assembly-line production mincides with a general cultural anxiety "about the 

'discovery' that bodies and persons are things that can be made." The blumng of the 

boundary "between the natural and the umatural" (3) becomes a concern for a mass 

audience, after 1910. with the body-building craze, redeking the notions of 

determination and agency in terms of a scientincally manageable national and 

personal body. One of Seltzer's examples is Henry Ford's vision (in his autobiography) 

of the Mode1 T production line as an integrated circuit of mechanical and human 

engineering, wherein, Ford says, more than half of the operation couid be "fiiled" by 

"legless," "one-legged," "armless," "one-armeci," and "blind" workers" (108-09). As 

Seltztr wrïtes, "such a fantasy projects a violent disrnembement of the natural body 

and an ernptying out of human agency," and at the samc time "it projects a 

transcendence of the natural body and the extension of human agency through the 

forms of technology" (157). Evcn such an all-controlling ideai can only assert itself by 

bodying forth a promise of empowerment--if an illusory one. 



But as it is transmitted to l e s  obviously interested parties than Ford and his 

intellectual allies, this ambivalence-a fantasy with an inastuous mutual overiap 

between a practice of reified, exploitative alienation and a wishdream of transcendent 

empowerment--changes in pan its shape. 

Thus, in analyzing the technocratic ideal in the pre-World War Two era, 1 

propose a further distinction. If Ford and the Modemist and Naturalist inteIligenuia 

root their technologica1 sublime directly in the corporate system, SF and the naxent 

mass culture try to reconcile the ideal of "human engineering" (cf. Noble) with a 

hopeful notion of individual conuol over technology. Even the Technocracy 

Movement of the 1930s is contradictoriiy predicated on an ostensible populist ideal of 

grassroots reappropriation of the means of production, rnediated by a caste of 

technicians (cf. Akin: Elsner; Ross, Weather 101-35). The founder of the SF pulps 

Hugo Gernsback was responding, in the stories he was publishing in the 1920s and 

1930s, to the same culturai climate as the Technocrats and the British biologists (cf. 

Armytage 129 ff.), but his own populist take was the cult of tbe inventor. The ione 

creativity of the Edison-like hot-rodder or radio buff, building spaceships or rayguns 

out of scratch in warehouses and basements, impiied also a naive democratic ideal of 

access to technology. Even the plain style of Gernsback's SF embodied a promise of 

democratic undersmndability and transparency on behalf of a new generation of 

readers hitheno excluded from scientific education; and the explosion of the fandom- 

raised generation of writers in the late 1930s produced (in magazines such as John W. 

Campbell, Jr.'s Astounding Stones) the emergence of a SF that, with al1 its 

sensationalisrn. assumeci first of al1 that no strearnlining of socicty, no pragrnatic- 

technocratic solution would bc victorious without devastating confiicts. 



4. Technological Transparenq and Its Discontents 

From Ford and Fordism, there emerges a tension beween transcendence and 

alienation; in theoretical writing, the most powerful statement of'the ambivalence in 

the hegernonic dialectic of cyborg selfhood in the 1920s is Freud's Cirilizarion and Its 

Disconrenls. In this classic of the Modemist dispensation. the response to 

communication technology and Taylorism takes the form of a humanistic rejeciion of 

the triurnphaIistic version of a teleology a la Bernal. Tme. thanks to "ai1 his auxiliary 

organs" the hurnan is now. according to Freud, "a kind of prosthetic God," and we are 

about to witness technology "inaease man's Iikeness to God still moren; 

prosthetization, evident in modernity, is actually the essence of human civilization. 

Yet. albeit inevitable. this process will not be a smooth one: "present-day man does 

not feel happy in his Godlike character" (38-39). Couched in the vocabulary of 

humanism and ideaiism ("beautyn vs. "the exploitation of earth": 39). Freud's oudook 

introduces an uneasy distinction between destiny and ethics: it is still an issue of 

inherent hurnan nature, but not ai1 cm be solved through acceptance and an 

enthsiastic embrace, and references to the difference in "Ievel of civilization" among 

"countries" at least hint at unbalances in the rate of "progress" (39). 

A sirnilar tension between an acceptance of teleoiogy and an axioiogical 

skepticism-and often reversal-4s shared in the "cyborg" stories of the early SF pulps. 

In describing this era, Delany talks about "a critique of the philosophy of science. 

camed on under the program of theoretical plurality" (Inremiews 153). If this 

assessrnent might appear overly flattering, still his (and Ross's) critique of the 

traditional notion of dl pulp SF as simple techno-optimism is cogent and can be 



applied to early cyborg stories, with a few qualifications. The philosophy of science, 

which is taken to be synonymous with that of history, is in them still fatalistic; but an 

implicit critique emerges embryonically in the treatmtnt of individual charactcrs: 

science and history have a prcdestined trajectol. but heroes and Gillains confront this 

telos from a plurality of positions. In other words, the technologking of the body and 

the centrakation of society will bring about countless astounding scientific novelties, 

but will not necessarily result into a desirable state for dl: dystopia and hopelessness 

are in fact the rule. 

Let us stan the analysis of SF texts by quoting from Lioyd Arthur Eshbach's 

"The Time Tyrant" (1932): "li was a long, rectangular. silver tank upon which rested a 

large, hollow, qsta l  globe. . . . He fixed his eyes on the crystal giobe filled with a 

pale green Iiquid in which was suspended a human brain" (11. 24). The brain in the 

box is the earliest standard version of the cyborg metaphor. In countless illustrations, 

its pervasive image is that of the exposed brain contained in a transparent container; 

ancillary details show its immersion in sorne sort of fluid, or tubes and wires 

connecting it to a mechanicd apparatus (cf. Ash 185; Caronia, Cyborg 31). 

Eshbach's story is a taie of revenge and wiH to power; first. the invention- 

stealing opportunist violently forces the scientific genius-whose talent he has 

exploited for his career-into sewing as guinea-pig for his contraption; then, the victirn 

finds in the disembodied condition the occasion for developing mental abilities that 

ensure his immortalicy and domination as world-der (as "nie Brain"). The Brain's 

message is one of absolute individual self-reliance, which entails both transcendene 

of the body and of human history. as well as mastery upon other humans: 'The p u t  

history of Man, from the dawn of time to what you will cal1 the present, and the future 



of Man, the Earth, the Sun-al1 these 1 set--and they arc occumng simuitaneously, 

taking place in the endless, eternal now!" (28). The Brain, as seer, immobilizes history 

and grants bis former tormentor the sight of the immutable destiny contained in 

humanity: . 
Vision bluned-and a second time Leo Kozara seemed to be leaving 

his body, his ego-spirit drawn from his fleshly home by the power of 

the Brain. . . . Before him unrolled the piaure of a world of super-men; 

and before him-rather, within him-- uras enacted the tale of a Iife--his 

life in that future world. (30) 

Tbe picaresque narrative continues with focussing on the imaoe of the disembodied 

"ego-spirit," whose domination tramforms the future into a senes of ruthless 

. dictatorial regirnes. 

The rhetoric of transparency, diseni bodiment, transcendence, and individual 

power have a long history in US culture, which goes back at les t  as far as Emerson. 

Here, 1 will touch on Emerson's example, not just to find the recurrence of a pattern- 

which will find self-aware followers in Heinlein and Sterling, and a skeptical revision 

in Gibson-but dso in order to rethink some assumptions about classic US liberdism. 

Emerson writes in his canonical "Nature": 

Standing on the bue ground-my head bathed by the blithe air, and 

uplifted into infinite space,-aii mean egotism vanishes, I becorne a 

transparent eye-ball. 1 am nothing. 1 see ail. The currents of the 

Universal Being circulate through me. . . - 1  am the lover of uncontained 

and immortal beauty. (10) 



Emerson sings of an "American" self that is both dernocratic (transparent) and 

expansive. The first aspect has been traditionally emphasized by American Studies; 

the second one, with its implications of invasion and self-annihilation (but see at least 

Manin 186-87, and PorteIli, "Element" 237-39), becornes the focus of Eshbach and 

many of his colleagues. Emerson had decapitated his seer, paradoxically to project and 

extend its egotism into large-scale expansion and "universal" mastery (cf. Porter 105- 

07; Horwitz 171 ff.). Eshbach's Brain, as well, is a head floating naked. bathed in a 

thin support system. who becomes one with the fluidity of the infinite (metaphors of 

water abound: "flood-gares" open, "tonents" and "streams" cross him at the moment 

of his iilumination: 26). A most piedatory individualism had been the philosophy of 

the story's evil antagonist, and had been literalized in his lifestyle à la Daniel Boone 

("There wasn't a sign of any other habitation within the circle of the horizon": 18). The 

Brain reinstates this individuaiism at a higher Ievel, which reduces his "In to a "ball" 

or globe, but releases him from the constraints of finitude while sentencine his future 

subjects to slavery. n i e  eycball's and the globe's transparency might be a metaphor for 

democratic openness and glasnost, but they are also the mark of a panopticon, a form 

of vuinerabiiity for those who can find no way out of the dl-scer's reach. In a universe 

revolving around bodiless self-reliance and insmrnentalized bodies, absolute 

powerlessness is the unerasable flipsidc of absolute power. 

In the same years, the physician Alexis Carrel-Nobel-prize winning pioneer of 

transplant technology with his "perfusion pump" for out-of-body maintenance of 

explanted organs, and an admirer of Haldane and eugenics--wrote in his popular Man, 

the Unknown (1935) about skin and body surfaces as "the aimost perfect fortificd 

frontier of a closed world" (65). For the canonic/hegemonic discourses in licerature 



and science, transparency without accountability and vulnerability, and unconstrained 

individualism without openness to otherness may be fused together and become the 

nation's destiny. Yet SF writers raise some major doubts as to the desirability of all 

this. 

In the years of radio, movies, New Deal. and Fascism. when the machines of 

social and political consensus-making discover the powers of technolog_v, the 

disembodied and boxed brain becomes both an image for all-winning, fortified 

individual and colIective bodies, and an image for the threat of forcibie loss of 

humanity and selfhood. 

Thus, when Cun Siodmak's Donovan'.s Brain (1944) concludes with the 

invocation that "Nature has set limits which we cannot pass" (188), this is not simply a 

nostalgic attack on technological hubris, but also a reaction against the Emersonian 

version of Cartesian ail-expansive individualism. For Siodmak. a Jewish emigre from 

Nazi Germany. his new homeland may provide avenues of its own to despotism and 

oppression. Here, the "brain in the glassn (28) of a ruthless corporate tycoon. who 

mentally takes over the body of the scientist in order to continue his financial activity, 

literalizes and stands for the economic process that, in the legal immortality of the 

corporation, is turning the US and its culture into a part of its own "glassy." invisible 

hand and body. 

Pure optimism is relatively rare. For example. Neil Jones's space exploration 

stories of the 1930s (partly collected in The Planer of the Double Sun) feature a 

hibernated scientist revived by cyborg aliens who grant his brain the possession of a 

metal body. However "alienized," lone1 y, and under continual threat (in almost every 

story, his body needs to be "repaired"), Jones' protagonist-shares with the alien 
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rescuers the exhilaration of a wholly rationai existence. In the years around 1940, in 

the "Captain Future" novels by Edmond Hamilton and others (sorne of which are SF's 

contribution to World War Two propaganda), the cyborg brain becomes the morality- 

play analogue of a riiicro-society of superheroes who in tum epitomue a society which 

is both triumphantly expansive and bound to a rigid hierarchy, only ernphasized by 

Capt. Future's own role as charismatic media star. As described in Caplain Furure and 

rhe Space Emperor (1939), the brain, "insulated" and immortai in a "transparent metal 

boxw with its "perfusion pump" and "purifier" (12-13) overtly diegorizes rationalin, 

and "science" in a trio which inciudes "strength" (a robot) and "swiftness" (an 

android); d l  of hem are subordinate to the eponymous supcrhero. who continuaily 

purifies Earth from the danger of devolution (Emperor), loss of individuality (cf. the 

mind-fusing "electric webworkw of Captain Fuzure's Challenge-an obvious red-scare 

metaphor) or evil dictators (cf. the "extra-system" villain of C a l h g  Captain Future 

and his control over a "dark star," with no l e s  obvious racial overtones). 

Usually, there is little reassurance in the mechanical empowerment of the 

individual brain. Mind might rule over matter and turn someone into a "demigod," but 

if so then mind must reign absdutely: no passion, doubt or inationality must be 

allowed at dl, or else the drearn of omnipotence might mm into the nightmare of 

gcnocide, as in Raymond Gallun's "Mind ovcr Maaer" (1935). Mechanization of the 

body might be a Iogical and inevitable outcorne. which finds a ready listener in the 

protagonist of Francis Flagg7s "The Machine Man of Ardathia" (1927), who wants to 

think of a way out of Marx's socio-economic theories- In Flagg's story-the meeting 

between a 

reassurance 

prcsentday writer and 

is to be found in the 

a cyborg time-traveller from a future--1ittle 

visiter's contempt and evil forebodings: - the 



protagonist's eventual psychiatnc intenunent only stresses the denial of agency and 

hope in these narratives of fatalistic determinism. 

When the societal level is addressed directly, the result is the dystopia of 

complete manipulation, as in Lawrence Manning's future society of the spectacle in 

the "city of the living dead" episode of his 1933 The Mun U'ho Awoke (79 ff.); in 

David Keller's technocratie dictatorship in his 1929 "The Eternal Professors," a 

humanistic, nostalgic attack on the myth of "bodiless perfection" (421); in the 

Mexican immigrant Lester Del Rey's tale of racism against the cyborg "Frankies" (Le.. 

Frankensteins) in " Reincarnate" ( 1940). ' 

5. Cyboi.gizing the Cfassics: Heialein and Bester 

Throughout the tales discussed in the previous section, the age-old trope of the body 

politic-the corporeal incarnation of the sovereign collectivity-presents authority and 

power as simple. one-directional coercive thnist. -The cyborg imagery literaiizes the 

classic US rhetoric of the self-made man in the morality-play of a hero who seemingly 

manages to assert bis power without establishing a consensus of any sort around it. Of 

course, as Gramxi says, it takes consensus and not just sheer force in order to make a 

collectivity function or (to use a formula repeatedly used by Bercovitch) to turn the 

rnere descriptive force of "the United States" into the accepted mythology of 

"America." After the establishment of the SF subculturc, this is the concem of two 

major works pubiished respectively at the b e g i ~ i n g  of World War Two and in the 

middle of the Cold War: Robert Heinlein's "Waldo" (1940) and Alfred Bester's The 

Stars My Destinarion (1956). - 

. 



The Emersonian mode1 of nationalist individudism is s i 1 1  pertinent, Indeed. 

the generation of wnters that produced the canonical American Renaissance had 

established itself, in one of the clirnactic pcriods in US expansion, through works 

predicated on the link berween the meraphorical v;hicl; of the personal body and the 

tenor of the national social body.' In a no less traumatic period, Heinlein and Bester 

configure their cyborgs in direct dialogue with this canon. endeavoring to ground on 

the body-and on its integration ~ 4 t h  tbe inorganic--a reconstniction of society and a 

legitimation of the larter's errand of unbounded conquest. 

Heinlein's "Waido" posits an alternative between absolute detemination and 

absolute indeteminacy, and chronicles the temporary crisis and final triumph of the 

former. The story's trajectory from finitude to infinity aims at simultaneously 

reinstating 60th the primacy of the monadic individual's self-reiiance and a pnnciple 

of social cohesion. 

At the beginning of the tale. the p ~ o t a g o ~ s t  Waldo F. Jones is in fact a perfect 

incarnation of Ralph Waldo Emerson's anarchic individualist: both are meant to 

exemplify the nation's will to mastery. Therc is littlc doubt about the allegorical status 

of a character who was bom "declar[ing hi]s independence" (L3). and who appears to 

have followed what his namesake had dictated in "Nature": "Build . . . your own 

world" (Emerson 48). The nationalization of individuaiism in the notion of the self in 

Emerson's writings had been predicated on a twofold operation. First, we have the 

transcendence and dernatenalization of the individualist agent: "the mind is the onJy 

redity" (195), whose "expansions. or extensions," can imaginatively yet fully 

overcomt, "in every direction," the "horizon" of matcrial experience (656). At the 

same time, the rhetoric of demateriaiization serves to depnve other individuals of 



agency: the "social statc and history" must become a "matenal" to be tumed into 

"possessions," "instniments," and "accessorics" (1033); thus. other people become 

rnere "refiectors" (195) of the empowered self- Likc Emerson's. HeinleinBs American 

Everyrnan has taken on a demiurgic iole, building not only his own world but a world 

in his own image. Living in a space station called "Freehold." Waldo is indeed 

"floating in thin air . . . free in spacen ("Waldo" 21). Confronted with a congenital. 

incurable muscular disease. Waldo's solution is cybor@zation of both self and world: 

turning "personal convenience" into "cornmerciai exploitation." Waldo has tumed his 

own self-made self into a one-man corporation. His invention of the "Synchronous 

Reduplicating Pantograph" (22), the artificial limb universally nicknamed "waido" 

that can expand his aimost nonexistent strength h to  superhuman performance, has 

itself been expanded into becoming the functioning principle and purpose of the whole 

environment. 

In this story, absolute voluntarism meets- absolute mechanicism. To besin 

with, Heinlein posits a parallel between the nation's best engineer and its top physicist: 

"To Rambeau the universe was an inexorably ordered cosmos, ruled by invariable law. 

To Waldo the universe was the enemy, which he snove to force to submit to his will" 

(50). Inexorable order allows forcefui will to assert itself in full. both literally, on 

Freehold, and rnetaphoricaily, in Waldo's attitude toward others, as individual and as 

entrepreneur: he "came to regard the entire human race as his servants, his hands, 

present or potential" (15). 

Waldo's mie does meet with dissent and resistance: most people cal1 his orbital 

cocoon "Wheelchair," he still needs supplies, and therc is the ewnomic cornpetition of 

the powerful "North American Power-Air." In faa, while order rules in a continent 



(the US of Nonh -4merica) that employs "radiant power" as energ  source. humans-- 

whom Waldo considers an inferior race--are inexorably and mysteriously gening 

physically weaker. stricken with "[elpidemic myasthenia" (42). sharing something of 

his condition. Waldo becornes even more like an unwillin$ true representative of 

humani. when the power "receptors" begin to fail on a global scale. the Freehold 

solution appears to be impossible to apply to al1 humanity. Still. he is summoned to 

find a way out. As Bruce Franklin has well argued at book Iength (Heinlein). 

Heinlein's entire work is concerned with devising science-fictional solutions for the 

perpetuation of the national idea of "America." In "Waldo," he construcu a parable on 

the deciension and restoration of the individual and the sociaI body. organized around 

a paradi-- of conflicts which pits independence vs. dependence and individual vs. 

corporate state (Wolfe, "Adaptations" 71). or. better, vs. the corporation which has 

taken over most of the state's role. Heinlein has, fittingty, Waldo corne d o m  to eanh 

and team up with a country "hex-doctor," a figure of rnistnist in technology and 

mechanistic order. 

In the ending, chaos appears to have the upper hand, and Waldo frees himself 

from the inorganic. but oniy in order to extend his narcissistic cyborgization at a 

higher level. Confronted with disorder and indeterminacy, the physicist Rambeau is 

maddeningly unabie to react: "Nothing is certain. Nothing, nothing. NOTHING is 

cenain" (55). To the contrary, Waldo finds in it yet another chance for the mumph of 

his will. For him "Chaos was insupportable-oit could not be Iived with" (91). but is 

also a tabula rasa of infinite rnalleability: 

Orderly Cosmos, created out of Chaos-by Mind! . . . The worid varied 

according to the way one lookcd at it. In that case, thought Waldo, he 



knew how he wanted to fook at it. He cast his vote for order and 

predictability ! 

He would se! the style. He would irnpress his own concept of the Other 

World on the cosmos! (91-92) * 

As the Panshins write, "offered infinite possibilitv, the possibility that Waldo opts for 

is to have things continue much as they have k e n "  (U'orld 443). 

The movement in "Waldo" is worth recapitulating. First. we see a weak 

protagonist who overcomes his limits through mechankation. and a weakening world 

confronted with the M u r e  of mechanistic science; Waldo fares better, but remains 

isolated by the human "hands" he manipulates commercialIy just as he manipulates 

physically his "waldoes." Eventually, we see him rejecting the chance to overcome al1 

limitations, rejecting absolute freedom of choice, taking instead the road back t o  the 

previous notion of normalcy. Paradoxically, this movement allows Heiniein to 

reconcile individual domination and social organization. 

n i e  hex-doctor suggests that the way out of chaos can be found in the 

resources of an unknown space he calls "the Other Wor!dw: for Waldo, this prospect 

can only be imagined as a confirmation of his supenority: "To its inhabitants. if any, it 

might seem to be hundreds of millions of tight years around; to him it was an osmch 

egg, turgid to bursting with power" (93). The Other World is for him pure raw matter 

to be conquered and exploited at wiil. inexhaustible energy source, which removes al1 

limits to Earth's deveiopment. This discovery is the result of an alliance with a 

conceptual opposite. but we find that the allegedly backward quack shares Waldo's 

homesteading frontiersman attitude: "The power of the Other World is his who would 

daim it" (107-08). Thus, we have a literaily self-made man, who fancies himsetf a 



new Benjamin Franklin (81) colonizing a new Third World (he compares the Other 

Worid to the "deep jungles of Africa"; 92), or better, making it  er nihilo afl by hirnself 

(thinking it into king): "Was he merely speculating--or creating a universe?" (93). 

The only thing that is never in question is the sovereignty of Waldo's mind over 

external maner: "The Othcr World . . . is here and it is there and i t  is e\.erywhere. But 

it is especiaily here.' He touched his forehead. The mind sits in it and sends its 

messages through it to the body"' (67). Waido's self-suficient self conrinues to 

consider world and others as vesseis for his own wiI1: now. though. there is no longer 

a discrepancy between literal instrumentalization of the body and metaphorical 

instrumentalization of the worid; that is, between cyborgization and commercial 

exploitation. In Heinlein's parable. a coaiition between levels of technology translates 

into a Popular Front of sorts the liberai hope of a class compromise. and establishes 

the cyborg as both manifestation of Calvinist predestination (as emphasized by 

Slusser, Yeats 35-39) and rhetorical agent of democracy and equal opportunity. 

The alliance between Waldo and the hex-doctor. that is. between non- 

technological and hyper-technological power allows the rernaking of a continuity 

linking body and society as one Cartesian/Emersonian "extension." With the sarne act 

of the will Waldo restores health to his and the other bodies. provides Earth with a 

new hope in infinite expansion, and personally takes the place--as winner in the 

commercial cornpetition-of the impersonal NAPA corporation. by tapping on the 

Other World and "selling free and unlimited power . . . more cheaply" than ever before 

(86). With his act of derniurgic omnipotence. Waido assens definitively his superiority 

over ordinary monals and pushes the story to the verge of supernatural fantasy-a 

template which will recur in many tales to be analyzed in this chapter. 



Where once there were ruptures, conflicts and contingencies. hegemonic order 

has now been universalized. The cyborg, as metaphor of the unconstrained wiil, builds 

its universal and business triurnph by wiliing itself out of existence. or at least out of 

- sight- 

Sixteen years later, Bester's The Stars My Destination rewrites the same story 

on reconciling total self-reliant rnastery with liberal social ties. The novel, which is 

customarily taken by critics to be an anticipation or early manifestation of postmodem 

esthetics, is a parodic pastiche which builds on a wide array of "sources." from Joyce 

to Blake and Dumas (cf. McCanhy). Most important, the concern of Stars is the 

reintroduction of individualist self-sufficiency into a world in which the markedly 

neo-feudal sovereipty of corporations and multinationals ("dans") has repiaced 

nation-states. Whether or not Bester's Stars (cf. Bier) as well as Heinlein's "Waldo" 

(cf. Franklin, Heinlein 54-55) are dominated by- an ideological aspect of complicit 

consolation, as  wish-fulfiilment fantasies for adolescents, 1 argue for the existence of a 

more complex ailegorical level, which shapes both texts as meditations on the survival 

of the popuiist side of the Americanist dernocracy. 

Bester's book is better read as a moraiity play. whose protagonist is presented 

as "the stereotype Common Manw (12). The possible worid in which the protagonist 

Gully Foyle is made to act revolves around the nvo novums of mentally triggered 

instantaneous travel ("jaunting*) and of neo-feudai capitalism. Both novums signify 

mobiIity and coliapse of physicai boundaries; yet both bring about new forrns of 

constraint, which-as often in Bester's SF--take the fom of imprisonment and 

congeaiment (cf. Kelleghan). One metaphoncal version of congeaiment is that of the 



salesmen who undergo "surgery and psycho-conditioning* (41) in order to be reshapcd 

as brand-narne identities, designed to induce consumer satisfaction. Among the literal 

imprisonments, one conjoins the two novums: "In the homes of the wealthy, the rooms 

'of the fernale rnembers were blind, without windows or doors, open only to the 

jaunting of intimate rnembers of the famiiy. Thus was morality rnaintained and 

chastity defended' (39). In an analogy to the onset of contemporary consumerisni, 

mobility and social control are inextrïcably interwoven in a system that engages both 

the private and the public sphere in an attempt to recreate the notion of a collective 

purpose. This purpose is presented in classicai nationalistic terms at the very 

begiming of the novel: "Where are the new fiontiers?" (3) 

In this light, 1 would mess one passage. in which Foyle. who has just had an 

operation to remove a tattoo from his face. discovers for the first time that erasing the 

signs of the past is not an easy job. The tanoo has left unerasable scars on hirn: "He 

saw the old tattoo marks flaming blood-red under the skin, turning bis face into a 

scarlet and white tiger mask" (106; my emphasis). The plot had staned with him, 

abandoned in space, rescued by a religious sect (reminiscent of Swift's Laputa 

scientists), and branded with a ager face and the word "Nomad." Both the witing and 

the drawing brand him as representative for human mobility. Not only does this 

specific nomad or social climber and Danuinian predator compare himself to a tiger, 

albeit with some eventual unease (205); the scope of this meraphor is also collective: 

the technique of jaunting, we are told. puts to use the "Tigroid Substance in nerve 

cetls" (6). However slim the reference to a "scarietw sign in one of the climactic scenes - 

of Stars. and regardless of any direct "influence,'X would argue that the overall 

* 



stmtegy underlying Sfars shows many affinities to Hawthorne's classic The ScarIet 

Lerter and may be taken as an updating of the sarne conctrns. 

As in Hawthorne, this is a story about injustice, the imposition of visible 

stigrnata and an attempt to redress the wrongs inflicted upon an individual by social 

institutions. As in Hawthorne, Bester presents a narrative of enforced seif-assertion, 

with an obsessive insistence on self-scmtiny and self-control: "Youll have to leam 

control now, GulIy. Youll never be able to give way to emotion ... any emotion. . . . 

Youll have to hold yourself with an iron grip" (105-06). Social--namely. economic-- 

self-detemination of the wronged individual follows: Foyie aeates a potentate outside 

the established families while pursuing his revenge. As in Hawthorne. this is a story 

that wams against the threat of absolute manipulation and absolute subrnission. As 

Bercovitch writes of Hawthorne, this "is a story of socialization in which the point of 

socialization is not to conform, but to consent. Anyone c m  submit: the socializcd 

believe . . . and this involves the total self' ( O ' c e  xiii). Foyle's Bildung will be-a 

fairly rare case in this penod of US SF history-an understanding of the consequcnccs 

of his sexual aggressiveness; even more crucially, his process of self-determination 

wili indeed be a reshaping of his total self. Iiteraiized in the f o m  of cyborghtion: 

It looked as though someone had carved an outline of the nervous 

system into Foyle's flesh. The silver seams were the scars of an 

operation that had not yet faded. . . . Every nerve plexus had been 

rewired. microscopie transistors and transfomers had been buried in 

muscle and bone, a minute platinum outiet showed at the base of the 

spine. (121) 



Cyborgization no longer means simpiy turning the body into a vesse1 hosting 

the support system for the sovereign brain; with the "wiring" of the central ncrvous 

system, the whole of the physicd self is placed under the control of the individual 

will. And if the tenor is will to power and revenge, the vehicle is will to mobility: the 

most sensational result of the operation is Foyle's ability to "acceIerate." that is, to 

move at such a hi& speed as  to becorne invisible. Velocity and acceleration stress the 

stniggle for control. and what is being controlled is a process, and more precisely a 

r elos. 

The beginning had k e n  a retrospective connection between the need for "new 

frontiers" and the discovery of jaunting, presenting freedom of movement as 

synonymous with collective purpose, as also alluded to in the title. The convergence 

of bodily as wel1 as economic mobility and self-making signify, on the one hand, "the 

infinite power of the liberated spirit as it triumphs over ali obstacles. refusing to accept 

its monality" (McCarthy 59). But to be victorious over al1 obstacles rneans to give up 

Eve~rnan's role for Superman's, as the nanator had stated at the beginning, 

commenting on the first spark of Foyle's retribution quest: "The Key turned in the lock 

of his sou1 and the door was opened. What emerged expunged the Common Man 

forever" (18). in thc Iast chapter, Foyle listens appreciatively to a robot reminding him 

that "[a] man is a member of society first, and an individual second. You m u s  go 

along with society, whether it chooses destruction or not" (244). This is a highly 

ambivalent staternent. and the novel ends with Foyle enacting it. 

As Everyman/Superman, he assumes the role of social leader. and uses the 

rhetoric of democracy, transparency, and free access: 

"No," Foyle roared. "Let them hear this: Let them hear everything." 



"You are insane, man. Youtc handed a loaded gun to children." 

"Stop treating them Iike children and theyll stop behaving like 

children. . . . Explain the loaded gun to them. Bring it al1 out in the 

open." (24748) 

But with al1 his popufist rhetoric, he amaily inaugurates an era of potentially 

genocidal balance of tenor. He distributes to everyone a srna11 dose of "PyrE." a 
C 

mentaily induced explosive ("Only Will and Idea are necessary"). which is no iess 

than "the equivalent of the primordial protornatter which exploded into the Universen 

(210): pure will without constraints has a downside of tmly explosive expansiveness. 

When we see it exploding, the result is a haiIucinatory experience of synesthesia (221 

ff.): yet another oxymoronic experience, like the semi-artificiai cyborg. like Foyle's 

one-man corporation, and like the various scars inscribed on his body, first passively 

endured (the scarlet letters) and then actively sought for (the operation marks). 

With Foyle's newly discovered ability (apparently available to all) to "jaunte" 

freely in time and outer space, apparently also cornes the free possibility to "spread 

our freak show from galaxy to galaxy through al1 the universe" (244). In fact, it seerns 

as if absolute individualism were now at everyone's disposal: "They can al1 become 

uncommon if they're kicked awake like 1 was" (248). 

Society, though, has to corne More the individual also in another sense. In the 

end, after an unspecified period of space travelling, Foyle retreats from the world. 

back to the anchontic coiony that had imposed on him the scarlet stigrnata. Given 

uneriy free choice. Foyle chooses voluntary irnprîsonment, "prepared to await the 

awakening* (252). That same awakening that had made him into an "uncommon" 



liberator is now translated into a Euture goal, and made into metaphysical collective 

history (the "new frontiers") by the retrospettive omniscient namtor of the prologue. 

Like the protaoonist of The Scarler Letrer. Foyle willingly returns to the place 

of his branding and exile- Absolutely free will is the rejection of future change, or 

better, the translation of the openings stemmirtg from physical expansion into a fonn 

of reassunng closure: implicitly. we (the addressees of the novel) are a11 being 

awakened. n ie  sociopolitical system is not affected and is in fact relegitimated. As in 

"Waldo" and in De Scarlet Letter, hopeful openendedntss turns into self-perpetuating 

endlessness (cf. Bercovitch. Omce xi). The cyborg body, pursued as tool and 

instrument, is discarded as signifier and harbingtr of new meanines. 

6. The M a s  Cyborg 

6.1. Nonfiction. 

Let us resume our discussion of theory with a quote from an unlikely source, Margaret 

Mead: 

We al1 know that we ought to study the organism, and not the 

cornputers, if we wish to understand the organism. . . . [Yet] the 

computing robot provides us with anaiogues that are helpful as far as 

they seem to hold. and no Iess helpful whenever they break down. To 

find out in what ways a nervous system (or a social group) differs from 

our man-made analogues requirts experiment. These experiments 



would not have been considered if the analogues had not been 

proposed. (qtd. in Hayles, "Disputes" 23) 

The history of cybemetics and of its ongins falis beyond the scope of this 

study. Still. in rereading Mead's comments (coauthored with the mathematicians 

Heinz von Foerster and Hans Teuber) on a senes of interdisciplinan. conferences that 

around 1950 contributed to formalize the new science of cybernetics (cf. Heirns). one 

thing appears impossible to dismiss: computer theory is not only a "pure" science but 

ah--perhaps mainly-a rhetotical operation. The reciprocal constmction of living 

organism and machine in terms of each other is the undisputable assumption. rather 

than the testable hypothesis, on which the newborn science of cybemetics 'is 

predicated. The intention to extend cybemetic models to human organisms and 

collectivities i; explicit: the subtitkT~orben Wiener's foundinp book Cybernerics 

(1948) is "Control and Communication in the Animal and the Machine," and the 

1946-53 New York Josiah Macy Foundation conferences-also promoted and attended 

by psychologists and sociologists-bear the titie of "Circular Causal and Feedback 

Mechanisms in Biological and Social Systems." Mutual construction becomes soon a 

notion of continuity between computer and human operator, argued in the terms, 

formaiized by Bell Labs mathematician Claude Shannon, of a theory of 

communication which sees "information" as pure, quantifiable syntactics at the 

expense of pragmatia and emphatically of semantics With the dismissal of 

"meaning," what follows is the construction of a continuum or integrated human- 

machine system. 

As Haraway insists in both of her books, cybemetics is grounded, since its 

beginnings. on an ergonornic mode1 based on the conjunction of discontinuous 
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cornponents through communication channels.' Ergonomia. or human factors 

research, came eventualiy to define itself, in terms draun from cybernetics. as the 

study of the "man-machine interfacen or "system" (Pheasant 2) aimed at maximizing 

the efficiency in performance of such a joint constnict. This is a quantitative syntactics 

of physical mechanisms regardless of the semantics of use and the pragmatics of 

context, whether the latter is "productivity, health, or safety" (ibid.), or--we should at 

least here name its reai starting point--a weapons system. Aîong these Iines, the human 

eiement is often spoken of as an accessory to the machine or an "intermittent 

correction sewon (Craik El), in a vocabulary of rnastery/slavery. To be sucti. it is 

essential that people be subdivided into a series of components. parts of an overall 

chain, on a par with the machine's subsets. The question then becomes the detection of 

restrictions in the communication flow: ' -mat  are the important properties of man's 

input (sensory end organs) and output (motor end organs) which detennine the design 

of the machine input (control) for optimum information transmission?" (Kariin and 

Alexander 1124). 

The following logical step is the conceptualization of the ideal interface 

apparatus, in which stress points preventing this "optimumn are reduced to zero. This 

concept is the cyborg. 

Aiready in 1945, for Vannevar Bush-pioneer in human factors research. 

presidential scientific adviser during the Roosevelt and Truman eras, and one of 

Wiener's mentors-it is only a matter of reaching the logicai "bounds" of present 

research before "the path" Iinking the input-output apparatuses of brain and machine 

"may be established more directly," in order to "proceed from one electrical 

phenornenon to anothern*(108). In 1960, the psychologist J. C. R. Licklider--writing 



one of the manifestoes for the line of rcsearch which would eventually lead to 

Intemet--entitles his paper, "Man-Cornputer Symbiosis." 

What must be stressed is that this metaphor is not simply a new version of the 

classical clockwork organism. Rather, cybernetics moves towards something which 

appean like a cross between the self-made-man à la Benjamin Franklin and the 

autotelic. self-enclosed well-wrought um of the New Critics. As Hayles ("Disputes") 

argues, the notion of the pursuit of homeostasis. according to which a computer 

functions insofar as it maintains its inner stabitity, is gradually transformed into a 

notion of equilibrium that widens its scope from the machine itself to the overall 

machine-operator (or machine-programmer) pair. When the cyberneticians of the 

1960s and 1970s discuss "self-reflexivity," they have less in mind the notion of a 

dynamic interplay between operator and computer than an ernphasis on "the world as a 

set of formally closed systems . . . detenined by their internal self-organization. 

Hence thelse systerns] are not only self-organizing, they are aiso autopoietic. or self- 

making" (Hayles. "Disputes" 12). Underneath a radical constructivist episternology 

(the observer influencing and interacting with the phenornenon) lies a profoundly 

monistic and functionaiist attitude. When extended to hurnan collectivities. this 

attitude can oniy envision society as a monolithic whole. The integrated components 

eive rise to a continuous flow, and the internal complexities may be self-reflexivety 
CI 

resolved in pure autonomy. If "homeostasis" creates cybernetics within a post-War 

"retum to normalcy" mood (Hayles, "Disputes" 16), autopoiesis and cyborg self- 

sufficiency raise it in a Cold War self-protection atmosphere. 

The figure of the cyborg, as proposed by Kiine and CIynes, Iiteralizes concepts 

already dominant in the field of cybemetics, that were already--routine disclaimers to 



the contrary--asserthg themseIves in other fields. in both "hard" (cf. Haraway on 

biology and zoology) and "human" sciences. One main thrust among these scientists 

and technicians appears to be the effort to reinterpret no less than the whole of human 

Eistory in terms of the human-machine interface. For Licklider. his "symbiosis" 

concept extrapolates to its logical conclusion rnodernity's achievement of the 

"mechanically extended man." For R. M. Page. human engineering specialist in the 

US Navy fabs. "machine-to-rnan coupling" provides an almost rnetaphysical template: 

modem technology is. a few years before McLuhan. a history of the "extensions of 

man." and a full coupling "must" and "will" become reality in fifty years. 

The cyborg model is here euphorically assumed as actualizabie soon and on a 

mass scaie, not merely as a feature of extraordinal individuais or brain-trusts. The 

unanimous rhetoricai assumption is that feasibility guarantees inevitability and 

acceptance. The editorial blurb for Bush's article compares him to Emerson: the 

scientist is presented as prophet. The only debate is about the desirability of this 

model; throughout, the undertone of fataiism is unmistakable. 

In the 1960s, a sizable number of popularizations examines the implications of 

the cyborg. Again, the conflict is between the apocalyptics and the integrated, bctween 

high culture (political theorists, university intellectuals) and professionais of the 

wrinen medium." 

Chief arnong the former is the liberal rnacro-historical narrative of Riesman's 

The Lonely Crowd. Riesman reconstructs the human trajectory from "traditional" 

societies to inner- and outer-directedness in the metaphorical internalization first of a 

gyroscope (in Protestant self-scnitiny and capitaiist self-reliance) and then of a radar 

(in contemporary affluent and consumer society). His mcro-history of declension 



from safety to precariousness appean both monolithic--without interna1 conflicts 

during each phase-and deteministic. Among the "r-dicals." Theodore Roszak, 

theorist of 1960s counter-culture, sees in his H'here rhe Wosrelarid Ends (1973) the 

cyborg as yet another manifestation of technocratie and oppressive rationality (244- 

51). that only a rejection of technology itself, with a retum to the purity of interiority. 

nature. and "transcendence." rnight avert. Analogously. Maq Daly's GynEcology 

(1973). one of the manifestoes of "radical feminisrn." discusses the cyborg as a hi-tech 

version of tape and phallocrauc domination. based on a continual "boundary 

violationw of body, woman, and nature, and on the expropriation of their creative 

powers on behalf of male supremaq (69-72). 

In al1 of these writers, modem technoiogy seems to be per se. as opposed to 

relations of production, the site of what Lukacs had called reification. Along the sarne 

lines, Marcuse's One-Dimensional Man had rightly denounced in 1964 the end of the 

private sphere of interiority, invaded and taken over by technocracy, commodification, 

and consumer society; the citizen of such a society can no longer, and by definition, 

becorne an antagonistic subject. For Marcuse, aiienation has now becomc a 

meaningless concept, in the absence of a whole and rounded oppositional standpoint 

such as that provided by the independence of the inner world. Arnong significant 

"continental" European texts translated in English, only Ellul's The Technological 

Society discusses the "cornplex man-machine" (395) in reference to labor and 

production. and discusses the uses of technology in tenns of desirable "limits" to its 

growth (397-98). But-against Lukacs--in Eliul, too, the key point is the hope or 

illusion to anchor antagonistic agency into the absence of the bodily marks of 

commodification and relations of productions. 



Daly, Eliul. and Roszak are not totdly wrong in their rnistmst in the cyborg 

image?. The rnost dystopian. chilling side n the politics of hurnan engineering cornes 

to the fore with the release. staning in the 1950s. of a series of medicsl studies whose 

impact on the mass imagination conrributes to the binh of contemporary bioethics as 

reciction to it (cf. "New Biology"). For Delgado. the foremost advocate of "Electronic 

Stimulation of the Brain" ("ESB'? the issue is precisely the reconstruction of a 

controllable self-enclosure by placing under check the dangers of embodiment: the 

"individual rnind is not self-sufficient" because of its "dependance on sensory input" 

(59); thus, "ESB couid possibly become a master control of hurnan behavior by means 

of man-made plans and instruments" (179). The resulting "psycho-civilized societyf' 

(279 ff.) would be the crowning, and not the demise, of human agency. This 

behaviorist nightmare conjoins Bemal's ideai and the cybernetic/ergonomic model, 

and obtains the attention of many popularizers (cf. London, Pines, Valenstein) who are 

al1 very ambivalent about bis  scenario. For the first time, the texts by Delgado and his 

commentators feature what cyberpunk SF will choose as one of its central images: the 

cranial jack which plugs the brain implant into an electric circuit. As I am going to 

discuss in Chapter 5, alongside the pervasive dream of virtual ecstasy thert lingers in 

the best of cyberpunk the nightmare of a civilization wholly manipulatable into 

enforced consensus, ernbedding panoptic surveillance into the body itself- 

But wherc the apocaiyptics see invasion, reification, and dispossession of the 

subjects they choose as inherent bearers of freedom and alternative values (the 

individual and culture in Roszak, women's naturalness in Daly), the integrated, . 

specularly. see the inamestable, cxhilarating armorïng of the power and freedom of the 

individual (always male, almost always white and Anglo). In both cases, therc is no 



possibility of a critical redifinition of the subject in i t s  dealines with the inorganic-- 

beyond cIassicaI individualism. 

In the eschatology of the popularizers (often more mare  of belonging to a 

cornplex tradition). the tones are emphatic and spectacular. Their visions are of 

invulnerable, irnmortal supermen Iaunched towards the colonization of earth and outer 

space. These visions do not exclude disturbing wishful Social-Dawinist fantasies 

about the rise of cyber-biological castes or even about "the obsolescence of man" and 

the dominance of a superior race (cf. Arthur Ciarke's 1963 Profiles of rhe Fitrure: 213- 

27). The standard strategy presents ceIebration in terms of inevitabiiity: "Evolution 

never stands still." as Cole writes in his 1964 illustrated Beyond Tornorrow (130). The 

cyborg, in other words, ailows for the naturaikation and apparent depoliticization of 

technology. In Cole. the emphasis is on the rernovd of "unhealthyt' pans and on the 

promotion of "cleanliness" (112-15) as necessary step toward space imperïaiisrn and 

colonization. 

In the most sustained study, Halacy's Cyborg: Evolurion of the Superman 

(1965), there is to be found a full-fledged history, from organ transplants to the 

nascent biotechnology, with references to SF as well as to nonfiction, and with an 

officia1 prefatory nod by Manfred Clynes. Here, the cyborg is a vehicle for both 

individual and collective concems. On the one han& "[olvernight the 'self-made man' 

has become more than a figure of speech" (45). On the other. the feats of 

"augmentation" and "biopower" are about to start a "cyborg revolution." The US 

national ideal of e pluribus rinum, also present in Halacy. in Ettinger finds its way 

toward etemity (The Prospect of Immortality; 1964), with the body remade into a 

forever revivable "crazy quilt of patchworkw (129), and asserts its privileged daims to 



self-defense (Man inro Superman; 1972). In the latter book the imagery is that of 

"body armor" (62-63), and the medical aspect tends toward a condition in which "a 

cvborg might embody a closed cycle of nutnents and waste. with no material entering 

or .leaving the body," comparable to chat of the "space capsuler (79. Even bleaker 

prospects are opened in Ronrik's books. which--after a m n d a t 0 ~  quote from Emerson 

(Man xiii)--refer to what we would now cal1 *telepresenceW (the use of remote- 

controlled robot bodies) as a "master-slave system." which will allow "us" to become 

"cybemauts," forever ensuring the sovereignty of mind over body. 

The most accomplished positioning of the cyborg metaphors. as I have already 

suggested in Setion 2, is in Toffler's Funtre Shock. Here the hypertechnological 

society wipes out al1 conceivable social ties. pnvileges individual "adaptation," 

"nomadisrn." "modularity." and absolute self-sufficiency. and bestows on i&~nite 

rnobiiity the role of mandatory principle of experience. Toffler's vision can accept 

nothing less than complete consent, and stigmatizes any critical subjea position as 

"future-shocked" throwback. Identity as infinite choice and qborgized or 

biotechnological constructibility brings about an elision of the problematics of identity 

as concrete experience. For example, in Toffler's only hùit about the "race problem," 

his examples are not Blacks or immigrants, but a folkloristic. stereotypical. and racist 

image: blue-skinned (sic) Appalachian "hillbiliiesw (2OeOI) .  

Only in Norbert Wiener's last book, the torrnented God & Golem Inc. (1968), 

mentions directly (albeit in passing) the necessity to redefine the "analogy of the body 

politic to the body of the individual" (94). In his most popular book (Use) Wiener 

himself had not gone beyond the oxymoronic notion of a "human use of human 



beingsw. His voice in Cod remains isolated: strict mind-body duaIisrn and hierarchical 

or deterministic societies rernain the nom. 

6.2. Supermen 

In SF, straight uncritical acceptance of the paradigm of the instnirnental body is. in 

these years. almost only to be found in books published outside the "insider." 

specialized or "genre" market. under the general best-seller label. These novels have a 

rraditiond "realist" form: instead of an "absent paradigm" leading to the creation of a 

sustained possible world, we have a thriller, grounded in present tirnes and revolving 

around "action" scenes. whose only "SF" elements are presented in the f o m  of long 

expository sections (iectures. explanations, occasional interior monologues). Aimed at 

an audience more farniliar with the nonfiction than with SF. these works are in fact 

feebly fictiondized essays. Nevertheless, they are the direct ancestors of the 

militaristic superheroes of the 1980s, and their presence must be acknowledged. 

In its purest form, the supercyborg is the theme of Matin Caidin's Cyborg 

(1972). Here, cyborgization is an explicit eugenic project, the creation of "a new 

breedw (63), and the novel recounts the Bildung of a mutilated soldier who is 

"transfom[ed from a) one-Iimbed torso stump . . . into some kind of superbeing. To be 

utilized for their own rather unique requirernent" (64). In the end the protagonist is 

willing to accept his position, as both superior being and willing tool in the hand of 

others: "I'm the first of a new breed. Marv. They're rebuilding me. It's cailed bionics. 

Irm half man and half machine, oid buddy" (172). In the name of male bonding. his 

rnasculinitv, threatened by impotence (93-99, is restored, and evennially the novel 

takes shape as the portrait of Superman as a contcnted slave. His cyborgizarion 



recapitulates at the bodily Ievel his role in the US defense and espionage: "a buffer, a 

shield, for your vital organs" (103), and it will appear again for millions of viewers in 

the TV series The Six Million Dollar Man and The Bionic ~ ~ o r n a n . ~  Other works 

extend the same pakadiirn into the space exploration therne. Joseph Green's Tite Mind 

Behind the Eye (1971) presents .the cornputer connecting a hurnan explorer and an 

alien brainless giant body, in which he is safely "housed." Lee Cronin's 

fictionalization of a Star Trek episode, "Spock's Brain" (1972). portrays the 

protagonist giving direction for the replacement of his own explanted brain back into 

his body. It takes a full-fledped specidist for the logical finai step. and in the much 

more ambitious Mayflies. by Kevin O'DomelI (1979), the human brain cornrnanding a 

whole starship becomes an image of narcissistic self-centeredness for whom 

megaiomaniac omnipotence is not a risk to be governed but the prerequisite for 

acceptance of the explorer's rote:' '? have learned--or corne to accept--that 1 am 

neither human nor non-human. 1 am, in fact, unique: myselft and nothing else. That 

realization disintegrates the last bone tying me to Earth" (262). 

Among best-sellers, a bleaker view is given in Michael Crichton's The 

Termiml Man (1971). Here. although the cyborg experiment fails and the guinea-pig 

mrns into a psychopatic killer, the operation's assumption arr ncver questioned.s The 

fantasy is very explicit, and provided with a long final bibiiography on medical 

cyborgs, including Wiener and Delgado (283-89): "This makes the patient 

compietely self-sufficient. . . . That's the complete feedback loop--brain, to 

electrodes, to cornputer, to power pack, back to brain. A total Ioop without any 

externaiized portion" (25). Self-sufficiency may turn the human into a powerless 

tool-Crichton's metaphor is powerful: 



the patient's biologicaf brain. and indeed his whole body, has becorne a 

terminal for the new cornputer. We have created a man who is one 

single, large. complex cornputer terminal. The patient is a read-out 

device for the new cornputer. and he is as helpless to control the read- 

out as a TV screen is helpless to control the information presented on 

it. (89) 

The real danger, though. appean to corne when the "patient" himself tries to take some 

gratification from his dispossession: this is the image of the "eiectrical addict" (97-99). - 
for whom "one jolt of electricity was like a dozen orgasms" (96)-a classic exampie of 

confusion of roles between the technophilic integrated attitude and the victim-blarning 

apocalyptic one. This confusion is to be found also. arnong othen. in the "wireheads" 

of Larry Niven's The Long Arm of Gil Hamilton (1976) and Spider Robinson's 

63. Dystopias 

As a rule, pte-cyberpunk SF employs the cyborg imagery as a dystopian novum. In the 

post-1945 yean, the dystopian genre is one of the main arenas for SF's socio-historical 

and political awareness (cf. Amis). Dystopia, no less than uropia. can have different 

degrees of complexity, and 1 shaiI discuss some of the more sophisticated texts (e.g., 

by Dick) in Chapter 5. Even among more simplistic tales some interesting patterns 

emerge; dystopian cyborgs. in my reading, establish an intenextuai novum that is a? 

the same time critical of and acquiescent with the notion of the instrumental body. On . 

the one hand, the pol i t id  impiications of the scientific template of Kline and CIynes 

and of the cyberneticians is directly attacked, anticipating and then interacting with 



countercultural suggestions after 1960- On the other hand. rhese texts find in the imase 

of the cybors, and of the mechanized community, a pretext for staging the dichotomie 

paradigm of a direct and unbridgeable conflict beween individual and society, 

- berween an individual who identifies freedom-and the fulfillrnent of masculinity-- 

with the severing of al1 social ties, and society as a necessarily oppressive consensus 

machine. This cluster is a nostalgie one, predicated on traditional humanistic 

ideologies,'* and only occasionally focuses on specific areas such as race. class. or 

war. As a rule, underneath mechaniration lies a vague notion of "society" as 

monoiithic systern that can only be thwarted through individual action. 

Thus. one of the main dystopian clusters chooses and absolutizes the idea of 

interpersonal relations. In the best examples of this strand. a11 authored by figures 

tangentid to the SF market, the cyborg is the representarive subject of a worid which 

has wholly done away with the vcry idea of signifiant human relations. In William 

Hjortsberg's Gray Matrers (1971), the brain in the box becomes a signifier for mass 

culture itself, as dictatorship of the majority. The novel presents the society of 

"cerebromorphs," in which al1 humanity has voluntarily undergone a process of 

"cerebrectomy," building a community of inunortal, disembodied brains. The nanative 

centers on two former mass idols, a Hollywood actress and a male teenage astronaut, 

as well as on an ex-sculptor of Nigerian origin. In this nightmare worid of hierarchical 

conformism, the discorporate entities are fed an indoctrinarion program of anti- 

individualism. The program is based on an ideal of "insect" society (10-Il), and its 

aim is the achievement of higher degrees of "Elevation" and status. that culminates in 

the reimplanting ("Liberation") of the passion-free brain into a new. safe body. 

- 



The three figures delineate a continuum of responses to the general "grayness." 

On the one hand, the woman stands for ful1 acquiescencc: her fantasies of a "celluloid 

dreamIandW (?O), which the novel presents with satiric vitriol. make her deeply rooted 

inner futility a perfect ally of the dystopian system. On the other hand. the two males 

are accorded a more dignified treatment: the eternal adolescent, with his dream of 

becorning a "cowboy" (10). is a dissenting but wholly powerless rebel--whose 

masculinity is fulfilled in the "mernop-merges" with the actress: finaliy, the African 

artist conjoins an act of rebellion (the stealing of a body) with the fulfillment of 

masculini~. In decyborgùing himself. his emergence to the physical world 

inaugurates a possible "new." non-rnechanized hierarchy in terms of gender. His 

meeting with a woman who has somehow avoided becorning a cerebromorph is not to 

be taken as ironic: "The woman is on her knees in front of him. pulling tubers fiom the 

moist earth and placing them in her basket" (137). In the novel, a deterministic society 

has apparently pacified itself out of natural Social-Darwinist conflictudity and does 

not "have to fight for survival in the earthrs final frontier" (92): this society has 

li teralized massification (for a cerebrornorph, we are told, " how important are those 

siisht difference of sex or class?"; 107) and surveillance ("Even your unconscious is 

on file"; 156). Against such a background. the sexual meeting of the renaturalized man 

and the Ur-natural woman is an act of cosmic proportions: "His passion is the 

threshold of an ail-consurning universe. ever expanding into particles of light. the very 

atoms of her being disintegrate. electrons collide. She is Iost in the electric fire of 

creation" (138). 

"[Elrect" (ibid.) beside her disintegrating self, he is the sole agent of the 

world's new stan, which grounds in nature an expansive reopening for the sacietal 



frontien. The Black anist will be reabsorùed by the "Control Center." but the wornan 

and the newly-conceived baby will survive, presurnably giving rise to an 

aIternativesociety. In giving his chapters the titles of entomological grouyth stages 

(Hive, Pupa, Imago, Drone, Larva) Hjortsberg reinscribes the dystopia's deteminisrn 

into his ostensibly transgressive counternanative. The dystopia of cyborgization is 

countered by a dubious utopia of bodily release ci la D. H Lawrence. with womanhood 

and Blackness as sites of unspoiled authenticity. 

Like Fiedler and the other "apocalyptics." Hjortsberg opposes conforrni ty (the 

grayness of affiuence and, arguably, socialism) and hierarchy. and opts for the latter. - 
In other words. he accepts the cybemetic paradigm of a social machinery of self- 

reflexive, self-making will to power. Here, consent is equated with annihilation of 

personal agency: any direct contact or involvement. an- minimal confusion of 

boundaries between organic and inorganic, between mastering self and instrumental 

object. is lethal and m u s  be overcome." 

As a result, cyborg dystopias are predicated on the impossibility to reconcile 

embodiment and collectivity. This is also evident in David Bunch's Moderan (1971), 

the comic tale-articulated in a series of stories and sketches--of a world which has 

chosen mass mechanization in the name of efficiency and possible immonality. going 

through a phase in which the retaining of flesh parts is a visible mark of social 

inferiority, as an atavistic sign of emotionalism and weakness. As ailego- of 

technological modemity, the Moderan (= "Modern Run") society revolves around this 

principie of passionless hardness and smooth functioning. This society has fortified 

itself-cf. also the ritual litanies on "Fortress-Man"--ho an archipelago of "Bubble- 

Dome Homesw and "Stronpholds," whose technodetenninism finds "The Purpose" in 



war-making and results in a self-destructing "Grand Wurnp." Yet. Bunch's impiied 

utopia is again teieologicat. as the story is narrated by a funher society of "bearn-men" 

or "essence men" who have managed to do away altogether with the body. Societal 

cybor@zation is a nightmare not because of i î s  attempt to &tuatire a dream of the 

social machine as a friction-free flow. The problem here is that the machine. however 

efficient. is nor smooth enough: cyborg bodies are material. have a resistance. needs 

and lirnits (see also Michael Coney's 1973 Friends Corne in Boxes). Finaliy. 

Hjortsberg's vitalist exoticism and Bunch's disembodiment. no iess than Bester and 

Heinlein's new Americas. explicate a dream of unconstrained omnipotence in which 

the cyborg is a necessary-whether a positive or a negative-phase. 

An uneasy reconciliation of expansive detenninism and embodied agency is 

the forfeiting of agency to another version of mechanical intelligence, a solution to be 

found in Frederik Pohl's Man Plus (1976). In this novel, by one of the more politically 

engaged among SF professionals. the cyborg expiorer's enhanced body recapituiates 

the siege mentality of the future "America" or "Free World," which furthers the 

colonization of Mars as the launching pad for a reopening of the frontier's 

appropriative expansion. In "the President's" words: "We see another Earth. . . . And it 

can be ours. That's where the future of freedom is" (25). 

The reconstruction or rebirth of the pioneer as humanmachine interface, 

though, is also presented-in graphic details overtly informed by the nonfiction 

discussed in the previous sections-as a sunender of hurnanity. ïh is  surrender is 

exemplified in sexual potency: the Martian cyborg is. after ail, a "self contained 

eunuch" (127). However empowered with new organs and capability, the cyborg can 

only, for most of the novel. submit to one "instaiment of painn after another (35). 



Fined and "reshape[d]," he does "survive on Mars" (30-31) and manages to become 

the founder of a cornmunity in a world which appears to him like an Eden. As new 

Adam. he finds a non-cyborg Eve who accepts a sharply subordinate role: "Isn't that 

what they used to say women were for? Helpmates" (i52).'Her "[rnlother-henning" 

(194) attitude will culminate. we are told. in her acting as vessel. through anificial 

insemination, for the first Manian child. However homfic on earth. the instrumental 

cyborg body is "a triumph of design" (58) on Mars, relegitirnating Dawinist 

expansion. Official authonties are, in fact. not wrong but inefficient in their strivings. 

Cyborgization tnumphs. we are told in the ending, thanks to the tutelage of a "netn of 

anificial intelligences. a collective entity and omniscient nanator who has designed 

and plotted all. dnven oniy by the will to survive and not by the will to power. This 

mling, invisible, self-contained social unit may enlarge its range of action without 

giving up its ostensible facade of neutrality; in other words, the computer is for Pohl a 

last hope for the dream of "American" transparency, benevoiently supervising the 

social machinery, ensuring the acceptance of "naturai" asymmetries and thmsts. 

In effect, we could locate the main symptom of the limits of the instrumental 

body--connected as it is to the absrna  "systems approach" and to a view of cyborgs 

and cornputers as metaphors for society as monolithic whoie-in the fact that only a 

handful among dystopian writers uses it to address specific, concrete sites of conflict. 

Even this has critical Iimits. Thus, the issue of race is treated in sirnplistic, 

jocular fantasies of power reversal featuring cyborgs as slave caste (in Thomas Disch's 

1965 "The Sightseen" and Robert Clarke's 1986 Las  ïhan Himan) or, obversely. in 

frightened exorcisms of the menace of miscegenation (in Dean Koontz's 1973 

novelization, The Demon Sees). 



Class, if genedly ignored. provokes two powerful visions. in which the 

emphasis is on who is instmrnentaiized and who does the instrurnentalizing. tn Pohl 

and Kombluth's Wolfbane (1959). the depiction of the aftermath of an alien takeover-- 

foregrounding the transformation of  eriforced scarcity into a puritanical ideology of 

bodily control (fasting, mandatory slendemess, etc.)-reaches a spectacular peak in a 

scene of assembly Iine labor as integrated "circuit" (56 fi.). In a human-factor 

researchers' ideal proto-Postfordist scenario. the protagonist is connected through 

brain implants to an overail machine- as a "Component" arnong many (either organic 

or mechanical) govemed solely by "Input" and "Output." ready to undergo 

"reprogramming" or rehurnanization according to the variations in the needs of the 

production systern. On the other hana Robert Silverberg's n e  Time Hoppers (1967) 

presents an overpopulated urban sociery mled by a hierarchical bureaucracy headed by 

a cyborg: 

Peter Kloofman lay sprawIed out in a huge tub of nutrient fluid while 

the technician changed his left lung. His chest panel was wide open on 

its hinges, exactly as though Kloofman were sorne sort of robot 

undergoing repair. He was no robot. he was mere mortal flesh and 

blood. but not very monal. . . . Kloofman was willing to submit to such 

things gladly, for the sake of preserving his existence. which is to say 

his infinite power. (62) 

Outstanding among the enhancements is the chance to be bodily inserted inro the 

world information system. For him this is also an inteeration into an immaterial cycle 

of power which places hirn in full charge of cornmand, control. and communication: 



One of the many surgical reconstructs that had been perforrned on him 

over the years allowed a direct neural cut-in: Noofman couId and did 

enter directly into the data Stream, becoming a relay facet of the 

computer web itself. Then. thèn. did a kind of ecstasy ovenvhelm 

him. 

He nodded, and the flow of data began. (69) 

This image of a figure for whorn corporeal manipulation and fragmentation ("cut") is a 

way of Iiterally piacing himself outside and above humanity, and will return in many 

of the best cyberpunk texts (e.g., Gibson's Count Zero). In the world of irnrnaterial 

power (information), Silverberg is one of the first to argue, the posthuman condition is 

a luxury that privileges those who are in charge. who confront PoN and Kornbluth's 

ever-recyclable mindless bodies in the shape of diffuse, bodiless mincis. 

The most accomplished and sophisticated among cyborg dystopias deais with 

war: Bernard Wolfe's L i m h  (1952). The cyborg as personifying the notion of war as 

dehumanking was relatively standard fare in pst-World War Two SF. For examplc, 

A. E. Van Vogt's The World ofNuil-A (1948) features a charmer ailusively narned X, 

who "is the most overt war-monger of the novel" (Seed 272). and who is presented as 

less than human: 

He was a patched monstrosity. He had a plastic am and a plastic leg, 

and his back was in a plastic cage. His head looked as if it were made 

of opaque glass; . . . his resemblance to anything normal depended 

partly upon the mental concession of the observer. (38) 

Also, the whoIe plot of Aigis Budrys's W h ?  (1959) is an unfulfiiled quest for identity 

by a soldier returned as cyborg from Soviet intemment, with identity and petsonal 



integration in society defined as clear-cut allesiance to one of the Cold War camps. in 

Knight's "Ask Me Anuthine" (1% 1) the shock effea of cyborg horrors is exorcized 

and justified by the appeal to inherent flaws in hurnan nature: homo faber. as such. has 

- never been and can never be truly human. 

Wolfe takes al1 of this to an extreme. in a highly self-conscious narrative'' 

fiIled with literary and scientific references. which has been the topic for a nurnber of 

important dis~ussions.'~ Fint and foremost. this is a fiction which explores the limits 

of the titeralized metaphor itseif. a parody of SF and an indiment of the confusions-- 

the undue overlap or extensions--between fiction (or speculative nonfiction) and the 

reader's world. It is a work that self-consciously emphasizes both its own fictionality 

and its nescapable connections with "reaiity." 

The whole universe of Limbu is an attempt to Iiteralize an ironic pun and the 

metaphoric cluster deriving from it: after a nuclear war, a scientist's notebook suggests 

a society that might tum the notion of disarmament into a generalized practice of 

"voluntary amputation." The diary's readers take everything seriously and give nse to 

the "lmmob" world of "vol-amps," which foilows slogans and comrnandments such as 

"He Who Has Arms 1s Anned." "Make Disarmament Last," "Arms or the Mann (115). 

As slogans, these statements mark Immob as a disturbing new version of the pre-war 

"mas  culture," in which people had been "welded together" into a whole by "mass 

media" controllcd by the "managerial society" (135); Immob. we are told. stands for 

"International Mass for the Manumission of the Benign." with an obvious pun of mass 

as mob, religious ritual. and atomic (criticai?) mass. As commandments. they mark 

this collectivity, with its secular rituals. as a rebuilt L'SA: the mono "No 

Demobilization Without Immobiliration" echoes the fwndational "No taxation 



without representation." The chain of puns and black hurnor could be pursued 

endlessly; still. the issue of the taxing. painful nature of representation is the basis for 

Limbo's underlying link beween the amputated and prostheticized body and the 

-devastaled and reconstructed society. As Seed writes, in this novel the physical body 

acts "as synecdoche. metaphor [and] systems analogy" for the body politic (283). As 

in the officiai rhetoric about US institutions. the "pros'" (prostheticized people's) 

bodies display their "transparent extensions" (23) as sigm of their ostensib1y utopian 

status. Yet, around them new rigid hierarchies have developed (a "quadro-amp" fias 

much more prestige than a "mono-arnp") and racial conflict has not vanished (there is 

still need for NAACP. which here rnems "National Association for the .Amputation of 

Colored People": 116). Most crucially. in a world punningly predicated on hand- 

replacement as emancipatory manipulation of natural anatomy--"manumissionw is one 

of the many puns-gender and gender roles are called into question (cf. Hayles. "Life" 

160-62). The "problem is purely semantic," says Wolfe's narrator (217); embodiment 

is no longer a self-evident tnith: for the upset narrator, the solution is a recuperation of 

predatory aggression, that is, rape. 

In Limbo. as in the puns on "handsw in Heinlein's "Waldo." fragmentation is 

yet another symptom of omnipotence. The dystopia behind the utopia is not only 

revealed on external. moral grounds but above al1 because it fails in its own terms, 

bound as it is to repeat those values and attitudes it pretends to have supeneded. 

Behind self-diminishment lies the illusion of full manipulative control over the social 

machine: Immob hopes--in its own slogans--to "dodge the steamroller." to replace the 

"It" with the "1." The contradictory aim of Immob's prosthetization is the 

establishment of "the first real humanism in the history of htîman thoughtw (73-74). 



The ostensible doubleness of prosthetic embodiment is. ir! acniality. a rigid monisrn, 

predicated on the absolute primacy of mind over body and maner: 

Well. in the old animalistic days they. everybody. used to be slaves of 

the denched fist--a real hand always wants to make a fisc and slug 

sornebody. and it can't be stopped. But the pro. it's detachable. see? 

The minute it starts to make a fist. zip, one yank and it's off. The 

brain's in charge, not the hand-that's the whoie idea of humanism. 

As a sovereign torso sunounded soieiy by interchangeable parts, ;\mericals 

reconstmcted body--immobilized and perpetuated into univenal. "humanist" guise-is 

free once more to pursue its expansive mission of "boundiess heroism." and to 

"recaptur[e] the exhilarating sense of the oceanic," in what is no less than "a strategy 

to restore human megalomania" (129) and a response to an irnperative of self-making: 

"Cybemeticist, redesip thyself!" (143). 

The physical body and the body politic are Iinked consistently (if often 

punningly) by the rhetoric of expansion and map-designing (Seed 274-76). On the one 

hand, the nanator Dr. Martine d e s  an uncharted Pacific island by enforcing peace as 

body-rebuilding through mass lobotomy of the natives. On the other hand. a world 

reduced by war to a few inhabitable "strips" is about to stan a new war in the name of 

generaiized surgical reduction--whose goal is to prevent the technological steamrollers 

from "flattenino" humans ont0 abstract blueprints-and is seeking to take over the 

island's ore reserves. In ail its options. the body of Wolfe's new America is recreating . 

earlier self-destructive dynamics of insuumentaiization: power systerns of 

subservience to corporate machinery ("More legs . . . [t]o genuflect before the 



machines that make Iegs": 337). and mass culture defining itself as the public 

spectacle of warlike rhetoric. as in the Los Alamos Olympic Games: "Plus ça change. 

plus c'est la maim clrose. Plifs ça change, plus c 'es1 les mêmes shows" ( 1 18). 

To hold al1 of this together is ":he textual body" (Hayles; "Life 159-62): Limbo 

is in fact the specracular rendition of a graphically sensationafist worId in the form of a 

fragmenteci - assemblage of diaries. narratives, drawings. and scrawlings. Moreover. 

Irnmob itself uses discourse as template for its self-presentation: "PoIes are apan on& 

in the old vocabulary. Immob supplies the Hyphenw (122). In a both literal and 

metafictional sense (e-g.. the many jokes about truncation. ambivalence, and 

hyphenation). discourse supplies the means to bestow authority and godlike status 

upon Freud's discontented prosthetic humans: 

The bridging of the gap between the mechanicd and the human--the 

discovery of the Hyphen between machine and man-thus e n a b h g  

man finaily to triumph over the machine because it's man who has the 

Hyphen and not the machine" (142) 

Yet here, for Wolfe, lies the ultimate stress-point which even the cybernetic flow of 

information cannot fully supersede. Discourse carries an inner integrity which cannot 

be reshaped at will ("Words aren't amputated as easily as amis or legs": 117) and 

renders accountability inescapable: "1 can't entirely dodge the responsibility. Afier al], 

I did make the jokesw (291). Paradoxically. this is a hoiistic world, which needs to 

recover a notion of internai heterogeneity and conflictuality: "Everybody has his own 

built-in steamroller. . . . Thar way. maybe. lies a new kind of identity. . . . To this 

hyphenated Wunderkind 1 can Say yes" (386). 



WoIfe. thus. stages the triumph of the metaphorica1 at the expense of the 

literal. and the nove! is a metafictional rejection of SF's potential to envision 

alternatives. In Lirnbo. just as there is no way out of the body instrumental. there is no 

possibility of a nondystopian use of the literalized metaphor. The restorhg of 

ambivalence is not the proposal of a non-instrumentai. non-expansive way of iife for 

the Vol-amps. There is no tuming back for thern. Instead. only the nonmechanical 

bodies of the islanden are given a chance: the narrator decides to teach them humor 

and emotions. The restoring of laughing and weeping-as "unfuncrional" acrivities 

(341)-4s the solution: a pastoral new stan for the natives. which rejects the 

functionalist stearnroller and the interna1 conflicts of the hyphen, and keeps the white 

leader firmly in charge. 

7. Magnaüa Americanonim Galactica: Military SF and tbe Arrnored Body 

There are, though, m e  believers in the advancement of the steamroller: in the cunent 

ideological and commercid conjuncnire the problern of "milita@' SF Iooms large, 

even if almost completely unnoticed by criticism. Mushrooming quantities and 

vanishing reprints are major practical obstacle to thorough critical mapping; still, if we 

are to take Iiterary history seriously, we need to start probing the textual spate of 

militaristic SF, and in general of war SF. Also, to contest the widespread assumption 

of mass genres as inherenrly obscurantist and coopted means also to acknowledge the 

existence of disturbine obscurantisrn as cons ci ou.^. didactic poli tical effort. 

The road linking Lucas's to Reagan's Star Wars is not a straightforward path, 

and yet it can be traced at least as far back as the eariy 1960s. or even to the post- 

- Hiroshima years, with many visions by scientists and military men about the goodness 



of the Bomb (cf. Boyer). It is in the aftennath of the Vietnam war. however. that SF is 

mobilized in full as purveyor of space war and techno-war simulation fantasies. The 

inevitability and necessiry of war and of military-centered social organizations are 

unresewedly praised in a number of books that constitute a large share of the market. 

The New Right ideological slant is often explicit and some of the'top figures in the 

subgenre (Ben Bova. G. Harry Stine) have paraIIel careers as propagandists and 

pamphleteers for the industrial-military cornplex. Tracts and fictions champion 

technophik dreams of space stations (cf. Stine's 1975 The Third indusrrial 

Revolurion), pinko-consurning holocausts. and qborg  superheroics, while phrases 

such as "assured survivaln are reqcled from Hoover Institution advocates for a 

nuclear first-strike (cf. Possony and Pourneile's 1970 The Sraregy of Technoiogy) to 

SDI propaganda (cf. Bova's 1984 Assured Surrivao. The aim is a regeneration of the 

US (of "Arnericanness") and of the universe into an anti-wetfare. suwivalist, 

"libertarian" m i l l e ~ i u m  (cf. Disch "Road": Franklin Siors: J. W. Gibson War. Gray ' 

"War"). The Montana Militiamen and Milton Friedman or New Gingrich enthusiasts, 

whatever else they may be, are veterans of SF's space wars. 

Thus. this section will discuss some SF tales revolving around the body of the 

single individual. dismembered, mutilated. reconstnicted, or in any way 

technologicaIly rnodified in connection with war between sovereign temtories (and 

occasionally with civil wars). This ciuster has not only a quantitative and a historical 

but also a theoretical relevance. The morality-play, allegocical or paraboiicai quality of 

SF. stressed in the criticisrn of Suvin and Jarneson. acquires important resonances in 

the US context. As Bercovitch (Jetemiad) has shown. from Cotton Mather's Magnolia 

Chrisri Americclna onwards. the allegorical coupling and conflation of representative 



seIfhood with the actual or hoped-for body politic has pemasi~efy been the basis for a 

national(ist) "genetics of saIvation." Rius, SF's estran-ed. allegorical cognition could 

be a key to the genre's US fortunes. not only in its best but also in its worst examples; 

if the metaphor of the instrumental body is a direci affirmation of the Americanist 

ideology, the tales of the lone -ber-wamor present this ideology in an unsubtly 

simplified fashion. We are, in other words, analyzing parabies of selfhood (or. as a 

rule. of malehood) in-the-breaking as refigurations of national crises. with the 

attendant need for reintegration. M e r  1960, the milita?-begotten eugenic metaphor 

of the cyborg manies the wtlective tenor of the body politic with anocher classic 

image. the US state as self-mnning machine (cf. Kammen). The technologized body of 

the wanior becomes representative for the new order. and--with politics defused into 

technoscientific determinism-for its assured survival and domination throughout 

space and tirne. 

For an ideoiogically indispensable exarnple. I would stan with Heinlein's The 

Moon 1s a Harsh Mistress (1966). This interplanetary tale of (to use Slotkin's formula) 

"regeneration through violence" chronicles the Moon's revolution and independence 

war, organized by a miIitia led by a sentient cornputer and its technician. As rnotto to 

the movement, Heinlein first coined the injunction, "There Ain't No Such Thing As A 

Free Lunch" (often abbreviated as "TANSTAAFL"). This new New World. bom as a 

prison colony, is indeed a laissez faire paradise: "No bars, no guards, no rules--and no 

need for them" (17). Proud of its rough beginnings in an ideal Social Darwinist setting 

in which oniy the fittest have survived (cf. Fitting, "Eating" 177-80). the Moon is 

striving to become fully "self-sufficient" (26), and perceives itself as successot to the 

New Worlds of English ovemas colonkation (1 1). 



As always. the text's ideological Iimits are best revealed by its contradictions. 

Thus, contrary to their own bombast. the Lunar revolutionaries do get a free lunch; 

despite deadly milita- confrontations with Eanh (inciuding a toilingly low-tech attack 

with catapults). in the final flash-foward it appears tliat good relations are quickly 

reestablished: moreover. given the Moon's control over wheat supplies. the only meals 

under threat of curtailing or of overpticing were Eanh's. Analogously, the 

narrator/protagonist's loss of an a m  (before the events in the plot) does not appear to 

bring about an? suffering: rather. we rnerely witness the workings of a very efficient 

multi-role cyborg limb. 

The "seam joining prosthetic to meat am" (19) is not a real stress-point. just as 

the historical seams leading from prison to colony. and from colony to nation are not 

full historical ruptures. predicated as they are on an ideology of monadic self-reliance: 

"1 am free. no matter what mles surround me" (63). n i e  painiess refashioning as  tool 

of the hero's rnicrocosmic body recapitulates the painIess injection of a universai 

authontarian order. The only price paid by protagonist Manuel is the "death" of the 

cornputer "Mike," his buddy of many male-bonding scenes. who had best speiled out 

his rnetaphysical role in this moraiity pIay on self-making or remaking of American 

masculine independence: Mike, in fact, used to nickname him "Man." 

But the Moon Revoiution of 2076 also pretends to be a re-enactment of the 

American Revolution of 1776. as a non-traumatic new beginning for the new 

individualist community. Thus. the re-founding process and the opening of future 

origins have as their flip side the elision of the confiictual. traumatic suffering of 

breaks and reintegrations. The probiem of the "missing revolution" in US Iiterature 

has been explored at length by Portelii (Text). In the taies discussed here a similar 



exorcism is obtained. thanks to the SF protocols of the lireralized metaphor. through a 

fantasy of conflictless dixontinuities, repeared in countless versions. always under 

threat of eventual bodil y and national di~rnantlin~." 

In this light. 1 would touch on two masterpieces of milita- SF. Heinlein's oun 

Srarship Troopers (1959) and loe Haldeman's The Forci-er Rur (1971). In both. the 

crucial metaphor is the enhancing integration of the organic body with an anificial. 

all-powerful armor. The shell-like "suit" cocoons and marks the world's eIite warrion, 

euarantors of the new universal order- - 
In its mix of conte philosophique (Clayton. "Hard" 68) and adventure SF, 

Troopers is an oven agitprop Bildungsrornan; in the ending, the defeat of the 

"communal entities" (197) xenophobicaily renamed "Bugs" is not rnuch closer. but the 

protagonist's initiation into the elite caste is complete. 

The "powered suit" is here a metaphor of anned reconciliation between 

individual and a system that restricts voting rights to veterans (142), Le.. to those who 

have placed "the safety of the body politic" before their own (24). Yet the suit, as easy 

to handle as "skin" (Sl), helps to re-"make war as persona1 as a punch in the nose" 

(80). As in the catapult attack in Moon, the suit allows the recovery of the personal 

dimension within the cornplex corporate organization with a large (gaïactic) scope. 

The fortification of personal bodily boundaries is the stamng point for expansive 

agency. The many expository sections point back to the utopian genre: the utopia of 

Troopers is a world in which it is "mathematically demonstrable" that "a human being 

has no narural rights of any nature" (95-96). Here. a metaphysics of scientific 

determinism rules a universe of "hard" SF. based on technology and technocracy (cf. 

Clayton's essays). This determinisrn is based on Cold War rhetoric (the Bugs are "the 



ultimate dictatorship of the hive" and "a total communismw; 107 and 121). and holds 

together, fcr both Left (Franklin. Heinlein 1 10-20) and Right (Stover 36-52) critics. a 

nationalist ideal. a CaIvinist ethics of predestination. and antidemocratic attitudes that 

go back to the Federalist era -(Stayer 51). In Heinlein's narrative machine. the - 
technologically protected bodies of the Mobile Infantv are a metaphysical necessity 

that parantees the self-perpetuation of political and economic predatory 

appropriation. Heinlein's own keyword is "expansion." which fuses together the 

rhetoncs of Social Dawinist "survival of the fittest" and of commercial enterprise. 

with more than a touch of xenophobic chauvinism: 

Morais. . . derive from the instinct to survive. . . . Either we spread and 

wipe out the Bugs, or they spread and wipe us out--because both races 

are tough and smart and want the same real estate. . . . [I]tts compound 

interest expansion. . . . 

The universe will let us know-later-whether or not Man has any 

"right" to expand through it. 

In the meantirne the M[arine] I[nfantry] will be in there, on the bounce 

and swinging, on the side of our own race. (147) 

The technological rebuilding of conquering masculinity is the new manifestation of a 

destiny which has become hegemonic on this world, beyond race and ethnicity (the 

protagonist Juan Rico is Fiiipino). and is now on its way toward universalization. 

The Forever War. an ostcnsibly anti-war novei by a pacifist Vietnam veteran, 

features nevenheless a protagonist who becomes a war hero and universal icon. In this 

mix of hard-boiled ironic cynicism and spectacular depiction of 

combat honors, no one is really blamed for the atrocities we witness. 

boot-camp and 

Pace J. Gordon - 



(25-35) and Frankiin ("Vietnam" 350-5 1). the oppositional qualit).. of this text leaves 

much to be desired. The army structure appears sloppy rather than wrong, the soldiers 

had been hypnoticalty hate-conditioned, and although Earth starts the war with the 

aIien Taurans with acts of pure "butcheryw (57-63). in the end we are told that it was 

just a communication problem. an unhappy misunderstanding (211). Earth's oniy 

shortcorning is its evolution. through an age of homosexuality with a eugenically 

selective welfare state, to a dystopia of androgynous ciones. Space colonization is 

under way, though, and the hero can Iight out for the territories of a planet aImost 

inevitably called "Middle Finger." The arrnor aIlows the reconstrution of his maimed 

body and preserves for a thousand years his role as the l a s  American male, still the 

best fit for unending frontier life. 

Both Heinlein and his alle_ped Iiberal parody can be taken as templates for the 

miIitaristic subgenre of the 1980s. In the age of SDI. as opposed to the Moon 

exploration years (cf. Smith), the militas.-industrial cornplex, through its 

propagandists and PR-men, steps in directly to sel1 the US public a didactic dream of 

militarism. The technologized hardness of bodily surface is a longstanding trope, 

which critics have analyzed-in relation to Nazi rhetoric--as the mark of superior 

rnasculinity victorious over the feminized fluidity imposed upon inferior Otherness 

(cf. Theweleit; Herf), and it has a long history in US war litetanire (cf. Jones). This 

metaphor resonates with the mythology of triumphant self-sufficiency which is the 

mark of contemporary Right-wing economics (cf. the Levitas anthology). predicated 

as it is on a theory of individuaiism which denies any role to notions of "citizenship." 

For this "Libertanan" t h e o ~ ,  neither Descartes's nor Rousseau's sefves are self- 

enclosed enough: only Leibnitz's monadic subjectwill do (cf. Laurent. ch. 2). In their 



turn, personal bodies are the sites of fantasies and practices of modification in the 

name of warlike efficiency (cf. Gabriel; Gray "Cyborg": Levidow and Robins). as weIl 

as of a revived rnythology of salvific masculinity in the shape of reappearing primeval 

. vitalism. culminating in the so-caIled Men's Movement (cf. Bordo "Male": Kirnmel 

and Kaufman: Leverenz: Ross, Chicago 202 ff.). 

Thus. the iconography of US power around the Reagan era. first of al1 in mass 

media such as film. "nationalized bodies by equating individual action with national 

actions'' (Jeffords 13). The nationalized hero was thus able to defuse its own 

aggressive agency. to quote Scany's book on  torture, into a "spectacle of power" (27 

ff.). and to deny the embodied materiality o f  the enemy Other (cf. also J. W. Gibson, 

War, ViriIio. Esthétique and War). Military SF mrned ail of this into overtly 

affirmative works.15 The enhanced body becomcs a standard formula. with shiny, 

purified and punfying cyber-armors that reassunngly enforce the dictates of 

TANSTAAFL in one direction oniy. In this Magnalia ChrisrL4mericana of the future, 

the self-contained rnonad of the redeeming warrior/saint embodies in the here-and- 

now the shape of miliennial things to corne, figunng forth a very clear kind of 

hierarchical order for the collectivity. As S. M. Stirling and David Drake's aptly titled 

The Chosen shows, the struggie is between da ims  to the title of Elect and savior of the 

collectivity; the stake is the legitirnation of a militaristic and oiigarchic universal 

order, and the defeat the potentially disruptive threat of what mrns out to be nothing 

but a local militaristic oligarchy. Exorcistically staging the absence of significant 

alternatives to competing authoritarianisms, Bova. Pournelle. Stine. Drake. and o t h k  

rewrite the Vietnam war making sure that "we" (to quote Stallone in Rambo 2) &et to 

win this time. Yet this exorcism needs to be reperformed over and over; after the Gulf 

123 . 



War as well, the need was quickly feIt for a best-seller (David Alexander's 1993 

,Vornad: Deserl Fire) which enlisted a future cyborg in the fight against Saddam 

Hussein. 

In the crudest version, these works include novels based on tous, animated 

cartoons. video- and role-playing garnes about arrnored wamors of the Transformers 

type, al1 of which--as J. W. Gibson says of best-selling "techno-thrillers"--are 

constructed around a "male-dominated process of transfomina boys into men through 

warfare" ("Redeemingw 200). Kubasik's Batdetech. McKimey's Robotech. ONeill and 

Mohan's Cyborg Commando novels. al1 feature the elite corps fighting as border 

police of the solar system against invading hordes of apparendy non-individualized. 

insea- or blob-like aliens. The national agenda becomes evident in Stine's WarborS 

series, in which the patrolling occurs around the US Southeni-border. in an endless 

fight against invading and "Lefest" threats from a migrant Lahn A m e k i .  

Beside defending a threatened integrity. qborgs are dso used as toois of 

expansion. While only Stirling and Drake's The General series explicitly refers to the 

tradition of British colonialism, the stock formula sees cyborgs as always worthy of 

admiration for their professional achievements, whether fighting on "our" or "theirn 

side (cf. Benford and Martin: Dalmas: Gear: Pournelle). 

Against such a stance of professional neutrality, Orson Scott Card's Ender's 

Game (1985) stresses individual and collective responsibility. Although the novel is a 

conventiondly written adventure novel about military training. obviously addressing 

the same audience. Game ends with the revelation (in Jarneson's terni. a discontinuity: 

cf. "Genre*') that the simulated war-game the protagonist believed to be playing was 

instead an actuai war against the insect-like aiien "buggers." In this conscious . 



rewriting of Heinlein's Srarship Troupers. the protagonist. who has wiped sentient life 

off a whole planet. accepts the stigma of his actions: in a seIf-imposed atonement he 

takes on, in the sequel Speaker for rhe Dead (1986)- the fitual roIe of story-teiler 

reporting on the banality of evil on behalf of the victims of the '-Xenocide." eventually 

avoiding the same fate for the peaceful "piggies." 

As an arvanr la lerrre ideologicai culmination as well as a tonured critique of 

the limits of the militaristic stance, 1 would conclude this section by addressing the 

w o r b  of Paul Linebarger. who was at first counter-insurgency adviser to East Asian 

eovernments and later professor of Asian politics at Johns Hopkins. This behind-the- - 
cunain foreign-policy maker produced also. under the pen-name of Cordwainer Smith, 

one of the most peculiar opuses in US SF. His tragic meiodramas of beset rnanhood. 

filled with references to literary and visual anists of the grotesque. feature a dazzline 

array of neologisms and suneal image?, from oyster-wailed starships to genetically 

altered animals and interstellar sailboats. Many "radical" SF writers such as ï e  Guin 

mention hirn as a main influence. Smith's view, from the highest level of US authority, 

is remarkably cornplex. 

Linebarger's rhetoric, Iike Heinlein's, is one of a sacrifice ethic. But while 

proudly assening that a universal system ruled by an oligarchy of warlords-the 

"Instrumentality," founded by the descendants of a Nazi doctor--is an acceptable cost 

for galactic stability. his history of the future-sketched in a loose web of some thirty 

interconnected tales recounted as a series of orally nansmitted future folktales-- 

consistently shows situations wherein too high a pnce is paid for restoring order in the 

world. 



His work has been analyzed as exemplary morality-plays on the sunpivat of the 

Americanist dream (Suvin. Positions 205-12; Wolfe and M'illiarns). Around 

cvborgization. associated =?th the rise of militarized professional guilds. his stories 

develop as narratives of fatalism. problematic memories, and rn~rbid'ponta~als of 

bodily abuse. In "The Buming of the Brain* (1955). the protagonist and eventual 

victim is a new Christopher Columbus. Go-Captain Magno Taliano. transporting the 

sirnulacmm of "an ancient. prehisroric estate named Mount Vernon" in his 

"planoforrning ship. "encased in its own rigid and self-renewing field of force" (87). 

Helen America, protagonist of "The iady Who Sailed The Sour (written with his wife 

Genevieve, 1960), endures a hombly painful intubation in order to pilot a group of 

pilgrim settlers to their new frontier colony in space; when malfuncrion occurs, a 

vision of her beloveci. apparently unaging Mr. Grey-No-More helps her to safety, 

although she ages forty years in the process. In the final deathbed scene. he (America 

as timeiess vision) invokes her both as individual and as allegorical figure (Arnerica as 

concrete, bodily experience): "my bravest of ladies, my boldest of people," but fin& 

no answer (66). Linebarger/Srnithls protagonists find the nation's field of force 

incapable of forming and sustaining plans for self-renewai. His only apparentiy upbeat 

story, "Scanners Live in Vain" (1950), is about the end of cyborgization. As space 

pilou, "scanners" must undergo permanent surgical rernovai of sensory organs in 

order to endure. via thorough self-scnitiny of bodily functions, "the great pain of 

space." As cyborgs. they "cranch"--that is, go "under the wiren of an electronic 

implant--during their parentheses of normal Iife. Afier a murder mystery plot is 

solved, a technoiogy is discovered for less dangerous space travel and for reverse 

surgery. and they appear to have become obsolete. But the protagonist is reassured: " 



You don't think the Instrumentality u-ould waste the Scanners do you?" (37). The 

acceptance of instrumentakation is, ambivaiently. both a sien of victory and a 

somewhat sentimental realization of the Iimits of seif-perperuating authori ty. 

8. Hardwired Cowboys: The Walled Body of,Cyberpunk 

The rhemes of annoring and disembodiment become a dominant presence in the 

instrumental bodies of cyberpunk- 

Among literary &tics. sraning with Suvin ("Gibson"). the "cyberpunli" label 

has been cogently criticued as a viable tool for esthetic prouping: almost anything has 

been included under this nibric, ranging from a SF "school" to posmiodernity's 

Zeitgeist (often in the same study, e-g., Steriing "Preface" and McHaie Construcring). 

1 argue that the category of cyberpunk SF is a highly heterogeneous one. covering very 

different and often mutuaily antagonistic cultural amtudes that emerged during the 

1980s and 1990s, largely held together only by marketing stratesjes. Outside SF, 

though. cyberpunk has corne to signify a complex array of ceiebratory, "integrated" 

responses to cornputer technology (cf. the detailed descriptions of Ross Weatlter and 

Dery). Thus, in this and the next chapter 1 shall refer to those snands of cyberpunk and 

"cyberculfurr" sustained by an ideology and a telcolop of enthusiastic acceptance, 

which has bestowed the status of public bards on those SF writers-the best known of 

whom is Bruce Sterling-who have revitalized the notion of the instrumental body and 

(as 1 am going to discuss in the next chapter) that of the ever-expanding frontier. 

Hardness and impenetrability are the dominant note in the editorial manifesto 

by Sterling which opens the 1986 anthology Mimorshades. Sterling's cyberpunk is a 

Iiteranire and a world-view devoted to the celebration of hi-tech modernity and 



defined by an "allegiance to Eighties culture" ("Preface" ix). The whole essay is filled 

with adjectives such as "hard," "edgy," "soaring," "steely." and by such standard icons 

of triumphant rnasculinity as "the biker. the rocker, the policeman. and sirnilar 

outlaws" (xi), whose syrnbolic epitome can be fmnd in the mirrored sungIasses of the 

colIection's title. The glasses. writes Sterling, arc an image of ernpowered dissent: "By 

hiding the eyes. rnirrorshades prevent the forces of nonnalcy from realizing that one is 

crazed and possibly dangerous" (xi). In this opposition berween abstractions (the "onew 

vs. the "forces"), minorshades give new strength and a new iegitirnation for the hi- 

tech era to classic figures of male aggressiveness. The point is the unidirectionality of 

the shades-wearerrs gaze. As Delany cornments, Sterling's glasses "both mask the gaze 

and diston the gaze." They 'protect" and "mask the gaze's source" (Interviews 171): as 

a result, they provide a safe ground or Archimedean point from which. isolated from 

responsive counter-gazes, the empowered male may freely grasp the world. In these 

figures. notions of consent and dissent are unified. and rendered meaningless in what 

Sterling calls "an unholy alliance of the technical world and the wodd of organized 

dissent" ("Preface" xii). For Sterling, in fact, oniy praise can be given to "the technical 

revolution" which is "reshaping our society . . . not in hierarchy but in decentralkaion, 

not in rigidity but in fluidity" (ibid.). As new individualist heroes, "[tlhe hacker and 

the rocker" embody "a powerful source of hope" (xiii). For Sterling the technology of 

prosthetics and interface, of "body [and] mind invasion" can be identified per se with a 

subversive roie: innovation as such, "radically redefining the nature of humanity, the 

nature of the self" is equated with a "fnghteningly radical potential" (ibid.). The new 

subject is a hybrid, in othcr words. but one whose potcntial agcncy lies in the 

technological creation of a fonified individual: its fictional worlds will be "the literary 
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equivalent of the hard-rock bal1 of sound'" (xv) and will be sustained-Sterling will 

add in a later essay--by "an attitude of peculiar aggression against 'reality'" 

("Slipstream " 76). 

The figure of the fonified self ' has important parallels in con ternporary 

scientific disaurse. One exemplary case is that of biology: in a ru-entieth-century 

histon, dominated by models drawn from computer science (cf. Fox Keller), one of 

the most extreme yet popularized versions views the "code" (the genome. the DNA) as 

soie site of the vitai principle. sunounded by a purely semicing instrumental body--yet 

another version of the dualistic cyborg. Thus. Richard Dawkins's penasive image in 

his ïhe Selfih Gene (1976) is that of the penetic code as a son of hornuncuius 

wrapped up by faithfully supportive "robots" or "survivai machines," that is, by the 

body. In Dawkinsfs and E. O. Wilson's "sociobiology" the genome codes and 

mernorizes both the bioiogicai and the social destiny; by charting it. the scientist 

makes it manifest. In both Dawkins and Wilson, the disturbing agenda is the attempt 

to provide a "narural" ground for free-market political economy (cf. Ross Chicago 237 

ff.). For Dawkins, the "selfishness" of the gene ensures an "unbounded" self- 

"repiicating" action (cf. Haraway Simians 216-17). For Wilson. the quest for a 

biologicai subsimption of the social dimension renews traditionaI dreams of eugenics 

and racial improvement (cf. Kevles 272-85). so that his On Human Nature (1978) 

fxnds at the heart of human herediry the manifest prospect to "change its own nature" 

(147). Both views are predicated on a genetic notion of identic without embodiment. 

In this period. scientific popularization produces one strand which is directly 

reactionary. Thus, in Stine's The Silicon Go& (1984) the conjuncrion of computer and 

medical biology generates the vision of direct human-machine link as "intelligence 



amplification." The integration of cybernetic hardware and sofware with the brain's 

"jellyare" will bring about the advent of godlike humans: their "multi-purpose" and 

"self-programming abilityn and "flexibility" (65). together with the establishment of 

"neworked inteiligerice amplifiers" (technologically induced telepathy) will render 

pointless the existence of a material nework of centralized governments and collective 

institutions bringing about a Libertanan paradise of sovereign indi~iduals. '~ 

In cultural writing. though, the main strand appears to be linked to the rhetoric 

of 1960s counterculture. -4s D e y  writes. the stake in much "cyberculture" is the 

neutraiization of the antagonistic potential of the Sixties' social and political 

movements-a neutralization obtained by emphasizing the rhetoric of visionary 

innovation and removing the politics (21 ff.). Already in 1970, Timothy Leas's The 

Polirics of E c s t q  had detected in contemporary technology the promise not of social 

change but of an "evolutionary mutation" which was about to make the Young 

~eneration into an improved. "different species from their progenitors" (194). Within - 
this register, which finds its most pervasive manifestation in the discourse and the 

esthetics of virtual space (see next chapter), the instrumental body finds new bards. 

Dery focuses on a cluster of genres (which include avantgarde theater and rock music) 

predicated on a rhetonc which he (taking a cue from Haraway) dubs "escape velocity," 

that is, on cybemetic transcendence of material (bodily and social) ties and limits. on 

updated dreams of individual omnipotence and expansion. 

In Dery's overview. the rnost disturbing vision is proposed by the perfomers 

of "body art" (L53 ff.), and finds its most outspoken exponent in the Greek-Ausmlian 

anist  tela arc.'^ Stelarc too dreams of a superior species to corne. His essay on 

"Prosthetics, Robotics, and Remote Existence" (reworked in numerous versions sincc 



the early 1980s) rnaps the "evolutionary strategies" of the new bodies. invaded by 

cyborg technologies. tumed into sculptures or architectures. into an infiniteIy and 

freely modifiable "receptacle," an "empty containern for the artificial components, 

fonified into optirnizéd malleability thanks to an impenetrable outer surface or skin 

(233). As in Bemal. Carrel, as well as Kline and Clynes. the purpose of Srelarc's self- 

contained cyborg bodies is to place evolution under control: "Evolution ends when 

technology invades the bodyn (230). TotaI control and manipulation entails doing 

away with any notion of collective legacy, starting with the biological level: "Once 

technology provides each person with the potential to progress individualIy in its 

development. the cohesiveness of the species is no longer important" (ibid,). Rather 

than Hjortsbergts niehanare of Ievelling "grayness." cyborgization provides Steiarc 

with a dream of infinite "choie" and "frcedom of form"; in the prospect of "DNA" 

self-determination (t28), radical individualisrn reaches its absolute extreme. 

At the same time, the Post-Fordist dream of total flexibility (cf. Harvey) meets 

Henry Ford's vision of bodily adaptation and mutilation at the service of the machine 

(satiricaily exposed in Pohl and Kornbluth's Wolfbane), and appropriates the dream of 

prosthetic omnipotence of Bernard Wolfe's Imrnob society. Furthemore, we have in 

Steiarc, as in the sociobiologists, the notion of identity as "information" (228); 

endowed with an essence, aibeit an immaterial one. such an entity reifies its own 

docile and malieable corporeaiity beyond the concept of "humant': "patched-up people 

are post-evohtionary experirnentsw (ibid.). Those who expenence the "body not as a 

subject but an object-not an object of desire but an object for designing" (229) are no 

less than a new and superior species. for whom. as Steiarc repeats obsessiveiy 

throughout his work "the body is obsolete" and is to bc sacarnlined. purified. and 



finally discarded towards an explosive release. This release-on the tracks of .McLuhan 

(cf. Dery 164) and Emerson--is at once self-asserting (self-making) and self-denying; 

a narcissistic and expansive disavowal of Iimits and mortality is obtained through the 

nullification of bodily and material constraints: "the body rnust burst forth from its 

biological. cultural. and planetary containment" (228). In one of its strand. 

postmodernism revives chi lhg ideas of racial bettement. 

In computer discourse. the same dream is shared by Hans Moravec's ,Wnd 

Children (1988). Here. a prestigious Artificial Intelligence expert talks about the 

"downloading" of human intellects in the fonn of recordable information. to be stored 

in data banks or in artificial bodies, in order to give life to a new species. superior, 

immortal. and transcendent, while assigning to atavistic bodily humans the roie of 

curiosity to be preserved in friture zoos. As in Moravec. in the pseudo-visionaries 

surveyed in Fjemedal's n e  Tomorrow Makers (1986), the new notion of 

"nanotechnology," is a welcorned cool for controlhg and manipulating the 

informationai "essence." For Eric Drexier, its most famous popularizer, the molecule- 

sized machines of nanotechnology provide a fantasy of cyborg enhancements of 

bodily functions: Drexler's rhetonc is both one of demiurgic omnipotence (in his 1986 

Engines of Creation) and of limitless expansion (in his 1991 Unbounding the Future). 

As Dublin writes (84-85). al1 of these cases are predicated on an overwhelming 

"disdain for the body," for which he finds a paradoxical parallel in the rhetoric of 

body-building (85-86), based as well on a concept of self-mechanization as self- 

improvement (cf. aiso Seltzer). In the same vein. the feminist philosopher Susan 

Bordo talks about "plasticity as postmoden paradigm" (Weight 245 ff.), and about the 

"imagination of human freedom fmm bodily determination" (245) as the exemplary 



template for social control in the age of spectacle and flexible labor (cf. also Ewen). 

With more than a Little enchusiasm. on the other hand, the Canadian postrnodernists 

Arthur and -Mariiouise Krolcer discuss "the aestheticization of the body and its 

dissolution into a semiurgy (sic) of floating body parts" (21). with the birth of 

"cornputer enhanced individualism" (31-2) as a chance for the development of "a new 

body fit for the age of ultra-technologies" (32). The body is "disappearing," but the 

new and pIayful "intelligencen--at once reified and disernbodied--"is the emancipated 

sien of knowledge in the hyper-modem condition" (30). Undemeath the rhetoric of 

"ludic posunodernism." as Morton writes, Iies an "updated form of idealism" (369) 

which valorizes "desire," while denying in p ~ c i p f e ,  by means of technoIogical 

euphoria. the materiality of "needn (class. gender, etc.). This posunodem ideaiism is 

attempting to ground identity and personhood without an "orient[ation] in moral 

space" (Taylor 28). 

ParaIIel to this nonfiction, there lies in cykrpunk SF (in the variants most 

forcefully saluted in the media) the notion of freedom as absolute freedom. If, as 

Suvin writes, "cyberpunk SF is representative of . . . some fractions of the youth 

culture in the affiuent North of our globe . . . conelative to the technicians and artists 

associated with the new communication media, and to the Young who aspire to such 

statust' ("Gibson" 49). then we should speculate whether such a group has emerged 

strongly marked by internai fractures. If the two exemplal  figures are. as Suvin 

suggests, Sterling and Gibson, then we should note that Sterling--the son of an 

engineering professional in hi-tech Austin--and Gibson-the son of a small 

busincssman in the Southcm Appaiachians--approach tcchnology from nvo very 



different social positions. and not s~tpnsingly produce very different effects. Whereas 

Sterling's parables are about self-sufficiency. omnipotence. and transcendence. 

Gibson's are about interpersonal relations and sumival in a "thick" world of 

interconnectedness. The same cm be said for women's cyberpunk. whose 'most 

accomplished exponent is Pat Cadigan. Their readenhips; as well, are Iikely to be as 

much differentiated. and sharing a wide spectntm of enthusiasm andior disaffection 

for the present state of affairs. 

And since an undisputed critical cornmon sense (culminating with Jameson. 

Postmodernism 419) iinks posmodernity and cyberpunk. it rnight be time to assess 

the heterogeneity and the contradictoriness of ail that is confiated under the 

posmiodeni/cyberpunk mbric. In fact, a sirable portion of the cyberpunk scene ( e g .  

writers such as Rucker, Shirley, and Sterling) suggests a cultural attitude and a 

philosophy of history which go in the opposite direction from notions such as 

fra-mentation, contingenq, and hybridity, and which is instead shaped by monisrn 

and teleology. Among critics, Bukatman's Terminal Idenrity discusses "the virtual 

subject in postmodem SF" as a result of a collapse of discontinuities. His own 

philosophy of history is deterministic and teleological. Following Bruce Maziish's 

essays in The Fourth Discontinuiry. for Bukatman contemporary technology is 

bringing about a revision of subjectivity as the logicai consequence of a process of 

elimination of "discontinuities," initiated by Copernicus, Darwin, and Freud, that is 

finally remmecting the natural and the artificial. An ostensible rhetoric of nego- 

smashing" decentering recreates the subject as a part of cosmic integration.18 

In a number of the Iiterary texts most highly prized by Bukatman. this pattern 

is overtly addressed as a metaphysics. and one which is hardly an ami-individualist 



one- Cyborgization is in fact a mark of absoiute individuaiism in rnany of the earlier 

cyberpunk novelists, al1 with an Emersonian hoiism as immanent relos. 

In Rudy Rucker's Sofmare (1982) and in its sequels Il'emare (1988) and 

Freeware (1997). three cornic novels by a leading Artificial Intelligence designer. the 

catalogue of human-machine continuities range from the epic of the robot "boppers" 

after the building of an independent utopia on the Moon. to the "zombie-box" and the 

"robot ratw that can tum humans into puppets ("meaties"). But most important here a 

human society, afier the docmne of supply-side economics. has abolished old age 

pensions and secluded elderly baby-boomers in Flonda p n t i n g  them the bliss of 

lawlessness and "rnonthiy food dropsw (Sofiare 10). The protagonist. happy in this 

pseudo-idyll. is also happy when confronted with immortaiity as computer-srored 

personality: 

A robot, or a person, has two parts: hardware and software. The 

hardware is the a m a l  physical material involved. and the software is 

the pattern in which the materid is arranged- Your brain is the 

hardware, but the information in the brain is the software- The mind ... 

mernories, habits. opinions, skilis ... is al1 software. (1 12) 

He sees this as "a natural next evolutionary step. imagine peopie that carry mega-byte 

cornputer systems in their head, people chat communicate directly brain-to-brain, 

people who live for centuries and change bodies like suits of clothes!" (138). 

According to the boppers, humans have a "delusionary" belief in "uniquenessw 

as a factor in what constitutes "1" or "self' (Wenuare 213). Both. though. seem to share 

a modicum of macho swagger, and the belief in self-made people. For the boppers. the 

horizon is robot-made cyborgs, with an aRificiaily grown line of "wetware" in order to 



download themseives into organic flesh ("meatboppers"). Again. they appeal to a 

return to the relos of nature: "One could legitirnately regard the sequence lruman- 

bopper-mearbop as a curious but inevitable zigzag in evolution's mighty strearnn 

(217). 

The individualist tones come to the fore in John Shirley's trilogy. marketed as 

A Song Called Youih. Like Rucker. Shirley wants to reinject into the culture of 

technology the anticonformism of the 1960s. in " a reexamination of the meaning of 

rock'n'roll and the vaiues of sixties counterculturc in the MTV eighties" (Dey 10 1 ). In 

Eclipse the hero is the representative of an old-fashioned culture-hard rock music-- 

which is being replaced by the new style of "minimono." that bears ar the same tirne 

the marks of effeminacy and Nazi mechanization: 

- 
A wire aa. He was anorexic and surgically sexiess: radical miniinono. 

. . . How did the guy p i s ?  Rickenharp wondered. Maybe it aas out of 

that faint crease out of his crotch. A dancing mannequin. His sexuality 

was clipped in the back of his head: a single chrome electrode that 

activated the pleasure center of the brain during the weekly iegally 

controlied catharsis. (68) 

On the one hand. minimono is a style of dernasculinued. conformist emotions. and a 

performance of "geomemcal dance configurationsn; on chc other hand. the guitanst's 

solo "freestyle" (ibid.) is based on aggressive annihilatine sexualiv: "Rickenharp liked 

it when the girl played pretend-to-rape-me. Force ir inm lheir ears, man" (88). The 

effeminare cyborg subculture parallels the k i n g  global regirne of an "Alliance" of 

European Neofaxists and US and Islamic fundarnentalists. in the interest of 

worldwide media and informatic corporations. In this chronicle of the underground 



resistance, the force which opposes despotism is individualist masculinity: the cyber- 

conformists are "Gnd-nipplers" (ZO8). In the clirnactic scene. the hero plays his guitar 

on the top of the Arc de Triomphe in Paris: "a soio fast as he couid play it. keening 

and ascendant." a resistant erection which even after the ehem\"s "burst of gunfire" 

sunpives as "a great pillar of dust" (305). a phallic triumph m e r  the forces of evil. 

Shirley's own jeremiads continue in the tradition of militan SF. as sunrivalistic tales 

of armed and qbernetic combat. whose main hero is allegorically named Hard-Eyes. 

Yet, in Eciipse Corona. the hardening of percepual interfaces is made to find its 

winning card in a dream (à la Stine) dream of "worldwide electronic telepathy" (31). 

an immaterial dimension which gives the resisters the strength of a "pack [of] wolves" 

(33). 

Some posmodern critics have included these works as part of their canon. 

învoking the Iiberating potential of "terminal flesh" (Bukatman. Identip 214) and of 

Deleuze and Guattari's "becomings" (Stivaie). Here. though. what we see is more afin 

to classic Canesianisrn: the natural 

of.'' 

The most accomplished 

body may only become a 1001 and finally disposed 

case is Sterling. With his veritable contes 

philosophiques (a fairly traditionally written mix of adventure tales and expository 

asides) SF reaches a deterministic peak chat can only be compared to tum-of-the- 

century Darwinists such as Wells (who is alluded to in Schismrztrix). Like the 

nonfictional cyborgs. Sterling's fictional creatures provide the exemplars of and the 

steps towards a full-fledged evolutionary teleology, and an attempt to root human 

relationships and confiict in natural laws; ultimately. his worlds. in which ethics 



follows physics, and relies on it as "a systematic framework" (Suvin. Me~anrorpiroses 

11), appear to border on the supernaturai- 

In his early The Arrificial Kid (1980). Sterling gives us  the narrative of an 

individualist loner. who finds a wa? to reassen bis initial agressive solitude within a 

pantheistic (or Ernenonian) rnetaphysics of omnipotence. A token of technological 

hipness (allegorized in the two meanings of his narne. Ani). the protagonist is a 

"combat artist" who p lay  the pan of town bully for round-the-dock media coverage. 

A technologicaily augmented clone. Arti emphasizes his performance as predatory 

isolat0 through his physical appearance; his skin is covered by "a thin. shiny film of 

green skin oil"; he "wears a thick armored leather surcoat" with "a pair of glearning 

metailic scale trousers" and "shiny biack combat slippers" even his hair is armored, 

"each strand . . . separately larninated in plastic. forming a jacksuaw a m y  of stiff. 

black, pointed quills" (2). As culturai hero. Arti embodies the values of the 

"Decrirninalized Zone. an area freed of legal and-social restraintn (6). Ani emerges 

frorn the "libertarian" lawlessness as he who can impose his own restraints on others; 

in the novel's urban landscape his home is compared to "forts" and to a "castle," with 

"ramparts," independent power and water sources, and "tight against even a gas 

attack" (54). An armored human in an armored house. Ani is at the same cime a figure 

of active dissent against the corporate elite of his world, and his world's purest 

product. Body and world find an overt linkage in the speech the Kid receives from a 

corporate tycoon with the allusive name of Richer Money Manies. For Manies "the 

human body." no Iess than "the Body Politic," is "an ecosystem with its own flora and 

fauna": if both are closed systems, then "the history of the human body is the history 

of its organic rnacromolecules, . . . the history of many small groups and coteries" 



(25). DeterministicalIy. the metaphor of the biological life cycle can describe fully the 

person's history. For a world which prites the qborg  warrior with armor and castle. 

the horizon of collective action is reduced to an undemocratic theory of almost 

Medieval clans. Manies's name,'which defines him as a moraliry-play persona. also 

stands for'money as the texture connecting together a possible world (a pIanet called 

Reverie j: the planet's basic conflict pits an officia1 corporate "Board of Directors" (20) 

against the "invisible plutocracy" of the "Cabal" (15). Reverie's national hero Moses 

Moses. as well. cornes from a career of social clirnbing and economic triumphs, which 

he justifies in terms of an obsessive self-reliance (97 ff.). 

Everything on Reverie aims at dehistoricizing the socioeconornic sphere; the 

Kid, too, has a life which apparently escapes history and tirne: born as an adult clone, 

he foilows treaments of growth-homone suppressants in order to remain anested in a 

preadolescent state. But the most important dehistoriciang force is the natutal 

equivalent of the urban Zone. a wilderness area called the "Mass": here, the 

narcissistic mirroring of powerful individuals among themselves (stressed in their 

names) and on the world fin& its apotheosis. In the Mass, the biologist Crossbow 

Moses finds the inchoate incarnation of his idcology, and his own  image; he christens 

"the Crossbow Body" (156) a white blob-like entity which appears to be able to absorb 

eeneticaily any life form: - 
It seems to be imrnortal. . . . a world-spanning gestalt that transcends 

intelligence as completely as intelligence itself transcends instinct. It is 

a teleology! It has a purpose that transcends determinisrn! It has - 

slipped free of the iron chains of evolution! And it is evolution that 

demands death! (156-57) 



Determinism. of course. is deflnitely not d e d  out: for Crossbow rhe al]- 

transcendent Body is 

Iike a gene bank- And it's a permanent guarantee against extinction. 

It's the ultirnate advance in the evolutionary battle against death. . . . I t  

evades death because. because its genetic constituents are preserved. 

The genes are the heart of life. The tissue is just an expression of the 

eenes. (199) - 
As "human telos." the Body promotes "investment in a gene bank that never offers 

dividends to depositors" (Easterbrook 388). Along sociobiological lines. its fomless, 

colorless, undifferentiated "naturainess" replicates unboundedly the gene pool and 

renden obsolete the survival machines of ernbodiment and sentience." If h i  is 

among the victorious opponents of the CabaI led by Manies. in the end Manies himself 

appears to have triumphed anyhow. In a final speech he compares the Cabal's role 

with that of the Body: both share the same commitment to unconstrained freedorn, and 

to "the deepest forces inherent in Iife itselF (229). For Manies. speaking from 

society's top, absolute agency and cosmic quietism are synonyms: 

We must not be allowed to plot our own destinv- The Crossbow Body 

does that for us [and wilI bring us] salvation by a rnighty force that 

transcends intelligence. If people began making plans to govem 

themseives-to resist the will of the Body--there might be another 

social upheaval. . . . We will aIlow every man and woman and neuter 

to go their own ways in peace. to express themselves freely. behoiden 

to no man. (229) 

- 



In such a worid. Arti can reîire and grow adult. with "a happy rnding between Young 

and old oiled by prosperity" (Suvin. "Gibson" 47). 

Individual wealth and prosperity are the basis of al1 significant human relations 

in SchisrnatrU- (1985) and in the short stories, set in the same universe. collected in 

Crysral Express. !n this cycle, the cyborg mode1 of sociobiology and its disturbing 

politics are elaborated inro a fully Iiteralized novurn which interprets technology as 

metaphysical manifest destiny. In "Swarm" (1982), the fint short stor). of the cycle. an 

insect-like aiien makes the point quite clearly: "The human form is becoming 

obsolete" (25). For the alien Swarm. the issue is not a failure in human nature: on the 

contrary. the body obsolete is the result of humanity's fulfillment of its generic legacy: 

"This urge to expand, to explore. to develop, is just what will make you extina." 

Humanity believes that tfüs urge can propel it "indefinitely." but Swarm is not talking 

about limits to growth; rather. it is the ineluctable limitlessness of human growth that 

calls for a biological paradi-em shift: "Knowledge is power!." Swarm proclaims. The 

humans' "fragile Little form" cannot "contain al1 that power," which has even "altered" 

our "genes." Swarm's promise is about beings that "transcend" both "understanding" 

and "being" itself (ibid.). while on the other hand presenting itself, as halfway entity, 

as "a tool, an adaptation" (24). 

The whole cycle will insist on the instrumentai body as step toward 

transcendence. Starting with "Cicada Queen" (1983). plots revolve around the s t o ~  of 

two rival groups of "posthumans": the geneticaliy engineered Shapers, "constructed of 

genes patented by Reshaped genetics firms," and the cyborg Mechanists, who "are 

slowly abandoning human flesh in favor of cybemetic modes of existence" (49). Their 

universe has, again, Emersonian overtones of an ever-renewing cosmology 



rhetoncally based on chaos theory (the "fiu and starts" of "Prigoginic LeveIs of 

Cornplexity": 50). and of derniurgic individualism: 

It's tirne we learned to stop iooking for solid ground to stand on. k t ' s  

place oursel\-es at the center of things. If we need sornething to stand 

on. Well have i t  orbit us. . . . Posthumanism offers fluidity and 

freedom, and a metaphysic daring enough to think a whoIe new world 

into life. (49) 

The distinctive mark of the nanator, the ideal hero in such a worid. is his "btack 

amor'' (84); and the Mechanist creatures he meeu, calIed Lobsters, are a full 

embodiment of the posthuman principles, extremizing the visions of Toffler's Future 

Shock and of the Freehoid station of Heiniein's "Waldow. Self-enclosed and self- 

sufficient monads. they float free in a cosmic fluidity which fulfilis desire and releases 

them from need: 

They never ate. They never -drank. Sex invotved a clever 

cyberstirnulation through m i a i  plugs. . . . They knew no fear. . . . 

They were self-contained and anarchical. Their greatest pleasure was to 

. . . open their amplified senses to the depths of spacc. watching stars 

past the limits of ultraviolet and infrared. (76) 

In Schismafrir, both Shapers and Mechanists embody a cyborg drearn of 

omnipotence and immortaiity. Cyborgization here, rather than fia-mentation. stands 

for metaphysical holism in a "searnlessw world of "purity" and "faultlessnessw (48), 

that eventually deveiops a "demonalization clinicw (155). .& a Shaper wornan says, 

"I'm wired to the ass and the spine and the throat. and it's better than being Godw (43); 

hence, she "accepted hcr feverish world with a predator'sthoughtlessness" (48). In her 



identification with her world, her feeling of power becornes a self-fulfilling thmst, 

even be yond high-intensity sensuali ty: 

"Do you remember, Abelard-.. Once 1 told you that ecstasy was hetter 

than being God." 

"1 remernber." 

"1 was wrong, darling. Being God is bettcr." (256) 

Confronted with the "frailty" of the space "habitats" in which most human live. 

the defense of their enclosure becomes a mystique: "Wdls held life itself' (79-80). 

In a world ruled by "corporate republics" and "people's zaibatsus." which 

seemingly mix late capitalism with Medieval city-states (Suvin, "Gibson" 47) and 

even Southern US plantations (cf. Moore), expansion and self-protection find a 

legitimation as cosmic principles in the encounter with the aIiens called Investors. who 

are quite simply described as "businesslike" (123). Genes and capital are both 

immaterial ail-connecting forces; as a Mechanist "wirehead" puts it: "Our life is 

information--even money is information. Our money and our life are one and the 

sarne" (179). Universal capitaiism has its objective conelative in the determinism of 

multiplex, "libertarian" evolutionary manipulation: 

The Shapers, the Mechanists--those aren't philosop hies, they 're 

technologies made into politics. The technologies are at the core of it. 

Science tore the human race to bits. . . . Cornmunity isn't enough when 

a thuusand new ways of life beckon from every circuit and test tube. 

( 1 85) 

A hurnan may be "still a tenant of the fleshn (191). but is now facing a "future" which 

"belonp to life," beyond culnirai or bodily heritage, a h ive r s e  of potential," with 



"[njo nile, no Iimits" (108). in uVhich one can only risk to becorne "paralyzed by the 

rnind-blasting vistas of absolute possibility" (23). If identity resides in pure and 

abstract "life," the demiurgic act of "worid-building" and of narcissistic "tenaforming" 

becomes the next step for posthurnan agency (230-31): for the posthumans, 

"[k]nowledge [ils power. And in seizing knowledge. humanity had gripped a power as 

bright and angry as a live wire" (237). 

At this point. even the Lobsters becorne too bound to the genetic group and 

community ties: in the protagonist's pun. this is no longer an age of "solidarity": only 

"fluidarity" can express the flexibility needed by the new empowered agents (164). 

The full-fledged representative of high posthumanim is the "Wallmother." a woman 

nenetically and cybemetically molded into an orbiting habitat. And again, the - 
Iiberating manipulation is that of a bodily equivalent of the free market principle--free. 

but with an emphasis on outer boundaries: "The cavemous dury-free area was paved, 

walled. and ceilinged in fiesh" (248). 

The crucial point had been made by a character named Wells: in the breakup 

of biological humanity into distinct "clades," none of these "faction[sJW may "claim the 

one m e  destiny for mankind" (183). As in al1 of the tradition of the instrumental 

body, the point is made in bad faith: one true destiny does exist. and is disembodied 

transcendence, at least for the protagonist, an incredibly wealthy aristocrat (the wholt 

plot of Schismanir seems to feature only people from the top ranks of society. without 

any subaltem inmision). " This protagonist, Abelard Lindsay. has before the end a 

final attempt at demiurgy, with the creation of the aquatic species of immonal 

"Angels" (279 ff.)? In the end. he is absorbed by "The Presence" into the next "Level 

of Complexity" and abandons his . body for a melting into "the Absolute" (287). 



A number of critics, from .Maddox to Porush ("Prigogine") and Bukatman, 

have praised this novel as quintessentially postmodern. as a "world of infinite 

possibilities" (Bukatman. "Postcardsn 355); at the very least. we should ad&- 

following what Bercovitch says of Hawthorne (0fice)--chat these are. rather. infinite 

avenues toward the one tme [elos. And as Thornpson wrires. with the ending we have 

even left the genre of SF for the reaim af "pure fantasy" (107): but this dream of 

irnmonality and transcendence is the mark of the whole tradition here surveyed- 

On the other hand. a number of SF works of have given a dystopian sIant to 

the cyberpunk version of the instmrnental body. These works can be surveyed very 

quickly. since in most cases the actual novurn is the future urban setting. in which 

cybor-eization plays a marginal plot role. Thus. we have the emphasis on manipulable - 

identity in the commercial trade of "moddies" or "personalip moduies" in Effinger's 

trilogv, set in a world in which the real evil appears to stem from Arab financial and 

cultural domination. The North Amencan imer ci- devolved into mutually and self- 

consuming walled communities is the multicultural setting of Kadrey's aptly titled 

Menophage (1988) and of Spinrad's Lirrle Heroes (1987). Spinrad's Heoes is dso 

noteworthy for its arternpt to present an alliance becween a surviving radical 

counterc~lture~ the hacker's worid. and members of the interracial urban underclass. In 

Spinrad as well as in Shamer's probably ghost-written noveis (Ketterer. Canadian 

136) cyborgization is a future avatar of today's drug abuse. " 
In the most important work in this cluster. David Skal's Antibodies (1988). the 

conflict is between a subculture pursuing "an ascetic. 

through replacement of organic body parts, and an equall! . 
115 . 

anorectic lifestyle" (152) 

violent and dehumanizing 



medical corrective pracrïce. As Foster writes. the novei's Iimit stems from taking this 

as a double bind with no way out: Skai "tonflates the experience of cybemetic 

embodiment and the experience of cultural commodificcttion" ("Meat" 20). For the 

mti-body movement--made mostly of women--self-assertion results from a willing 

intemakion of this cornmodification: but the search for "the controi and disposai of 

our bodies" (120) can only bring about a seif-inflicted. and uitimately self-destructive. 

forrn of instrumentalization. Thus. a charmer fancies herself as a stripper "who 

wouldn't stop at the clothes. She continued with the oId, useless flesh . . . reveaiing the 

gieaming second skin beneath" (175). The pseudo-voluntaristic rhetoric of immersion 

into conformity entails the construction of an irnpenetrable outer fortification for the 

endangered self. 

Anribodies c m  be taken as an ironic comment on the wailed self of cyberpunk: 

when applied to fictional beings who are not already in a hegemonic position within 

their society. this rhetoric cannot be sustained. For example, Skal's cyborgization 

appears to be aiso an attempt to counter traditionai gender roles; the official world 

r e m s  by trying to re-educatc them into these roles with "therapies" such as rape. In 

this bleakest novei of the cyberpunk era, there is no alternative between, on the one 

han4 the pursuit of social integrahon and of self-wiiIed immortality ("the only lasting 

reality"; 177), and, on the other hand, an embodied-hence limited-subjectivity that 

can only perceive itself in terms of self-loathing, as in the protagonist's strcam of 

consciousness: 

--mindbody rnearbody deathbody srinking sagging shirting feus 

bursting organr hanging buried olive in a cofin of b l d  oh god mot 

me don't let it be me got to get out of th& bucker of tripe it's sucking me 



down rhrorving me rcp rake ir on- this pulsing writhing spurting 

spinning body-go-round BODY-- (25) 

Quite directly, K. W. Jeter's Dr. Adder (1983) poses the conflict in terms of 

onmipotence vs. limitation.. On the one hand, we have a cyborgized ruler with an 

anificid a m  (a "fïashgIoven which killes at a distance). who has built his wealth on 

the notion of "retooling and redesigningw humans in order to fit them into the social 

machinery of both indust- and prostitution. Like Skai's antibodies. Dr. Adder 

fetishizes his cyborg body amd pictures hirnself as the incarnation of an "archetype": 

"The metal hand. the incorporation of sorne lethal inanimate object into one's own 

being, . . . the desire to make them part of oneself" (73). On the other hand. we have a 

character with the allegorical name of E. Allen Lirnmit. And yet, the character who 

incarnates the concept of limit can only hope to survive the final showdown and 

withdraw to work in a honiftc biotechnologized fann. The price for survival is, in 

other words. a giving up of agency. 

Disembodiment and the mechanized body have been, in many critics, an 

occasion of celebration of postrnodernity's openings: one only needs to think of 

Schwab's essay on "posmodern phantasmsw and of Bukatman's discussion of Deleuze 

and Guattari's "desiring machines" (Idenris, 33-28). A passage from their A 

Thousand Plateau, quoted approvingiy by Bukatman (326) acquires pamcular 

relevance in the light of the above described texts. Deleuze and Guanari write: "The 

question posed by desire is not M a t  does it mean?' but rather 'How does it work?'" 

(109). In acknowledging, with Bukatman, that this attitude provides a sa lu ta^ 

decentering and destabilizing of classic theories of the subject, the intertext or 

C 



megatext of SF cyborgs invites us also to be wary about the undercunent of 

reductionist manipulation in such a theory. 



NOTES 

' A handful of other stories, which 1 have been unable to Iocate. are Iisted in 

Ash (185 ff.) and Caner (162 ff.). According to al1 reference sources. the first cyborg 

novel is a British "scientific romance," E. V. Odle's The Clochr-ork Mun (1923). 

althoueh Roemer (1 12-17) Iists a 1894 US dystopia, Will N. Harben's The Land of rhe 

Changing Sun. which could at least marginally be taken as another ancestor: here, 

cyborgization appears as a f o m  of torture. 

' For studies on the body in the .-encan Renaissance. cf. Aspiz (on 

Whitman) and Cameron (on Hawthorne and Melville). Ruming the risk of stating the 

obvious, 1 would stress here that literary critics have canonized these works on the 

basis of s m n g  nationalist agendas (cf. Reising): compared to many of these efforts, 

the SF efforts 1 anaiyze are not unsophisticated. 

In this sense, fiom now on I shall use adjectives such as '-American" and 

"Americanist" in order to signai the ideological connotations, in tenns of national 

exceptionalism, associated with the public rhetoric and the hegemonic self-image of 

the US. 

Wiener formulates his theo- of cybernetia, we should remember. as a result 

of a "human factors" project, prompted by Vannevar Bush's office during Worid War 

Two, on the ways to compute and optimize the human performance in ami-aircraft 

eunnery systerns. - 
4 For a classic analysis of the body-technology opposition in modem literature- 

-with many analogies to Eco's apocalyptics vs. integrated-cf. Benthall. 

Somewhat more sober accounts of contemporary technobody niumphs in 

transplant and space medicine can be found in Schmeck and Henry. 



6 Cf. the novelizations by Jahn and Willis. Not surprisingIy, given Caidin's 

emphasis on arrnored rnasculinity, onIy in Bionic Woman do w t  have major threats to 

rhe integrity of the cyborg body: in the first of the novelizations (Willis's Double 

Ideniiry), she rislts being dismanded and sold piecemeal to'foreign buyers. As 

additional emphasis on these writers' slant on gender roles. her first accomplishment 

as cyborg had been an extraordinarily fast housecleaning performance (44). On the TV 

series as somewhat more thoughtful fiction. cf. Higashi. 

7 Other nods toward metaphysical solutions include the faith-heaiing of the 

cyborg ship in Niven's "Becalrned in Hell" (1965) and Iiteral omnipotence in A. C. 

Ellis's Worldmaker (1985). 

' Tmly horrific variants can be found in the even more depoliticized f o m  of 

the medical thriller: cf. Robin Cook's Brain (1 981) and David Osborn Heads (1985). 

For the one Left liberal version of the cyborg superhero, cf. Fritz Leiber's 

cyborg from the Moon corne to liberate North Arnerica from a "Texan" dictatorship in 

his anti-Lyndon Johnson satire, A Specrer 1s Haunting Texas (1969). Comic works in 

this period include Ron Goulart's lampoons. 

'O Stamng with Amis. dystopia is initiaily the subgenre privileged in SF 

criticism by outsiders and non-US insiders. 

11 Along the sarne lines, cf. the l e s  extremc cases of Raymond F. Jones's The 

Cybernen'c Brains ( l964), Frank Herbert's The EF of Heisenberg (1966), and 

Margaret Amen's Star Trek story, "The Gamesters of Trisketion" (1977), as wel1 as 

most stories in the Scortia-Zebrowski anthology, al1 more optimistic about the salvific 

anti-dystopian power of rugged individualist heroes. In a slightiy attenuated variant of 

the dychotomy. T. J. Bass's The Godwhale (1975) pits the dystopian "Hive," a future 



cornputer-controlfed world, against the protagonist loner, revived frorn hibernation. 

the protagonist undergoes "hemicorporectorny" (9), retaining some organic parts: 

thanks to this. he is the only one who can appreciate eanh as "stii1 hospitable toward 

man" (306) The conflict fin& perhaps its crudest version in the Star Trek:  lie hrexr 

Ceneration tales on the war with the "Borgn (e-g., the novels by Carey. David, 

Dillard), where the alternative between massified nassimilation" into the alien 

cyborgs' "collective" and individualist integrity is translated into inter-species clash. 

Hjortsberg's pattern is reversed but not contested in Lawrence Watt-Evans's 

The Cyborg and the Sorcerers (1982) and William Wu's Cyborg (1987), where the 

cyborg in the employ of a dystopian scheme fin& in his own rugged individualism the 

path toward integration in "authentic" societies or groups. 

" Among works disnissed in this chapter, a very high degree of formal 

sophistication is also prexnt in Bester, Bunch, and Hjortsberg. 

13 Cf. Bartter, Way 164-66: Bukatman, Idenîity 243-44. 293-94: Geduld 37-74; 

Hayies, "Life" 156-62; Samuelson "Limbo"; Seed; G. Wolfe, "lnstmmentalities" 2 18- 

20. 

14 PorteIli's examples inciude many texts at least marginally SF (frorn Irving to 

London), many of which prorninently feature darnaged bodies. The dismantling of a 

semi-artificial body as metaphorical vehiclc for the threat of national collapse was 

already present in what. in retrospect, could be called the Ur-cyborg story: Poe's "The 

Man That Was Used Up." 

" Right-wing Libertarianism has also produced a corpus of utopian fascist 

writings: cf. Orth. 



16 In a broader international perspective, we shouid keep in minci chat, in the 

same years, other business-promoted scenarios on the rise of the information society 

did not share the same fausez faire view. both in France (cf. Nora and Minc) and in 

Japan (cf. JCUDI). In panicular, th+ Noa-Minc repon on télématique at least posed 

some problematic questions about new conflicts and the redefinition of sovereignty. 

1: Among cyberpunk wnters. Rucker, Shiriey, and Sterling explicitly refer to 

Stelarc. 

'' In a very different critical stance (one influenced for example. by Jung). 

Mazlish's theories had been invoked by Wamck's (204-05). 

l9 At this point. it not surprising that Bukatman accepts uncritically into his 

canon films such as Robocop and Terminaror because of tiieir emphasis on "the 

armored body" (301-1 l), which he also links to Theweleit's analysis of early Nazi 

culture. For more skeptic views of these Nms, cf. the essaYs by Fuchs and Springer. 

Along these lines, though, the cyberpunk .boom has produced a number of 

survivalist SF thrillers based on the same motif of cybernetically enhanced bodies 

fighting distant and dictatorial corporate regimes. An dmost Fascist example is Niven 

and Barnes's Achilles' Choice. with its corps of cyborg athietes (which includes both 

women and Bfack heroes). ln my bibliography, cf. the near-future urban settings of 

Bames (a Black supcrhero by a Black writer), Berlyn, Littell, Odorn, Russo, and the 

Robocop 2 novelization by Naha, as weiI as the space adventures by Dietz. 

'O The Crossbow Body is here the successor of a number of classic literary 

icons of US expansionism from the all-absorbing whiteness of Moby-Dick to the 

promise to come in the wilderness at .the end of Huck Finn (like Huck, Crossbow as 

weil can say "Ike been the= before: 155). 



21 In Sterling's novels another downplayed category is that of women- The 

overall tone is ovenIy maxnilinist, as has been noted by Pfeil (89). Ross (Ilkatirer 

152). and Suvin ("Gibson"). In The Arrificial Kid one fair1 y cmde pun is present in the 

last name of the man from which Ani is cloned: Tanglin. In Scliisrtrarrir. the different 

transcendence offered to the Wallmother (as overblown body) and to Lindsay (as 

disincarnate spirit) bespeaks a not so subversive notion of gender roles (cf. 

Easterbrook 386)- 

As Thompson suggesk the Angels cal1 to mind the image of the "ocean 

without boundaries that seems to unite the individual with nature" in Melville's MO-- 

Dick (208). 

23 The dystopian cyberpunk cluster also includes art array of "minor" thrillers. 

which is represented in n y  bibliography by Bova (Death), Dunn. Harrison and 

Minsky, Q. Thomas. and T. Thomas. Among marginal occurrences of cyborgs, we 

should at least mention their passing mention, in Spinrad's A Wodd Berween (1979), 

as part of a Nazi-Iike. male-suprernacist subculture. 



Chapter 4 

LIGHTING OUT FOR THE VIRTUAL FRONTIER 

1. Virtual Fron tiers and Informatic Jererniads 

"1 seem to have a body which stretches into endlessness." says Mr. Spock in Lee 

Cronin's Star Trek story. "Spock's Brain" (20)- Spock is descnbing his condition after 

the removal of his brain from his body. followed by insenion in a computer-controlled 

planetary support systern. A new space seems to open for him. stemming from his new 

cyborg status, a space whose main connotations are individual expansion and absence 

of Iirnits. In a narrative saga whose main slogan is "the final frontier," there emerges a 

rechnologized self which presupposes a technoiogically induced space without lirnits 

to the extending or the "stretching" of the individual will. which renders irrelevant his 

violently imposed condition. 

Like Spock the prosthetic god of Freud's Civilkanon and ILS Discontents had 

met with "a sensation of 'etemity', a feeling as of sornething limitless, unbounded--as 

it were, 'oceanic"' (1 1). For Freud the oceanic feeling is the manifestation of a self- 

denying craving for mystical transcendence and "oneness with the universe" which is 

actually based on "the restoration of Iirnitless narcissism" and on the individual's 

"wishes for omnipotence" (19-20). This chapter will discuss the hegemonic rhetoric of 

virtuality as transcendent space of narcissist action. without following in Freud's 

slighting of the necessary stress on the politics of extension and boundlessness. 

The Star Trek s t o p  is still within the paradigm Emerson had delineated in 

"Nature" (as discussed in the fourth section of Chapter 3): a minimal male body (a 

brain instead of an eyeball) finds its way to infini. in a space which offers no 



resistanct. This chapter will discuss the image of virrual space. or (after Nriiliam 

Gibson's coinage in Neuromancer) cyberspace, as a consistent attempt to update 

classic rhetorics of expansiveness. In much so-called "cyberculture." the com putcr 

plays the rde 6f a provider or catalyst for a space of endlessness whose own 

conditions of possibility can be safely ignored, and whose impiicit and explicit 

template is the rhetoric of the frontier. 

The most ambitious of the cybercultural srriters is Bruce Sterling. with his 

1992 nonfiction book The Hacker Crackdown: Law and Disorder on the Elecrranic 

Frontier, which argues that the virtual frontier of cybenpace was first opened with the 

establishment of the national telephone network in the US. One date that he gives- 

1893, when the network reaches Chicago-functions, in his argument. as the launching 

pad for the westward and continentaf expansion. after the experimental phase in New 

Endand: "mhe telephone network spread like crabgrass. by 1890. it was al1 over 

New England. By 1893, out to Chicago. By 1897, into Minnesota, Nebraska. Texas. 

By 1904, it was ail over the continent" (8). 

In such a rapid sweep, Sterling's inclusion of this detail is especiaily 

noteworthy. Chicago 1893, one must bear in rnind, is the exact time and place in 

which Frederick Jackson Turner delivers, at a meeting of the American Historical 

Association, his farnous paper on "The Significance of the Frontier in Amefican 

History." No better shonhand exists for the hegemonic rhetoric of Americanness than 

the image of the frontier. If no other text is as specific as Sterling's. rnost cybercultural 

theory reads indeed iike a sequel to Turner's writings. 

ïhere are two aspect in Turner's works which are important in this context.' 

First, we have what Turner calls a "germ theory of politics" (2): a revised Haeckelian 



biological mode1 that sees the Iarger national phylogeny ("evolution") of increasingly 

differentiated classes and social institutions as grounded on. and endlessly 

recapitulating, the local ontogeny of the growth processes of the frontier community. 

The "fluidity" and "perennial rebinh" of "Arnerican" Iibetalism (ibid.) would 

harmoniously proceed from the representative rugged individualkm of the frontier 

self-made-man. Such an individual is placed on the "edge of free land" and "of the 

wave" (3) of the Brownian motion of "a mobile mass of freely circulatins atoms, each 

seeking its own place or finding play or its ou-n powers and for its own original 

initiative" (306)--to an ordered social organism. always in movement and yet always 

self-identical. 

The second aspect is Turner's insistence. in his writings of the 1910s. on the 

role of science as a hoped-for immateriai version of the frontier. In a dernocracy. he 

writes, without "an uniirnited quantity of untouched resources . . . [tlhe test tube and 

the microscope are needed . . . in this new ideal of conquest" (284). Afier the closing 

of the frontier, in the rising age of lirnits, and with the amval of immigrants whom the 

dynamics of frontier liberalism seems to repei, national individualisrn is under threat 

of extinction. However. he speculates, "[iln the place of the old frontiers of wilderness 

there are new frontiers of unwon fields of science" (300). These are. for him, the last 

hopes for the US. 

Frontiets, self-rnade-men, and other signposts of US liberalism recur 

throughout the nonfiction on cyborgs and virtual space. This tradition. in my opinion, 

shouid be read. beyond its--usually very dubious-value as scientific, sociological, or 

theoretical research, as  a sustained attempt to litera!ize the metaphorical cluster found 

in Turner. Ln this series of incrcasingiy consmctivc and exclusionary ideological 



narratives. the stakes are the recreation and Iegitimation of tcfopia americana and of its 

chosen people, in the name of a conflic~less teieoiogy of command and controI 

through communication technology. 

As we have seen in Chapter 3, for Berna1 the rnechanized body was to be 

simultaneous with the colonization of (outer) space, whiie Mine and Clynes imagined 

their cyborg as ideaI inhabitant of the New Frontier of space. In the US. the 

technologizing of territorial space is a rhetoric that also can be traced as far back as the 

age of Emerson. A first rnetaphoric qborgization of .Amerka's body potitic occuned 

in 1838 with Samuel Morse's daims about the teIegraphWs connective force as the 

central nervous system of the nation (cf. Ctitrom 177). It is. though, cybemetic 

science that brings about full-fledged formulations. In 1945 the pioneer Vannevar 

Bush writes for Atlanric Monthly, with the title "As We May Think." one' of the 

manifestoes that wili eventuaily lead to computer networks and hypertexts. With his 

image of the "memex." Bush talks about the cornputer's mernon. as available space in 

which the operator moves by freeiy opening endIess "traiis" of connection (106-08). 

The ideal "trail blazer" and "path" finder in this open field would be, if EEG research 

were to reach i t .  "bounds," a "cerebral mechanism" directly connected to the machine. 

In Bush's ergonomic approach, memex wilderness and "the human frame" become 

compatible modules within one system. that "proceed[s] from one electrical 

phenornenon to the next"; the hardwired operator becomes the necessary complement 

to actuaiize this "hope" (108). In the public statements he makes in his official 

capacitv, the Tumerian idea of science as frontier becomes Bush's centrai point: two 

of his books are titied Science: The Endless Frontier and Endless Horizons: the open 



territory of cybernetics becomes in other words a hoped-for real-world counterpan for 

his ideological striuings (cf. Manin 203-05). 

It is, in fact, the rhetoric of ergonornia that fonnalizes topologically the 

concept of the operator-cornputer cooperation: as Singleton wrote in an official 1974 

World Heatth Organization repoh the "man-machine interface is an imaginary plane" 

(86). In 1950. the founder of cybemetics Norben Wiener talks in The Human Lise of 

Human Beings about cornputer and operator as "steersmen" in the fiuid "strearn" of 

information. In spatiaiizing the notion of informanon, for him as well the frontier 

becornes pertinent (43), dong with traditional US icons of unconstrained rnovement, 

such as the train and the steamboat (45). Moreover, Wiener's strearn can dematerialize 

the self confronting it: "the individuaiity of the body is that of the flame rather than 

that of a Stone. of a form rather than of a bit of substance" (102). In his last book. God 

& Golem, /ne. (1964), Wiener continued to stress (in religious terms) the need to 

redefine the relation between personal body and body poiitic in the light of the new 

In the spatialization of cybemeiic irnagery, the key role is played by the 

tradition of communications theory that culminates in McLuhan: technology reshapes 

the social organism as a superindividual cyborg, and reformulates in its image the 

coordinates of the space in which the latter moves and act.. If the medium is the 

message, society is a cybenpace. The precursor here is Charles Honon Cooley, one of 

the founden of US sociology, with h i ~  Social Organkatiun (1909). At the beginning 

of the century too. communications technology appeared CO-responsible for the rise of 

an age of immateriality and crisis of the social bond. Cooley, though, rejects the 

dominant nostalgia for srnail-tom dcmocracy, acknowledges a renewal (and not the 



exhaustion) of the organicist horizon. and talks about contemporary society as a 

"larzer - mindm--bom thanks to the telegraph and the new printing devices--with a 

strong liberating potential (cf. Peters). 

In the 1960s. Marshall McLuhan will follow Cooley along similar optimistic 

lines (cf. Czitrom). with strong religious overtones (cf. Ferkiss). Against the liberal 

apocalypticism. the mass reification of the human is not one of the disturbing and 

suffocating costs of modemity, but the prefiguration of a miIiennium. In his works. 

and above al1 in The Gutenberg G a Z q  (1962) and Understanding Media: The 

Exlemions of Man (1964), the space of the giobal village rises as "a global network" 

(Media 302) of human "sensory systems," which technology has "extendedw and 

rendered interdependent (19 ff-). As the extension is also an "amputation" (51-56). the 

new condition is not only better but aiso incompatible with the old one: the latter is 

obsolete and will be wiped out. Sirnilar to Turner, McLuhan's approach is that of an 

evolutionary anthropology which, around the cornputer. produces the figuration of a 

planetary "nervous system," a global "consciousness" which renders obsolete the 

iimits of language, temtory, physicality, social rotes and partial perspectives. An 

Emersonian oversoul is k i n g  bom, a qborg and newly "nomadic" (67) collective 

identity which coincides with the space of the global vilIage. This "unified field of all- 

at-onceness" (Golaxy 81), in its "embrace" (Media 55) with anificiality. reconstitutes 

the tnbd condition of a Conradian "Africa within" ( G a i q  59: Media 144). The 

global village is less a sociological than a metaphysical metaphor: as a collectivity, it 

will not generate a pubiic space, but rather an Arcadian melting of individuals and the 

disappearance of othemess. Again, the language is that of empowering 



dematerialization, and places an author deeply rooted in English-Canadian religious 

and nationalist culture (cf, Czitrorn and Fekete) in a dose dialogue with US rhetoric: 

The cornputer . . . promises . . . a Pentecosta1 condition of universal 

understanding and unity. The next iogical step ~oulcîseem to be . . . to 

bypass language in favor of a general cosmic consciousness. . . . The 

condition of "weightlessness," that biologists sa? promises a physical 

irnmortality. rnay be paralleled by the condition of speechlessness that 

could confer a perpetuity of collective harmony and peace. (Media 84) 

In such a space, concepts such as power and production are irrelevant: politics as well 

as social and individuai agency do not matter, and have never rnattered: 

detenninistkally, the human has always been a "servomechanisrn" of the 

technological extension (55). Intellectuds and critics may only play the role of 

"surfers" or "wave-rides" (Galmy 176,295) in technology's evolutionary flux. 

Later mappers of virtual Arnericanness will follow the rhetorical direction 

provided by McLuhan's technologid deteminism and emphasis on evolutionary 

imagery. This is the heroic role of computer xientists and informatic pirates, as is 

delineated starting with the 1980s in a plethora of mass and cult texts which 

accompany the rise of the personal computer and of its attendant new consumer 

figures with their own subcultures. From these subcultures and from the atternpts to 

CO-opt them, a mythology develops in which ernancipating tensions and will to social 

contro1 f o m  an inextricable whole. This strand is well represented by magazines such 

as Omni. Wired, and above al1 Mondo 2000, fomierly titled High Frontiers. 

This last title, an allusion to the 1970s' space-station hype, deserves a pause 

for reflection. Space stations had been, in conservative futurology, an important 



attempt to recreate the public discoune of rhe frontier muth. In fact. they were 

presented as a new "high frontier" (O'Neill), a "third industrial revoIutionn (Stine 

Revolurion, which sras prefaced by an introductory endorsement by Barry Gotdwater), 

as rhc promise of an ecoaornic growth without lirnits or ecological concerns and of a 

public morality prizing rugged individualism above ail else. The prosaic nature of 

Reagan's Star Wars and of the Challenger disaster deprived these efforts of their 

rhetorical efficacy. 

The same rhetorïc sustains a key text such as Toffler's The Third Raite. 

wherein the tide itself esrablishes a conneaion uith the "wave" of Turner's frontier. 

Toffler's text, which will later become an ideological gospel for New Gingrich's 

"Libertarian" Rinht, - builds on the earlier Future Shock with its praise for 

precariousness and Social-Darwinist "adaptiviry" as conditions of the contemporary 

Zeirgeist. The ntird Wave follows McLuhan in r e c o u n ~ g  human history su6 specie 

technoiogiae, with a linear, progressive sequence of "waves" and "revoiutionsn- 

agricultural, indusmai. informatic--which succeed and canal  each other as monolithic 

wholes, never interactively or con.£iiauaiIy: oppositionai and subaltern groups are 

mere byptoducts of the respective "waves," and may be ignored. Now the race is open 

for the first and steadiest rides on the cornputer's wave, in which information is both 

use and exchange value (the only value), and in which the extreme individualism of 

the "self-help ethic" is the one ineluctabie cornmanciment. Toffier's key words are now 

well known: "transnational," "worid web," collapse of nation-states, "telecommuting." 

and include paeans for child iabor and against compuisory education (first. éparer les 

gauchisies). Politicaily. The Third Wave is arnbiguously predicated on the promise of 

a "direct democracy" for the chosen wave-riders, at the cutting edge of computer 



Iiteracy, ready to cash on the "evolutionary necessityw for a "planetas. consciousness" 

of the "psychosphere" (335-36; 375 ff.). Hert. the computer is tool. metaphysical 

evolutionary relus, and procedural basis for social organization. Reinterpreted by 

Toffler through a somewhat vülgarized version of Prigogine's chaos theory, the 

cybernetic feedback principle wiI1 lead us "towards increasingly complex and 

diversified biological and social organism. through the emergence of new, higher- 

order dissipative structures" (Toffler Wave 3 N).).' However, the future need not nin the 

risk of unexpected or uncontrollabIe newness; in the stress on the biotechnoiogical 

"designingn of evolution as crucial aspect in the world's long-tem socioeconornic 

development (302-04), chaos is transfonned into a reassuring theory of ultimate, if 

nonlinear, predictability. Toffler. in fa- shares in full with the computer scientists and 

the mathernaticians surveyed in Woolley's Virrual Worlds an unshakeable faith in the 

essentiai "computability" of the universe, and makes of this faith a philosophy of 

history. For Toffler, feedback will regulate the world of @y any other narne) 

Friedmanian trickle-down deregulation as an analogue of the invisible hand of free 

market, stretched from hi-tech America to reshape the planet. The Third Wove's 

chaotic "open universe" (320) leaves (the wealthy few among) us on the outer edge of 

an ever-fluid, perennially renewed and renewing frontier, "like America's founding 

parents two centuries ago" (425). 

In al1 of Toffler's epigones, who monopolize current cornputer bornbast, the 

shape of future America is at stake. For Nicholas Negroponte (Being Digitao the 

rhetorical link is  straightfonivard: the "amorai" cornputer is "a way of Iife," important 

because it is "as scalable as the Constitutionw (43). In both. "upgradingw can be 

obtained incrementally, with no need for major replacement of core parts; in both, as 



in the frontier. a principle of expansion guarantees nontraumatic self-perpetuation. For 

the tycoon Bill Gates (The Roud Ahead) we are facing, thanks to the computer. an alt- 

too-well-lcnown open road of "iriction-free capitaIisrnU; the expansion of computer 

custornen inro the irnmaterial will not be encumbered by the material resistance of 

alterities unfit to the frontier setting. In this view, cyberspace and the information 

superhighway fulfill the wish for a body politic free from the frictions. the marks, and 

the burdens of the body and of politics. FinalIy, Kevin KelIy. editor of W e d  

magazine and author of Out of Control. abandons al1 daims to liberaiism and 

democracy, and the "prairie" pluralisrn of dereplation will lead to a global "hive- 

mind": in taking the term used in Gibson's Neuromancer to describe the artificial 

intelligence Wintermute, Kelly has it both ways: boundlessness of space but no 

plurality of subjects (fiterally, epluribus unum). 

The magazines' ostensible goal. on the other hand. is a recuperation of the 

Sixties' counterculture as precursor to the computer consumers' subcultures. Yet the 

dominant register is the populist exaltation of hi-tech America as "apotheosis of 

commercial culture" (Rucker et al. 16). In the f o m  of spectacularized ethnography of 

the postmodem world à la Mondo Cane (which the titie of Mondo 2OOO may wink at), 

the central image is the Tumerian one of America as "new edge." If Turner's tenitory 

was a field of openness for White men only, the virtual edge is much more 

exclusionary: "Commerce is the ocean that information swirns in" (Rucker et al. 16). 

The fluidity of the new fiontier society gram its promise of infinite possibilities only 

to the male, well-to-do consumer as new and libcrated subjea (cf, Sobchack). This 

time. the frontier is personified in the body; thus, the "new edge" of netsurfing. smart 

drues, cybersex, biochips, etc., announces not just a cultural paradigm shift but an 



evolutionary leap. This Lamarckian--rather than Darwinian. yet also Social-Dawinist- 

-mutation will transform a class of upscale consumers into a fuIIy liberated, superior. 

dominant race to corne (cf. Dery 31-41; Balsamo ch. 5-6). whose "rampant 

hypervoluntarism" (T'erhno~a's tenn) salutes wirh exhilaration the Post-Fordist 

obsolescence of ecology, social bonds. as well as of (other people's) labor. skills. and 

"meat." 

However, things are more cornpiex than pure ideological bad faith. Instead. in 

Sterling and others we have a textbook reformulation of what Sacvan Bercovitch calIs 

the rhetoric of the American jeremiad, the lament or  critique on the existing state of 

affairs, fashioned as a dissenting minority opinion, that reafims and reshapes 

consensus Americanness in the name of carefully (re)constructed originary values. 

Turner's thesis was a classic example, that celebrated the frontier as the nation's fable 

of identity while denouncing its disappearance from the US temtorial and ideal 

horizons (Jeremid). The vimial frontier becomes a crucial rhetorical tool precisely 

because of its association with "opposition" figures such as the hackers. With the 

hackers, the space of immatenai expansion envisioned by Bush & Co. finds its agents, 

its contcmporary (pseudo-)critical bards, and its vanished legendary heroes. Hackers 

have indeed becorne, in the Anglophone collective imagination, the rnythicd 

champions of a statc-of-the-art, usually underpaid, Post-Fordist Iabor-force who, as 

Andrew Ross writes, "can intermpt, upset. and redirect the smooth flow of structured 

communication [withlin the social necarorks of exchange" (Weuther 95): 

Ln the popuiar nonfiction on cornputer and Internet history (cg., beside 

Sterling, Brand, Hafner and Markoff, Kidder, S. Levy, and the two books by 

Rheingold), the definition of "hacker" is usuaily extcndcd to scicntists but not to - 



ordinary technicians or cornputerized-office workers. Hacken are presented as uneasy 

syntheses of opposed ideological outlooks. On the one hand. they are anarchists 

imbued with the ciltures and the catchwords of the New Left. tricksters who 

teappropriate a knowledge monopolized by the State apparatuses and by the 

corporations. Both Hafner and Markoff's Cyberpunk and Sterling taIk about the 

electronic "frontier," while Steven Levy mentions an ongoing "revolution." The heroes 

of Levy's Hackers are new "hot-rodders," compared to the whiz-kids of pulp SF (SO), 

restiessiy hostile to any form of controt and discipline toward research and creativity, 

champions of an ethics of free access to information as universal right. On the other 

han4 they are the "priesthood" of a closcd community (5) that, in the name of a rigid 

meritocracv, bineriy looks down upon ordinary ''losers" outside the inner circle of the 

chosen " w i ~ e r s "  (105). The antinomian, Ernersonian ideal of the individual 

discomected from socil  ties is now incarnated in these pst-1960 generations of 

awkward teenage nerds with a wealthy background who find in the hacking activity, 

as means and end, a liberation from the disturbances of the body and of women. 

Levy's crucial move is the extension of the definition of "hacker" to anyone who 

voices an allegiance to the "ethics of free access," hence aiso to professionals and 

entrepreneurs. In the narne of existential dissent, the "heroes of the cornputer 

revoiutionn and their hagiographer avoid any admission of CO-responsibility with the 

military complex which fun& their work, and renew the classic liberal overlap 

between euphoria of &dom and search for profit.4 According io al1 the popularizcn 

they-both pirates and scientists-appear as persecuted dissenters. usualty described in 

religious terms: prophets, messiahs, chansrnatic prtachers, etc.: WC are told about 

predications, ilIuminations, and contacts with the "soul" of the "new machine" 



(Kidder), in the typological prefiguration of an interfaced "transcendence." At the 

same time. hackers are s h o w  as law-abiding "homesteaders" (Rheingold Commrtnity) 

intent--as the Elecrronic Frontier Foundation put it in its 1991 on-line "Mission 

Staternentv--on "civilizing h e  frontier." Aso. as pursuers of a Weberian Berri/ in the 

exciusive. ascetic dedication to the secular ideals of hacking and computer science. 

they are pnised as founders of an order built on their unruly practices. 

Similarly. Ted Nelson. inventor of hypenexts. canonizes himself as the hero 

who expropriates the computer from the hand of the multinational IBM. His Cornputer 

Lib (published by the cornpetition: Microsoft Press) recounts the success story of a 

hippie who made it and sees his old ideals of self-management actualized in full in the 

rise of the small-sùe computer industry. 

The hackers' rote & potencial saboteurs and bricoleurs of what Haraway calls 

the "informatics of dominationw (Simians 161 ff.) is not sufncient to justify the 

entrance of console cowboys of al1 kinds into the mainsneam of US sociai discourse. 

Steriing's overemphatic daims might be a guide to understanding how, and at what 

and whose cost, hacker rhetoric has made the frontier usable again in the virtual 

reconstmction of the Americanist ideal. in CracMown, the "tenitory [ofJ the 

electronic frontier is about 130 years oldw (vi). nie  proto-hacker, the heroic tnckster 

who for the first time concretizes victoriousiy the dernomtic thmst of hacking is the 

"visionary" AT&T executive Theodore Vail, who around 1910 convinces the Morgan 

bank to finance the monopolistic project of BeU's national telephone nehvorkS Thanks 

to him, the electronic frontier and its cthic corne to life as "a quinhssentiaîiy - 

Arnerican" corporate triumph: 



Bell's policy. and the policy of ïheodore Vail. was a profoundly 

democratic one of unir.ersal access. Vail's farnous corporate slogan. 

"One Policy. One System. Universal Service." was a poiitical slogan. 

with a very American ring to it. (1 1) 

Thus. Sterling a n  interpret the whole of twentieth-century US history as the 

historv of a very Bellamyan "Amencan industrial sociaIisrn" (ibid.). The frontier 

allows, in the cracks of corponte power, the rise and victory of the smancipatory 

ideal. With the appeal to the frontier, though. al1 differences are canceiled between the 

social-ciimbing individuaiisrn of the corporate executive and the anarchistic 

individualism of the "dissident" in flight from authority. Self-reliant dissidents, 

especially when briitiantly hip and endowed with Sterling's macho swagger, have in 

the US traditionaily been ideal materiai for nationalizatioa: 

Hackers of al1 kind are absolutely soaked with heroic antibureaucratic 

sentiment. . . .There is sometimes malice and vandalism in this 

attitude, but it is a deep and cherished part of the American nationai 

character. The outlaw, the rebel, the rugged individual, the pioneer, the 

sturdy Jeffersonian yeoman, the private citizen resisting interference in 

bis pursuit of happiness-these are figures that al1 Americans recognize 

and that many wili strongly applaud and defend. (54-55) 

The hackers proper were for Sterling individudists of this anarchist kind, yet 

not only perccived thcmsclves but were m e  succtssors to the grcat niggcd individuds 

of American consent, from Franklin ta Jefferson, Aiexander Graham Bell, and Stevc 

Jobs (60). Now, thanks to the currcnt "permanent tcchnological rcvolution" (193) the 

condition of the pionetr on the fiontier has becorne general. When a 1990 police 



cnckdown does away with the romantic hackers of the past. their legends become the 

legends of the representative men of the present. In cyberspace. the froritier gains back 

its role as living metaphor for the whole of "America." presented once again as  a 

boundless yet totalking unifonnity without a way out or interna1 tensions. Only 

dropouts and the dead Sterling cheerfuily says. wilI be allowed to opt out (193). As to 

giving a name to those bodies and groups who don't get to ride in the wiIderness. who 

vanish into poweriessness and neglea and not into immaterial vinuality, this is 

definitel y be yond the smoothness of his narrative. 

Only Tirnothy Leary caiis his  heroes by name. [n his Chaos und Cyberculture 

for the first time a social group is rising which is endowed with both the conceptual 

tools (a philosophy based on decentraikation and quest for pleasure) and the technical 

knowledge (the PC) to affirm the countercultural drearn of psychedelia, so that it may 

become a "new breed" in human evolution: the yuppies (Ch. 3). As in Nelson's, S. 

Levy's, and  mond do 2000's hip male wimers, Leary's yuppies offer a clear indication 

about whose structure of feeling is king addressed: cornputer society should not be 

taken as a monolithic or monologic detemiaistic whole. Different positions in society 

are king created or recreatcd, with differcnt interests and agendas: behind hipness, 

there lurks the materÎality of ciass, gender (cf. Sobchack), and race (cf. Delany 

"~lack")? In glarnorizing their position, these dominant subjects arc searching for 

hegemonic legitimation. Leary's hackers have much in comrnon with Sterling's, as a 

self-appointed new fonn of the national democratic individualism. Their 

"Promithean" anccstors arc Columbus, Twain's pilots, the Beats, and the Confcdcrate - 

South. Hackers, computer programmers and users are already acting as pioncers in the 

aileged rubufa rasa of the virgin land, as "navigators" in the formless "chaos" of 



postmodernity (ch. 3). The first settler of cyberspace is the posrmodern jeremiad of 

dissensus affirmed. as often before, in the name of the dominant values. 

2. US Identity in the Age of Cybemetic Simulation 

Similady. the theorists of Vinual Redity esthetics. such as Myron Krueger. Brenda 

Laurel. and the contributors to the books edited by Benedikt, Heisel and Roth. and 

Laurel. talk about limitless worlds. absolutely fluid yet absoluteiy explorable in their 

anificiality and thus the umost triumph of human nature-taming sovereignty. They 

talk about territories produced by the timeless archetypes of "our" collective myths 

(we never get to know who exactly is and is not part of this collectivity), and that will 

guarantee the perennial rebirth of these rnyths7 The most accomplished formulations 

are in the Benedikt anthology. For the editor, at stake is the mumph of Western 

democracy as space of transparency, as irnrnaterial transcendence over matenal fetters: 

Like Shangri-la. like mathematics, like every story ever told or sung, a 

mental geography of sorts has existed in the living mind of every 

culture, a collective memory or hallucination, an agreed-upon territory 

of mythical figures. symbols, roles, and uuths, owned and traversable 

by al1 who leamed its ways, yet free of the bounds of physical space 

and time. What is so gaivanking today is that tcchnologically 

advanced cultures . . . stand at the threshoid of making that antient 

spacc both uniqueiy visible and the objea of interactive democracy. 

. - 
("Introduction" 3) 

C y berspace actualizcs the idea of an a-historical csthetic spherc, "an extension, some 

might Say an inevitable extension, of our agc-old capacity and need to dwell in fiction, 



dweil empowered or enlightened, on other, rnythic planes." Ihe  subject who dwells in 

cyberspace fin& an empowerment in virtuality's "inherent immaferiality and 

malleabilityn (6), in the avairabilty of a "Iiquid" and "IimitlessW space (2. 1). The 

"realm of pure .information1' (3) is the "realrn of pure feelings" (Stenger 53). which 

draws the self into a solipsistic dream of estheticizing universal mastery: 

Cyberspace is a habitat of the imagination. a habitat for the 

imagination. Cyberspace is the place where conscious dreaming meets 

subconscious dreaming, . . . the locus and triumph of poetry over 

poverty, of "it-cm-be-son over "it-should-be-so." (Novak 226) 

In the same vein. Douglas Rushkoffs C y k i a ,  with its New Age rhetoric, 

fin& in cyberspace a chance not only to "explore unrnapped reairns of consci~usness.~ 

but above ail "to rechoose reality consciously and purposefully" (7). In cyberspace, 

"any individual k i n g  . . . has the ability to redesign redity at largen(=). 

Such a space is a direct filiation of Turner's frontier. For Turner the myth of 

the Western "free land" was predicated on the doubie bind between the "advance of 

American settlement" and the land's inevitable "continuous recessionw (l), e.g., its 

geographical bounds. Benedikt's cyberspace as well has "horizons" which "recede in 

every directionn ("Introductionn 2); now, though, matenai bounds are no longer in the 

picture. 

For Laurel, cyberspace, as the perfect "mimetic" dramaturgie art. is a locus of 

endless possible worlds that will not cause estrangement but rather a "Dionysiann 

edification. A totally transparent medium, it is. in Howard Rheingold's words; a 

"microscope for the rnind" of the operator (Realiry 11 ff.), in a narcissistic self- 

scrutiny that will reveal no surprising othcrness within the inner space. 



As most contributors to the Markley anthology argue. cyberspace esthetics 

transforms what would seem a rnatter of constmctionist epistemoiogy into a case for 

essentialist o n t o l ~ ~ ~ . ~  In the case of hypenexrs. the electronic medium is presented 

deterministically, as the bearer of inherent propenies which are absolurely beyond the 

control of the operator; for Landow. hypertexts. *-hile ostensibly offering an 

actualization of "readerly" and poststructuralist "decenteredness," are irnmaterial 

spaces which provide an arena for absolutely unconstrained agents who "will choose 

individuafized paths" (7) in the rext: the text. in other words, is a territory which can 

be crossed solefy on the basis of the individual reader's will. Some critics are even 

more extreme: virtual reality emerges no longer as a technology but as a state of being. 

For Heim, it is a full-fledged "metaphysia" inhabited by Leibnitzian "monads" who 

handie "Platonic" ideas and not concrete anifacts; these monads are also Emersonian 

eyeballs who are self-endosed, all-powerful and all-knowing. and at the same time 

"nonphysical, psyctrical substances" (97), that abandon the prison of the flesh for a 

realm of "digital sensation" (89; cf. also Perniola). Not surprîsingly, in order to 

describe these ectoplasmic agents, bath North Amencan (E. Davis) and French critics 

(P. Uvy) evoke angeIology. while, in M y ,  Zolla's virtual "shamanismw (Uscite 23- 

24) and Caronia's McLu hanian "tribalism " (Corpo 1 7 1-79) converge, from opposite 

political backgrounds, toward a nostalgic surrender of al1 collective horizons of 

agency and change. 

Afl these texts rewrite the cornputer frontier as pastorai. as the nostalgic drearn 

of an innocent. pre-social Arcadia (cf. Kester)-often taken as the ideal setting for a - 

Social Darwinist struggle- in a native-free Virgin Land. "restor[ing wlhat had failed 

in the Old New World through the New New Worid" (Biddick 53). Both Arcadia and 



Social Danvinism are thin disguises for what postmodem Americanist Rob Wilson 

calls the "techno-euphoria" of an America "sublimaring" and expanding itself to 

coincide with the world. 

The rhetoric and the politics of the US frontier has been. as Terence Manin 

writes. a rhetoric and a "politics of inexhaustibilicy" (193 ff.), predicated on a 

continuai effort to imagine rabulae rasae. ready for new beginnings of the national 

self. 1 wish to conclude this section with some notes on the fortunes. among 

cybercultural writings, of some aspem of European postrnodem philosophy. From 

popular magazines such as Mondo 2ûûû to academic works such as Bukatman's 

Termiml Idenrisr, theorists such as Deleuze. Baudrillard and Virilio have been 

appeaied to as especially in tune with the virtual world-view. I would submit that the 

dialogue among North Amencan discourse about virtuaiity and European 

postmodernism rnipht be interpreted as one of rhetorical convergence; the key point is 

precisely the nostalgic remil to inexhaustibfe frontiers. 

We could start with Manin's own example (210-II), Deleuze and Guattari. 

Their own metaphor of the "desiring machine" is a cyborg of sorts; rnost importantly, 

the "floww of desire which both in Anti-Oedipus and in A Thousand Plateaus is the 

counterforce to capitalist repression is presented as an analogue to the US frontier 

myth. As they fiad it in Whitman, the West is "rhizomatic" (Plateau. Ch. 1). and the 

continual crossing of "limits and frontiers" (189) is in general what makes the US an 

ided sening for the circulation of the liberating flows. And in the US readings of 

Deleuze and Guattari, familiar patterns emerge: for Bukatman. the key image is the 

Body without Organs, which as the temtorial and virtual frontiers is a cIean date 

which allows for endless new beginnings, an entity "defined by the mulleability of its 



organs and not just by their absence" (Iderrriry 33). Bukatman's Body without Organs 

is stnkingly similar to the Emersonian eyebali, reduced to nothingness yet all- 

extensible: "by dismantling the self. the body fuses with the world" (326). For 

Bukatman "Deleuze- and Guanari are cyberpunks. roo." and propose the 

"transcendence" of "a disembodied subjea and a trajectory through a space defined 

and anchored by the machine" (ibid.): an act of self-denial which ailows seif- 

perpetuation. 

A similar dream of an a-historical, non-social space can be found in 

Baudrillard. On the one hand, communication technology is catalyzing the 

disappearance of "public space: the theater of the social and the theater of politics are 

both reduced more and more to a large soft body with many heads" ("Ecstasy" 129); 

on the other. there is an "ecstasy" that results from the victory of the realm of 

"simulation" in the "desert of the red" (Simulations 2). Although later reprises of the 

same themes appear quite despairing in tone, apocal-vptic rather than integrated (e. g., 

Transparency and Crime), this optimistic appraisal of the disappearance of history, 

economics, and politics into "the mode of information" (cf. Poster) finds for 

Baudrillard a perfect territorial incarnation in US culture. His America is precisely a 

praise for an ever-fluid, transcendent space, connoted by pure absolute bliss and 

technologicai sublimity and ailowing for no criticai distance: "Astral America. The 

lyrical nature of pure circulation. . . . The direct star-bfast from vectors and signais, 

from the vertical and the spatial. As against the fevered distance of the critical gaze" 

(27). Postrnodern America leads Baudrillard to a nostaIgic vitalism, to an "insistentiy 

eendered . . . primitivismn (Docker 106), whose centrai icon is the image of the desen. - 
For Baudrillard, l'Amérique sidérale rcveals an essence behind superficial or local 



differences. With its "growing abstractness" and "primary, visceral. unbounded 

vitality" (7), it is a place of "emptiness," "transparency," and "total availability." in 

w-hich. as in Emerson. the best one can be is an obsewing gaze (Baudrillard talks 

about America as rnuseum) in a "vacuum." (Americo 3-1 1). In this sense. the deseh is ' 

no less than the world's only "actually existing utopia." His vocabulary and "conceits" 

may be strongly indebted to SF (Csicsery-Ronay "SF"). Nevertheless. his (and 

Deleuze and Guattari's) work can be read as the ironic refiguration of the US (science- 

fiaional high technology included) as object of desire: in this sense. and beyond irony. 

it d s o  reads as a "postmodern" TocquevilIe (cf. Docker 106-03, an update of the 

myth of the open temtory as sublime vacancy ready to be pursued. seduced, and 

rnasrered by the visiting gaze. 

Virilio's paradigms are analogous, albeit with opposite axiological 

connotations. We are in a world of endless mobiiity (S'ed), the unifonnity and the 

nansparency are those of the panoptic surveiIlance of modem weapons systems 

(Machine; Wczr), which grants the subject a "weightlessness" (War 84) which only 

confims i ts powerlessness and can onl y lead to a "virtual," dystopian "disappearance" 

(Esihérique. esp. Ch. 3). 

Ail of these writings are predicated on the same approach to public space. In a 

paradoxicai recoil to Iiberal conceptions, public space is not the space of interaction 

between concrete, embodied, "situated" selves (Bcnhabib); rather, virtual as well as 

posunodern theorists imagine it as an absolute unifomity to be recuperated. As in 

Whitman's Leaves of Grass. as interpreted by Fisher from a frankly Right anti-liberal 

position, this open space of mobiiity must be imagined as internally homogeneous, 

,without leaving room for the critical detachment of situated and differentiated 



srandpoints (76). In such a s p a a  the subject can either expand or be cancelled ("eat" 

or "be eaten," as M. Morse writes); and yet here "realilU--no longer a historical or 

social construction--cm become a sotipsistic construction of the all-winning seIf. 

Confronting this impasse. the only way t& political agency is small-group 

voluntarism. For Kroker and Weinstein, this results in the cornplacent lament for the 

rise of a "vinual cIassw which bases its power on the violent aspects of the 

dematerialization of bodies. productions. and temtorial boundaries. For "Hakim Beyn 

(pseudonym of Peter L. Wilson) the way out is an update of traditional New Left and 

Situationist praise for the potential of the 

"islandsn in the "Networkn of dominanon; 

appears inhabited by anyone who is not 

concrete socio-historical subjem. 

On the other han& the North 

small interstitial community as eversive 

bis temporary autonornous zone" never 

a purely existentid dissenter, never by 

American virtual theorists and their 

reappropriations of French posunoderns appear motivated by what we could d l ,  with 

Carolyn Porter (3 ff.), "American ahistoncism." More precisely, virtual theory 

continues the New Critical tradition of estheticking dematefiakation that, among 

canonic cricics, culminates in Charles Feidelson's Symbolism and American Lireranrre 

and Richard Poirier's A World Eisewhere. For Feidelson, there is a "symbolist" 

aesthetic sphere that best expresses the inhefent quaii!y of US culture: ineffability, 

untransiatability. and a-sociality give rise to a dialogue between a disernbodied spirit 

and a metaphysical world (cf. Reising 173-87). For both Feidelson and Poirier, 

Emerson's eyebali is central. In Poirier. US exceptionalism is reflected in a distinctive 

esthetic, which sees the artwork as "an extension and an expansion of the self, an act 

by which the self possesses an environment" (18). Thus, Poirier's work is predicated 



on the assumption that "throueh - language, it is possible to create environments 

radically different from thox supponed by econornic, political, and social systerns" 

(Id), as well as by "social dialogue" with others (151). In his opposition between an 

"environment of nakedness" and "society and its fabricationn (30). histoiy is wholly 

rejected (Reising 187-99) and freedom is predicated on the privatïzation of space. 

For both of them, at issue is a formulation of Arnericanness in terrns coherent 

with Modernist tenets. In McCaffery's article (in Ellion's Columbia Lireru- Hisrop of 

the United Srares) SF is praised as the literature wtiich expresses "the feel of life 

todayn ("Fictions" 1162). Having belittled the generic quality of SF. McCaffery's goal 

is to reconsmct the nation's literary conserisus. Postmodem SF and cyberpunk. thus. 

becorne "our best contemporary writers," thanks to thcir recuperation of a poetia of 

"self-referentiality" and prove that in the US "those who want to practice their 

imaginative and linguistic powers can stiil create the text of their own realities" 

(1 177), recreating in cyberspace the solipsist ideal of the Emersonian tradition. 

The most thoughtful version among the narratives of cyberspace as 

inexhaustible frontier is the liberal atternpt of Rheingold's n e  Virruul Communify. For 

him, on-Iine "homesteading" stages a last resort for the hopes of American democracy. 

The space of freedom does exist, in the srnaii Bulletin Boards which seem to have 

revitaiized the eighteenth-century ideal of the public sphere. This new public space 

must fight the continual threats of a privatized Internet. of telematic social control, and 

of a constituency of educated users which is far from unlimited. Rheingold, though, 

does not argue how strongfy hopes and threats are both nibutanes to the same - 

hegernonic structure. Intemet frontier is both challenged and reasserted in its role as 



metaphor for American destiny. Habernas's dream and Foucault's nightmare 

(Rheingold's references) are held together by the national myth. 

3. Enclosures 

In order to be recuperated and reclaimed, the unbounded field of the frontier must first 

have been lost and betrayed. 1 propose that the first important intertext on virtual space 

in SF can be interpreted precisely in tems of betrayal. Staning from the 1950s. the 

sea, the urban serting. and the wilderness becorne the metaphor of a worid which. 

through mas society and technology, seerns to have forgotten its legacy of expansion. 

In these apocalyptic parables of technological entrapment, SF works as a consciow 

countering of the mainsneam images of mass society triurnphant. and produces 

jeremiads resserting the lost values of an ever-hegemonic Arnencanness. 

In Ray Bradbury's "The Veldt" (1950), the embrace with the technological 

space manages to crush into a trap with no way out both the haven of the natural 

wildemess and that of family values. A synecdocht and an analogue mode1 of a 

massified, heartless world, the novum of the story is the artificial nursery, a 

programmabIe environment which produces geographical and fictional playgrounds, 

and which turns into a deadly snare. The political agenda of the story is ciear from the 

onset: 

They walked down the hall of their soundproofed, Happylife Home, 

which had cost them thirty thousand dollars installed this house which 

clothed and fed and rocked them to sleep and played and sang and was 

good to thern. Their approach sensitized a switch somewhere and the 

nursery light flicked on when they came within ten feet of it. Sirnilarly, 



behind them. Iights went on and off as they left them behind, with a 

soft automaticity. (4) 

The nursery as rnicrocosrn for the house. the house as rnicrocosrn for modernity-the 

unifying pattern, for ~radbury, iS a forfeiting of independence to technological 

"autornaticity" and padded. "sofin affluence. The automated house has metaphorically 

"left them behind," and rhey have given up their authoritative role as parents. The 

mother says: 

The house is wife and mother now and nursemaid. Can 1 compete with 

an African veldt? Can 1 give a bath and smb the children as efficientiy 

or quickly as the automatic scnrb can? And it isn't just me. It's yu. . . . 

You're beginning to feet unnecessary too. (7) 

A crisis of authority is occurring: "Who was it that said, 'Children are carpets, they 

should be stepped on occasionally'? Wete  never lifted a hand. . . . They're spoiled and 

we're spoiled" (12). Spoiling and k ing  spoiled are two sides of the same ievelling 

coin; this is both a cautionary tale about the dangers of technological conformisrn and 

a reactionary parable about the dangers of m a s  democracy. The environment is 

described in tenns of transparency: it works thanks to a "mentai tape film behind glass 

screens" (6), projected on "wallsw which, when switched on, "recede into crysrulline 

distancew (4; my emphases). But in this wiidemess, the "recedingn is not the way 

toward the frontier's liberal and liberating openness, but rather toward capturing 

"Africa in your parlor" (6). In such a societv, limits are ineffectual and freedorn is a 

perversion: "'We thought we were free to play as we wished.' 'You are, within 

reasonable bounds'" (13). On the one hand, authoritative reason, spoiled by 

"comforts" (16), can no longer impose bounds, and believcs it can safcly do so with 



African naturalness (we never know anything specific about this unpeopled setting). in 

a hubris of sorts. As in a Dantesque conrrappsso. when threatened with disactivation 

of the nursery, the children manage somehow to tum the habitat into something "real" 

(14). 'and trap the parents into the vinual veldt. as food for the wild animals. 

From an opposite ideological position, Pohl's "The Tunnel Under the World" 

(1954) revolves around the same rhetoricai strategy. In this apologue on the hidden 

persuasion of advenising, we find again the presence of lirnits as absolute blockase of 

agency. The story of the man stored into computer rnernory and made to Iive an 

elidless life as a preview test for advertising campaigns is a Swiftian parable about the 

capitalist takeover of individual space and tirne. Not only is the protagonist's 

consciousness trapped in the technological habitat, but he dso has to relive over and 

over again the same day, and the initial sentence of the story can be repeated 

nurnerous times: "On the rnorning of iune lSth, Guy Burkhardt woke up screaming 

out of a dream" (8, 13. 35). In this story, the discovery of limits is the discovery of 

powerlessness, and the protagonist's discontent leads him into a topography of 

closures. When Burkhardt starts his inquiry, he escapes the time bop by hiding "in a 

crarnped position huddled under the hull of the boat in his basement" (18); later. his 

pursuit of frcedom leads him to "a tunnel, metal-walled, dimly lit" (22). On the other 

hand, the sinister automated "plantw in which he believes to be working is described in 

its "endless, ceaseless busyness." In this hellish setting, "the presence of the dead" 

dominates: "what were the automatons . . . if not corpses?" Here, "thousand copies" of 

any person can be made, with "no human limitations at ail" (25). Eventually. he 

reaches the end of his "ersab cityw: 

. 



He was standing on a ledge of smooth, finished metal. Not a dozen 

yards from his feet, the ledge dropped sharply away; he hardty dared 

approach the bnnk, but even from where he stood he coutd see no 

' bottbm to the chasm before hirn. M d  the gulf extended out of sight 

into the @are on either side of him. (34) 

This final, unsurpassable limit is for him the ultimate Iimit of annihilation. as he is 

grasped by a Melviliian or Poesque "whiteness. five-fingered whiteness." to realize he 

is "living in a town buiit on a table top," and he is sent back to relive "one June 15th 

after another" (35). 

Thus, virtual space emerges in SF as the artif?ciai world of absolute denid of 

self-detennination. Raymond Jones's The Cykrnenc Brains is the most direct attack 

on the cybernetic plug-in system for disembodied brains as metaphor for "the Welfare 

Staten (102), as "a kind of centralized nannyism in which citizens are infantilized into 

a dependence on the state" (Seed 271); the same o n  be said for Hjorstkrg's Gray 

Matters; in bah, though, there is an exception who reasserts the prirnacy of the male 

independent individual. 

With more sophistication, Daniel Galouye's Simulacron-3 (1964) builds a 

three-tier system of vimial fictional worlds. Here, the protagonist is at the sarne time 

the inventor of and a Puppet in a "total environment simulator" which electronically 

reconstructs his whole world. Faced with inexpticable events, his detection anempts 

leave hirn with a distressing alternative: 

There were only two possible explmations that would cover al1 the 

incongrnous circumstancts. One: Somc vast, malevolcnt-agency of a 

capacity both fierce and unguessable was pursuing an unfathhable 



course. Two: nothing at ail of an extraordinary nature had occuned-- 

except in rny rnind. (43) 

When he eventually realizes his situation, this is not simply a liberation from a false 

consciousness imposed frorn the outside, "the revelation of the iilusion" (Eizykman 

197) that discloses the reality behind the veil of ideological simulation. Rather. the 

novel borders on the Borgesian (Puschmann-Nalenz 85-87) in that it rnetafictionally 

reconciles the oppressive and the solipsistic alternative. In Galouye the "reaf realityn 

of "the material woddn (71) is at the samt time the result of a malevolent agency und a 

fiction of the protagonist's imagination. The "Operator" who maneuvers the plot is in 

fact the real-life double of the "analog" who is the first-person narrator of the novel: 

the agnition is the sight of his "reflectïon. Feature for feature, it was 1-as 1 had always- 

been" (151). The protagonist eventuaily manages to raise himself one step up by his 

own bootstraps and trades places with his doubk9 The lirnit of the open world can be 

crossed only when it is formulated in terms of the self. After the personality-exchange. 

though. the acniai status of a "reai" world in which such an exchange is possible 

remains shaken: above all, this solution ailows Galouye to stage a world in which the 

relation between the self and reality becomes ar the same time one of absolute self- 

determination and of absolute over-determination. No third solution appears possible. 

In a logical continuation of this intertext, Roger Zelazny's The Dream Masrer 

(L966), the male protagonist is forced to give up his dream of vinuaf omnipotence 

when challenged with the will of another--a woman. In fact, the fint imponant role for 

a woman in these novels is a lethal one. Hem, a psychologist or "Shaper," operates 

through a computerized simulator called a "ro-womb," which allows him to enact and 

interact with his patient's fantasies. Thesc fantasies might be "little worlds al1 their 
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own." with the Shaper playing "God" (82). In the vinuai wornb. rhere can only be 

absolute control, one way or the other: the Shaper is trapped in one of the fantasies he 

had tned to manipulate, that of a colleague of his who places him in the powerless 

annor of a Tristan pursuing an unattainable Isolde. In the final scene ( 1 80-82). his own 

reaching of the border of madness is stressed in the fantasy of the couple in a ship 

approaching the port. turning their backs to the open sea. and rhe opening of what for 

him wouId have been a human relationship (one he could wholly control and "shape-). 

If these are the works more ciearly connected with the mood of nostalgie 

humanism. the simulated-trap intenext continues into the 1970s and after. The ~ m i n g  

point is the Disney film production, Tron; witti reference to Brian Daley's novelization 

(1982), some points can be made here. if the film has received a high praise for the 

visual presentation of the simulated space (Bukatman. Identiy 215-27), this praise has 

been nonetheless articulated along lines that dont match the novelty of the 

technology: Tron, writes Bukatman. "involves a .  further penetration of the terminal 

frontier" (216)." In the novel, the liberal ideal of the frontier is reconstructed in the 

virtuai space, and the role of the self-reliant individual is restored, even within the 

corporate structure. The opening sentence stresses relativity. and the superioril of 

this-worIdly ontology: "That Other World is vast too: to its inhabitants, their System is 

limitless" (7). In fact, limitlessness is an illusion for the people in cyberspace too, as 

we see them acting in videogames in a "Game Grid" that, with the "soaring walls that 

enclosed it," appears to be like a prison (8); and the next scene is set precisely in a 

prison "cell" with a "transparent" ceiling and in which the "shapes and planes of the 

walls saw to it that a prisoner would always be aware of his imprisonrnent" (13). In 

the plot, the unnily hacker with "an inesistiblc confidence in himseifk (18) fights 



victorio~sly the evil scheming of the corporate executive in charge of the "Master 

Control Program"--significantly narned Dillingx-reaching eventually the top of the 

corporate ladder, "concluding a major multinational agreement" for the Company. In 

the ending, with the "materialn individualist triumphantfy ponrayed coming "down 

from the biue sky" in a helicopter, the openness of cyberspace is a fact no longer in 

dispute: 

High over the System soared the Solâr Sailer. cruising above the 

glittering beaury of tbe radiant Domains and the phosphorescent tides 

of the G m e  Sea. 

Tron stood on the bridge with the am around Yori . . . as the Bit shot 

pst them, . . . zipping dong next to the graceful Sailer, over a System 

abiaze, a fiee System. (173) 

The notion of cyberspace as visual crcation has its litetary counterpart at fint 

in t e m s  of linguistic experîmentation. Here, verbal inventiveness itself is the main 

building block for the evocation of the separate space in which the laws of the 

empirical world and of society are apparently suspended. This "paraspace" (Delany, 

Inrervr'avs 168 ff.: Bukatman, Identity 157 ff.) was in SF occasionally evoked in the 

outer space of many fabulous explorations, and that of hallucination (as in the 

synaesthetic experience of Bester's The Stars My Descination). But with virtuality SF 

adopts it as a crucial conceit, with a cenual concxrn on its separateness. An important 

precursor in this direction is John Sladek's nie Muller-Fokker Efiect (1970), where the 

s t o l  of the writer accidentally killed, whose memory is experimentaily stored in a 

data bank. becomes the story of an anist nying to assert his voice in a Iiteral void. 

Here, the cornputer space stands for a rnrtitary-scientific complex moved by profit and 



by a hatred for democracy and hurnanisrn--satirically emphasized by lise of "seriousw 

books such as "Daisy James by Henry Miller" and "-4usren Park by Jayne Mansfield" 

(139). In the vinual trap. the only possible movement must corne frorn the individual 

rnind, and the forma1 objective conelative is the Stream of consciousness: 

So buried alone alive there it is thats life thats life . . . one of Mes little 

jokes laff dong. . . well now tell me mr bones I never seed such a john 

buryrnan routine at dusk or was it d a m  1 must look it up look up 

I mus be smck here stuck here or something smck ( 4 3 4 )  

This "cartesian process" is fraught with self-ironic doubts: "'Surrealism?' he 

whimpered. 1 have given up my whole life for this cheap surrealism?'" (72). Thus, the 

s top of the disembodied mind striving to write itself into being reasserts once again 

the role of individual sovereignty, while at the sarne time denouncing the latter's - 

fragility. The Cartesian cogito is but a wish ("1 think. therefore I ought to be"; 87), and 

Harnlet's doubts pose no alternatives: "TO BE OR TO BE, THAT IS THE QU'EST"; 

210. The eventual regaining of a physicaf body-the chance for the actual construction 

of a narrative plot-shifts the stress from sovereign independence toward the 

interdependent fragility of relations, and will be a major disappointment. 

A similar suspicion of textual materiality dominates a tale of computcr 

entrapment in Skal's Scavengers (1980). Here. too, experiments on chernical and 

electronic brain-link airned at "shaking the fence." at "transcendfing] the identity 

bamer," leave the individual rnind "sublimated," that is, trappe4 in an incontrollable 

fantasy worid (30). From the individuai point of view (again expressed through 

streams of consciousness) this is full dispossession of the self (Give me back me: 78). 

repeatedly aniculated in terms of a vision of collapsed authority: "The image of a . 



headless body" (54: 192)." The conflict in the story thus is aniculated in a sharp 

debate between interpretations about the legitimate kind of bamer-breaking: on the 

one hand, mind-link ("brainstorming") as transcendena ("Vehicie to a higher plane. 

Electronic apotheosis": 82); on the other, collective an as predatory will to power of 

the dominant individual: 

"Church of the Extended Mind is that what i f s  caUed? Ifs such a 

powerfil metaphor. Ifs-" 

"Metaphor? Ir's murder! " 

". . . I need my work and I need my audience. A public audience. As 

wide and open as possible. No barriers. niai's why I'm inio video n w :  

it's the only form that makes sense of the world Whar cornes afier 

video 1 don't know. Brainstorming. Cannibakm-- " (99- 100) 

The metaphoncal consteliation of immateriality, transparency, and boundlessness 

seems to have perverted its function. Mutual visibiiity is mutual panopticism ("We are 

al1 voyeurs under the skin"), immateriality provides only ever-fmstrating 

precariousness which also involves the space of human relations: "We live on air. The 

invisible eiement. We require those things we cannot see. 1 must think of Tracy as a 

window, something invisible or transparent [with a m]ystenous, tidal influence. . . . in 

the sea of humanity she is a whirlpool" (104). 

Again, solipsism is the compulsory outcomc of vinual space: "Sartre was 

right. He11 is other people" (144); specularly, the oniy remaining relation with 

ernbodiment is a Cartesian, propenanan one: *nopped in a fleshy cesspool [whiie 

someone is] wearing my clothes wearing my mind (145). Hert. the only possible 

opening can lie in imagining a space unmarked by discourse--whether that of others or 



of the seif: "1 begin at the point where my editonal markings end. Virgin remtoq" 

(150). 

Even more explicitly, virtual space as the trap of narration is the crux in John 

Crowley's Engine Srimmer (1979), and in James P. Kelly and John Kessel's Freedom 

Beach (1985). Both novels are self-conscious critiques of the notion of story-tellino as 

timeless, unhistorical activity disengaged from social agency. and deny the possibility 

of an alternative to the futility of the self-contained. self-reflexive worid elsewhere. In 

Crowley, we have the traditional modality of SF's self-awareness. which Jameson has 

called a strategy of "generic discontinuity" ("Genrew): the initiai narrative of the story- 

teller recounting his biography as a seeming future Native American called "Rush that 

Speaks," living in a post-global-disaster world, becomes the story of a simulacrurn 

used by a superior agency in order to experience 

life. Thus, the quest for self-discovery of Rush, 

"mthful Speakers of Little Belaire," enacts the 

vicariously the vicissitudes of his 

who belongs to the circle of the 

bemyal of both naturalness and 

immateriality. The pun of the title reveals the "engine" behind the "Indian" setting of 

the virtud wilderness. The immateriaiity of the powerful "Angels" (with their cities 

fioating in the air), of unanainable "Sainthood." and of the truthfulness of the oral 

narrative voice is revealed as the dispossessing action of a distant agency who can 

record and store people into memory devices. Rush's search for a narrative "path" to 

tnithful knowtedge (137) brings about no liberation. Experience can only exist in an 

arrested thne loop and in a space of powerlessness: as Christie writes (193-95). the 

appropriate genre for this "postmodem" metanarrative is tragedy, as one of Crowley's 

characters suggests to 

temble thing that had 

Rush: "Tragedy, it's an ancient word: it meant a description of a 

happenedmto someone . . . It was like truthful speaking, because 
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i t  showed we share the sarne nature. a nature we canot change and so cease to suffer" 

(105). 

Sirnilariy, Kelly and Kessel's self-appointcd "humanist" approach to virtualiry 

presents the simulacrd space of a dream therapy by arnnesiac artists who seem to bc 

atoning for unhown faults. In a wodd in which the protagonist rneets Mstophanes. 

Groucho Marx, the Bronte sisters, and Raymond Chandler. the redemptive promise of 

the titular "Freedom Beach" environment emerges as a space of frustration in which 

no counter-agency is possible. with the possible exception of the autobiographicai 

book we are reading. But even îhis effort can ody hope to be an addition to the 

number of the "organic Bound Books." the artificiai intelligences that store the worid's 

masterpieces. In Kelly and Kessel, as well as in al1 of this intenext, the freedorn of the 

sea of knowledge, however imrnatenal. m u t  have bounds-mut be bound-hence it 

loses any hope of effectiveness." In the same vein, James Morrow's 1984 satire in the 

culture industry is entitled The Conrinent of. Lies: the cornmodification and 

degradation of discourse in the virtual "drearnbeans" is also a betrayal and 

containment of a promise of boundlessness. 

In the world of self-maintainhg simulation, the plot of Iiteral travel in the 

boundlessness of outer space paradoxically becomes an encumbrance. Almost no 

novel of any interest presents virtual environments in space exploration stories. What 

these tales seem to argue is the impossibility of human relations in a world which is 

doubiy connoted in terms of irnrnateriality and boundlessness. In Pohlk Beyond the 

Blue Evem Horuon (1980), on the verge of the unending "collapse" of a black hole WC 

encounter the computerized consmcts who live without awareness of the externai 

world. In Greg-Bear's Eon (1 985) the apparcntiy enormous simulated environments in 



the heart of an alien-built mificial asteroid turns out to be a gigantic encyclopedia: 

rnemory at its most static. In David Genold's fhe Space Skimmer (1 973). the point is 

that the utopian interconnection of a motlcy crew of people with different 

territorial.cIass, and gender backgrounds can be sustained only briefl y. and at the cost 

of the life of the catalizing "empath."" 

Finally, in Spinrad's The Void Captuin's Tale (1983) the simulated space 

appears to be no more than a survival strategy in the face of the physical and 

psychological horror of the interstellar "void." In "an unreai universe of.  . . eye-kilIing 

transvisibility" (30), spaceships must be "designcd to concentrate conxiousness on the 

world inside, and to avoid excessive tnre awareness of the absolute reality without" 

(33). The conflict is not between nanative agents but between the universai absolutes 

of space and the bounded needs of persons, solved only with the reconfiguration of the 

latter in terms of the former: ail is fiction, in other words. AT issue is the "quite 

literally immeasurable," "both timeless and eternal . . . moment" as well as the 

"ineffableness" of spacc "Jumpsn (9-10). Against frightening openness, the various 

role-play simulations cm only providc a precarious shelter, dways at risk of collapse 

in moments of crisis: 

Now the full metallic brilliance and icy biack emptiness of the naked 

void itself howled in upon this ersatz garden, upon we poor ostriches 

hiding our heads in the sands of illusion from the full and temble 

perception of that infinite night through which the shadow world of the 

ship presumed to pass. (50) 

The only other response is also a form of reneat, the psychological one of the Piiots. 

"[t]ypically anorexic to begin with" (IO), who "are as divorced from the sphere of 



hurnan desire as it is possible for a mernber of our species to becomen (8). The 

narrator. as any Captain, has therefore "the illusion of total command" but in this case 

the Pilot does not seem bent on self-denial: 

once rny Pilot had acquired a narne in my consciousnes~ a namc with 

tales attached to it--in short, humani- and 2 personality--1 could no 

longer entirely blind myself to the fact that I too was in a sense a 

protoplasmic module in a compiex of automatic machineries. a 

subjectivity cyborged to the objective mechanism of the ship. (32) 

In a noveI whose overall formal device is the narrator's interior monologue. and in 

which the ostensibly polyphonic future language is in faa standard English with a few 

words in other ianguages, the pilot's opposition to the rolt available to her are in fact 

couched in the novei's standard terms of detachment, fluidity, and absolute freedorn: 

"We swim in deep waters, liebchen. . . . Con su permiso, we go deeper still. . . . Set me 

free, liebe Genro, set me free!" (180-81). Specularly, in preparing for the final a a  of 

dissidence against authority and custom, her betoved Captain assumes the position of 

Melville's epitome of rnonologic authority: "ïhat I was inevocably in command had 

becorne axiomatic. Like Ahab, 1 had made myself an object of fearful rnystery whose 

very darkness enhanced his charisma. a figment of inevitable destiny" (205). 

The Void Capruin's Tale is a novel about the attempt to find a way to 

individual rnastery over the "untimebound" nature of physical (interstellar navigation), 

mental (the Jump), and simulated space. With a nod both to Emerson and to the SF of 

Bester's The Stars My Desrinution and Star Trek, it is the mythology about those 

"Who Have Gone Before," that is, who have Jumped without a set destination, that 

provides this possibility. Again, the point is abandonment of matcrial ties: 



We ourselves have always had the means for al1 to Go Before. . . - We 

but hid this from ourselves with Our guidance machinery, anchoring 

ourselves to maya by act of hwisted will. Al1 of us can Jump freely into 

the Great and OnIy-it but requires the courage of the spifit t o  bc 

willing to Jump Blind! (226) 

The paradigm is Emenonian: self-assertion and dl-ernpowering immersion into a 

pantheistic universe through self-denial: 

So . . . my consciousness Üid not translate into another timebound 

matrix at some remove measurable in space and time; rather did 1 

abruptiy gain awareness of "myself" as a mutating, unfolding standing 

wave pattern of spirit moving through the mutating. unfolding m a s -  

energy matrix in which it arose. Which is to say rny consciousness 

diff'sed down my lifeline via the annihilation of the illusion of 

sequentiaI t h e ,  and 1 not only "experienced" but became the total 

spacetime pattern "perceiving itxif" fiom outside. (242) 

As in the story of Ahab, this is an act of hubris, though, and cornes with a price: the 

BIind Jump is successful, but the Pilot woman dies. If solipsistic radical individualism 

is the ody answer, then no "other" needs apply: "We were that which existed, the One 

and the Ali, Great because we were everything, and Lonely because there is no other" 

(244). He remains in his unchallenged position of command, facing the Sisyphean task 

to bring the ship to an inhabited are& with the only hope that a quick end might 

"leav[e] none to complete what has been no moral taie" (250). The whoie enterprise is 

a failure: the science-fictional Ahab is condemned to tell his own tale, a tale of 



expansive boundlessness destined to bc qstalIized into a message in the bottIe or its 

vinual equivalent: a "word crysral" (2). 

As Bukatrnan writes, this is also an "allegory of reading" SF (/demi5 179). as 

ultimately pointless and pwerless activity. This is the. àt least in the sense that 

Spinrad's novel. the s t o ~  of a character called "Genro" in a microcosm that has arnong 

its Ieast conspicuous subordinates a man calIed "Hiro." is a meditation on notions of 

narrativity such as "genre" and "hero." Thus. Spinrad's tale is the ironicaily self- 

defeating critique of one of SFTs grand narratives. and of the "apocaiyptic" generations' 

inability to imagine any alternatives to heroics for the genre. 

4. The Re-opened Frontier of Cyberpunk 

With cyberpunk, the frontier becomes both feasible and fashionable. I shdl stan with 

a few preliminary reflections on the virmal space of cyberpunk. n i e  crucial point is 

that in the SF taies which rnost enthusiastically and uncritically cefebrate it 

cyberspace is not so much defined, described or experienced as it is lyrically evoked 

as necessary, desirable or missing. The dominant rnood is nostalgia for the expansive 

thrust of the frontier. however dissenting the cyberspace operator rnight be. he'she is 

striving to recover this thrust within hypenechnological modernity. and the rhetoric of 

Americanist nationaiism is overwhelming. if cyberspace frontier is as a rule absent or 

downplayed as sustained metaphor, what these tales actually celebrate is the worid 

that makes it possible. The aim of the vinual frontier-as that of the territorial one-is a 

rhetorical legitimation of the expansive thnist of laissez-faire "freedom." The euphonc 

tones address directly, in terrns of technologicd dcteminism. a hardly science- 



fictional political economy of fret market. In reducino the role of the SF novum. these 

works reveai both their formal limitations as SF and their ideological agendas. 

For example, in Shirley's Eclipse Corona--as we have seen in the eighth 

section of Chapter 3. a traditional thriller about cyborg macho "resistance"--only a few 

~Iirnpses are given about the cybem&c connection which allows the "pack" of 
t 

protagonists to act together: 

another realm through a break in the psychic clouds: the Plateau. the 

whispering phne of brain chips linked to forbidden frequencies. an 

electronic haven for doing deals unseen by cops . . . a place roamed by 

the wolves of wetware. (33) 

Against panopticism, ody the predatory Social-Danivinism of wild wolves appears to 

be applicable. 

The most important among the fictional hagiographers of the virtuaî frontier 

are Bruce Sterling and Neal Stephenson. Sterling's description of the "Net" in his 

Islandr in the Na (1988) fuses together Samuel Morse, Toffler, and the frontier in 

what--pace his own cornplacent references to a multinational called "Rhizome"-4s a 

monolithic whole, in which ail mernorics of actuai agents of production have 

vanished: 

Every year of her iifc, Laun thought, the Net had been growing more 

expansive and seamless. Computers did it. Computers melted other 

machines, hsing them together. Television--telephone--telex. Tape 

recorder--VCR--laser disk. Broadcast tower linked to microwave dish 

linked to satellite. Phone Lines. cabk TV, fiber-optic cor& hissing out 



words and pictures in torrents of pure Iight. Ail netted together in a 

web over the world, a global nervous systern, an octopus of data. ( 3 )  

In Stephenson's Snow Crash (1992) the cyberspace of the "Metaversen is 

visualized as an avaiiable vacant space--a$ a locus of unbounded physical freedom. 

and of an unbounded fiee market: 

The sky and the ground are black. like a cornputer screen that hasn't 

had anything drawn into it yet: it is always nighttime in the Metaverse. 

and the Saeet is aiways garish and brilliant. like Las Vegas freed frorn 

constraints of physics and finance [and] e v e n ~ i n g  seems to be a mile 

high. (26) 

For the protagonist and hero. a hacker bearing the allegorical (and ironicalIy crude) 

name of Hiro Protagonist, this is both an idyllic space of empowement and a Tetreat 

where social and economic pressures (including those which have brought into being 

the Metaverse) can be left behind-an idyll under tutelage: "when you live in a 

shithole, there is always the Metaverse, and in the Metaverse, Hiro Protagonist is a 

warrior prince" (63). 

Both novels stage this place of fulfillment in the context of a world which, on 

the other hand, appears in a state of stagnation. in Sterling's Islands, the protagonist 

rnother says: "The world you grew up in-every year it's more smooth and controlled. 

Like you have thrown a net over the Fates" (32). And the problem, another charmer 

inforrns us, resulo from a collapse in the expansive ideology, which only can sustain 

the "freedorn" of those who matter: 

No more frontier in your America. . . . Today is al1 lawyers and 

bureaucrats and "social impact staternents." . . . Huge prison walls of 



paperwork to crush the iife and hopes from modem pioneers. . . . 

Scientists and enpineers, and architects . . . who do the world's tme 

work--where is our freedom? Where, eh? (108) 

In Stephenson's Crash this is eken more clearty aniculated in nationalist tems: 

the Metavene marteis because "Arnerica" is Iosing its economic primacy: where once 

was the reassurance of international hierarchy and division of labor, now there is 

global Ievelling: - 
This is America, People do whatever the fuck they feel like doing. you 

got a problem with that? And because they have guns and nobody can - 
fucking stop them. As a result, this country has one of the worst 

economies in the world. When it gets down to it-talking trade balances 

here-once we've braindrained d l  our technology into other countries. 

once things have evened out . . . once the Invisible Hand has taken ail 

those historïcal inequities and smeared them out into a broad global 

layer of what a Pakistani brickmaker would consider to be prosperity- 

ylcnow what? There's only four things we do better than enyone else. 

music 

movies 

microcode (software) 

high-speed pizza delivery (2) 

Self-imposed levelling is, in fact, the destiny of a country that has forfeited the 

ruggedness of frontier life for the cornfort and the free lunches of suburbia: 

They have fled from the tnte America. the America of atomic bombs, 

scaipings, hiphop, chaos theory, cernent ovcrshoes, drive-bys, cruise 



missiles. Sherman's March, gridlock. motorcycle gangs. and bungee 

jumping. They have parallel-parked their bimbo boxes in identical 

cornputer-designed Burbclave street patterns and secreted themselves 

in symmetrical sheetrock shitholes . . . vast house fams in the log10 

wilderness, a culture medium for a medium culture. 

The only ones left in the city are street people. . . . immigrants, . . . 

[ylounn - smart people Iike DaSid and Hiro. who take the risk of living 

in the city because they like stimulation and the? know how to handie 

it. (191-92) 

In the disadvantaged and the hip lie the nation's Social-Darwinist hopes. In fact, the 

Metaverse is liberating because it is a temtory of no resistance. a void to be shaped or 

traversed according only to free will. This is precisely how America should be--and. 

for some, is: "America is wonderfil because you can get everything on a drive- 

through basis" (226). This is dso the ba i s  of cyberspace: here, first of all. hierarchy is 

clear, and there is no mistaking an "avatar" (36), that is the virtual persona of a 

cornputer user, for a "daemonn (59,  that is, a software without worldIy equivalent, a 

servant in the virtual environment. Most importantly, in the Metaverse. no maner how 

overpopulated it might appear to some old-timers, freedom of movement is absolute: 

"There's no physics to worry about. no constraînts on acceleration, no air resistance" 

(353). 

In both novels. the rhetoric of the virtual frontier is predicated on an exaltation 

of liberal expansiveness wirhoul a role for dernomtic action. In Sterling's Isfanak. the 

basis is a philosophy of history and progress grounded on a dererministic preemption 

of politics: 



This isn't politics. This is technology. It's not their power that threatens 

us, it's their imagination. Creativity cornes from small groups. Small 

groups gave us the electric light, the automobile. the personal 

conputer. Bureaucracies gave us the nuclear power pIant. traffic jams. 

and network television. The k t  three have changed everything. The 

Iast three are mernories. (47) 

In the name of cynicai reason, Sterling's world is predicated on an unabashed efitism: 

"There's al1 kind of buIIshit--oh. sorry. I mean democratic input-piiin' up for us in 

Atlanta" (78). In the world of the Net, the individual cm triumph because of 

humanity 's inherent conformism and acceptance of coercive authority: 

The weird, sick thing was that people liked it. . . . On some deep 

unconscious level people liked the political upheaval. the insecurity. 

the perverse tang of nuclear tenor. The fear was an aphrodisiac, a 

chance to chuck the longtenn view and live for the moment. Once it 

had always been like that- Now that she was living it, hearing people 

taIk it, she knew. (379) 

In this world, the ostensible ideoiogy of the multinational corporations who have taken 

over the sovereignty powers of nation-states is that of "econornic democra[cy]" (180) 

in the name of the rhetoric of free circulation: "We remove unnecessary bamers in the 

flow of the global Net. Bamers that happen to be governrnentsm (1 79). For one of their 

propagandists, "profit" and alienation have corne to an end, "replac[ing] labour.' the 

humiiiating specter of Yorced production,' with a senes of varied. playlike pastimes" 

(195). And yet, if democracy is rulcd out, capitaiism rcrnains as the soie, unresisted 

and irresistible force; nothing is more reveaiing than the rigidity of the international 



division of labour. The hacker protagonist-a woman who. throughout the plot. 

appean to be always "in need of rescuen (Nixon 223)--fights her way out of a 

conspiracy involving a nuclear weapons' threat based in Net-less Mrica; from Africa 

no oppoiitiort is made to emerge in Islands. unless one counts a fairly racist Pan- 

Africanist rant (325). In fact, it is on behaffof the ruling corporations that she enters 

and helps to win the struggle against the Mali pIot. For her. the locus of their alIeged 

opposition, the titular "islands in the Net" from which hackers operate freely, are 

nothing but what we would cal fiscal havens (261). The epitome of contemporary 

financial capitaiism, in this updated jeremiad, becomes the standing ground for the 

dissenting individualist-whose own iconic symbols are the self-insulating 

mirrorshades (80, 113). As Suvin cornments, the "hoariest diches of US liberalism . . . 

celebrate their rebirth" in this novel ("Gibson" 48). 

Stephenson's Crash features an enemy force, too, but here the strategy of self- 

perpetuation of the dominant system stages both forces as mutuaIly confirming 

analogues. The titular "snow crash" is a cornputer virus that causes both system crash 

in the machine and brain death in the plugged-in operator. Snow crash results on the 

cornputer screen into "a gyrating blizzard" (421, another image of moving void. Its 

operating strategy, moreover, is again that of expansive self-replication, Iike the 

corporate "franchises" who have taken over US sovereignty-like capitaiism itself, the 

text suggests: "The franchise and the virus work on the sarne principle: what thrives in 

one place Ml thrive in another. You just have to find a sufficiently v ident  business 

plan" (190-91). In this posanodeni world. fragmentation and piuraiity are both the 

threat to and the strengtb of the corporate space. The virus first rnanifests itself as a 

readout that says "Babel--infocal ypse" (69); for Stephenson's characters, it 



imrnediately seems to stand for both a force of disniption and one of authority: "This 

Snow Crash thing-4s it a virus, a dnig, or a religion?' . . - M a t ' s  the difference?'" 

( 2 0 ) .  ïhroughout the novel, a paradigm is advanced onifying the virus, religions. 

cybe;spacè. and 1 inguistic codes: 

A speech wirh rnagical force. Nowadays. people don't believe in these 

kinds of things. Except in the Metaverse. where magic is possible. The 

Metaverse is a fictional structure made out of code. And code is just a 

form of speech--the form that cornputers understand. (21 2 )  

Religion, as an "organized, self-propagating entity" (229) used to provide. in 

antiquity. the "operating system of societyn (257). In a Pynchonian vein. the characters 

set out for the quest of the history of this metaphysics and trace the blueprint of this 

virus in a Surnerian myth concerning a ChornsLcan "deep structure" called "me" (395 

ff.). Deep inside human nature the "me," a Cartesian moi of expansive individualism, 

used to sustain civilkation in ancient times, and now may becorne asain the 

procedural metaphor for the functioning of humanity. In the fluidity of the Metaverse, 

this metasystem fin& its privileged setting, "the Raft," and in the fluidity of corporate 

finance it finds its ideal backup in the "watery fomess" of a franchise tycoon and 

fundamentalist preacher (3 16). Within this fictional universe, the protagonists 

compare themselves to one of the classic US images of the ideal agent in capitalist 

fluidity, ;Moby-DicKs "Harpooners" (345). Hiro's future will be, inevitably, that of 

private cop in the Metaverse-once again, the pIace of domination which has turned 

itself into a hegemony thmks to the catch-words of dissidence (457)." 

Both Sterling and Stephenson's subsequent work continue dong the sarne 

lines. Sterling's Heavy Wearher (1994) and Holy Fire (1996) featurt? virtual operators 



as wealthy existential dissidents who find their way to success: in Fire "vinuality" 

itself has become the symbol of nostalgia for a rugged p s t .  In Stephenson's The 

Diamond Age (1995), the setting is a displaced Victorian world that. in the 

conjunction with today's high technology, seems to reactualize the coIonia1ist ideal. 

Access to and control of vinual world-building technology has brought into being a 

new leisure class, hermetically separated from the rest of the world. nostatgically 

fancying itself as a new aristocracy in Walter Jon Williams's &legr, for Angels and 

Dogs (1990) and Arisroi (1992)--another explicit clue about the structure of feeling 

addressed in this SF. This self-confident oligarchy has Iiterally managed to tum 

resistant materiality into manipulable and inexhaustible virtuality, "the real place 

becoming, through its illusory/electronic deeps and towers, an ever-flexibie, ever- 

unfolding megadimensional dream" (ArLrroi 9). A similar conjunnion of nostalgia - and 

expansiveness pervades a number of minor w o r b  within and around the cyberpunk 

label, from the frankiy right-wing take of Alexander Besher's Rim (1994) and Bruce 

Bethke's Head Crash (1995) to the ironic election to sainthood of a pope's virtual 

double in Norman Spinrad's Deus X (1992), and to the use of women protagonists as 

leamers of the ways of the virtual world in Joseph Delaney and Marc Stiegler's 

Valentirtu: Sou1 in Sapphire (1984) and Loren McGregor's nie Net (1987). l6 

The snength of this strategy is also evident in the dystopian works by Walter 

Jon Williams and Marc Laidlaw. The protagonists of Williams's trilog, whether 

opposing mega-corporate structures or distant alien agencies, are still ciassic self- 

reliant individualists, riding their macho way in the fluid endlessness of cyberspace, 

highways, and outer space, and enjoying the prospect of omnipotence; as the hero of 

Voice of the Whirlwind (1987) says; "Behg God is good. . - . . 1 want it" (268). In 



Angef Station (1 989), not by chance, the task of Bossrider L'bu is to negotiate with and 

win to the "good" side a female-dominant alien species. while the protagonist of 

Hardwited (1986) is irnmediately defined, together with his associates. as the "last 

. free Americans, on the last high road" (10): this is, as Nixon writes. the myth of 

"Reaganite cowboyism" (224), but his manifestation is that of the resistant wamor. 

Laidlaw's works. instead, focus on a nightmare of suburban conformism. In the 

satirical Dad's Nuke (1985). the teenage hero has the superior abiIity to step fully out 

of ideology, to draw with absolute cIarity the line berween virtual and empirical world. 

As Laidlaw himself comments, h t  alone knows chat virtuaiity is a pureiy instrumental 

technology, "which one can take on and put off ("Surreality" 651): his own power 

position is assured. In Kalifornia (1993) the crisis of the classic frontier land is center 

stage: the conformism of "Polynerves," the doubling of the human nervous system 

with a net of virtuai "wires," appears to have turned the Californian dream into a 

dystopian nightrnare. Here as well, the hero, with his eyes fixed on the rnythical past 

of the 1990s, c m  step out of the system at will. 

Finally, 1 wish to mention one author who has made of virtual space an overall 

concem in the only full actualization of the liberal US myth of the frontier, that is, 

who has managed to retain a notion of virtuality as public space: K. W. Jeter. In The 

Glass Hammer (1985) and in Madlands (1991) public space is central in the 

denunciation of its collapse. 

In Hammer the story of the protagonist of the TV real-time narration of his 

own life becomes a nightmare of erased identity. If, as Hollinger writes. this is a novel 

in which "being is defined by its own simulation." in which the chain of visual 

representation denies the very idea of an autpnomous "originary" self 



("Deconstructions" 36-37), we should add that Hammer has a very definite stance of 

honified recoil vis-a-vis this simulation. In the opening lines, the protagonist look at 

himself in an endless mise-en-abime: "Video within video. He watched the monitor 

screen, seeing himself there, watching. . . . He watched the screen. waiting for the 

images to form. Everything would be in the tapes, if we watched long enough" (7). 

Both in the metaphorid virtuality of the IV image and in the "sprinters"' race in the 

desert (which the text presents as mirror version of the visual ernptiness). we and the 

protagonist never Iose track of the undedying agency of manipulation. The titie's 

"glass harnmer" is the knife a religious sect intends to use for the protagonist's ritual 

assassination; the image aiso stands for the oxymoronic force that is unifying the 

democratic myths of transparency (a concept the novel repeatedly insists on) and ' 

information with a practice of imposed violence. 

In Madlands the explosion of a "reaiity bomb" has brought about the disease 

of "n-formation." As Cappio writes, the disease entails "the progressive loss. both 

psychological and somatic, of pattern discrimination" (10); on the one hand, it is a 

devastating form of cancer, on the other, it has resulted in the apparent ernergence of a 

parallel world (the "Madlands") of Hollywood rnovies corne to life. The protagonist, 

thus, must defeat both the malleability of bodies and that of ontologies in order to Save 

his Me and to thwart the exploitive scheme of those who are trying to employ the 

disease in order to make a profit out of sick "bodyshifters." Yet this is not a 

reactionaryf zapocalyptic" novel: a very nanow spacc of dialogue between the material 

and the virtual California is made possibie. First, we have the strong moumful regret 

with which the novel, at least, aeats the roie of the "Joadoid" world-that is, of a group 

of virtual people molded on the Joad family of Steinbeck's and Ford's 7ne Grapes of 
L 



Wrath: after actively collaborating in the demise of the villain. they have to die away 

with the Madlands: in vinua1 reality, there are stiIl class asyrnrnetries which remain as 

troubling presences in the hero's triumph (if only as sentimental elegy). Second, we 

have a hint to a nascent love story between the protagonist and a virtual character who 

manages to survive the collapse of the Madlands: no longer pure malIeabiIity or pure 

instrumentality and sex toy. she rnight becomc a fuIl agent in this world. 

Jeter's most affirmative work is Farewell Horizontal (1988). In the Beckettian 

world of "CyIinder." a construct of gigantic proportions and unknown origins, people 

live either "on the horizontal" (on the inside surface. in a modem technological 

society, with sharp class distinctions) or "on the vertical" (on the outer shell, in which 

ody  motorcycle gangs, riding on suspended cables, and loners iive a precarious, 

freewheefing Me). In this totally unnatural urbanized (cf. Sponsler "Ruins") 

environment, a complicated plot occurs, involving power struggles for world-wide 

domination, not without satincal elements (cf. Cappio). The protagonist, a free-lancing 

"graffex" artist who implants holographie "biofoil" on gang members, sees his life on 

the vertical not simply in terms of stimulation or hipness, but as a way out of class 

subordination on the horizontal: 

In the expanded seconds just before the Mass wamors had pulled the 

table back over, he'd had a vision. A peek d o w  the line into the future. 

His future. . . . In that dismal future line, once he was put back 

together--mosdy--the tribe would've sold him off on a long-term. open- 

ended-rneaning endless-labor contract to some horizontal production 

plant. way deep inside Cylinder's metal skin. (133) 



His role is that of a hero who both accepts to be an agent in the public world of the 

horizontal--epitomized by his  direct jacking into Cylinder's profit-mongering 

information net, "&k & ReceiveM--and insists on his life of solitary exploration: "I'm 

coing to hike al1 ihe way across some unknourn wallscape--without even a ri: to c a y  - 
me--and encounter God knows what--there codd be fuckin' everything out there. man- 

-then cross over . . . al1 that just to make it home" (167). 

The anarchist cyborg in the world of capitaiist cyberspace. and in a ph!-sical 

world which is analogous to the fullness of modern capitalism. is made to take 

responsibility and disciose his discove~ in the net. In this rnost optimistic of Jeter's 

novels, this causes a major disruption in the public opinion and in Cylinder's srate of 

affairs. Still, for the loner who oniy had managed to communicate with the "ange1s"- 

gas-propelled creatures who float above the vertical, alien creatures in more than one - 
sense, since at least one of them geets the hero in Spanish (80)--fuIfillment can only 

have its site outside, in the unknown temtory: "He stood on the wall. the old fear and 

nausea gone. He stood and gazed down, over the curved ernpty territory of the vertical 

world. . . . A long time to get there, but now he was home" (253). 

Jeter's anernpt to reconcile social action and individual freedorn is ultimately 

solved in favor of the latter, as Huck Finn. Ny Axxter acts responsibly--"with no other 

choicen (180)-and then Iights out for the temtory of the frontier, ready to plug into 

the virtual net once more. 



NOTES 

I 1 quote from the following essays: "The Significance of the Frontier in 

PLmerican History" (1893; 1-38); "Pioneer Ideals and the State University" (19 10: 269- 

89): "The West and Amefican Ideîlsw (290-710). For recent. important reassessment 

of Turner's work. cf. Bonazzi. Manin (198 ff.). and Ponelli "Sky." 

' Toffier has been substantial in Prigogine's popularization in the CS. On 

Prigogine's theory. cf. Hayles Chaos (ch. 4 and passim). 

3 This myth has some European variants. At ieast quantitatively. a very 

imponant case is M y :  cf. Terranova and the Scelsi anthology, which translates aiso 

essays from other European countries. 

4 Interestingly, the only sustained disccssion of cybernetics as a continuation 

and a culmination of military science cornes from De Landa. a non-WASP (Mexican- 

bom) wrîter. 

Vail is also credited by ToMer as precursor to the information-based "third 

wave." for devising the logistics of standardized routing in postal delivery (Wave 60). 

6 The story can be told in more problematic and nuanced terms of class and 

gender, as at least some sociologists of labor and psychologists arceue: cf. Garson, 

Hayes, Turkie. and Zuboff. 

- 
' Judging from Ben-Tov's book, "rnythico-archetypal" readings (based on 

Jung, Lovelock. and Bly) might be on their way to a sad comeback in the Iiterary 

criticism on cyberpunk. 

8 For more nuanced readings. cf. J. Connor. S. Jones. Kelley. and--from the 

non-Anglophone world-the work by visual arts theorists Maldonado and Quéau. 

* m  



9 n i e  narcissistic solution is avoided in the 1973 Gerrnan TV-movie \-ersion 

by R. W. Fassbinder. RreD am Drahi. in =-hich rhe wornan CO-protagonist operates the 

switching of the personalities. 

Bukatmanes enthusiasm for the achievement of the technological no\-elry is 

v e n  much an uncritical enthusiasm for the rhetoric of business and production. 

stressing the inelevance and obsolescence for the still existent hurnan labor 

cornponent: "The procedures remain powerfuIIy labor-intensive. but computer power 

and time is the issue. not the man-hours (sic) of traditional animation processes" 

(Idenriry 216). 

'' On the image of the headless body as icon for challenged authoricy in US 

literature--starting with Washington Irving--cf. Poneili's T e s  (passim). 

" As a variant to the metafictional tale, the stories in Robert Silverbeg's 

shared-worid series Time Gale (1989) feature vimal avatars of historical characters. 

caught in unlikely conversations for the amusement of fictional spectators and of 

readers. Characters include Pizarro, Socrates, Bakunin, Voltaire. and Queen Victoria. 

With al1 their wit, they are presented as incapable of agency within the virtuai world: 

the only active force is Bakunin, who can detach himself frorn his personal 

background: "1 float free in limitless space. . . . I am pure volition, bodiless wiil. I see 

ahead of me what look like gauze tapesmes. . . . O believe they are a thousand 

pathways Ieading to unimaginable destinies" (100-01). 

'' Such a utopia is also bnefly ninted at in Phyllis Gotliebls Canadian SF 

juvenile A Judgment of Dragons (1980) and in Thomas N. Sconia's "Sea Change-' 

(1956). Scortia's story ends with the promise of "a brotherhood of rnetal across the 

endless spaces. . . . Reaching for the stars" (18). 



14 To this g o u p  L w  couId add Bova's The Duefing Machine ( 1978) and Simon 

Hawke's Psyclrodrome (1987), w o  reactionary SF thdlers about vinual space as 

dadiatonal arena: the superhuman quaiities of the wamor-protagonists allow them to 
C 

escape the trap of imposed fiction. and to achieve an uiterior heroic reputation for their 

triumph. 

'' Significantiy. both Sterling and Stephenson feature important fernale 

(co)protaeonists. - The ideology of predatory rnasciilinity needs to be relegitimated in 

ternis of internakation of its rules by wornen. For a more rigid argument, cf. 

Stocbon. An interesting precursor to this strategy is Lisa Tuttle and George Manin's 

IVindhslven (1981). in which the woman cyborg "flyer" becomes the protagonist of an 

act of dissidence that reinforces the niling hierarchy; the fluid semng--the real novurn 

of the novel-4s the atmosphere of the alien planet in which the ruling caste assens 

itself by "flying." 

16 See dso the novels by Maddox. Sawyer, and Vernor Vinge. 



Chapter 5 

CYBORGS, VIRTUAC SPACE, .%VD NORTH .XilERICXN SCIENCE 

FICTION 

1. Rewriting the hiaster Story 

So far I have been telling the sarne story twice. from two slightly different angles. The 

instrumental cyborg and the vinual frontier are two facets of the same hegemonic 

aitempt at reshaping the politics of the bod>* and of space. This hegemonic politics. 

emerging from the professional-managerial elite of North American society. finds a 

culmination in the new socio-political econornics of Post-Fordism-in which the 

computer and interface technologies have corne to piay a pivota1 roie in society and 

culture. This last chapter will retell the nanative from a third angle. focussino on the 

affirmative and critical potential of the SF genre, and of mass culture in general. 

In the fictional texts discussed in the previous chapters, their strong 

derivativeness from the nonfiction coincides with the monologic manifest-destiny 

teleology. This teleology goes against the secular philosophy of history that informs 

SF (which 1 have tried to delineate in my theoretical section) and shapes much-- 

quantitatively most--of the genre as an ideologically CO-opted endeavor. 

Thus, 1 wish to conclude with a chapter on works that try to counter this 

hegemonic pressure. The texts to be discussed here are as a rule both the most 

esthetically accomplished fictions and the most challenging attempts at criticisrn of the 

hegemonic narrative. In these works. the ideological intertext discussed so far is still 

an active presence--one which at this point will be discussed relatively briefly--but not 

as the only solution. From C. L. Moore's cyborg woman onwards, we are not dealing 



with a thoroughly oppositional intenext--one couid argue. folIowing both Gramsci and 

Jarneson, that such a thing is an idedistic impossibility--but rather with a series of 

aniculate responses CO. and rewritings of. the standard narrative. In fact, onIy with 

Haraway's "Cyborg Manifesto" do we have a theoretical framework for the alternative 

uses of cyborgs and vinual space. Instead. it is the subaitern public sphere of the SF 

subculture which cornes first. with tales of cyborgization without pseudo- 

transcendence and of virtuality without coIonizable emptiness. These stories move 

from the simplicity of morality-play to the cornplexity of parable, with a multiplicity 

of alternatives dialogically and conflictually interacting with each other. B a h  as 

critiques to monologic teleology and as esthetically significant examples of SF, they 

point towards "the possibiiity of something uuly different coming about" (Suvin, 

Positions 70). 

2. Sentimental Cyborgs in Women's Science Fiction 

The first intertext 1 wish to consider here emerges in the context of women's SF. 

Starting with Catherine Lucille Moore's 1944 short story, "NO Wornari Born," in a 

cluster of texts Anne McCaffny, Alice Sheldon/James Tiptree, Jr.. Joan Vinge, and 

Vonda Mclntyre rework the image of the cyborg in direct antithesis to the mainstream 

interpretation of male scientists and male puip writers, with a cIear reference to the US 

tradition of sentimental fiction. Sentimentalism lias been for a long tirne a negatively 

loaded term in critical practice: still. an alternative stance has recently engaged in a 

revisionary effort. As Dobson writes. the sentimental tradition in US wornen's writing, 

which has a semicanonical culmination in the mid-nineteenth century-but whose 

beginnings, 1 would add, can be traced back to the eariy rcpublican era-is predicated 



on a "self-in-relation." as opposed to the canonized tradition which views "the ultimate 

threat to individual existence" in the "contamination of the self by social bonds" (267). 

Literary sentimentalisni manages to counter the limitations of its frequent political 

acquiescence wirh an "ethos of human conneaion and separation persondly and 

politically powerful and suficiently nch to complicate, and even rival. the long- 

acknowledged individualist trope of the Amencan isoIato" (279). 

.* we have seen. the discourse of popular science establishes the cyborg as a 

reinforcement and a literd fortification of the icon of the self-reliant isoiato. Moore's 

"No Woman Bornn is. first of dl .  an allegorical clash between the individualist and the 

sentimental approach. which opts for the latter as true basis for a mature. ernpowering 

self-reliance. Imrnateriality is here the initial metaphorid state of the protagonist. as 

"image" objectified in "televisionn stardom: "She had been the Ioveliest creature 

whose image ever moved dong the airways" (63). Deirdre, damer and actress alrnost 

killed in a fire, is remade into a "[p]erfectn cyborg thanks to "the secret collaboration 

of artists, scupltors, designers, scientists" (66). Thus, the stoq stages a dialogue 

between two approaches to the problem of the constructedness of identity: on the one 

hand, cyborgization as pure manipulation (whether positive or negative), and on the 

other, the possibility of autonomy beyond pure self-sufficiency. As the focal character 

of Deirdre's lover sees her new shape for the first tirne, she appears to oscillate 

between these essences. At first he hears "the voice of an automaton," with a "metallic 

. . . inflection": after a few moments, though, her laugh conveys an "old. farniliar 

huskiness" (68). In other words, for the male characters (see also 69-70, 80-81) she 

can be either totally mechanized or endowed with an inner human quality beyond 

appearance. 



Her rnost disturbine - aspect is for them the "mask" which has repIaced her face: 

in panicular. her eyes are now "something translucent, like cloudy crystal" (70). For 

the male obsewer. she is no longer transparent: in fact, she is now too "enigmatic: you 

did not know if her gaze was on you searchinijly. or wholiy withdrawn" (71). As 

Gubar argues (22). Moore presents her metallic body as a metaphor of ernpowerment. 

an attempt to baffle male assumptions of penetrability: the text repeatedly insists on 

her cyborg body as an "armorw with a "a heIrnet with a visor of glass" (72: cf. also 74. 

92.96.99-100, 104). 

Initially Deirdre herself seems to accept the Canesianiergonornic mode1 of 

domination of mind over matter ("this body . . . works entirely through the brain. 

Electromagnetic cunents £lowing along"; 75). From her viewpoint. though. identity 

needs not be fixed in one version of embodiment; it can change. and yet retain a 

degree of permanence: "So this is myself. . . . Metal-but me. And it grows more and 

more myself the longer I live in it" (78). Her empowerment does not reside in 

transcending the need for relations; on the contrary, the role of affect counterbalances 

the seeming absence of physical limitation. 

It was the condition of mortality, in spite of her irnmortal body. She 

was not cut off fiom the rest of her race in the essence of her hurnanity. 

for though she wore a body of steel and they perishable flesh. yet she 

must perish too, and the same fears and faiths still united her to mortals 

and humans, though she wore the body of Oberon's inhuman knight. 

(79) 

The opposite position, Deirdre realizes, is that of the scientist Meltrer, who directed 

the cyborgizing operauons, and does feel omnipotent, "[rlather like God." She goes 



further, though; such a position for a hurnan is not only untenable. but impossible: 

"lack[ing] a god's detacbed viewpoint," she says, he is getting "close to a breaking 

point" (82). For Meltzer, who has "designed" her body as "a prison for i t s  mind" (99), 

cyborgization has robbed Deirdre both of an affective sph& a d  of penonhood itself: 

"She's an abstraction now . . . withdrawn from ail physical contacts" (87-89). 

Confronted with her successful renirn to dancing ("They--did like me": 100). he can 

only think of her as "too fragile" (98) to cope with the "mass hysteria" (96) of a 

Social-Darwinist world in which the oniy alternative to the armored isoiato is utter 

powerlessness: " I t e  made you vulnerable. and given you no weapons to fight your 

enemies with. And the human race is your enerny. . . . ïhey're going to hate you . . . 

because you're different-and helpless" (105). 

In the final confrontation between Meltzer and Deirdre. he is on the verge of 

suicide. Theirs is a conflict between two incompatible attitudes to the same 

predicament incarnated in her c y b r g  body. The scientist can oniy see things in 

dualistic and individudistic terms. The initiai integrated triumph of his mind over 

manipulable fernale matter has tumed for him into an apocalyptic entrapment of 

human will within inorganic form: "You've lost the senses of perception that kept you 

in touch with humanity" (107). 

She, on the othcr hand. denies the vaiidity of both options: 

I'rn not--well, subhuman. . . . I'm not a Frankenstein rnonster made out 

of dead flesh. I'rn mysetf--alive. You didn't create my life, you only 

preserved it. I'rn not a robot, with compulsions built into me that 1 

have to obey. I'rn free-willed and independent, and, Melaer, I'rn 

hurnan. (109) 



But her view of persona1 independence does not entail a dismissal of connections. 

First. she always refers to her power over and emotional bond with her "audiences" 

(81. 109): second. and rnost importantly. she gives a first full demonstration of the 

capabilities of her body by preventing. with superhuman speed. his  suicide attempt: 

"Deirdre was neither normal nor human" (112). She uses her power to the full only 

when she must act in order to Save someone else's Iife. 

In her tems. the predicament of a conflict beween inorganic power and 

organic limitation does exist, but it cannot be solved. On the one hand. "1 am unhappy. 

. . . Humanity and I are far apart. and drawing farther. The gap wilI be hard to bridge. . 

. . I've found no limit yet to the strength 1 can put forth if 1 try" (114-15). On the other 

hand. she repeatedly says she is "not afraid of hurnanity" as the ultimate proof of the 

strength - of her will: "1 havent lost contact with the human race. f never will. unless 1 

want to. It's too easy ... too easy" (116). But her predicament derives from the fact that 

disconnection of ties, separation fiom hurnanity, is in the s t o ~  inevitable. Moore's 

stressing of the feminist side of Shelley's Frankemtein (Gubar 21) is dso a stressing 

of its tragic aspect, namely, the creature's destiny of solitude. Meltzer's creation is 

"flawless," but he wonTt be able to "duplicate this body": 

1 think 1 was an accident. A sort of mutation halfway between flesh 

and metal. . . . Frorn what I know now, I don't think a... a baroque like 

me could happen again. . . . What you did was kindle the fire for the 

Phoenix, in a way. And the Phoenix rises per fm from its own ashes. 

Do you remember why it had to reproduce itself that way? . . . It was 

because there was only one Phoenix. Only one in the whole world. 

(117) L 



Cyborekation amors her uill as will to connection ("That's why 1 am going 

back on the stage--to keep in touch with them while 1 cm": 117-18), and at the same 

time provides Moore with a vehicle, rooted in the rhetoric of sentimentalism. for 

criticizing the dominant narrative, as voiced in the- sciehtist. of individualist and 

gendered power: "1 wish there could be other like me. I'm ... I'm lonely. Meltzer" (1 18). - 
Meltzerfs narrative is empirically dominant after ail. and Moore's character cannot 

escape its Iimits: "Then 1 am Frankenstein. after all.' 'Perhaps you are.' Deirdre said 

very softiy. 1 don? know. Perhaps you are'." In this story, Moore refuses to give a fina1 

answer: if the official cyborgs of Berna1 & Co. were incarnations of a teleology. 

Moore's Deirdre can criticize thern at best only by ieaving space for unforeseeable 

developments to corne, and in the final paragraphs she can only repeat, "1 wondern 

(118). Her doubt recreates openendedness against the closures of the dominant 

teleologies. 

As Dobson writes, literary sentimentalisrn has found a deaf ear in the liberal 

critical mainsueam, which either leaves unacknowledged, or overtly attacks, the 

charmer's quests for affective co~ectedness. In Lefanu's ferninist study, this leads to 

a curious double standard. On the one hand, Lefanu praises Moore's Deirdre for her 

feminist self-conlidence, appreciatively insisting on her empowering detachment fiorn 

heterosexual relations (which means, here, frorn ai1 relations): "Deirdre no longer 

needs men."' On the other hand. she denounces with dismay the limits of the cyborg 

protagonist of McCaffrey's The Ship Who Sang (1969), "almost pathetically dependent 

on a man for a sense of her existence pet se" (Lefanu 17). And yet these two tales 

about women and their transition from challenged organic bodies to powerful 

inorganic ones are remarkably similar. 



"She was born a thing." McCaffreyWs tale begins (1). And Helva. a 

handicapped chiId. becornes the "encapsulated 'brain"' of a spaceship. pannered with a 

male pilot or "brawn" (1-2). However limited the partnership is, with largely 

traditional gender roles. her vicissitudes as a "shell-person" are a critique of the male 

narrative of radical individualism. McCafYrey's story builds on sentimentalisrn (Briui  

19-32) and creates a "cybemetic romance" in which "there is essentially no difference 

between a cyborg and a woman." and with her romantic, Iargely platonic, love affairs 

with the male brawns gives. at least to a degree, "the reassurance that human bonding 

will mumph" in the end (Hayles, "Cycle" 105-06). Still. her progress frorn organic 

thing to cybemetically feeIing being is also a progress towards connection with others. 

On the one hand, this progress is not a smooth one, so that the major climax is the loss 

of her beloved first pilot: connection and isolation are not inscribed once and for ail in 

the cyborg form. and must be negotiated in each episode. Furthemore, Helva's love 

affairs do retain a notion of embodiment: McCaffrey has her choose her first brawn 

precisely because of his wilIingness to acknowledge her existence as a bodify entiry- 

an attitude shared by her new lover at the end of the book, which is emphasized by a 

highly sexualized form of mental communion: 

He directed his bow toward the central connol pillar where Helva was. 

. . . Jennan, atone of the men, had addressed his remarks directly at her 

physical presence, regardless of the fact that hc knew she could pick up 

his image wherever he was in the ship and regardless of the fact that 

her body was behind massive metal walls. (11) 



McCaffre y's cy borg, 

interdependence. remains an 

of the instrumental cyborg. ' 
The same applies 

rnoving from organic. helpless "thingness" to skiiled 

important counter-narrative to the absolute individualism 

to loan Vinge's "The Tin Soldier" (1974). Here, 

cyborgization offen the protagonist a chance for connection in the  face of 

obsolescence. In this s t o ~ .  cyborgs and "spacers" share the Iot of "semiimrnonalityn 

(A. H. Jones 204). but Vinge's astronauts add to this a touch of racism: for spacers. 

cyborgs are "the next thing up from a corpse" (221). Spacen are a skilled. active 

labor-force, while cyborgs are, as a rule. damaged, wom-out laborers. This tale. too, 

takes on a tragic note: the romance between the spacer and the cyborg can take shapc 

only when the woman, injured in an accident, becomes a cyborg as well. The romance 

among obsolete patchwork bodies entails the incompatibility between production and 

affect-this is the limit of Vinge's story. Nevertheless in "The Tin Soldier'' 

cyborgisauon is not a fantasy of omnipotent tranxendence but the vehicie for the need 

for connection in the face of worldbound constraints (with an expficit nod to Moore's 

story), with no foreordained future, whether for good or bad: 

"And 1 am a whole woman, but they forbid me to into space again! . . . 

1 didn't know what to do, 1 didn't know-If 1 should come. If you'd want 

a... ballerina who'd been in a fire. . . . Oh. m y  Maris. my wise love-- 

love me. tie me to the earth." 

He took her prosthetic hand, lcissed the soft palm and fingers. And 

make ir well ... And knowing that it would never be easy. reached to 

dim the light. (278) 



This intertext continues among writers more directiy associated with a feminist 

perspective. McIntyre's ScïperlzïrnirraI (1983) presents a cyborg woman as rnetaphor 

for connectedness--for both its necessity and its impossibility within the tale's state of 

socio-political affairs. The issue is foregrounded in the literal and metaphorical 

meaning of the opening sentence of the novel: "She gave up her hean quite wiIlin@y" 

(1). In McIntyre's worId. biotechnology and romance determine each other: the 

protagonist has to undergo major transplants in order to withstand space travel, and 

chooses an uniikely love affair against ai1 odds. In a world of infinite biological 

possibilities, where a wornan can become a cyborg, and her lover. as a result of a 

virus, has developed psychic abilities that make him eligible for the biotechnological 

alterations that would tum hirn into a "diver," living in deep sea and communicating 

with cetaceans. Yet, the tale is at the same time a "tragic romance" (Wolfe. 

"Instnimentaiities" 21 6-1 7) and a feminist "celebration of difference" (Wollmark 67- 

70). Around an apparently tolerant "Administration," benevolently intent on space 

colonization, McIntyre construcs a parable on the limits and the promises of absolute 

rnultiplicity. As in rnany of her other novels the complexity of romantic and soap- 

opera plots allows her to redefme the centrality of kinship and interpersonal ties (cf. 

Jarneson "Genre"; Wollmark 56 ff.: D. Wood). Superluminal, as Wollmark writes. 

presents a cornplicated interplay of characters free from rigid gender roles; at the same 

time, the two protagonists' capabilities does keep them separate from each other and 

from the test of humanity, against their will. In order to avoid a mutually iife- 

threatening sexuality, their affair rnust eventually corne to an end. For the wornan, this 

ending can only be a defeat: "When the shuttle came she boarded it. to return to her 

own city and her own people, the piiots, to live apart with hem and never tell their 



secrets" (77). In the world of muItiplicity. the problem of connection across 

difference, beyond mutuaily seaIed-off micro-cornmunities, remains open. 3 

A rather more cynical view is in Tiptree's "The Girl Who Was Plugged In" 

- (1974). ïhe  cynicism of the tone, though. is both a critique of the sentimental intertext 

and a highlighting of the necessity of relation upon which the intenext is predicated. 

And in its rnetafmional side. the cynicism is both a critique of SF's future worIds and 

an emphasis on the necessity of a future in which not al1 is already teleologically pre- 

written. The s t o ~  of the ugiy girl conned by media executives into accepting to 

become the wired brain for an artificid beaoty to be used in video events and 

advertising is, on one level, the impossible love story between her and an executive 

who is only attracted by her artificial self, with rnutually self-destmctive resuhs. More 

important, the story is about the need for narratives involving people outside the circle 

of individualist heroics: 

Listen, zombie. Believe me. What 1 could tell you-you with your siIly 

han& leaking sweat on your growth-stock portfolio . . . you 

doubleknit dummy, how I'd love to show you something. 

Look, dead daddy, i'd Say. See for instance that rotten girl? 

In the crowd over there, that one gaping at her go&. One ronen girl in 

the city of the future. (mat's what 1 said.) Watch. (52) 

The address to the reader foregrounds and chailenges genre expectations: 

But you're curious about the city? So ordinary, after all. in the 

FUTURE? 

. . . But p a s  up the sci-fi stuff for now, like for instance the holovision 

technology that's put TV and radio in the museums. Or the worldwide 



carrier bouncing down from satellites controlling communication and 

transport systems al1 over the globe. That was a spin-off from steroid 

mining. pass it by. We're watching that girl. (53) 

Yet. the story is. not about the survival of pure humanity against (or 

nonvithstanding) technology. For Tiptree. the human and the technoloeical are 

mutualIy constitutive, and the site of this convergence is precisely the body: "Now 

let's get one thing clear. P. Burke does not feel her brain is in the next room. she feels 

it's in that sweet little body" (57). 

The addresses to the reader emphasize sight and observation (cf. Vailonni) 

both as ironic notations on the limits of SF1s conventions ("You could write the script 

yourseif now": 62) and as instruments of domination in Tiptree's fictional world. If 

this is a world in which the boundaries between organic beings and technoiogy are 

eetting funy, visual media technolog--bordering on what we would now cal1 virtual . 
L 

reality--is the too1 of enforced normalcy and a metaphor of social stability: "Holocam 

total-environment sheiis are very expensive and electronically super-stable" (68). It is, 

nevertheless, in this worîd that P. Burke, raped as a child (63), regains a degree of 

awareness and conuol over her sexuality, qualities whose existence the Powers-That- 

Be are not even willing to acknowledge: "You see, Remotes don? love. They dont  

have real sex, the circuits designed that out from the start" (75). 

Her vicanous empowerment through the "remote" body has a downside of 

vulnerability in her organic body, stored in a Heinleinesque "waldo cabinet roorn" 

(62), which no longer connotes absolute self-sufficiency: "P. Burke has so to speak her 

nervous systern hanging out. Imagine somebody jerking a handful of your medulla--" 

(82). For Tiptree there are NO forms of sentimentalism. One is open, and lies in P. 



Burke's desire for affective fulfillrnent. for which she is wilIing to risk her safety and 

her identity; the other is self-reassuring, and lies in the executive's eiegy for "the 

oreatest cybenystem he has ever known and he never forgets" (83). In "Girl." this - 
latter sentimentalism is eventually victorious, and the legitirnacy of her strivings for 

affect is never in question. 

The end of this section is also a fitting place for a few remarks on Kathy 

Acker's feminist-postmodernist SF novel Empire of the Senseiess (1988). On the one 

hand, Acker's preoccupation is a critique of realist modes of representation. which she 

equates with death (cf. McGann 493-95). Set in a desolate, violent, and NDS-ridden 

Paris, the collapse of the social bond finds its correlative in a multicultural world 

which has turned into multilinguistic cacophony: "Lack of meaning appeared as 

linguistic degradation" (17). In the words of characters that share the cynical attitude 

of Tiptree's narrator. the esthetic sphere is for Acker no longer a living force: "As a 

f o m  of memory, beauty is a representation of what's pas& over with, deadn (49). The 

most evident symptorn of this is her overt homage and recycling of Gibson's 

Neuromuncer, in which ail science-fictional daims to constructing a coherent possible 

world are discarded, as critics such as McHaIe (Constructing 314 ff.) and de Zwaan 

have noted. Thus, Acker includes sentences sustained by no "absent paradigm" 

(Angenot), which render impossible a literal reading, such as "A pulsing red and black 

cursor crept through the outline of the doorway" (34), inctuded as part of a descripion 

of an urban landscape. Still, the novel has a purs consnuens beside its pars desmens, 

and it lies in the love story of Abhor. "part robot, part Blackn (3). Abhor. also a victim 

of chiid rape as Tiptree's P. Burke, is in f a a  trying to restore some innocence in her 



trips abroad (which include an Algeria ravaged by civil ~ a r ) . ~  In other words. Acker is 

trying to reinject some sentimentalism into the cynicism of postrnodemity. And as in 

Moore and the other wornen's cyborgs, Acker's Abhor constructs her sentimental 

sphere as an absent necessity. Paradoxically Empire ends on a slightly more hopeful 

note than al1 the other works in this section--a note that even restores a role for the 

sphere of esthetics and namtivity: 

1 stood there. there in the sunlight. and thought that 1 didn't as yet know 

what 1 wanted. 1 now fully knew what 1 didn't want and what and 

whorn 1 hated. That was something. 

And then 1 thought that. one day, maybe, thereld be a human society in 

a world which is beautifid. a society which wasn't just disgust. ( 2 2 3  

3. Philip Dick's Polypbonic laterfaces 

if the specific concem of the women writers' cyborgs is the private sphere of 

interpersonai affective relations, I would argue that this concern, rooted in a similar 

dissatisfaction with absolutist teleologies, also moves the novels of Philip K. Dick, the 

main male figure arnong the SF writers who in the 1960s addressed the metaphors of 

the cyborg and vinual space. 

In Dr. Bloodmoney (1965), during the climactic nuclear war scene, one 

chafacter exclaims: "The impersonal has attacked us" (67). nie rest of the novel 

describes the reconstruction of a post-bomb small-community life in California, with a 

focus precisely on personal relations. In my interpretation, Dick's use of the metaphors 

of bodily and topologicai interface is twofold. On the one hand, the cyborg and the 

simulated space are foregrounded as dixourse of metaphysical transcendence. of a 



philosophy of history and of domination grounded in notions of supra-historical 

essence. On the other. they are the signs of a worId in which ethics and agency must 

be formulated from within the horizons drawn by the forces of domination. In the 

interplay among characters confronting these metaphors, the five novels -by Dick that 

address them (The Three Stigmara of Palmer Eldrirch. Dr. Bloodntonq\.. Do .4 ndroids 

Dream of Efecrric Sheep?. Ubik. and A M u e  of Dearh) create. in Bakhtinian tenns. a 

chronotope around which a polyphony of voices revolves. The cornplexity of Dick's 

writing has received a whole bookshelf of comments. and here will be discussed only 

with reference to the metaphors of cybrgs and vinial space. However, it is clear that, 

sueperseding unidirectional teleology, a rnultiplicity of amtudes and positions emerges 

vis-ù-vis these metaphors, with different stances for different characters. In Dick the 

cyborg and virtual space are diiogized. not in a purely relativisnc terms, but in such a 

way to refomulate ethical options. 

If Dick's position is rightiy that of one of the "great figures" in SF history. 

with a slowly growing reputation as significant figure outside the field, this position 

needs to be argued with criticai are. In many of Dick's novels, the polyphony (the 

cornplexity and "thickness" of the possible world) is rnaned by a "loss of narrative 

control" (Suvin, Positions 130), most obviously apparent in the accumulation of plot 

complications. The loss of control starts with Stigmata and reaches a peak in the 

confused and incoherent world of M u e .  Usually articulated, in a highIy ironic tone, 

within a system of diegetic Chinese boxes, this accumulative procedure has been 

targeted for praise by postmodernist critics (cf. the survey in Csicsery-Ronay 

"Pilgrims"), who have in recent years tended to slight the element of political allegory 

present throughout his works. Furtherrnore, Dick's overall dystopian stance is at its 



strongest in the articulation of the axiologicalIy negative forces. while he is ultimateiy 

weak in the recourse to an ineducible and "authentic core" grounding che positive 

character's "inner resistance" to alienation. This core is in fact "haifway between 

Rousseau and Marx" (Suvin. Posiriom 125), in that it oscillates. throughout Dickrs 

own opus and as a mie within each of his works. between historically deteminable 

social positioning and an ineffable root of human nature. Dick's lirnits (the horizons 

which determine his strengths and weaknesses) are those of the 1960s counterculture 

in the US. which he often criticizes from the inside and pushes to an extreme, in an 

unsolved predicarnent between the double rejection of the teleology of domination and 

the metaphysics of pre-social individualist authenticity, yet without the full-fledged 

presence of an alternative of affirmation. In this sense, the internai duplicity of the 

interface metaphors will dlow a reading mostly focussed on the strengths, as an at 

least implicit foreshadowing of such an alternative- 

The prosthetic being and the simulated environment in ïhe Three Stigniata of 

Palmer EI&itch (1964) arc metaphors for capitalism, analogues for a world in which 

the cycle of ammodification and consurnption has reached the point of full saturation, 

leaving no outside vantage point for judgment or action. On the one hand, Dick's 

world of commafication constructs the Martian frontier as simulated community: the 

Barbic-likt doU world of the Perky Pat Layouts in which, in conjunaion with the 

hallucinogenic dmg Can-D, Martian colonists can cxpcriencc a vicariously 

satisfactory suburban life, denied in the "frontief settlements. Indeed, thetc is no life 

on the frontier except for the one supplied by the Layouts: the settlcrs arc ncgleaing 

the acrual work in their "hovelsw and only devote themselves CO the simulated 



environments (Ch. 3). In other words. this Martian frontier Iife is Iileraily an 

ideological simulation, shaped and constructed by history and poiitical economy. Yet 

some of the colonists believe that Layout life is "the miracle of transtation--the near- 

sacred moment in which the anifacts of the layout no longer rnerely represented Ëarth' 

but became Eanh" (36). Can-D offers a promise of transcendence: when "we chew 

Can-D and leave our bodies. we  die. And by dying we lose the weight of . . - sin. 

[Thus] weke left out corruptible bodies [and] put on immonality. . . . We ought to 

cake advantage of the opportunityu (W. 42). Stili, some dissatisfaction is growing: the 

concrete, phenomenal reality of history a n  be chosen over the faise consciousr,ess 

literalized in the doll-wodd of captive consurnption. If the naturalness of the space 

frontier is questioned. life on a polluted Earth seems as well unable to sustain a 

detetrninistic teleology of technologie. salvation: 'the great procession of nature 

clanked on, and towards what?" (11). 

On the other haad, the villain of the novel is Palmer Eldritch, who embodies at 

the same time a self-sustaining fioanciai capitalism which has no need for concrete 

consumption of its products (he sells "consumer goodsn to uninhabited colonies) and 

of classic individualism ("too wild and dazziing a solo pro"). He wishes to go beyond 

a11 lirnits, so far not necessarily encountering success: "as always he had gone too far, 

schemed too much" (16). Yet, upon his retum from a space trip, he seems to be able to 

carry out both his own ambitions and those of the worldwide system which is trying to 

sel1 his workings as ontological constnicts: "God . . . promises eternal life. I can do 

better: I can defiver if' (79). His tool is an interplanetary dnig calied "Chew-2." The 

dmg, in fact, can mate a simulated life without need for the material support of the 

layouts; moreover, what is simulated tums out to be Palmer Eldritch himself. The - 
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"solipsistic quaIityW (85) of Chew-Z tums. ironically and tellingly. the user or 

"chooser" into a replica of Eldritch himself. Not only "Eldritch somehow controls each 

of the hallucinatory worlds." but "[tjhe fantasy worids that Chew-Z induces . . . are in 

PaImer Eldritch's head" (164). And this is a "one-bay gate" with no way out (165). 

Tlie most temfying characteristic of the Chew-Z world is the transformation of the 

user into a double of Eldritch. a prosthetic being, with anificial right a m .  teeth. and 

eyes. .As in Emerson's expansionist self. Eldritch has made his body and his worId into 

"extensions" (164) of himself. and is now narcissistically doing the same with 

everyone else's bodies and worlds. Eidritch can now "see (understand), grab 

(manipulate), and rend (ingest, consume) his victirns betteru (Suvin, Positions 122). 

Thus, in the world of Stigmara now, a charmer says, "Eldritch is everywhere. . . . It's 
an illusory worid in which Eidritch holds the key position as god" (157). 

Unlike the Can-D world, where there was, in principle, an escape from 

representation, now "[cjause and effect work in oniy one directicn, and change is real" 

(155). Rather than a rnetaphysical world, Chew-Z offers ultimately a world predicated 

on laws sirnilar to the physical one of the ernpirical worid. But in this parable-- 

somewhat confusing the literai or "vehicle" level-the boundary between "reaiity" and 

simulation is permeable if not erased (cf. Suvin, Positions 12-25): peopie tum into 

the prosthetic k i n g  even when the effect of the dnrg is gone. Moreover, this world is 

felt by (some of)  its users as "absolute reality. The essence beyond the rnere 

appearancen (Dick, Stigmata 193). As Wingrove writes, Dick's characters must 

confront a "basic" noumenal world of "a formiess void of perfect silence, perfect 

whiteness. awaiting divine intrusionw (27-28). In Sfigmara, this is a hallucinatory 

"empty white expanse, a focused glare. . . . The light . . . that underlies the play of 



phenornena which we cal1 'reality'" (96-97). One cannot drop out of such a world: 

''Pan of you has become Palmer Eldritch, and part of him became you" (187). Here. 

the divine intrusion, the narrative of "De Imitutione Christi" (126) tumed into an 

experience of violence, is that of the capitalist. corporare self whose expansive force 

stems from his "insubstantial" (144) pervasiveness. Against this force. other 

individuals are utteriy vulnerable and poweriess: 

We have no mediating sacraments through which to protect ourselves: 

we can't compel it . . . to confine itself to specific elements such as 

bread and water or bread and wine. It is out in the open. ranging in 

every direction. It looks into our eyes; and it iooks out from our eyes. 

As Kilgour says of Melville's Ahab, here-as in the case of Ubik's villain Jory- 

-a canniba1izing insatiability aimed at transcendent omnipotence fuses together 

Prometheus and Narcissus, in a "self who desires a total identification with others, 

achieved by swallowing them and reducing thcm to itself" (215). However, contrary to 

the cIassic dystopian stance, in Stigmam Palmer Eldritch's victims as well have room 

left for action and ethics; their destiny is not manifest. In this world, in the words of a 

charmer in one subplot dealing with an echoing attempt at tmscendence through 

anificial evolution: "Aiways, in the rniddle levet of the human, a man risked the 

sinking. And yet the possibility of ascent iay before him; any aspect or x q u e n a  of 

reaiity couid become eirher. at any instant" (65). 

In the opposition between a monologic or despotic force and an alternative of 

plural choices, Srigmaia is a polyphonic novel (as some other of Dick's best novels)? 

Against the ostensible vocabuiary of ontology, this is a non-teleological, hence a 



secular and materialist. possible world. And the victims' very status as doubles and 

subordinates of the arch-capitalist is the precondition for their ability to oppose him. at 

least through endurance or escape. 

The contact with Eldritch has pennanently alienated the tharacters from any 

illusion of essential integrity or naturalness. Toward the end one of his former victims. 

a wouid-be space-frontier settler is attacked by a telepathic and deadly hlartian 

"jackai": 

"Onclean. . . . Youfre an unclean tbing," it informed him dismaIIy. . . . 

"Look at-ugh!-your right arrn, your hand. There's something 

intolerably wrong with you. How can you live with yourself? Can't you 

cleanse yourself some way?" (196) 

Within the world of alienation, the only chance of an opening lies in 

discarding the illusion of an uncontarninated "absolute" or "naturaln state. In this 

sense, this novel is the most constnictively hopeful allegory among those discussed so 

far in this chapter. Against "the evil, negative trinity of alienation, blurred realitv, and 

despair" which threatens to dominate the world (Stigmata 202), Dick's novels, as 

Fitting argues, point toward the need for a "practical solution . . . where the problem 

of reaiity is resolved pragrnaticdly . . . through actionn ("Reality" 223). This is both 

the strength and the lirnit of Dick's solution: Eldritch's principal antagonist is his 

principal corporate competitor, the officia monopolist of the Layouts and an 

unofficia1 participant in the Can-D rnonopoly, who apparently wins without having to 

change his role in the economic system. Involvement in the alienation machine is . 

necessary, but Dick seems unable to provide a solution which differentiates between 

"upper leveln and "lower level" involvement (cf. Suvin, Positions 123), that is. 



beween complicit participation and social subordination in the socio-economic 

system. Arnong Eldritch's two main opponents. the Iittle guy Meyerson can only corne 

up with a personal. private solution. similar to Voltaire's Candide: " I l l  live here. As a 

colonist. 111 work on my garden up top and ufhatevér elsè they do. Build irrigation 

systems and like that" (186). Only the tycoon Leo Bulero is allowed a public role. 

exemplified in the "interoffice memo" released after the events and pIaced as epigraph 

to the novel: 

I mean. after all; p u  have to consider we're only made out of dust. 

That's admittedly not much to go on and we shouldn't forget that. But 

even considering, 1 rnean it's a son of a bad beginning, we're not doing 

too bad. So I personaily have faith that even in this lousy situation 

we're faced with we can make it. You get me? (5) 

Dr. Bloodmoney as well is predicated on an allegorical shift from a word of 

production and destruction, of civilization and barbarism, based on material goods to 

an equally ambivalent one based on immaterïal messages, from "the realrn of things" 

to "the realm of language . . . with which we are al1 too familiar in this consumer and 

service era" (Jameson, "Armageddon" 41). As both Jameson and Suvin (Positions 

117-18) argue, in Bfoodmonq the conflict is articulated in a cornplex interpIay of 

characters and narrative focal points. Under the rubric of the bluning of the 

boundaries between organic body and inorganic prostheses, both the old and the new 

system provide alternative forces of destruction and (re)construction. 

The destructive forces are incamated in the mad scientist Bluthgeld. who 

apparentiy bas mentally triggered the nuclear explosions, and the phocomelic Hoppy 



who has built his own prosthetic "phocornobile" and who wants to win evenrhing and 

everyone over to himself. The constructive forces are incamated in the orbiting DJ, the 

astronaut Dangerfield stranded in space. who wants to hoId the world together from 

afar.with his music tapes and book readings. and Bill. the chi1dliomuncÙlus %ho lives 

inside his min sisterfs body. And Bill's victofy over Hoppy is a takeover of the 

viliainfs prosthetic body. not a renim to an unmaimed state. Hoppy. with his psychic 

abilities. had received a glimpse of Bluthgeld's impersonal world. the world of death, 

and gained a feeling of omnipotence: 

Beyond the grave. The afterlife. . . . Nothing alive. . . . I'm--floating. . . 

. Itm weightless, 1 don't have a body any more so I'rn high up, as high 

as 1 want to be. 1 can hang here. if 1 want; 1 don't have to go back 

down. . . . I'rn dnfting . . . among the -myness. . . . A new tife. I have 

a different body; 1 can do dl kinds of things. . . . A step up. Ifm . . . 

betîer than anybody else. I can do an-vthing they can do and a lot more. 

1 can go wherever 1 want and they can't. They can't move. (36) 

Bill, too, has the ability to switch places with the perceptual systems of other 

beings, and has had .the experience of death and immateriality. However. in spite of 

the constraints of his own weak, almost non-existent body, he has not corne up with 

the same solution. With his minimal body, he is immaterial and corpored at the same 

time, and a c e  as the reconstmctive rnediator who will put Hoppyfs prosthetia to a 

collective and not an individuaiistically predatory use. The final emergence of a fairly 

happy, almost pastoral community among the ruins of a world devastated by the H- 

bomb is an incoherence which is the 

would argue that Bfoodmoney is not, 

basic weakness of the novel. Nevertheless 

or not primarily, about the construction of 
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pastoral world. but about the refusa1 to create a unidirectional philosophy of history, 

whether in on entropically dystopian or on a Iinear (individualistic) utopian axis. 

Rather, it is about the reconstruction of alternatives even in a devastated possible 

world. explicitl y posited asan aiialogue to the reader's own: 

We're ver), close. al1 the time, to death. 

But then was it much bener before? Cancer-producing insecticides. 

smog that poisoned whoie cities. freeways and airline crashes. . . . It 

hadn't been so safe then: it hadn't been aby easy Me. One had to hop 

aside both then and now. (48) 

Dick's Do Androi& Dream of Elecnic Sheep? (1968) posits the virtual as a 

space which repeats metaphorically the vicissitudes of the reai, and the central image 

is Sysiphus. Here, the virtual world is exposed as simulation or scarn. but its 

metaphorical aspect is recuperated as signifier for co~ectedness and interpersonal 

relations. 

in Androids, the boundaries between humans, machines, and animais are 

bluned: humans prove their humanity by showing "empathy" with artificial animais. 

and androids prove their inhumanity by tomring iive animais. Thus, one main strand 

involves the definition of humanity in the face of a simulated expenence. the 

"empathy box" through which people experience vicanously the vain efforts of Wilbur 

Mercer to climb a mountain, always ending with a fa11 back into a "tomb worid." The 

simulated tomb world has its conelative in the empirical world with its overwhelming 

advance of entropy and trash, of the ail-pervading "kipple," the "dust and the ruin 

[whichj is spreading out everywhere- . . . the final disorder of al1 forms, the absence " 



which would win out" (160). But if the matenal world is moving toward universal 

death. the tomb world is a mundus ini.ersus which can offer the possibiiity of an 

alternative: "The bones. . . har*e reiursed themse1i,esn and a dead spider cornes back to 

life (162). The artificial simulation can transform the dream of individualist 

"extension" into a collective experience: "an empathy box . . . is . . . an extension of 

your body; it's the way you touch other humans, it's the way you stop being alone" 

(53).  Thus, the validity of this shared experience is not finaily questioned. In other 

words, in a novel which focuses on exnotional empathy as tool of salvation. the 

"historiciv of feelings" (Freedman, "Theory" 186)--even their determination within 

the political economy of the culture and entertainment business-does not deprive 

them of validity as utopian connective force. Mercer--the simulated Messiah of 

Androidc-while adrnitting to be "a fraud," appeals to the ''sincer[ity]" of the 

motivations of his audience, personified in the protagonist Rick Deckard, in order to 

clairn a social role: "nothing has changed. Because you're still here and ï'm still here. . 

. . 1 Iifted you from the tomb world just now and 1 will continue to Iift you until you 

lose interest and want to quit" (162). 

But this, Mercer adds, is not Iikely to happen: "you're a highly morai person" 

(ibid.). The "bounty-hunter" protagonist's morality and that of Mercerism, predicated 

on empathy for "inconspicuous iife" (178), are the only ones that can work in a 

universe that has no room for illusions of self-suficient integrity: 

You will be required to do wrong no matter where you go. It is the 

basic condition of life. to be required to violate your own identity. At 

some time, every creature which lives must do so. It is the ultirnate 



shadow. the defeat of creation; this is the curse at work. the curse that 

feeds on al1 Iife. Evenwhere in the universe. (135) 

Dick's positive characters are as a rule craftsrnen. handymen, that is. workers who 

recuperate, even in  a world of high technology a sen* of direct. personal relation with 

the  worId of objects: their limited self-reliance is never incompatible with a struggle 

for connection with others and society. In a historical context (that of the 1960s' 

counterculture) that is recuperating Emersonian notions of the asocial. unconstrained 

self. the protagonist of Aridroids. who is both a mamed man and a laborer (a cop) is. 

however ctumsy a choice. one of the closest things to a resistant worker figure in this 

period of US SF. The bounty hunter Deckard. thus, is a very confused allegory for an 

anempt to present a space for moral action in the context of a condition of inevitable, 

partial complicity with the dominant system. Deckard's personal-cum-political 

prograrn can only be based on an acknowled-ment of  his condition of alienation. such 

as the one based on a simulated morality: "For Mercer everything is easy. he thought, 

because Mercer accepts everything. Nothing is aiien to him. But what I've done. he 

thought; that's become aiien to me. In fact everything about me has become unnatutal: 

Ite become an unnaturai self' (172). 

Unnaturai selves, ontological preoccupanons, virtuai worlds of 

cornmodification with no way out. and entropic decay recur in Ubik (1969). In Ubik, 

of course, even metaphysics is commodified: 

I am Ubik Before the universe w u ,  J am. I made the suns, I made the 

worlds, I created the lives and the places they inhabit; I move them 

here, I put them rhere. Ihey go as I say, rhey do as 1 tell them. I am the 



word and my nome is rimer spoken. The name which no one knows. I 

am called Wbik bur rhar is not my name. I am. I s/zall ah-ays be. ( 190) 

In the case of this novel, the criticai bibliography is already impressive. but not 

unanimous. Al1 critics have focused on the relation between the ontologicai and the 
- 

commodified, arguing for the narrative ptimacy of the former (Bukatman Idenrip. 

Suvin Posilions) or of the latter (Fining "Ubik," Freedman "Towards." Lem). 1 would 

argue that, in a work which indeed stretches the codes of SF to an extreme (Robinson 

94-97), the two cornponents are inexrricably enmeshed. but that the novel's uhimate 

vision is a secular, materïalist one. Not only cm some sort of coherent nanative be 

eventuaily drawn (Lem), but the main preoccupation of the novel is. as in the previous 

ones, the possibility of action within the world of simulated reality. Here. the 

simulated reality gradually acquires the quaiity not of ontological instabiliry bur that 

of the hemeticdy closed system. The possible world of the novel is. as Freedman 

argues building on Freud, organized by in Powen-That-Be as a self-perpetuatinp and 

all-accornmodating paranoid system. which tries to bring to its ulrïmate conclusion 

their own narcissistic strivings ("Towards']. The virtual or simulated world of "half- 

Iife" in the "cold-pac" suspension--which realizes a life-in-death condition. with the 

brain activity of usually wealthy dead characters kept in function anificially- 

recuperates the idea of the disembodied and self-sufficient mind capable of asserthg 

itself in an absolutely malleable space. 

As in Stigmata. 1 would argue that in Ubik the space of half-life simulation is 

an analogue for the spacetime of the empincal world of the fictional characters. Even 

Ubik, the "reaiity suppon" which towards the end of the novel saves or at least 

prolongs the protagonist's Me, and which appears in epigraph as a godlike entity. is 



"[tjhe Absolute canned as an aerosol" (Lem 134): the world of cornmodification and 

the world of simulation are not alternative, with the latter making the former 

rneaningless in the name of an infinite regression: nther. they sustain each other. in a 

relation of rnutual and dialogical estrangement. b'bik is set in a world in which 

cornmodification has compietely saturated everyday expenence. This saturation is 

exernpiified in the groups of people with psychic abilities who have become 

competing guild-like corporations: the mind bas become a commodity among ail 

others. in an absolutely manipulable universe. The ideal of mumal msparency 

implied in mind-reading and the ethics of responsibility implied in precognitive 

assessrnent of altemate futures are CO-opted into a Social-Dawinist stmggle among 

various kinds of "Psis," and among Psis, "anti-psis," and "Noms." Dick's rnodel, as 

voiced by the protagonist Joe Chip, is that of cybernetic homeostasis: 

The ami-psi factor is a natural restoration of ecdogical balance. One 

insea Iearns to fly, so 

the same as no flight? 

Psis, and the Psis are 

anothcr leam to build a web to trap him. 1s that 

. . . in a sense, you're a life fom preying on the 

life foms that prey on the Noms. That makes 

you a friend of the Nom class. Balance. the full Qrcle, predator and 

prey. It appears to be an eternal system; and, frankly, 1 can't sce how 

it could be improved. (27) 

But evcn in such a worid there art dirn alternatives, emboditd in the 

protagonist, with his allegorical name: Joe Chip is an ordinary Joe, a littie p y  and a 

cog or chip trying to keep going in a heartless world. Within the expenence of forced 

fragmentation, one needs not be a pmdator. Joe, a chancter usually presented in the 

shapc of ridiculcd prey-that is, of underpaid iabonr--has a few nsources that lcave 



hirn some space of dissent. One is endurance ("1 guess 1 can live through it": 3). 

Another is. in effect, a strategy of restoring politico-economical critique in the face of 

utter powerlessness: 

One of these days, . . . [pleople like ine m'il1 rise up and overthrow you. 

and the end of tyranny by the homeostatic machine will have arrived. 

The day of human values and compassion and simple uTarmth will 

retum. and when that happens someone like myself who has eone 

through an ordeal and who genuinely needs hot coffee to pick hirn up 

and keep hirn functioning when he has to function will get the hot 

coffee whether he happens to have a poscred [money unit] available or 

not. (75) 

On the other hand, the simulated space, predicated at the same time on wealth 

as prerequisite and on an egaiitarian rhetoric, "a mutual osmosis. a suffusion beween 

the mentalities of half-lifers" (19), turns out to be a world of predatoriness. with the 

stronger mincis literally acting as Emersonian selves imposing their own world on 

others. Thus. Joe's main antagonist is the malignant mind of Jory, described as a force 

of narcissistic world-building ("Dr. Taylor is a product of my mind. . . . [llike every 

other kture in this pseudo worid") and of cannibalizing dominance: 

It's hard to explain, but I've been doing it a long time to lots of hali-life 

people. 1 eat their Me, what remains of it. There's v e y  littie in each 

person, so 1 need a lot of them. 1 used to wait until they had been in 

half-life awhiie, but now 1 have to have them immediately. If Im going 

to be able to live myself. If you corne close to me and listen . . . you 

can hear their voices. (174) 



And metaphorically. these other voices cannot be cancelled- Jory is under the 

main of a "world this diverse for so many peopie at once. al! intewired" (175). He 

presents himself as predator in alliance uith  the overall condition of entropy. which in 

the haff-life world manifests itseif as regression of objects to earfier decadrs. frorn the 

novel's future setting in 1992 to the Depression era. and ultimately. at the moment of 

final death. as space of fomlessness. as the vision of "a smoky red light" (IS2). And 

yet. the "oceanic pull" of entropy (154) can be slowed down and countered; 

Narcissus's antagonist is Sisyphus. and the book describes for five pages a weakened 

Joe painfulIy climbing up a flight of stairs (154-59). Against the progress of entropy, 

form can be regained: 

Darkness humrned about him, clinging to him Iike coagutated. damp. 

warm wool. The tenor he had felt as intimation fused with the darkness 

becarne whole and real. . . . He could see a little now: the darkness had 

grown horizontal lines of gray, as if it had begun to decompose. (152). 

If Jory has "invaded" the other half-lifers with his own ubiquitous 

"[ejrnptiness" (139) and "insubstantiality" (146), there are other tendencies at work, 

which leave a chance "to take charge" (183) to the chipped-down subaltern: 

We are served by organic ghosts, he thought, who. s p e a b g  and 

writing, pass thou@ this our new environment. Watching. wise, 

physical ghosts from the full-life worid, elements of which have 

becorne for us  invading but agreeabie splinters of a substance that 

pulsates like a former heart. . . . The writers of instructions. labels and 

notes. Valuabte notes. (189) 



Valuable notes (money) provide the final surprise. which does not cancei Joe's 

strivings. In fact. the final discovery only suggests that the plot had developed among 

characters on the same onrological level: that is, everyonc is dead (in haIf-life) in the 

final two thirds of Ubik- A secular approach is uItirnateIy restored: against evil, 

capital. and entropy. the universe remains an open one and the "battle goes on" (183). 

In fact- as the final words Say. "This was just the beginning" (191). 

Oniy with the Iater and much weaker A Mare of Dearh (1970) do we find a full 

tum towards the ontological. In this most "desperate" (Robinson 104) arnong Dick's 

novels. the cyborg signais a direct irmption of the metaphysical into the real: 

His job, as always. bored him. So he had dunng the previous week 

eone to the ship's uansrnittet and aaached conduits to the permanent 
.r 

electrodes extending from his pineal gland. The conduits camed his 

prayer to the transrnitter, and from there the prayer had gone into the 

nearest relay network; his prayer, during these days, had bounced 

throughout the galaxy, winding up--he hoped-at one of the god- 

worlds. (9) 

The story develops dong two "generic discontinuitiesn (Jameson "Genrew) which 

disrupt the reader's interpretations about the diegetic elements. At first, Maze appears 

to work as a tragic version of the rnetaphysical fable à la C. S. Lewis, with the twelve 

characters dying one by one in the context of a stmggle between a benevolent 

"Intercessor" and a malignantly entropic "Form-Destroyer." In the penultimate 

chapter, though, a different, secular reading is retrospectively constructed: the 

characters are connected together into "polyencephaiic fusion," trying to alleviate the 



passing of time while on a starship srranded in space. The arrested rnovernent of space 

expansion and vinual imprisonment echo each other: "[Ejveryhing. especially the 

infinitude of the voyage. had become an endless nightrnare for them. . . . [Tlhe 

accident had corne and now the' circled, forever. a dead star" (183). In a final twist, 

the rnetaphysical plot reappears. with the Intercessor coming to bestou- a deathIike 

state on a character. Yet, the text leaves open another possibility: the character u'as. 

after al[. hoping for death as simufated condition. in "a world . . . in which u-e lie good 

and dead. buned in ouf coffin" (187). Thus. perhaps Maze can be read as a nanativeiy 

failed metafictional reflection on the lirnits of the rnetaphysical (and apolitical) 

solution. a critique to the nascent narrative of virtuality as infinite chairi of 

simulations. Such a chain. by definition, leaves no room for agency; its ml!- possible 

end is, literally, non-existence. 

4. On Gender, Alieaation. and Utopia: Between the Sixties and Cyberpunk 

Gender, while largely ignored in tbese noveIs of Dick's. had given rise to a slim 

tradition among male writers since the 1930s, becoming (outside of the 

cyborglcyberspace intenext) a centrai concern in w n t e r ~  such as Heinlein. Philip J. 

Farmer, and Theodore Sturgeon. In Henry J. Kostkos's "The Emperor's Hean" (1934) 

the transplant of an amficial heart into the protagonist is made somehow to have as 

unlikely side-effecîs both rejuvenation and sex-change. In 1950, Fritz Leiber's 

"Coming Attraction" had provided an infiuential glirnpse of prosthetization (a woman 

with metal claws instead of fingemaiis) in a plot which "imagines new sexual reiarions 

and emotional values" (Huntington 106). In foregrounding the culturai specificity of 

sexual mores (codes of public decency require covering the face: the claws connote'a 



masochistic and not an aggressive attitude). Leiber uses difference as an estranging 

device exposing the cultural basis of gender roles. 

A similar stance underlies the racial!ethnic subtext of Isaac Asimov's cyborg 

stones. In "Segregationist" (1 96ï) a burgebning subcul sure seeks cyborgization as a 

way out of "segregationist talk." disrupting an enforced separation among human and 

robotic intelIigence in a highly conflicnial social context, which sees the cyborg as a 

tragic "hybrid," as "something that is not both, but neither" (132). ln "The 

Bicentennial Man" (1976; expanded into a 1992 novel by Asimov and Silverberg) a 

robot's figbt for civil rights paraltels "its" quest for graduai implants of human organs 

up to finai "humanization. Here, the liberal narrative of assimilation is at the same 

t h e  an inversion-by a writer who in his whoie career stressed his o u n  ethnic- 

immigrant background-of the mainsueam narrative of human- to-cyborg 

mechanization as omnipotence and neutralization of difference. Asimov's melting pot 

is a different one, one which takes the human as no Iess a construcrion than the 

anificial, and which salutes with enthusiasrn the recuperation of limitation and 

mortality. 

The polyphonie conflict among discourses on gender is centrai to the feminist 

utopias of Marge Piercy and Joanna Russ. These works have been descnbed as 

"critical" (Moylan) or "open-ended" (Somay: Suvin "Locus") utopias. and as initiators 

of a posmodern feminist tum in SF (cf. Pfaelzer). Specificaily, the utopian wrirings 

emerged from US feminism staning with the late 1960s give an ovenly political twist 

to the generic textual dialogue between empincal and fidonal world. creating an 

"open-ended text [whichJ portrays a utopian locus as a rnere phase in the infinite 
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unfolding of the utopian horizon" (Sornay 26). Rather than the doctrinaire o\.en-iew of 

perfection. we have a confiictual process (d. Jarneson "Islands": Suvin "Locus") with 

a polyphonie tension among ever-perfectible alternatives, in which the present time is 

one. clearly foregrounded, element of the open dialogue. In both Russ's The Female 

Man (1975) and Piercy's Woman on the Edge of Time (1976). the cyborg embodies 

one of the aItemarives. Russ's novel presents the encounter of four "versions" of the 

same woman. corning from four paraltel universes which are explored under the rubric 

of gender, from the separatist utopia of the planet Whileaway (deveioped after a 

disease has killed al1 men) to fairly dystopian worlds, including our own. The cyborg 

Jael, with her metal teeth and claws (an explicit homage to Leiber). is the 

representative of a world in which an open war between men and women is in 

progress: 

[qou  have guessed that 1 do not have Cancer on my fingers but Claws, 

talons like a cat's but bigger. a littlc more duIl than wood brads but 

good for tearing. And rny teeth are a sham over metai. Wh? are men 

so afraid of the awful intimacies of hate? . . . You have to build up the 

fingers surgicaily so theyll take the strain. A certain squearnishness 

prevents me from using rny teeth in front of wimesses--the best way to 

silence an enemy is to bite out his larynx. (181-82) 

Jaet's worid, with two segregated groups using "changed" people and robots as 

sex toys, at the same time parodies (cf. Ayres) and reproduces present oppressions. 

Yet. in a metafictional challeqe to the closures of the utopian genre itself (open texts 

included), a final twist sugpests that this questionable world might also be a past stage 

of the utopian one, and reinforces the role of choice-d agency (cf. Fining. "Roles" 



160). as well as that of conflict in the rise of utopia. By d o i n  s a  RUSS reassert utopia 

as, first of alI, deixis and cal1 to action: 

Disapprove al1 you like. Pedant! Let me nive you something to carry 

- away with you, friend: . . . Whileaway's plague is a big Iie. Your 

ancestors lied about it. It is I who gave you your "plague." my dear. 

about which you can now pietize and rnoralize to your hean's content; 

1. 1. 1. 1 am the plague. Janet Evason. 1 and the war 1 fought buiit your 

worid for you. I and those Iike me. are gave you a thousand years of 

peace and love and the Whileawayan flowers nourish themselves on 

the bones of the men we have slain. (21 1) 

In Pierq's Woman, the cyborg is the image of a dystopian alternative. which 

the protagonist visits in the midst of a series of other visits to a utopian world. In this 

bad future, the utter subservience of women and the class dictatorship of worId-wide 

"multisn are each other's conelative. if surgical alteration bestows saieable desirôbility 

on the luckiest women, who thus manage to avoid becoming "walking organ banksw 

(171), cyborgization can make perfect tools of the men outside of the elite of "richies": 

He's been through mind control. He turns off fear and pain and fatigue 

and sleep, like he's got a switch. He's like a Cybo, almost! He can 

control the fibers in his spinal cords, control his body temperarure. He's 

a fighting machine, like the' Say. 1 rnean not reaily like a Cybo. but as 

good as you can get without genetic engineering or organ replacement. 

He's still a woolie-that's what the richies and the Cybos cal1 us. who 

are still animal tissue. But he's real improved- (298) 



The utopian opposite of the instrurnentalization of the body. though. is not a 

pastoral society; for example. reproductive technology and computer networks are 

presented as compatible with traditionai farming and allied with a revision of gender- 

roles in an egalitanan direction (e-g.. infants can be breast-fed by both men and 

women). The "apocalyptic" option is not even considered. 

Funhermore, this dystopia is the result of the present. as exemptified in the 

experience of the protagonist, an abused Chicana interned into a psychiatric hospital. 

In our own worid, dystopia is being prepared in mental institutions such as the 

fictionai "Rockover" hospitai-rerniniscent of the Rockland State Hospital. S'Y, in 

which Manfred Clynes, inventor of the word "cyborg," had been a leading researcher. 

In Woman. a new fom of electronic stimulation of the brain (the work of Jose' 

Delgado is explicitly rnentioned: 204) is being tested on interned women. Piercy has 
- 

the wornen present this research as an intensification of the rigidity of gender roles. 

with women literally "shickn in their position by male research ("Needles in the 

brain": 193). The scientists' a h  is absolute rnastery over the feared non-rationai 

sphere: 

You see, we can e l e m i d l y  trigger aimost every mood and emotion-- 

the fight-or-flight reaction. euphoria, d m ,  pieasure. pain. temor! We 

can monitor and induce reactions through the microrniniaturized radio 

under the skull. We beiieve through this procedure we can controi 

Nice's violent attacks and maintain her in a balanced mental state. The 

radio will be feeding information and telemetry straight into the 

cornputer once we're in the institue, and Alice will be abIe to waik 

around the ward freely. (204) 
L 
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Yet the conflict beween panoptical and liberating discourses and societies is 

not decided in advance. ConsueIo Rarnos's own action--the kilIing of one of the 

psychiatrists-wiI1. in fact, allow the rise of utopia. In this emphasis on agency at the 

* expense of teleology. Piercy's novel "manages to make the reader feel that the utopian 

future is already under way, and that the reader shares responsibility for its coming 

into being" (Somay 32). 

The concerns of women's utopias are aIso shared by Delany. In the early 

Babel-17 (1966), the parody of (or. to use a term from the theorist of African- 

American literarure H. L. Gates. the "sipifying" on) SF has nivo main targets. First, 

we have a parody on Cold War adventure stories; but here the villain is not a racial or 

ideological Other, but the inability to cornmunicate with otherness. Iiteralized in the 

mysterious semi-telepathic language "Babel-17," which ostensibly literaiizes the 

mode1 of Whorfian Iinguistic based on a reduction of the world to mental processes. 

The true enerny is the use of discourse as instrument of power, so that the problem of 

isolation and social atomization lies aiso wirhin "our" society. At the same tirne, the 

parody svikes also at the "progressive" or liberal myth of telepathy as pastoral space 

of universal understanding, as prelinguistic, presocial, ahistorical immediacy. On the 

one hand, the Ieading figure in the struggle against Babel-17, a woman poet of Asian 

origin. assembles a spaceship crew which appears to reproduce the organicist ideal, 

from a "pilot [whose] nervous system is conneaed directly to the control." to 

"Eye." "Ear," "Nose," and "Brain" to navigate in the "hypentasis currents" (34). 

However, the incompleteness of cyborgs and "discorporatesW becomes the prerequisite 

for personai and col1ective salvation. In the climactic scene. the protagonist joins into 
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"mind-linkn with an amnesiac transformed by Babel-17 indoctrination into a kilier. 

Babel-17, the novel says, is a language without fint and second person. capable of 

depriving its speaker of the ethical discriminations associated to the distinction 

between "1" and "Other" (cf. MaImgren "Languages"). Nevertheless, in the simulated 

space of the encounter, the meeting is not between a rabula rasa and an accomplished, 

self-sufficient individuality: 

What you perceive you rnust change. Butcher. But you must perceive 

it- 

1 must-the light: central in you I see minor and motion fused, and the 

pictures are meshed, and everything is choice. . . . 

Mirrored in hirn, she saw growing in the light of her. a àarkness 

without words. only noise-growing; and cried out at its name and 

shape. (132-34) 

The image of mutual minoring constructs identity as dialogical perception of 

otherness. The former killer does not discover a univocal solidity, but a multiplicity in 

endless motion; in her tum, in this long scene of mental, sensual, and sexual union the 

poetess sees herself change. in a process of "choice" which can only promise to 

continue. 

The stress on identity is also central in Nova (1968), the novel that armably - 
rendered fully visible among academic aitics the cyborg intenext in SF (cf. A. 

Gordon; Zebrowski and Wamck). In this self-conscious rewriting of Moby-Dick 

(SIusser. Delany 54 ff.). the conflict is between a d imurse  of omnipotence and one of 

limitations, in a fictional universe in which everyone is a cyborg on board of the 



spaceship launched in a quest for interstellar fuel. For the crew. inciuding the 

viewpoint characters. c~borgization is no iess than the end of alienation: 

Now a man went to a factory. plugeed hirnself in. and he could push 

the raw materials into the factory with his k i t  foot. shape thousands on 

thousands of precise paru with one hand. assemble them with the 

other, and shove out a line of finished products with his right foot. 

having inspected them al1 with his own eyes. And he was a much more 

satisfied worker. Because of its nature. rnost work couId be convened 

into plug-in jobs and done rnuch more efficiently than it had been 

before. . . . Ashton Clark. it bas been said. was the philosopher who 

returned humanity to the working man. Iinder this system. much of the 

epidemic mental illness caused by feelings of alienation left society. . . 

. Ashton Clark became the workers' prophet. (205-06) 

But if for everyone Iiberated labor aiso entails an end to an' "sense of 

alienation in the universe" (Barbour 68). and -Novu taiks about a space travel in which 

every "limit vanishes" (JI), for Captain Lorq Von Ray lirnitlessness goes beyond 

everyday concerns. In this world, this somewhat naive and pastoral drearn of non- 

dienation remains Iargely an ilIusion; however. it must be stressed that Delany poses 

his scenario of technological interface as a contested terrain. Cyborg vimaiity need 

not be assumed as intrinsicalfy Iiberating or reifying: different narratives and 

interpretations from those of power are possible. For the Captain the rhetoric of the 

frontier remains valid. In previous voyages he had gone "as near to the edge of dying 

as he couid" (9), and now he intends to reach "the night's rim" (23). in a Promethean 

quest that admitspf no obstades to his wili: 
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We have to go to the flaming edge of that imploding sun. The whole 

continuum in the area of a nova is spact that has been wisted aivav. 

We have to go to the rim of chaos and bring back a handful of fire. 

with as few stops as possible on the way. Where ure're going al1 law 

has broken down. (27) 

In other words, even in such a semi-utopian world. the probiem of power 

remains, and must be renegotiated each cime. Both Von Ray, with a scar on his face. 

and his financial cornpetitor. with his rnissing hand. bear the marks of their wiII to 

mastery; yet, they still cany the illusion of k i n g  able to tap, as Dick's equaily scarred 

Palmer Eldritch, into a transcendent core of unconstrained power. Nova's captain taiks 

about "a furnace where the very worlds of empire are smelted." ready to be 

appropriated by those who "could stand at the edge of some star gone nova" (94). At 

the other end of the frontier's hierarchy, though, the namator talks about the need for 

"cultural solidity" in the face of "too rnuch movement" (79); instead of inchoate void. 

he sees a crowded universe of interconnectedness: 

Imagine, a great web that spreads across the galaxy. . . . ïhat's the 

ma& in which history happcns today. . . . Each individual is a 

junction in that net, and the strands beniveen are the cultural. the 

economic, and the psychological threads that hold individual to 

individual. (163) 

Thus, in a text replete with allusions to sexuality (the crew is made of "cyborg 

studs") and racdethnicity (cf. Fox 93-125, and Littiefield). the solution is an esthetic 

one. Delany's stance. grown also out of 1960s bohemianism, translates and 

problematizes social strivings in ternis of artistic jouissance! Katin. the charmer who 



plans to stan an anachronistic career as noveiist. has to discard the New Criticai 

anistic equivalent of the Captain's monoIogism, in which--à la FeideIson and Poirier- 

"the anist concerned with self-expression and a projection of his inner world should. 

above all, be apoIiticalff (31). Instead, Katin chooses to indude alienation. 

fragmentation. and interco~ectedness into his narration by talking about his own life 

within the biography of his "mate": a novel about his dificulty in finding one subject. 

a novel (that is, we discover in the last page. Nova itself) which can only remain 

unfinished. 

Cyborgization and virtual spacts return in Delany's latest SF novei. Srars in 

My Pockets like Grains of Sand (1984). In this most experimental of his workç. the 

central issue is the impossibility to contain in one text an epic polyphony. Story and 

worid have so great a scope that the reader does not leam much about them. as even 

the protagonist grapples without much success with its complexity (cf. Barner 

"Reader"). Mostly told from one viewpoint, the plurality of cultures and social noms 

exposes the reader to a semantic bombardrnent that one text cannot and does not mean 

to cornprehend--even one which tries to recapitulate al1 of SF1s subgenres (space 

travel, alien contact, classic utopia, virtual realitv). 

There is, though, one partial exception, one strand that can be followed, 

perhaps against the novel's main strategy. The "Prologue," entitled "A World Apart." 

surnmarizes ironically the US Black îiterary tradition. "Rat" (an insulting terni) Korga, 

deceived into slavery as in many slave narratives (e.g., in Olaudah Equiano. also used 

as epigraph to Delany's autobiographical Motion), manages--as Frederick Douglass 

had done with writing--to start a climb to self-awareness by iearning to use 

cyberspace. But here Delany is "Sipifying" on what would in the 19805 only be an 



edifying narration about African Americans reaching emancipation and self- 

determination and living happily ever after: there is no happy ending. Korpa is 

captured by less "friendly" owners. and at the end of the prologue a mysterious 

catastrophe desttoys his world. In the 1eng.y section entitled "Monologues: Visible 

and Invisible Persons Distrïbuted in Space." we find him reawakened and chosen by 

the narrator as object of desire. In the ostensibly pluralist world of the diplomat Marq 

Dyeth ("death"). his story is that of a person reduced to collective fetish: the new 

world is divided poi i t idy .  but unified in the endless impulse to have its superiority 

confirmed. When Marq goes to receive the news of Korga's finding. he is a self- 

confident cosmopolite. in a building made of minors which surround him with "a 

forest" of reassuring duplicates of his own image (146). He first sees Korga on the 

Grating table. after an artificial-e- msplanr;  a physician tells him: 

Under dim light, Marq, the new eyes look like bIack-eyed globes of 

ciear glass. in ordinary Iight, they are your usual. faintly veined white 

with irises of a green substantially more vivid than the true irises 

originally were. In bright light they turn a disquieting silver. (156) 

The shifting transparency and the silver color echoes the minorshade implants 

of the cyberpunk tradition. In Sterling, this is an armoring of the subject that aliows a 

postmodern renewal of classic individualism and Americanism. In Gibson. as we will 

see. this is a reappropriative bricolage of the hegemonic discourse of technology. Ln 

Stars, the issue is Korga's continuing dispossession, if this tirne "for his own good." 

From slave to fetish. his destiny is an updattd version of Ralph EIlison's "invisibilit)'." 

in the world and the novel of information overload. in a civilization called "Sygn," 

Korga is amacted by a theater which seems momentanly to provide reiief from the 



signs of repressive toierance and pluralist oppression: in the "polarized chamber" 

which hides him from sight. he manages to find refuge (209). Turned and fetishized 

into a spectacle, his vinual space is an oppositional invisibility. Indeed. Korga appears 

to have been left outside the dazzlino spectacularity of Marq's worId. Through him. we 

realize that the oit-mentioned "limen-plates" are. rather chan travel devices. simulated 

environments he cannot. for some reason. access (339-11). As Broderick suggests 

(145-46), he might be the only one able--and not by choice--to see the metal cube 

underneath the playful. awesome displays. In Stars, the socio-cultural multiplicity 

which bas done away with Our gender constraints (78) leaves little space for a 

microphysics of resistance in the face of surviving oppression (in which still seems to 

believe a White author such as John Variey. in the 1980s stories of the collection Blue 

Champagne and in the 1992 novei S m 1  Beach). Thus. Delany's Stars becornes a 

metafictional reflection on the limits of postmodern dialogism. This affluent universe 

cannot cope with the grains of sand which spoil the signification of its star games. and 

monologically separates. in the speaacular variety of its semantic spaces. the visible 

persons from the invisible ones. 

There are many sirnilarities between Delany's concerns and those of the best 

among the SF novels untten in the 1970s by a non-specialized writer. Joseph 

McElroy's Plus (1976). Plus is customarily read as non-SF (cf. Hadas) and as an 

example of "world elsewhere" created by an empowered self (cf. Brooke-Rose: Leclair 

144-46: Miller), with cybernetics providing a template for self-sustaining esthetic 

autonomy (cf. Ponish. Ficrion). Rather, 1 would read Plus, the interior monologue of 

the brain of a dying scientist implanted into an orbiting satellite, as a metafictional, 



intertextual critique of the rhetoric of absolute. empowering openness. and of 

transcendence through disembodiment. 

As the novel starts, the brain is indeed a tabula rasa imagining himself into a 

\.oid: "He found it al1 around. It  opened and was close. He feIt it was itself- but felt it 

was moret' (3). But as "lmp Plus" begins to gain some self-awareness. the awareness 

of a distinction between self and world brings about a degree of closure: as in frontier 

discourse. the advance of the sedement can ody  be the cause of a receding of the 

open temtory: "Everywhere he went there was a pan just rnissing. .A pamcle of 

difference. And in its piace an inclination, a sharp drop" (6). At the end of the second 

chapter, already "the more that was al1 around was getting closer and cloxr to Imp 

Plus" (22). In this condition. the cybemetic feedback of a charmer bootsmpping 

himself into selfhood can only appear as loss or suffering: "He had nothing to stand 

on: the bulge he was on was himself" (98). As he starts remembering his past 

existence. body and human conneaion-s become a pervasive "absence" (1361, 

"ernptiness" (195), "vacancy" (196), which must be compared with the present 

situation: "Words remembering other words, but new words for what he had becorne" 

(142). At the threshold between past embodiment and present disembodiment. Imp 

Plus imagines himself as a personified "fence" (151. 159). 

As Imp Plus's memory progresses together with his contacts with Ground 

Control. past connections appear more and more vivid and more and more distant. in 

"an emptiness of reciprocal failure to be remembered between them in ahich they 

began to sbare if not know what r a s  escaping each other's thought" (112). The final 

question from Ground. as he is about to enter the Earth atmosphere towards self- 

destruction, bas obvious allegorical undertones: "DO YOU HAVE POWER?" (215). 



His self may have been developing. but rather than the "Nietzschean maste- . . . of 

the re-creative intellectn (Miller 177). McElroy and his cyborg seem preoccupied with 

the uncenainty of an alienated intenorip. and Irnp Plus's answer is "YES .%!ND NO. . . 

. Xu desire io curom inro space. no desire fw re-ente" (215- 16). In concomitant1 y 

refusing to act as pure instrument. and to accept the myth of spatial expansiveness. 

McElroy's cyborg satellite restores a role to embodiment. As Tabbi writes. "[tlhe body 

he desires, Iike any sublime object. is made al1 the more painfully real to Irnp Plus by 

virtue of its unattainabiiity" (143). Imp Plus's appeafs to be a heroic sacrifice in the 

quest of a fuifilling form of Iiteraily limited. yet non-alienated self. 

5. The Electroaic Resistance of Haraway's Feminism 

The prefiguration of a non-alienated but fluidy reconstructed self in a world of limits 

is the goal of Donna Haraway's "cyborg" feminism. In her work. and above al1 in the 

"Cyborg Manifesto," 

Review--now included 

originally published in 1985 in San 

in Sirnians (149-81)-the genre is the 

Francisco's Socialist 

classic "essay." very 

much à la Emerson, rather than the systematic philosophical tract; in a dense, allusive 

and ironic style that engages a dialogue with both ferninism (within and without the 

academic Left) and SF. Her work is an anempt to conjoin posunodern elaboration with 

a reassertion of the need for political action. In Haraway's cyborg the postindustrial 

depersonalkation of production and subjectivity are made to recuperate a politically 

necessary and unerasable notion of rnateriality; the prospect is a reformulation of the 

concepts of non-authontarian selfhood. democracy. social action. and mass culture. 

We. the citizens of the Post-Fordist world, are the cyborgs, at the same tirne 

results of "social reality" and ideological "fiction" investing both the pubiic and the 



private sphere beyond idealistic oppositions (148)- The cytiorg is a metaphor of 

intemal plurality which the "informatin of domination" (161) has presented as a 

prefiguration of the end of histop. thanks IO the biotechnological conrrol over a 

xoded" body. The piogenetic and cybernetic rhetoric of codes has blurred the 

conceptual boundaries between the organic and the inorganic. The kinds and degrees 

of the hlurring become precisely the site of political action in both socialism and 

feminisrn. Thus. the "ironic" (147) (one of the manifesto is a cal1 60th for "-plcastire in 

the confusion of boundaries and for respomibiliïy in their construction" (148). The 

Post-Fordist condition renders imperative a revision of the Left conceptions of the 

oppositional standpoint, stanuig with bodies, women, and subaltern groups. The 

rhetoric of salvific separateness appears to have been ineversibly chaIlenged. The 

"natural body" has become a '-strategic assemblage of heterogeneous biotic 

components held together in a reproductive politics of genetic investment" (I~isionr 

355). -4is0. the Third World is the world of off-shore produaion, often based on high 

technology and women's labor. and not the world of oppositional primitivism which 

Leo Marx dubbed in 1972 the "New Left pastoral" (Pilot 291-314). Only on this basis 

there will be a chance to put the techrrological knowiedge to antagonistic uses, 

promoting emancipatory mixings whiie resisting oppressive invasions. and 

regrounding in the name of bricolage a sort of Gramscian theory of praxis. 

From this point of view, Haraway's cyborg is the contemporan incarnation of 

Gramsci's subaltem, yet another "undigested agglomerate" who founds resistance on 

readapting heterogeneous materials from the hegemonic culture. These marerials are 

not neutral; thus. neither Gramsci's nor Haraway's oppositional subjects can avoid 

bearing inside themselves the burdens and the marks of domination; both. however, - 



strive to direct these marks towards different goals- In the postmodern condition as 

described by Haraway. rnuitiplicity and fragmentations are both oppressive stigmata 

and hopefol promises. In confronting her hopeful tone, one should not overlook her 

dystopian depiction of the current state of affairs: as Ross w;ites.'ihe cyforg is first of 

ail posited as "an imaginative resource or myth for women who are traditionally 

socialized away frorn technology and yet who are rnost often the primap. victirns of 

technology in the workplace, the home, and the hospital" (Wearher 161). 

Thus. Hanway's "cyborg worid rnighr be about lived social and bodily 

realities in which people are not afraid of permanently partial identities and 

contradictory standpoints" (Simians 154; rny ernphasis). As a Benjarninian dialeaical 

image. the cyborg is a "figuration" which "might" signify war, alienarion, and 

reification. but aisi libeation. It cannot avoid bearing within itself the marks of 

production, and yet it also incarnates fluidity and partiality without univocity and 

"innocence." In its fragmented posanodent wrporeality there lies the promise of a 

"rainbow" politics à la Jesse Jackson, of an alliance between racial, class, and gender 

differences: "Cyborg unities are monstrous and illegitimate; in our present political 

circurnstances. we could hardly hope for more potent rnyths for resistance and 

recoupling" (154). Allied and precursors are Adrienne Rich's "politics of location," 

Audre Lorde's sisterhood of outsiders, and Gloria Anzaidua's oppositional 

multilinguaiisrn (174). On the other hand, Haraway directs her polemic towards 

Freudian and post-Freudian feminism, seen as prisoner of nostaigic visions. or of vain 

search for perfect subjects, intrinsically bearers of alternative values. Women and 

subaltems confronting hi-tech have the option of following in the tradition of 



reappropriation of writing which has in the US marked the experience of Blacks and 

immigrants. rejecting 

the imagination of a once-upon-a-tirne wholeness before writing, 

before lmguage. before Man. Cyborg writing is about the power to 

suwive. not on the basis of original innocence. but on the trasis of 

seizing the tools to mark the world that marked thern as other. . . . 

Feminist cyborg stories have the task of recoding communication and 

intelligence to subven command and control. (1 75) 

In African-Amencan history, one should rernember, W. E. B. DuBois's n e  Souls of 

Black Folk (1903) had desmibed the Black's condinon as a condition of "nvoness," as 

a "double consciousness," a split between citizenship and racial identity which only 

emancipatory and integrarionist politics could hope to overcome. In 1991. a popuIar 

text such as the Marvel Comics production by Black authors about the Black cyborg 

Deathlok. McDuffie and Cowan's n e  Souk ofCyber-Folk, rewrote the same tale with 

a different twist. At the beginning of the story, the Black pacifist trapped in a cyborg 

machine, recites a part of DuBois's work, stressing his lacerating duplicity, but 

without mentioning the original h o p  in eventuai (here, titeral) reintegration: "One 

ever feels his twoness ... two souls, two unreconciled strivings, rwo wamng ideals in 

one dark body, whose dogged stren_nth done keeps it from being tom asunder" (1~13). 

As a "human," hc used to be "pretty assirnilatcd," and "pretty comfonabie in [his] 

illusion." Now, however, as he prepares to fight, together with other cyborgs. against 

the distant corporate forces of destruction. he adds: "1 don? ever pian to get that 

comfonabte as a cyborg" (ibid.). As Foster comments ("Meat" 17), the cyborg is both 

a metaphor for and an intensification of the condition of Blackness; in preventing 



interna1 and extemal assimilation and integration. i t  also grounds a new figure of 

opposition. 

In feminist writing. Gloria Anzaldua takes the cybernetic metaphors and 

presents the "new mesrizn' as a figure -'forceci to live in the interface" (77): precisely 

from the original imposition of violence the "border" consciousness of the erhnically 

mixed wornan can function as a model for liberating muItipiicity. For her. the struggle 

to overcorne enforced boundaries is first of al1 an "inner war": because of this 

--pIuralistic0* consciousness "[njot only does she sustain contradictions. she turns the 

ambivalence into sornething else" (78-79). For both Anzaldua and Haraway, the 

oppositionai subject is--and is forced by historical oppression to be--a trickster figure 

(whose model is in both the legend of La Malinche). In other words. Anzaldua's 

frontera wornan and Haraway's cyborg pose the notion of "an identity that is neither 

simply chosen nor entirely detennined by others" (Foster. "Meat" 14). Both the drearn 

of utter manipulation such as we find in Stelarc and the nightrnare of thorough 

exploitation such as we fmd, as Harvey writes (309), in the replicants of Blade Runner 

Iiteralize the notion of Post-Fordist flexible labor, either as a "libertarian" tnumph of 

utter self-determination or as a hopeless destiny of neverending exploitation. 

In retrospect, Haraway appears to have considered with excessive optimism 

the rise of computer literacy as key site for the development of an oppositional bloc. In 

the absence of a poIiticai project of an activist network for the dissemination of the 

antagonistic consciousness, Haraway's address to politically rninded computer users 

appears to have. at least in part, ideaiized a fairiy limited social group. The riremrical 

project of Haraway's cyborg conceit is better prized as an attempt to restore a notiori 



of heterogeneity and resistance within hitheno monolithic models of the Post-Ford& 

world. 

Thus. one crucial point in Haraway is her attempt to reconcile an awareness of 

present violence with the assertion of a utopian, optimistic striving. most evident in 

the "ironic*' tone. Haraway's affirmativeness has been prized as cal1 to action by 

ferninists who advocate the necessity for politics within postmodern culture (cf. 

Alairno, Balsamo. Halberstarn). In Balsamo's Technologies ofrhe Gendered Body. the 

cyborg's interna1 heterogeneity is indeed postmodern, but of a postmodernism that 

does not reduce everything to the "discursive" sphere, and instead "reassen[s the] 

material body" as "lived experience" (33). Both Haraway's history of "prirnatologyTTT 

Primate Visions, and her essays in Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The Reinvenriori of 

Narure, insist on the ideological constructions that have sunounded the rhetoris and 

the practices of science. For Haraway, as for other feminists such as Harding (Science) 

and Jaggar, notions of gender and naturalness have always been historically and socio- 

politically determined. Still, her insistence on the notion of the "code" in 

conternporary science has led a number of postmodernist critics to read her as an 

advocate of the incommensurabiiity of the postmodern world (cf. Crewe. Csicsery- 

Ronay "SF"). This strategy becornes in Bukatman a clearly depoliticizing move. and 

her cyborg becomes a figure of "acceptance" (Identify 33-25). Obversely. in Hardt 

and Negri's Labor of Dionysus the cyborg is the new antagonistic subject of Post- 

Fordism, analogous to earlier romanticizations of the proietariat within "Oid" 

Marxism. intrinsically bearer of subversive values. Haraway's cyborg is caught 

between oppression and resistance; in Hardt and Negri. as in Bukamian. this 

ambivalence is erased. . 
3 5  



Most important. some commentators have stressed that Haraway's ~ptimist ic  

tone runs the risk of an excision of the materiaiity of the body: for Hayles. the 

postmodern emphasis on naturalness as construction might bring about a dangerous 

'-denaturing of euperipce" (Chaos 165 ff.). In many of these rebuttats. placing 

specific stresses on race/ethnicity. ciass, sex/gender. Haraway is usually associated 

with Judith Butler (e-g.. Ebert Ludic. Homans. Sahay, Wilkerson). However. a 

distinction must be made: whereas for Haraway the dominant pressures are unerasable 

vet endIessIy contested. for Butler they are paradoxicaiIy both absoluteIy monolithic 

and defeated by subversive playfulness. In Butler's Gender Trouble. we have an 

opposition between "a seamless category of women" (4) and "a performatively 

enacted signification" (33), which, as Morton writes, amounts to staging an idealizing 

erasure of need to the advantage of pure desire. Butler's endeavor. in Eben's words. is 

predicated on an "eclipse of historical rnatenaiism in the shifi from constructionism to 

invention" (Ludic 209), on a notion of performativity which foregrounds oppositional 

agency as utterly autonomous choice, as  yet another version of the hegernonic rhetoric 

of flexibility. To extend this judgment to Haraway, as Ebert does (105 ff.). appean 

ungenerous. however optirnistical and "ludic" the tone. in Haraway. to use the 

concepts of-among others-HaylesTs t h e o ~ n g ,  the discursive constructedness of 

naturai bodies does not deny the "physicai reality [ofl bodily practices" ("Materiality" 

153); the pusmodern condition is a mixture of ephemcraiity and materiality. of 

information and embodiment: neither paradigm should be taken as the dominant 

rendering the other obsolete ("Tarataxis" 398). In other words. Haraway's cyborg 

never ignores the categories of production and need. 



Only hinted at by Delany (trim.s 111). Hamway's limits rnight be the limits of 

her intended audience or implied social addressee-a middle-class audience of students 

and Left professionals. before the age of dirninishing expectations about upward 

rnobility--and the limits of even the rnost politically minded of academic theorists in 

the cunent historical moment. This addressee is explicitly mentioned at least once: 

There are more grounds for hope by focusing on the contradictory 

effects of politics designed to produce loyal American technocrats. 

which as well produced large number of dissidents. rather than by 

focusing on the present defeau. (Simians 173) 

As Delany writes, Haraway ends up belittling "any sense of the darker, even tragic 

side of th[e Post-Fordist] situation" (Views 90), as well as the actual political 

"interprerive work" (114) to be camed out by the concrete oppositionai subjects, in 

alliance with the Iearned activists and professionals whose consciousness she is trying 

to raise. 

ïhus, Haraway is paradoxidly at her strongest in describing the world which 

the cyborg is opposing. The alternative to cyborg heterogeneity is oppressive 

monologism. grounding now in immateriality and absolute fluidity and flexibiliy both 

its social reality and its ideological fictions: 

Miniaturization has turned out to be about power; ma l t  is not so much 

beautifid as pre-erninently dangerous, as in cruise missiles. . . . Our 

best machines are made of sunshine; . . . nothing but signals. . . . and 

these machines are eminently portable. mobile-a matter of immense 

human pain in Detroit and Singapore. People are nowhere near so  

fluid. (Simians 153) - 



As a result. and opposed to feminist SF's "insistence on limitations" ("Cyborgs" 17). 

we have a "Faustian," "transcendentalist," and "monotheist" dream of immonality and 

omnipotence. which an oppositional politics must counter with 

. [slorne deep. inescapable sense of the fragility of the lires that we're 

living--that we really do die. that we really do wound each other. that 

the eanh really is finite, that there aren't any other planets out there 

that we know of that we can live on, that escape velociry is a deadly 

fantasy. (16) 

The opposition to the pseudo-rationalism of oppression is for HaauTay an 

epistemological problem. which can only be solved in the direction of "situated 

knowledge" (Simians 183-214). Haraway's theory of the subject postdates an 

antagonistic standpoint "needy for connection" (151). On the other hanci. radical 

individualism is infoming posanodem science, whose exemplary template she locales 

in the irnmunologicai and sociobioiogical rhetoric of "non-self discrimination" (223). 

This rhetoric is ultimately updaîing the Ernersonian disembodied all-seer, her example 

is from television SF: "Max Headroom doesn't have a body; therefore, he alone secs 

everything in the great communicator's empire of the Global Network" (183). Thus, 

Haraway calls for a "an account of radical historia1 contingency for a11 howiedge 

claims" which does not renounce an activist "cornmitment to . . . meanings and bodies 

that have a chance for a future" (187). The Emersonian disembodied and expansionist 

vision is a "god-trick of seeing everything from nowhere" (189), aimed at ctothing in 

the discourse of contemporary "techno-euphoria" the classic imperialism of "the - 

American sublime" (cf. Wilson). The foregrounding of the observer's partial 

perspective stresses the limited range of any perceptual stance. and-the illusow nature 



of absolute independence (for precursors. cf. Benjamin. Merleau-Ponty. and Venov). 

without dismissing the goal of objectivity (cf. Maridey "Inelevance": Harding 

"RethinkingW)--this time an accortn~able one: "Relativism and totalization are both 

'god-tricks' promising vision from everywhere and nowhere equalty and full y, 

cornmon myths in rhetorics sunounding Science" (Haraway. Simians 191). 

As in the role of rnass culture in Gramsci. the cyborg is a necessary metaphor 

if not a sufficient one. It can stand for both a hegemonic "infinite mobility and 

interchangeability" and for the subject theorized in Anglophone ferninism by the 

"standpoint theory" of Harding and others (an issue already tackled in Lukacs's 

History and CIass Consciousness). With its "elaborate specificity and difference" the 

cyborg cm for Haraway become a "possible allegory for feminist versions of 

objectivity" (190-91)--as contradictory as the subaltem identities of the contemporary 

world, and as contradictory as m a s  culture- 

Precisely in SF, as a rnass genre, and not in the separate sphere of High 

Culture, contemporary conflicts surrounding embodiment may be analyzed in full. As 

a genre, SF focuses on "the interpenetration of boundaries between problematic seIves 

and unexpected others" ("Promises" 300), and is the work of "story-tellers expioring 

what it means to be embodied in high-tech worids" (Simians 173). She explicitly 

mentions a nurnber of SF tales. including some already discussed in this study. The 

cyborg women protagonists of McCaffrey's The Ship IVho Sang and McInryre's 

Superluminai are not superbeings or manipulable "resources": in their unnaturd 

bodies, they assen "the necessinf 

worid of protean transformation 

of limitation, partiaiity, and intimacy even in this 

and connection" (179). Russ's The Female Man 



stages the meeting of "four versions of one genotype" from four paralle1 worlds. as a 

dialogue across differences and not a quest for fusion (178). 

Haraway's emblematic figures are Octavia Butler and John Varley. Butler. as 

an African-American writer, whiIe never directly using the metaphor of the cyborg, 

talks of "catastrophe. sumival. and metamorphoses." In her 1987 novel Dawn the alien 

creatures who Save some hurnans from a nuclear holocaust "do no rescue humans only 

to retum them unchanged O a restored earth. . . . The[y] are gene traders. . . . Their 

nature is always to be midwife to themselves as other" (Simians 226-27). Here. as in 

her other novels, identity is nos a source of reassurance, and any equivalence between 

ethics and biological difference; the aliens bring the narrator into a journey to 

salvation which is at the same time a new "middle passage" to slavery. toward a world 

of difference which proposes both new f o m s  of power and violence and new horizons 

of hope and action. Varley's 1984 novella "Press Enter" presents the parallel and 

specular tragedies of two characters who smve to survive before an Pynchonesque 

scheming and dl-seeing artificiai intelligence. For the male protagonist, the final 

option is a complete rejection of technology and sociality. Thus, the figure of 

resistance is the Vietnamese immi-pnt woman. with a violently variegated ethnic 

background, computer expert. and literal and metaphorical cyborg. Pressing the Enter 

key, she meets a homble death, but rejecting a no less precarious life of paranoia, she 

only can incarnate a hope in "changing maps in the world [and] building new 

collectivities" ("Promises" 327). Proposing problems rather than solutions. SF and its 

multifaceted individualities can presuppose the utopian promise and possibility of a 

polyphonic sociaiity. in what is finally the attempt to supersede classic "humanism " 

without givingup "humanity" ("Ecce** 87).' 



6. Cyberpunk and Literary Criticisrn 

As a cognate strand of cyberculhirai theorking. parailel to Harawayan feminism, I 

would focus on the discourse of literary criticisrn about '~ybèrpunk SF. and 

specifically about William Gibson. Around Gibson. the cyberpunk label has been 

applied to a most vanegated anay of topics. which have rendered the labeI little more 

than a useful shonhand: a school of authors, a catchwords of the culture market. a 

I i r e ra~  genre, a subset of SF and/or of postmodem Iiterature. the inevitable endpoint 

of US literature, a socio-political phenornenon. A coinage of the SF editor Gardner 

Dozois in a 1984 Washington Post article-based on an obscure s t o p  by an obscure 

author, Bruce Bethke-cyberpunk has placed SF on the pages of  respectable academic 

journais, with a luminary such as Fredric Jarneson giving it an apparentiy final nihil 

obsrat for admission into the canon. Still, those who have discussed cyberpunk in 

ternis of school have soon reponed its folding, and al1 attempts to formalize an 

interna1 canon have produced untenable Iists and arbitrary periodizations. Here, 1 shdl 

refer to cyberpunk as the group of texts which in the years following 1984 (the 

publication date of Gibson's Neuromancer) have used the metaphors of cyborgs and 

virtual space. 

In the editorial manifestoes which accompany its birth, cyberpunk emerges as 

celebration of the new h,ypenechnological modernity. For Dozois, it is a generation of 

"purveyors of bizarre hard-edged high-tech stuff." In the sarne months Bruce Sterling 

(writing under the not so ironic pseudonym of "Vincent Omniaventas") talks about the 

literature of "the postindustrial society," an avant-garde "an movement" that will 

supersede the notion itself of genre in the narne of technological visionariness. 



Sterling's role as promoter culminates in the uncritical enthusiasrn of his "Preface" to 

the Mirrorshades anthology (already discussed in the eighth section of Chapter 3). 

Among the insiders. only Norman Spinrad, one of Gibson's acknowledged precursors, 

tries to recuperate the "new rornantics" of cyberpunk to the radicalisrq of the 1960s, 

(Real 109 ff.). Soon the debate shifts from the appeaf to politics to a canonizing move. 

Michael Swanwick's "Guide" unifies cyberpunk and its coevaI -'homanist" school 

(e.g., Kelly, Kessel and above al1 Kim Stanley Robinson) as a new branch of 

po~trnodernisrn~ and Sterling proclaims the unification of good SF and postmodem 

fiction into the supergenre of "Slipstream." 

Academic criticism accepts the challenge ptornptly. 1 shall distinguish thrce 

strands: postrnodern criticism, Cultural Studies. and SF studies proper. 

Sterling's academic equivalent is Larry McCaffe., editor of a cyberpunk issue 

of Mississippi Review (1988) and of Stonning the Realiry Studio (1991), as well as 

author of a chapter in the Columbia Literaty Histov of the United States. Here as 

well, the postmodem is a euphoria for the present, and the tone is one of exaggerated 

enthusiasm: "Ready? JACK IN!" ("Introduction" 15). As in Sterling we have the 

hybrid forrn which has rendered obsolete al1 past literature. McCaffery constructs his 

version of cyberpunk as  endpoint of a white male postrnodern canon which expresses 

"the feel of life today" ("Fictions" 1162). Having excluded genological, ethnic, and 

gender subaltemities in his choice for inclusion in Storming (at least. Sterling's - 
slipstream includes Toni Momson), McCaffery can try and reconstruct the literary 

consensus of the nationO8 Cyberpunk results, first and forernost, from "the interaction 

between genre SF and the literary avant-gardew ("Desert" 3), and is concerned with 

reformulating "artistic rebellion when 'rebellion' is now a cornmodifiable image" (2). 



M c C a f f e ~ ' s  attitude toward history is one of technological determinism. and *'tie[s) 

the evolution of postmodern culture io technoIogica1 developments" (ibid.). In such a 

view, the cyberpunk cannot produce a political oppositional stance: instead. it is 

relevant as "the inevitable resdt of.an responding to the technological milieu that is 

producing postmodem culture at large" (141.~ This is the overall straregy in volumes 

which also contain more critical assessments which Iink cyberpunk to feminist SF. 

Thus. for Hollinger cyberpunk's focus on "the interface of the human and the machine 

radical11 decenters the human body. the sacred icon of the essential self, [and] 

conventional humanist notions of an unproblematical 'real'" and shares the "anti- 

humanist sensibility" of postmodern ferninisrn ("Deconstruction" 207). Quite rightly, 

Csicsery-Ronay stresses the iimits of its audience: the "apotheosis of postmodernisrn" 

is at the same time "the vanguard white male art of the age"; onIy Gibson appears to 

be aware of the painfd side of postmodernity: "the graœ of Hip negotiating the 

splatter of consciousness as it slains against the hard-tech future" ("Cyberpunk 182- 

83). 

The posmodernist cyberpunk, as a rule, is praised as being the missing Iink 

that ensures or confinns the funaioning of hitherto problematic models. In the most 

important among these, Jameson iaconically mentions it as "the supreme lirerary 

expression if not of postmodernism, then of late capitalism itself" (Postmodernism 

419). For Jarneson, "Gibson's representational innovations" are "as much an 

expression of transnational corporate realities as . . . of global paranoia itself' (38); his 

implicit homology compares Gibson's metropditan and virtual spaces and the . 

apparent chaotic immateriality of contemporary forrns of domination, and the search 



for utopian hopes in the age of their manifest impossibility and in the world of anested 

history. 

In Brian McHale, the staning assurnption is a model not so different from 

Toffler's "waves": postmodenaism (dominated by ontological fabulation) as logical 

successor of Modernism (dominared by epistemoIogical quests). Both stages appear 

abstract generalizations. never connected with social and culturaI contexts and 

conflicts. His Consrructing Postmoderrtism (1992) gives a new life to the rhetoric of 

m a s  culture as naive. transparent expression of the Zeicgeisc: if even the popular 

Iiterature of SF talks about fragmented subjects, historical crises. infinite self- 

referentidity of discursive worlds. this is the final evidence for the validity of "highw 

theorems. In an analysis that does not go beyond the mere listing of motifs. the result 

cancels the historiai and cultural specificity of SF, by canceling the context and 

intertext which found its autonorny. The SF intertext is mentioned as a useful 

"heuristic model . . . of postrnodemist Iiterature" (12), not a signifiant esthetic fact; in 

discussing, under the rubric of "POSTcyberMODERNpunkISM'* (225 ff.), the 

convergence of SF and high literature, it is not SF which gets capitalized. 

The most accomplished operation can be found in Scott Bukatman's Terminal 

Idenrity (1993). In an analysis that discusses film, video. comics, and writing (both SF 

and postmodern theory), we find the apotheosis of the end. Identity, body. space, 

image, are al1 at a "terminal" stage. at the end of a macro-historicai process-a grand 

récit indeed-- which is superseding a i i  logocentric "discontinuities" in the final erasure 

of the human-machine boundary. Debord's spectacle society, Baudrillard's 

simulations, Haraway's cyborg, and Deleuze and Guattari's body without organs, al1 

are taken as witnesses to a paradigm shift which cyberpunk SF, arnong other forms, is - 



saluting with the enthusiasm of its "techno-surrealism" (295). The paradigm-text is 

Sterling's Schisma~rk. with its epic of the posthuman. the future history of homo 

sapiens in its bioengineered evolution toward the ninlana of disembodiment. In 

Sterling. underneath the references to chaos theory there emerges the rigidity of 

Toffler's determinism. In Bukatman, undemeath postrnodemism there surfaces the 

most totaiizing among the grand narratives of the US Right: the end of history. Here. 

one needs not refer to nostalgie anti-theory modeIs (cf., DaIgleish in his exchange with 

Csicsery-Ronay). The problem is a critical stance (also present in Csicsery-Ronay's 

"SF' and Stivaie) which identifies the use of technological metaphors with 

postmodernism per se. and does no; acknowledge differences and conflictuaiities 

be tween different theories. 

Within Cultural Studies. the first sign of attention is in Ross's No Respect 

(1988), one of the founding tex& of the US tradition. Here cyberpunk (together with 

Haraway's cyborg) is the harbinger of a new sensibility, no longer nostaigicaily anti- 

modem, and potentially antagonistic: a "folklore of technology" (312) which might 

become--in a Gramscian vein-a strategy of cultural-political action for the subaltern 

subjects of Post-Fordism, a fonn of bricolage similar to those used in the gay and 

BIack cultures. Irnplicitly, the state of affairs in Ross's world is quite glum. Thus, 

Rosenthal writes extending Ross's argument, Gibson's "techies" incarnate the 

"postindusmal work situation": their experience "engenders a jurnpy kind of cool," a 

"nonchalance . . . toward the bad new future that is upon us7' (89). Even for those who 

appear to have some space ieft as skilled labor. the best hope is defensive resistance in 

the face of powerlessness. 



In just four years. things have gotten even bleaker. Ross's Srrange IVeather 

inciudes cyberpunk in a panorama of white subcultures of technological bricolage 

(Sew Age, ecoiogy. as well as the early SF fandorn). in a chapter entitled "Cyberpunk 

in Boystown" (137-67). Here Ross takes Sterling and the hacker hagiography as 

overdl template. and describes cyberpunk as Social-Damrinist "urban fantasies of 

white male folklore," thriving on "the dominant. white middle-class conception of 

inner-city Iife" predicated on a ambivalent--both dreaded and wishful--"Hobbesian 

iawiessness- (145). Cyberpunk's "ecoiogy of corporate space," without any "public or 

civil space" left (147-8), bestows center stage on hard-boiled "youthfuI male heroes" 

(153) and upgrades their mythology. The metaphor of VR as space to "penetrate," the 

spectacular sensationalism, the fataIism and the related Reaganian rhetoric of 

survivdism are undoubtedly present Ross, however. may have become an 

"apocalyptic" himself (and the same could be said of Pfeil 83-94). Gibson is less one- 

sided, women's cyberpunk is not taken into account, and nor are their precursors in SF 

history. Ross is proposing a parailel history of the Eighties. in conflict with the 

hegernonic cultures legitimated by the New Right, and slights the interna1 struggles 

within the cultural rnarginalities he examines. 

The most interesting text in the Cultural Studies cluster. Mark Dery's Escape 

Velociry (1995) emerges from outside the academy. In his survey of "cyberculnire," 

(neo-Sixties press. rock music, SF, performance art), Dery stresses the attempt to 

neutraiize the antagonistic potential associated with the 1960s political and culturai 

movernents, which foregrounds "innovativity" and removes poiitics; the attept, in 

other words, to invent a tradition that legitimates the cunent ideological quietism by 

footing in a depurated version of past dissent. The rhetorical tool is - the liberation from 



the Iimits of the physical bodies as image for an unlimited control ove; the social body 

(cf. aIso Giovannini 65 ff.). For Dery, Haraway is the only theorist who tries to 

counter this effort. In SF, the paradigrnatic opposition is between Sterling and Pat 

Cadigan. benveen fatalist evolutionary "libertarianism" and a plurality of aItemative 

choices. 

In SF studies. the anchor in textual reading prevents some of the grand 

narratives. The text which sanctions Gibson's !Veuromancer as a classic is the 

anthology edited by Slusser and Shippey. Fiction 2ûûû (1992). To summarize the 

overail strategy, Neuromancer emerges as a polymorphous text, capable to catalyze 

different interpretive angles and to give rise, among imitators and successors, to 

autonomous, non-fomulaic SF rewritings (by writers such as Sterling, Shiner. and 

Benford). In the relation with postmodernisrn, the tension between the possibility of 

envisioning a different future (negated, à la Jarneson, in Gibson. but at least hinted at 

in women's texts), and the role of rnemory and .of history (which the postmodern 

rnainstream rejects. but which cyberpunk seems willing to acknowledge). nie 

anthoiogy aIso begins to recognize the debts to earlier presences of technoIogy in 

literature (from Frankemtein to US SF). In this respect. critics have been so far 

hesitant to treat cyberpunk as part of SF history; the Australian critic Damien 

Broderick is the only one to discuss Gibson. in his Reading by Sturlight (1995), in the 

context of a general argument on SF% Iinguistic strategies $40-88). 

In oeneral, we cm distinguish a canonizing and a skeptical strand. On the one 

hand, we have the attempt to Iegitimatc Gibson by associating him with canonic 

figures: Romanticism (Glazer, Mead; Schroeder "Deterrninacy"). the sublime (Voiler), 

mysticism and metaphysics (Schmitt), the avant-gardes (Csicscry-Ronay "Futunst" 



and "Antimancer"; Grant; Pagetti 172-78). and of course postmodemism (Davidson: 

de Zwaan: Hollinger "Deconstructions": B. Wood), The most interesting case is 

Csicsery-Ronay, urith his analysis of sentimentalism and "futurist" euphoria in 

Gibson. In :Veitromaricer, ail is translated in ternis of artistic and pseudo-artistic 

creation. and every character is artist and/or work of art; this allows both the 

reconstruction of a place for affectivity in the hi-tech world, and the discussion of the 

power relations underlying it ("Fumrist"'). in the following Count Zero. the overall 

pattern is collage. with a narrative fragmentation which simultaneously exalts and 

separates art and xntimenc the outcome is the impossibility of agenq. solved only by 

recurring to a literal deus er machina (''~ntimancer'~.'~ 

On the other hand, we have a Left tendency to one-sided critique. Here. the 

technological ecstasy is little more than a complacent spectacularization of and 

fatalistic complicity with the corporate landscape of the Reagan and Post-Fordist era, 

with an ultimate d isappemce of overtly pol i t id  antagonism (in Whaien). or at least 

of ethics (in Easterbrook) and of human relations (in Fitting "LessonsT'). 

The rnost cornplex interpreten read cyberpunk as conflictual site of disparate 

tendencies. For Suvin ("Gibson") w o  forces, identïfied with Gibson and Sterling, 

mark cyberpunk's esthetic and ideologicd horizons. In Gibson, the rnetaphorical 

network linking the erotic and affective sphere with power, and class relations brings 

the attempt to assert the former to tum into a critique of the latter. with the impiicit 

affirmation of a utopian longing. As opposed to the pessimistic-even desperate-- 

Gibson, Sterling is instead a pole of consent to the present state of affairs. Strengths . 

and weakness of cyberpunk, then, are those of the "structure of feeling dominant 

among somc fractions of the youth c u h r e  in the aMuent North" (49), associatcd, 



materially or ideologically. to the advanced Teniary sector--a significant group. but 

neither a homogeneous one nor a majority. A h .  Lance Olsen's William Gibson 

(1992)--the first and so far only book-length study of a cyberpunk writer-- reminds us 

- 
that Gibson--author from the U S  Southem Appalachians emigrated to Canada--is far 

t'rom being part of the cultural mainstrearn. His narrative bricolage patches together a 

much more heterogenous material than the postmodemist standard (cf. also Ketterer. 

Canadian 140-46). For Linton. this narrative heterogeneity renders Gibson similar to 

the quasi-SF fabulations of the Native wnter Gerald Vizenor. 

The best criticism socs in this direction. acknowledging the resistance to 

oeneralizations of a number of authors and texts. Panicularly interesting is Biddick's - 
analysis of the presence of p s t ,  rnernory, and history in Gibson. as a pole in a tension 

with the rhetoric of cyberspatial irnmateriality: in his use of the discourse of virtual 

expansion. Gibson manages to maintain a degree of critical detachment toward free- 

market neo-imperialism. The point is that, in Gibson, the interface metaphors rnay- 

self-consciously and dialogically-be vehicles with multiple and contradictory tenors. 

As PorteIli writes, "[bly lowering the threshold between 'natural' and 'anificial' 

intelligence. Gibson creates a world of exhilaratingly expanded and vulnerabiy 

formless consciousness, boundless and defenseless," in a sharp yet inescapable 

"polarity between the eatasy of possibility and the agony of formlessness and split 

identity that accompanies. throughout American literature. the expansion of 

democracy, of technology, of Arnenca itself' ( T m  302).11 The technological 

"sublime" of cyberpunk and postmodernist fiction is not an instance of unidirectional 

teleology (ïabbi 208 Et), nor (pace Tomas "Body'') an instance of pure technophilia. 

A number of posmiodern critics is instead forcefully stressing the relation benveen 



body and linguistic codes, in a open tension among texts (and among interpretations) 

which privileges neither pure indeterminacies nor metaphysical rigidities. questioning 

both the myth of naturalness and that of absolute simulation (cf. Siimonen). 

.b ernerging element, we must stress the ferninist readings of cyberpunk (very 

sympathetic at least to Gibson even in the most critical cases) and the concomitant 

criticisrn on women's  berpu punk.'^ Feminist cnt ia  discuss SF's vinual worlds as 

challenging sites for established gender roles, even in a rhetoric which still tends to 

presents the relation between the virtud "matrix" and the "cowboy" operator in a 

traditionally gendered fashion (cf. Case, Chemiavsky. Nixon. Springer "Sex" and 

"Pleasure"). Still, a novel such as Neurornancer. as Foster writes, "depicts a situation 

in which the characters are neither the masers of their technology nor enslaved by it, 

even when the technology is part of their selves" ("Meat" 26)--and seek a space for 

agency in such a situation. The stake in the discussions of gender in cyberpunk is a 

stress on the limits of the oppositional horizons of cyberpunk, which are ultimately 

pessimistic and dystopian. In fact, feminist cyberpunk has to address notions of the 

decentered subject which can be both tiberating and oppressive (cf. Balsamo 133 ff., 

Cadora, Harper). For Christie, both in Gibson and in Piercy's He, She, and It the 

cyborg is "characterized by confinement," either agpressively "complicit with the 

l i t ed  and figura1 codes of a rampant1 y successful postrnodem capitaiism," or bound 

to a "tragic" plot of self-effacement or self-destruction when trying to act on behalf of 

a principle of limitation and "conviviality" (195). The strategy of wornen's cyberpunlr 

appean to be one of skeptical rewriting (Foster "Incurably"), a critique of "the 

mystique of the interface" (Wollmark 123). At its most affirmative. virtuality can be 

"a kind of cloxt or escape valve" for "gay performance" (Foster, "Telepresence" 725). 



while only Marge Piercy inchdes a utopian, technologically Iiterate ferninist 

community in her bleak version of cyberpunk (cf. Booker, Deery. Fitting "Beyond." 

Kuryllo. ~everow)." 

7. Gibson: Situating Self and Space in Cyberpunk 

As representative text of signficant cyberpunk by a rnaie writer. 1 wouid focus on 

Gibson's Neuromuncer (1983) supplementing rny reading with references to its 

"sequels." or novels set in the further future in the same possible world. Count Zero 

(1986) and Mona Lisa Overdrive (1988), and to some of the stories in Burning 

Chrome. My reading will follow three internivined strands: the descriptions of 

cyberspace. the role of the body. the role of affectivity. 

Let us commence with an interesting possible intertextual juxtaposition in 

Neuromancer--a hitherto unnoticed one, taken from music, if not from punk. In 1947, 

the counl-music hit by the Kentucky singer Merle Travis, "Dark as a Dungeon." 

featured a dead coal-miner waming younger people against the lethal risks of the job, 

describing the mine as a place where "It's dark as  a dungeon/And it's darnp as a 

tomb." In Neuromancer-a novel written by another Appalachian-born artist--the 

Southern voice of another dead worker updates the waming, to the benefit of the 

young protagonist, for the nascent Post-Fordist era. This is Dixie Flatline, computer 

operator and hacker, died ("flatlined") on the job because of a lethal version of "ice" 

("Intrusion Countermeasures Electronics"), the defence system of cyberspace: "That's 

king hell ice. Case, black as the grave and slick as g l a s  Fry your brain soon as look at 

you" (199). In Travis's Song, young workers are cautioned about the dangers of 

turning labor ethics into an ideology of acquiescence: "It will fonn as a habit/And will 



seep in your soulrriIl the stream of your blood runs/& black as the coal." In 

Neurornancer. the story of Case is precisely the story of a man who has tumed his job 

as cornputer operator,'hacker into a drug-iike habit. Ietting the stream of information 

seep into and invade his body and consciousness. and the story of his strategies for 

sunival in such a condition. As a dialogue across boundaries-life and death. organic 

and inorganic. materiality and immateridity--the novel is a refleaion on the openings 

offered and on the prices paid in such crossings. 

The wortd itself in Neuromancer appears fully engaged in such a boundary- 

blumng operation. as in the by now semi-canonical opening sentence: "The s i q  abovc 

the port was the color of television. tuned to a dead channel" (9). Nature has becorne 

conceptualizable only in tenns of artifice, and not viceversa: indeed. in the final 

oxymoron of the sentence, nature appears only in the form of death. Something has 

been lost in the artificialization of the world: we could also read Gibson's as an 

endeavor to envision strategies counterîng the los. The text prevents us from positing 

the simple proportion chat we find in the mainstream ceiebrations of cyborgs and 

virtual space: nature is to artifice as limit (death) is to timitlessness. In fact. the first 

scene shows us a character for whom technology is reaching its limits-the banender 

with "his teeth a webwork of steel and brown decay," and his "antique a m  [that] 

whined as he reached for another mug" (9). Cyborg technology is less the creation of 

superhumans than another ordinary aspect of a political econorny still based on class; 

everyone is a cyborg, but some cyborgs are more equal than others: bartenders cross 

interface boundaries very differently than information Vcoons, as we are going to 

14 see. 

. 



'The male protagonist Case too. we immediately leam. has had the experiencc 

of going ''throu~h a fence" (II).  The statement mrns out to be metaphorical ("fence" 

as slang for traffxker in stolen goods); still, for him this is the beginning of the end. a 

boundary which he should not have trespassed. and an act for which he pays in ierms 

of bodily suffering. 

For his beloved Molly, the instability of bodily boundaries has tragic 

proportions. She once used to be a "meat puppet," that is. a prosritute who would 

cyberneticalIy "cut out" her awareness during her tirne with a client. Iiterally tuming 

her body into a passive tool. But her illusion of safe self-instnimentalization is soon 

shattered by the limits of technology: 

You know how 1 got the money, when 1 was starting out? Here. Not 

here, but a place like it, in the Sprawl. Joke, to start with, 'cause once 

they plant the cut-out chip, it seems like free money. Wake up sore, 

sometimes, but that's it. Renting the goods, is ail. You aren't in. when 

it's al1 happening. House has software for whatever a customer wants 

to pay for. . . . Trouble was, the cut-out and the circuitry weren't 

compatible. So the worktime staned bleeding in, and I could remember 

it. (177) 

One can rent oneself as marketable goods, and be flexible enough to accommodate 

any software; for the same reason, however, one cannot hope to pretend the worktirne 

as commodified being does not exist. nor hope to fence away what is being 

commodified: the body-not even by erasing one's mernories; and. as Biddick argues, . 

one of the most productively critical aspects of Gibson is the emergence, undemeath 



the emphasis on virtual IimitIessness. of the memories and the realities of econornic 

and imperialist expansiveness (cf. also ~rande)." 

The absence or inelevance of internai and extemal separations. boundaries, 

fences. and barriers is the greatest iilusion every character of .Veuronraricer must learn 

to overcome in order to survive. This is the i1Iusion of cyberspace. In fact. as an a 

conrrario demonstration. the main two examples of spaces of absolute inner 

hornogeneity are occasioned by Iiteral and metaphorical deathlike experiences. R e  

first is Moily's own description of her time as unconscious '-puppet": '-It's like 

cyberspace. but blank. Silver" (177). Later, Case momentarily "flatlines" while 

plugged into cyberspace: "Nothing. Gray void. No matrix. no grid. No cyberspace" 

(276). The space of pure absence and nothingness connotes the tragedy in the death of 

the subject: the death of agency. 

Gibson's cyberspace, made of "ùright lanices of logic unfotding across the 

colorless void" (Il) ,  is in fact a space which, in its three-dimensional Canesian grids 

and lanices. reinscribes the marks of history in the illusion which the mainstream 

interpretations--described in Chapter 4-had presented as vacant. unmarked, 

boundless, and lawless. From the Ais (Artificial Intelligences) to the various virtuai 

agencies such as Dixie. the Turing Police, and the ICE, we are dealing with a space 

cfearly presented in terms of a stmggle among powers and interests, with which the 

"encased" self of the protagonist must corne to terms. The image on which Gibson 

bases his fevisionary work is, again, that of the frontier. the available territory for the 

unfenered expansion of Post-Fordist immateriality:16 

Cyberspace. A consensual hallucination experienced daily by billions . 

. . A graphic representation of data abstracted from the b a n k  of every 



cornputer in the human systern. Unthinkabie cornplexity. Lines of Iight 

ranged in the nonspace of the mind, clusters and constellations of data. 

Like city Iights. receding ... (67) 

In Freden'ck Jackson ~uher. ' the frontier had been a %ne" or .'edge.. in the "conrinual 

recession" of land (l), which fostered the empowerment of the self-made-rnan. In 

Gibson's Neurornancer. the receding abstraction of virtuality is apparentIy another 

vacancy which empowers the incorporeal agent repeatedly called a "cowboy": 

He'd operated on an almost permanent adrenaline high. a byproduct of 

youth and proficiency, jacked into a custom cyberspace deck that 

projeaed his disembodied consciousness into the consensual 

hallucination that was the matrix. A thief, he'd worked for other, 

wealthier thieves. employers who provided the exotic software 

required to penenate the bright walls of corporate systems. opening 

windows into rich fields of data. (1 1-12) 

If the hegemonic ideologeme of the frontier is the presupposition which 

delimits the cul tufal symbology and the political horizons of Gibson 's fictional 

worlds, then his work rnust be prized for taking the mainstream icon and exploring it 

to its extreme, to the point of critical subversion of its rhetorics. In Gibson, the 

liberating expanse of brightness is finaily contextualized and concretized in the 

struggie within and often against the "rich' bamers of "corporate" economia." 

In Neuromancer and elsewhere, the insistence is on shapeless, colorless. and in 

eeneral unmarked zones as sites of expansive ecstasy--only to reveal underlying " 

asymrnetries and conflicts. Thus, cyberspace is ostensibly a "gray disk, the color of 

Chiba sky," quickly "bccoming a sphere of palcr gray. Expanding--" and "flow[ingJT' ' 



in "the unfolding of his distanceless home, his country, transparent 3D chessboard 

extending into infinity" (68). while material experience appears to Case as a "waking 

worId he had no interest in visiting or knowing" (247). In Corm Zero. cyberspace 

appears fint as a "sea" and then as a in which "[tlhe edge of the world was 

lost in a low bright mist, and a sound Iike drowned bells tolled in across the plain" 

(241). In "Buming Chromeg' (1981) the "~]odiless9' experience of rinual space is a 

catalogue of images of fluidity and freedorn: "it feels Iike we're surfing the crest of the 

invadine - program, hanging ten above the seething glitch systems as they mutate. 

We're sentient patches of oil swept dong d o m  comdon of shadow" (173). In 

Neuromancer, cyberspace is cornparcd to a sensation of "[flreefall," a feeling which 

manages. Iike ideoIogy itself, to abstraa the world into sornething both "invisible" and 

impalpable; within such a stance. the sensation of "falling-rising" is made inta one 

dangerous condition, and "lunar concrete" appears like "perfectly clear water" (201). 

Later, "the edge of the sea" in which he visualizes the Artif~cial Intelligence named 

Neuromancer, is cornpared to a "plain of black mirror, that tdted," as if there were 

moving under it "an invisible rnaze, fragmenting, flowing togethet, sliding again" 

(290). 

On the verge of the space of free expansion liys a disorienting maze. And the 

edge of the horizonless electronic frontier and of the society which has produced it is 

an "edge of anxiety" (Neuromancer 20). The experience of cyberspace is an 

experience of precariousness and reification, which the narrator of Mona Liso 

Overdrive compares to prostitution; the disoriented operator can only survive as a 

"hustler" and "cruiser": 



People jacked in so they couId hustfe. Put the trodes on and they were 

out there. al1 the data in the world stacked up like one big neon city, so 

you could m i s e  around and have a kind of grip on it, visually anyway, 

because if you didn't, it was too complicated, tning to find your way 

to a panicular piece of data !-ou needed. (22) 

Even in the visual worid of virtuality. the operator cannot function as an omnipotent 

eyeball ascending into infinite space. The Emersonian allusion becomes explicit in 

"Burning Chromew--and it is a direct attack: "Ice wails flick away Iike supersonic 

buttefflies made of shade. Beyond them, the matrix's illusion of infinite space" (177; 

my emphasis). 

The detachment of the eyeball might be total. but cannot remove the presence 

of the political economy which wishes to manifest itself as transcendent and 

preternatural agency. As Suvin argues C'Gibson"), Gibson's strategy lies in the 

presentation of the mutual imbrication of the affective/culturaI and the socio-economic 

sphere. In "Burning Chrome," the final showdown after the characters' surfing on the 

danling brightness of cybcrspace--the contact with the c o p r a t e  agencies--occurs 

"[ait the heart of darkness, the still center": an orthodox-Marxist last detennining 

instance of sorts which only can affect the outcome of the social and diegetic narrative 

(187). Thus, in Neuromancer in the "field of data . . . you could throw yourself into a 

highspeed drift and skid, totaily engaged but set apart of it all. and al1 around you the 

dance of biz, data made flesh in the mazes of the black market" (26). ï h e  interface 

between material bodies and immatenal information is a two-way traffic: by plugging 

into cyberspace, the flesh of the console cowboy penetrates the fields of data, but the 

risk is that the data take over the flesh. Thtis, the formlessness of information produces 



also "the white sound of invasion" (171). One obvious metaphor is the computer 

virus: "The Chinese virus was unfolding around them. Polychrome shadow. countless 

translucent iayers shiftins and recombining. Protean, enormous, it towered above 

them. blotting out the void" (200). But the most consistent trope is the oxymoronic 

image of immaterial walls. best exemplified by the barriers of "ice" which al1 

protagonists rnust corne to t ems  with, in their exploration of a no longer full? open 

space: "1 couldn't see it yet, bot 1 already knew those walls were waiting. Walls of 

shadow. waIls of ice" ("Buming Chrome" 169). 

Thus, on the one hand the open space of virtuality, always self-identical in its 

ostensible endless fluidity, may turn into another f o m  of imprisonment: "The air was 

thick and dead and the light from the greenish glass-tile ceihg-strip made him feel 

Iike he was under water. The tunnel was made of some kind of glazed concrete. It felt 

Iike jail" (Mona 231). A place with no positional specificity is a place where one never 

moves, and faces the concomitant pressure of oppressive walls and disorienting 

displacement: if "[tjhere's no there, there" (55), then movement becomes futile ratfier 

than exhilarating: "This way.' 'How corne?' 'Because it doesn't matter."' (233). On 

the other han& and in an even more frightening fashion, in the later Idoru (1996), 

cyberspace is a panopticon, seeping into places and bodies thanks to its immateriality, 

chasing everyone into an dl-absorbing brighmess: 

There's a place where it's aiways light. . . . Bright, everywhere. No 

place dark. Bright like a mist, like somcthing falling, always, every 

second. Al1 the colon of it. . . . And no matter how far you w o m  your - 

way in, no matter how many stairs you climb, how many elevators you 

- ride, no matter how small a room you finaily get to, the light still finds 



you. It's a light that blows in under the door. Fine. so fine. Blows in 

under your eyelids. if you find a way to get to sleep. But you don't 

wanf to sleep there. . . . No. . . . you don ' t .  1 know. But they make you. 

They make p u .  At the center of the worid, (3 1-32) 

A space of domination which can reach its inhabitants anywhere. which places 

them at the center of the world no matter how far in the periphery they hide, endlessly 

self-identical. and always self-identicai in its ability to produce walls--this is also 

Gibson's urban space. In Gibson's cities. dystopian and celebratory visions of the 

postrnodern city converge, and are fused in the rhetoric of formIessness. In this sense, 

as Bukatman argues (Identizy 119 ff.), qberspace and urban space are each other's 

analogues. In their accumulation of disparate elements. Gibson's cities produce, as  

ïhab Hassan wouid put it, an exhilarating effect of "dematerialization" acting "as a 

frame of choices and possibiiities" (96). Stiil, the juxtaposition of heterogeneous 

components also suggest Jarneson's "crisis in historicity" (Postmodernism 25). which 

is above al1 a dystopian disorientation, an obstacle to "cognitive mapping" and agency. 

For Jarneson, the postrnodern city is a new space of alienation: "the alienated city is 

above al1 a space in which people are unable to map (in their minds) either their own 

position or the urban totality in which they find thernselves" (51). For Gibson, choices 

and possibilities coincide with the dystopian views to be found in books such as Mike 

Davis's C i y  of Quartz and the anthology edited by Michael Sorkin, Variations on a 

nieme Park; first, the city is a panoptical transparency, an architecture of surveillance 

poiicing the boundanes among social groups; second, the city--and above al1 the 

suburb-:is a shopping-nidl or amusement-park, a space of absoiute malleabiiity and of 

unconstrained manipufability, which by definition can ncver produce any sense of 



belonging and rootedness (if not a negarivo: the city as a space one must escape from, 

only to end up in another city. as disappointing as the first one): the dystopian 

culmination is the fortress or walled city, the gated community which promotes and 

enforces internai uniformity. 

Both the Nonh Amencan Sprawl (the US Eastern seaboard tumed into one big 

megalopdis. from Boston to Atlanta), and the Japanese Chiba City follow these 

rnodek DemateriaIized in a stance which appears to pnviIege the abstract over the 

concrete. in Gibson's Neuromancer the Sprawl is a "solid white" display map of "data 

exchange" (57). The postmodem urbanization. like the postmodern virtuality, is 

connoted by absence of shape, frorn the sunounding "black expanse" of the Tokyo 

Bay (13), to the "featureless" club area of Chiba during daytirne (131, and the 

threatening crowd of the fighting arena scene (50). Still, Gibson does not aiIows the 

concrete to disappear completely: the information society is not only about data but 

specifically about data exchange. Thus, he refers both to ideology and to economics: 

Night City was like a deranged cxperirnent in social Darwinism, 

designed by a bored researcher who kept one thumb permanently on 

the fast-forward button. Stop hustling and you sank without a trace, but 

rnove a little too swiftly and you'd break the fragile surface tension of 

the black market: either way, you were gone. . . . 

Bk here was a constant sublimhal hum, and death the accepted 

punishment for laziness, carelessness lack of grace, the failure to heed 

the dernands of an intricate protocol. (14) 

Like the sprawling city, Iike cyberspace, the econorny of globaiized Post- 

Fordist capitaiism is a continuum without apparent d i s a t e  markers, a fluidity and a 



background noise which permeate and sustain the whole wolvish world. In such a 

world, no illusion is possible of an interstitial "temporary autonomous zone" à la 

Hakim Bey: "burgeoning technologies require outlaw zones." and the Iawiess and 

apparently free area of Night City ie "a deliberately hmipenrised playground for 

technolo_ey itself' (19). The dance of biz (business) can produce an illusion of infinite 

jouissance, but when expenenced long and deep enough it also induces an awareness 

of the existence of concrete. underiying agencies--against which the protagonist is 

utterIy powerless. Thus. behind the infinite unfolding of his "distanceless home in the 

continuum of virtuaiity," Case notes the discrete presence of those who have made 

cyberspace possible: first perceiving the action of energy and banking authorities. and 

then "high and very far away . . . the spiral arms of military systems, forever beyond 

his reach" (68-69). 

Around the large s a l e  views of the corporate spaces. Gibson's lyricism 

presents the small s a l e  sites which recapitulate in a reduced and intensified fashion 

the most disturbing elements of oppression. T'hese arc the walled, separate spaces of 

the dominant caste, the spaces made according to the rulers' specifications, and indeed 

in their images. One is the space station of Freeside (125), in which a megacorporate 

clan has seceded from human society in order to homestead in the high frontier, 

physically far away fiom the space of human conflict, but still dominating earthly 

economic affairs. Here, ideological justifications are no longer necessal: in Gibson's 

Post-Fordist information society, counter to the standard move by postrnodernist 

theory. ideology has collapsed ont0 economy and not viceversa: "Freeside suddenly 

made sense tu him. Biz. He could feel it humming in the air. This was it, the local 



action. Not the high-gloss facade of the Rue Jules Verne. but the real thing. 

Commerce. The dance" (174). 

This applies even more strongiy to Villa Straytight, the earthly residence of the 

Tessier-Ashpool clan; monomaniacally bent on unbounded self-replication. literally 

through cloning of its founders. and rnetaphorically through cryogenic immonality 

and the devising of Anificial Intelligences. For Wintermute. one of the Ns. both 

Freeside and Strayiight are Emersonian self-made worlds, seif-destnictive in their 

sterik self-containment: "Piaygrounds hung in space, castles hermetically sealed 

[inhabited by] dead men sealed in little boxes. . . . You needed this worid built for 

you. this beach, this place. To die" (278). In its mm, Straylight is "a body grown in 

upon itself." a labyrhthine "endless series of chambers" analogous to the Tessier- 

Ashpool family with its inbreeding "convolutions" (2M). Still. postmodern capitalism 

is an endlessness endowed with a enter:  the "siliain core" which govems the house is 

shaped as a bodiless head, analogous to the rulers who appear to have secluded 

themselves from the social body. As a genius loci of the corporate enclave, the 

artificial head itself reveais the narcissistic rationale of the place: "The semiotics of the 

Villa bespeaks a turning in, a denial of the bright void beyond the hull" of the Freeside 

station. which is still not separate enough. What the family needed was "an extended 

body. Thus, "[w)e have sealed ourselves away behind our money, growing inward. 

generating a searnless universe of self' (207). 

On the other hand, cyberspace is also an analogue for the novel's positive pole: 

the body. In Neuromancer, the affirmative space of boundlessness is the erotic sphere; 

thus, orsasm is for Case "a .timeless space, a vastncss likc the matrix" (45): From 

Case's initial predicament, the body is in Gibson a constant unerasable presence. 



Notwithstanding the rhetoric of virtual eatasy, Gibson constan tI y goes against his 

character's own dream of incorporeai rapture and reinscribes the bodily limitations as 

the only path to agency. At the beginning of Neuromoncer, Case, poisoned out of 

access to cybe~~ace'subicribes completely to the discourse of disembodiment: 

For Case, who'd lived for the bodiless exultation of cyberspace, it was 

the Fall. In the bars he'd frequented as a cowboy hotshot. the elite 

stance involved a certain reiaxed contempt for the fiesh. The body was 

meat. Case fell into the prison of his own flesh. (12) 

For Case the body, first of d l ,  is that which forbids him from becoming wholly 

integrated in the dominant regime of the novel. In a postmodem world where the 

information society pretends to have flatrened upon itself everything and everyone, 

homologizing ail difference ont0 the dominant discourse, Gibson posits a situation in 

which the world-city of unconstrained global capital cannot transfomi into euphonc 

consent the background and the descent of locally positioned pain. Gibson's rhetoric, 

thus, opposes a glitzy postrnodem Japan to a traditional US South: "The black clinics 

of Chiba werc the cutting edgc, wholc bodies of technique supplanted monthly, and 

still they couldn't repair the damagc he'd suffered in that Memphis hotel" (10). The 

reduction of the body to codes and discourse is valid, but only "nearly" so. as an 

"approximation"; this is the case for a mcmber of the Parither Modem gang: "His 

body was nearly invisible, an abstract pattern approximating the scribbled brickwork 

siiding smoothIy across his tight onepicce" (74). 

Most important, Molly's life as a cyborg is precisely an attempt at self- 

recovery aftcr the illusion of self-instmmentalization (as "mcat puppet"), which of 

course was an instrumentaiization by others. As a Gramscian folk subaltern or'a 
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Harawayan cyborg, Molty patches together the marks of domination within her own 

self. In a world of aggression. she takes on an implant of artificial claws (reminiscent 

of Leiberzs "Coming Attraction" and Russ's Fernale Man): in a world of one- 

directionai transparency. she takes on an implant of ahficial eyes shaped as 

mirrorshades. For her. however. this bnngs about no illusion of omnipotence: in fact. 

she mocks Case's own illusion (in a sarcastic mocking of a sarcastic song by Bruce 

Springsteen): "Think you're bom to run" (214). In a plot in which human characters 

are being manipulated (by corgorate or adficial beings) from beginning to end, her 

cyborgization as '6razorgirf" who ody kills in self-defense, points towards the need for 

agency in a world which is rendering it impossible. In Gibson's plot, heroism must be 

asserted in the context of paralyzing limitations which disguise themselves as fonns of 

empowerment. This is the-case of the tituiar hem of "Johnny Mnemonic" (1981), one 

of Gibson's many bustiers, who rems the cyberneticaily enhanced memory of his brain 

as storage space for data espionage and who explicitiy denounces his lack of control 

over the nature of his work-his own nature as utteriy alienated labor: 'The program. 1 

had no idea what it contained. 1 still don't. 1 ody  sing the song, with zero 

comprchension" (17). The mode1 for Gibson's fragmentcd aatiherocs is a distnchanted 

trickster, and the rhetoric of a h ;  tme heirs of Gramsci's subaltems, Gibwn's 

cyborgs recycle existing materiais in order, at least, to endure. With a nod to Dick's 

Androi&, a character of 'The Wmter Marker (1986) is describcd as "a master, a 

teacher what the Japancse cal1 a sensei. What he is a master of, really, is garbage, 

kipple, refuse, the sea of cast-off go& our century floats on. Gomi no semei Master 

of junk" (1 18). 



Postmodemist n i t i a  (narting with Hollinger "Deconstmction") have praised 

Gibson and cyberpunk for having provided literalized metaphors for the decentered 

subject. With regard to Gibson, this is correct but in need of quaiification: 

fragmentation and the challenge to the unitary subject in the worId of cyborgs and 

vimial space mean different things to different people. They have no inherent quality 

outside of concrete positioning. A cnicial distinction is between fragmentation 

accepted or imposed by necessiry and fragmentation sought as an act of choice: this 

distinction is also a mark of social statu and power. Gibson's most grotesque creation 

is the cyborg dolphin in "Johnny Mnernonic": "He was more than a dolphin, but from 

another dolphin7s point of view he rnight have seemed like something less" (10). In 

Neuromancer, Dixie Ratlinc, who has gone from king a labor-force exploited to 

death to being literally objectified as taped consciousness, does not consider the 

cybernetic downloading of his self as a promise of irnmortality (as in Moravec's essay 

or Rucker's novels) or as bodiless exultation: T o u  gonna tell me 1 got a choice, boy?" 

(100); throughout the novel, he endltssly repeak: "1 wanna be erased" (246). Pure 

instability is a condition that only a few can afford, or regard as desirable. According 

to Dixie, it takes a superhuman condition in order to do so: 

Well, it feels like 1 am [senticnt], kid, but I'm really just a bunch of 

ROM. It's one of them, ah, philosophical questions, 1 guess. . . . But 1 

ain't likely to write you no poern, if you follow me. Your Ai, it just 

might. But it ain't no way human. (159) 

The AI itself, Wintennute, agrees and distinguishes between his own multiplex, 

manipulative self, and the instability (the multiple persondity) of his human. exploited 

sidekick: "1, insofar as 1 have an '1'-things get rather metaphysicd, you sec-am the 
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one who arranges things for Amitage. Or Cono, who. by the way, is quite unstabte. 

Stable enough . . . for the next day or so" (145). mificial Intelligences. on the other 

hands. still have Iimits (their prograrnrning), admitted by the bodiiess head at the core 

of StrayIight: 

You might say what 1 am is basically defined by the facr that I don't 

know. because I can'r know. 1 am that which knoweth not the word. If 

you knew, man. and toid me, 1 couldn't know. It's hardwired in. 

Someone else has to Ieam it and bring it here. (207-08) 

The only figure who can tum cyborg fragmentation into pure and 

unconstrained agency is the arch-capitalist Virek in Counr Zero. The posthurnan 

condition is a luxury for the rich. This is the condition of the corporate tycoon-akin to 

the world leader of Silverberg's Ihe T h e  Hoppers-whose body is physicalty Iying in 

a life-support "vat" yet 

which the nation-state 

appears to be the best 

connected to the worldly infornation network; in a world in 

has utteriy vanished and in which the cornputer network 

image for the body poiitic (Portelli, T m  303), he literally 

incarnates the expansiveness of laissez faire economics, "the cells of [his] body 

having opted for the quixotic pursuit of individual careers" (Gibson, Count 29). if the 

"selfish" and unbounded genetic expansion of the sociobiological mode1 leads to 

cancerous growth, then cyborgization, for Virek, is a way to put such a growth under 

check. For him, this is no easy task: he still has to endure somc "[tJebcllion in the 

fiscal extrernities" (26). For his employce Marly, howcver, this is mon  than enough to 

render him incommensurable'to ordinary expcrienct: "she stared dinctiy into those 

soft blue eyes and knew . . . that the exctedingly rich wcn no longer cven xrnotcly 

human" (29). Extendcd into immateriality, expansive, and manipulative, Vink's body 



is the analogue for the postmodern Leviathan of new capitalism. whose lirnits Iie 

precisely in the separateness of its ruiing caste. which for Marly poses lirnits th the 

caste's self-awareness: 

She was aware of a cenain spiritual vertigo. as though she trembled at 

the edqe of some precipice. She wondered how powerful rnoney could 

acnially be. if one had enough of it. really enough. She supposed that 

only the Vireks of the world could reaily know. and very likefy were 

functionall y incapable of bzowing; asking Vire k wodd be l i  ke 

intenogating a fish in order to learn more about water. (a) 

Narcissistically, Virek must survive by surrounding himself with an endless series of 

doubks, such as his holographie Latino servant Paço. Paco's obsessively repeated 

routine, "Sefior is weaithy. Sefior enjoys any number of means of manifestation" (e.g.. 

15t ) ,  ptecisely celebrates Virek's abili. to turn otherness into spectacular sarneness. 

Then, Gibson's heroes are the ordinary cyborgs who try to squeeze a chance 

for survival between the pressures of instrurnentalization and domination: such a 

chance can only be offered by the body. In "Johnny Mnemonic," virtual euphotia is 

saluted with enthusiasm, but only as a temporary state: "one day, 1'11 have a surgeon 

dig al1 the silicon out of my amygdaiae and 1'11 live with my own mernories and 

nobady else's, the way other people do. But not for a while" (22). In Neuromancer, 

even in a world of cyborgs and virtual spacc. to ignore "the rneat" (181) is an 

untenable stance. Evtn whcn bodily agency is unsucccssful, there is no doubt about its 

O .  primacy, as in the ending. in which two relations are cornpaied. Case's virtual double 

meels again that of his fonner girlfriend Linda Lee, while in the material world, 

Case's affair with Molly cornes to an end. For Case, the virtual idyiI is something he 



perceives from a distance. "at the very edge of one of the vast seps  of data." However. 

the las. Chandleresque word belongs to the eanhly story. the sad one: "He never saw 

iMolly again" (3 17). A clear hietarchy is established: the condition that counts is down 

here. Only largely disernpowered people such as Case and iMolly can at least hope to 

win over the rnetaphorical chill of the "ice": even if their story is unsuccessful. as 

Suvin writes. "at least they (and on1 y they.-not the rulers obsceneiy devoted to money 

aiid power) are capable of it" ("Gibson" 45): 

There was a strength that ran in her, sornething he'd known in Night 

City and held there, k e n  held by it, held for a while away from time 

and death, from the relentless Street that hunted them al!. It was a place 

he'd known before; not everyone could take him there, and somchow 

he always managed to forget it. Something he'd found and lost so 

rnany timcs. It belonged, he knew-he rcrnzmbered-as she pulled him 

down, to the meat, the flesh the cowboy mocked. It was a vast thing, 

beyond knowing, a sea of information coded in spiral and pheromone. 

infinite inmcacy that oniy the body, in its strong blind way, could ever 

read. (Giûson, Newomncer 284-85) 

This leads to the rolc of affeaivity-and indeed of sentimentalism. Gibson 

provides a systcm of parallel "love storiesn among crcatures at various levels of 

anifxciality and social powcr, from CaseMolly to CaseLinda (and Molly's 

rerniniscenccs of a past love @air), to the past s t o ~  which founds the Tessier- 

Ashpool clan @c<wetn the creatoa of the hif icial  Intelligences, Marie-France and 

Ashpool), and the attempn at love affain of 3Janc and even of the sadistic Riviera, 

culrninating with the e f f 0 ~  ai union betwetn the Aïs Neuromancer and Wintennute. 



Pure individualism is just not possible. at any level of concrete or vimal existence: the 

worid of - cvbores - is always a relational one-of indispensable connections. As cmcial 

ciimau in Case's awareness. t would cake the "simstim" scene in which he sees 

himself literaily frorn the sensory and physical standpoint of Molly: the other function 

of cyberspace is a foregrounding of relations. rather chan their abolition: "And found 

hirnself staring down, through Molly's one good eye. . . . at himself' (301). Not by 

chance. 1 would argue that the role of women characters becomes more and more 

central. [n Cocrnt. Marly is the voice of dissent (against the "inhuman" Virek), while in 

Mona and C'irmal Light women are the cennal characters. 

In the later novels, this leads to the voodoo entities of Count Zero. Neither a 

limitless nor an empty zone, cyberspace is not a native-free Third Wortd eager to be 

colonized. In this respect, Gibson expiicitly foregrounds the metaphorical elernent of 

cyberspace as vehicle for discussing empirical reality. The intertext of Neuromancer 

and Count could be taken together as an atmck to illusions of unifying metaphysics: it 

is precisely the union of Neurornanctr and Wintermute that for unknown reasons 

brings about the emergence of plural entities in cyberspace. In Counf. the parallei with 

voodoo is argued as metaphor by one of the charaaers: voodoo is an effective mode1 

precisely because neither its cosrnogony nor the cyberspact entities are "concerned 

with notions of saivation and transctndencc." Both worids are "about getting things 

done" (111). In both, what rnattcrs is their attitude of plurality, of "communal 

manifestation'' (112). Oniy on this basis, an alternative "doing" can be exercised by 

concrete dissenters, whether material-such as Marly and the various hackers-or 

virtuai. The boundary that most of al1 nceds to be re-opened is that bewecn the 

empirical world and the metaphorical means for presenting it in fictional narratives. 



Thus, when one of the peopIe who have specialized in the communication with the 

virtuai entities asks the hacker Bobby Neumark, "Bobby, do you know what a 

metaphor is?", he urges him to "pretend that we are talking t w o  languages at once." 

Even while using "the laquage of Street tech," we should not forget that "at the same 

time, with the sarne words. we are talking about other thingsw; tech talk and voodoo 

are, inevitably, ways of getting at hurnan reaiity: "'Okay.' Bobby said. getting 

the hang of it, 'then what's the matrix? If she's a deck, and Danbala's a pro-mm. 

what's qberspace?' The  world,' Lucas said" (163). 

In the nineties, the spaces of both Virtual Light and ldoru propose much 

bleaker worlds, where Dickian little guys are coping with an experience whose main 

template is the walled suburb, and therefore the virtual world becornes more and more 

commodified. In Light, "the map of distances [is] obliterated by the seamless and 

instanteous nature of communication" (93): at the same time, the Western world is an 

archipelago of gated communities (27, 71) and nation-states are fragmenting on an 

ethnic basis. As a character reflects, "Modemity is ending." But the resuit appears l e s  

than desirable: "Everywhere, the signs of dosure" (97). In &ru, "Walled City" (155) 

is the name of the virtual site itself, in which "libertarian" lawlessness can only be 

comparcd-as in Sterling's Islands, but with much more sadness-to the enctavts of 

the irnperialist era such as Hong Kong (209, 221), thus bnnging back the myth of the 

virtual frontier back to its historical roots. 

8. On Cadigan and Women's Cyberpunk 

Gibson can be taken as culmination of cyberpunk as it has developcd so far, and we 

c m  begin to put his position into perspective. As for an assessrnent of the most 



significant among cunent SF works about cyborgs and cybenpace. this cm best be 

done by means of a brief consideration of the emeqing intenext of women's 

cyberpunk, a subeenre - which is arguably reaching a peak in the present years. with a 

main focris on Pat Cadigan. In Cadigan we have a fairly unique stress on class. race. 

gender ar rire same iirne. with a growing formai sophistication. Her cyberpunk cm be - 
read as a direct. sarcastic response to the hegernonic rhetoric of interface technolog. 

with its individualism and cornplacency with the present state of affain. As in Gibson. 

Di& and in the sentimental tradition. her alternative is not so much politics but 

persona1 relations. but her effort to imagine a Post-Fordist world in which a space is 

given to the voice and position of underprivileged charactes must be given the proper 

praise. 

Her first novel, ~ifindplayers (1987), is a direct critique of the individualist 

rhecoric: the protagonist's job (" pathosfinderw) subvem Cooper's fiontienman 

("pathfinder") and-in a direct filiation with Moore & Co.--tries to restore a rote to 

relations in a wodd of enforced solitude and harsh dispossession and exploitation: 

thus, her protagonist is both a wornan and a forced laborer. This is a world in which 

"rnindplay" is far from a private practice fiee from material constraints: rather, as a 

market of "psychosis-peddling," it is an activity stricdy commodified and policed by 

corporate and state authorities. ï h e  protagonist is forced to become an agent of virtual 

law enforcement; as in Gibson's C a l  her name, Deadpan Allie. suggests opacity and 

self-enclosure, but her trajectory is instead toward a ncuperation of the ability to 

communicatc and to cnjoy human relations in a universc in which fragmentation can 

no longer be avoided. Herc, subjectivity is just another merchandise on the stalls; as 

Allie says, "evcrybody wants to be somcbody but nobody wants to be just anybody" 



(13). Ttius. -*personas" clin be rented or imposed according to (black) marketing s 

trategies. But. as the thriller plot of the noveI shows. this is not a liberai utopia of free 

choice but a world of harsh conflict in which high petsonal pnces are being paid by 

the powerless. In the first vinual rnind-link with an officer of the Bnin Police. 

cyberspace appears as an "unbounded" green expanse "behind" her: in front, instead. 

lies "the edge of a broad field bounded by a low. flimsy wire fence," with a warning 

sien reading "WATCH THIS SPACE (21): rather than absoiute freedorn. cyberspace 

is the space of imposition and of forced contemplation. which rnakes the need for a 

grasp on "reai reality" (67) ail the more painfully urgent. In the ending, she appears to - 
be faced with an option: "Choose: A whole self, or just an accumulation of elements 

that soon wouidn't be more than the sum of their parts. Madness. Fragmentation" 

(272). She opts for integrity, rejecting the appeal of her previous life in the rnindplay 

undenvorld, but as Cadora argues (369) in a universe such as Cadigan's this cannot be 

a recuperation of the traditional notion of subjectivity. which Allie herself had 

dismissed as penaining to "rugged individualist[s]" (236). Rather, she opts for a hape 

in survival and endurance within the worid of fragmentation, as an ethical imperative 

which only renders human relations possible: "Reality fluctuates, but existence is. Or 

is not" (272).18 

In the following two noveis, the sarcastic tone reaches a peak. Synners (1991), 

Iike the story "Prctty Boy Crossoveru (1986), presents a critique of the telcology of 

d iscorporation à la Sterling's Schismatrù, and present . embodimtnt and 

disembodiment as different avenues for different characten with different 

backgrounds, ail on  the sarne, rnatcrialist, level-and avoiding the trap of absolutc 

relativism. In fact, the option of ernbodirnent over that of downloading into the virtual 



world appears clearly the prefembie one. the only one which entails coilective 

(personal and political) responsibility. As a chancter of Synners puts it. "Out here. 

you couldn't just change the program. wipe the old referents. and pick up the s toy  at 

any point" (388). ln other words. we do not need to imagine virtual spôce as "out.'' and 

we do not need to have vinuality as new. self-perpetuating beginning (which. as 

Terence Manin's Parabies of Possibifiry reminds us. is precisely one of the main tools 

of the hegemonic rhetoric in the US). In Synners. the commercial technoiocpy of neural 

sockets for interface with virtuai rock videos. marketed by a multinationai ironicaily 

called "Diversifications," is the catalyst for a confrontation among the attitudes of 

different characters; thus, the novel engages a dialogic confiict both among discourses 

and among bodies. As Balsamo has effectively argued (13646), Synners constructs a 

system of characrers (four hackers. two men and two women) defined precisely on the 

b a i s  of their bodily stance vis-à-vis the virtuat experience. On the one hand, the 

identity of the two women are more strongly defined in bodily terms. one as Black, 

one as laborer (for whorn hacking and interfacing is first of al1 a corporeal experience). 

On the other hand, the two men hold the promise of a vanishing body, with a character 

driven by a repression of his sexualitv, and another directly drearning of eventual 

disengagement from "the meat." As Foster has written, Cadigan's "cyberpunk . . . 

represents a world in which cultural diversity and the formation of specific cultural 

identities is an explicit problern" ("Incurablyn 2). In the postmodern world, as in any 

other culture, al1 options are conflictual and probtematic, giving rise to a plurality of 

alternatives--none of which can c l a h  suprahistorical, deterministic status; but, 

contrary to relativistic liberdism. ail of these options are in Synners part of an ethicat 



and epistemological contested gound. which involves both the private and the public 

sphere. 50th affeaivity and political economy. 

For the video artist allegorically nicknarned Visual Mark. his final condition as 

disembodied consciousness recalls the Ernersonian expansive narcissism: 

He Iost al1 awareness of the merit that had been his prison for close to 

fifty years. and the relief he feft at having laid his burden down was as 

great as himself. His self. And his seifwas getting greater al1 the time. 

both ways. greater as in more wonderhl and greater as in bigger. 

The sense of having so much space to spread out in--a baby emerging 

from the womb after nine months must have felt the same thing, he 

thought. Stone-home true enough for himself. After the initial trauma, 

hey, it's party-tirne! (232)- 

For Mark, the socio-economic sphere of production can be wholly excised in the 

s u b h i t y  of cyberspace, whereas the pervasive image of his video had previously 

been a "lake with a stony shore" (87): now no shore or Limitation wiil hinder his 

solipsistic immersion in the virtual Oversoul (cf. Dery 254). 

On the other hand, one of the women's friends had provided a sobenng 

critique of vimality precisely based on the impssibility to transcend its economia: 

Knowledge is power. But power corrupts. Which means that the Age 

of Fast Information is an extremely cornipt age in which to live. . . . 1 

think we'rc approaching a kind of corruption uniilce anything we've 

ever known before. . . . - - 
Beside k i n g  rich . . . you have to be extra sharp these days to pick up 

any rcal information. You have to know what you're looking for, and 



you have to know how it's filed. rowsers need no? apply. Broke ones. 

an-vway. 1 miss the newspaper. (53) 

For one of the women hackers the dystopian prospect is overwhelming: " Change for 

the machines. . . . That's ail we've ever done is change for the machines. But this is 

the iast tirne. We've finally changed enough that the machine will be making ail the 

chanses from now on" (334). For Gina. a Black woman. the skepticism concerns 

precisely the aileged novelty of the information age: "Meet the nav world. Sume us 

dze old workf' (226). And the stake is the price one must be willing to pay for the 

virtual eternity of party-time: "Weii, you got it, it's totally painless, but they never 

mentioned it would feel like painlessly dnving eight nails through your head going in 

and painlessly ripping your amis and legs off coming out again" (294). For Mark as 

well, his apartness from the meat eventually cornes to signify utter solitude. with "no 

reciprocation" of relaaon (331). The whole plot had k e n  precipitated by an 

unacceptable breach of a necessôry boundary, in which Mark's stroke or "intercranid 

meltdown" (276)-a professional risk for phgged-in hackers-is transformed into a 

computer virus which produces a worldwide crash. It is the virus that rnost of al1 

represents the notion of unbounded expansiveness: "a voracious thing, . . . wanting to 

devour and to infiltrate, rape, merge" (299),19 confronting people who, even in 

cyberspace, remain "still on the other side of a certain threshold the side called Finite" 

(330). If the virus is the force of expansion, then in their act of tesistance the hackers 

play the part of the natives fighting back; what for the virudstroke is freedom, for 

them is ~onstraint.~' The vimial "ocean" of fiuidity may also be something different 

as  the "repressed" male Gabc rcalizcs: 



What he had sometimes thought of as the anenes and veins of an 

immense circulatory system was cioser to a sewer. Strange clumps of 

detritus and crash. some inen and harmless. some toxic when in direct 

contact. and some activeiy radiating poison. scrambled dong with the 

usefui and rtecessary trafic. The useful and necessary rhings were 

mostly protected. though the protection made them iarger. to the point 

where some of them were slower and more unwieldy than they shouid 

have been. (324) 

Thus. Synners becornes not an apocaiyptic condernnation of virtuality as such. 

nor an integrated acceptance of technology, but a fight for what is "useful and 

necessary." If technology is the "original sin" (53) of this world, no one can step out 

of it: everyone is "incurably informed" (388), and must corne to tems with it. The 

final showdown presents ail the four hackers (including the vimiaiized Visual Mark) 

cooperaring while plugged k. while eventuaity the repressed Gabe rediscovers his 

body and his sexuaiiîy. With this alliance of "self and nonself and semiself' (358), 

Cadigan presents a feminist alternative within the universe of multinational virtuality. 

Finally, Fools (1992) conjoins forma1 sophistication--it is a Faulknerian tale of 

conflicting mernories in which al1 voices and mernories insist on the same body--and 

socio-politicai awanness. In a text which again makes use of the rhetoric of disnirbing 

limitlessness (the ubiquitous self-reflexive mirron) and of paralyzingly dangerous 

limits (the visions of cliffs and prccipices), we have the narrative of a virtual laorer, an 

"actor" who tries tokonttol her identiry in the face of the impossibility to establish a ' 

- 

clear hierarchy between her various "personas" with their respective mernories and 

experiences. nie plot is among other things the aaempt to find the mot of her lack of 



controI over herselk thus. we see the protaoonist and other characters theorize about 

"characterization amnesia" (49, 66), an "aberrant persona" (1 13). and "muhipie 

personality" (229). The most frightening moment is that in which the relation 'oetween 

character and apparent real self seems to be reversed. For the protagonist. if 

'-Reintegration's impossible" (229). absolute instability of selfhood is no less 

unacceptable: -'The edge of a cliff. high above some enormous. vague space. f felt a 

tlash of something like agoraphobia. except that wasn't quite it--this was much more 

than being afraid of too rnuch open space. this was a fear of nothingness, of 

nonexistence--" (86). A character in search of an "author" (257) or at l e m  of an 

editor, she cannot give up the hope in a degree of self-determination, evtn if this 

means to reject part of the rhetoric of unconstrained openness: "If that's cIosed and 

done with because the past got changed and I forgot, then that's how it is. but I got a 

nght to know. I mean, it's my Me, isn't it? (299). In other words, both Gibson's and 

Cadipan's - cyberpunk. as Harawayls cyborg, are concemed with reconding cntical 

agency with an acknowledgment of the necessity of limitations. [n doing this, they 

provide a criticism to the rhetoric of boundless expansion which the discourse of Post- 

Fordist irnmateriality has updated from the colonialist-iniperialist to the computer 

age.'l 

Labor. gender, and subjectivity are aiso foregrounded in the lesbian 

protagonist of L a m  Mixon's Glass Houses (1992), self-employed worker as 

"scavenoer," who uses, via a brain implant and telcpresence technology, a robot 

("gokm") as both perccptual system and work tool. In the on-the-job*coupling, the 

parallel is establishcd betwecn the protagonist and the golem: her cyborgization 



emphasizes her proximity to his tooi status. and yet this proximity provides her with a 

better way to look at her own condition: 

Then the linkware pulled me into Golem. and somewhere far away I 

kl t  my hand as  if I'd dozed offf. [-Golem looked d o w  at the woman 

in my amis. It was Ruby-me. of course. and her-my eyes were dosed. 

fluttering a littie. She-I curied with her-my cheek against Golem's 

chassis. 

She-1 Iooked so young and vulnerabIe from the outside. not ugiy and 

scrawny Iike me. (60-61) 

VuInerability, breaching the rnask of hard-boiled cynicism, is the mark of her 

social subordination: in fact, more forcefully than in any other cyberpunk work, Ruby 

is a member of a new and emerging underclass (Harper 413). which appears to have 

begun to look at itself. 

ï h e  agency of a subdtem group is the main concern of Marge Piercy's He, 

She, and ft (1991), which fuses utopia and dystopia in the story of the "cyborg" 

(actually, a humanoid robot or android) created for self-defense by the utopian Jewish 

community of the Tikva freetown. Here, we are dealing with a world, which Piercy 

admits in a note is reminiscent of Gibson's (J31), sharply polarized betwcen the 

"corporate fomesses" in which the priviieged Iive (and which have taken ovet the 

state institutions) and the immense, poiluted slurn of "the Glop," in which a global 

underclass lives a very miserable Iife of poverty and virtual "stirnmies." The 

communities of cornputer-litcrate dissenters-always under tfireat of violent attacks 

from the corporations-are the last chance for an alternative, in their alliance with 

some forces within the Glop. If the cyborg is not a r d  cyborg, tvtryont clsc is: 



everyone has plug-in technology embedded in their bodies. and one of the characters-- 

Mi. the wornan-warrior from a mixed Paiestinian-Jewish community from the former 

Israel--has an impressive quantity of bodily "augmentations" (cf. Fitting ''Beyond.3. 

The cenrer of the pIot are the relations among chancters. chiefly among women 

(etabonting on both love and parental ties), whereas the robot Yod. whom engages in 

a love affair with the protagonist. aims at escaping his in-built programs. fully 

developine - his abilities as expert system, but is bound by prograrnrning nevertheless- 

which keeps it stiil in the position of a servant and sex-toy. His final act of self- 

destruction becomes an alrnost inevitable tragedy (cf. Christie LW), which the text 

connects with the story of Frankenstein. In a work which--in the story of Yod and in 

the story of the Prague Golem which one of the Tikva wornen tells him--foregrounds 

both the oppressiveness of imposed separations, and necessity for some of them. Tikva 

will have another chance for survival. But not before having dispelled its own 1 s t  

myth of purity: Yod may have saved their lives, but its underlying dream of a 

submissive instrument was wrong al1 the tirne. In seeing themselves as "dl unnatural 

now[.j . . .al1 cyborgs," they had hoped to flnd in Yod "just a purer fonn of what we're 

al1 tending towards" (150). Still. he remains a thing, used as such. tragically unwiilling 

"to be a conscious weapon" (410) and yct unable to be anything else. As the old 

scientist Malkah says, "Yod was a mistake. You're the right path, M i .  It's better to 

make people into partial machines than to m a t e  machines that feel and yet arc still 

controlled like cleaning robots. The creation of a conxious being as any kind of tool-- 

supposed to exist only to fil1 our needs--is a disaster" (4). In this d l  for selective 

appropriation of modemity, tcchnology, and artificiality lies the strcngth of the best of 

the SF work which have addressed the metaphors of the cyborg and of vinuai space." 



NOTES: 

I On the other hand. the male criticwriter Damon Knight has repeatedly 

rebuked Moore. in reviews and fiction, dystopically viewing cyborgization as 

necessarily a tom of "sharp. stede apanness" (cf. Robillard 34: A. H. Jones 207-08). 

' Cnfonunately. the collaborative sequeis by MKaffrey have Iargely reverted 

to the officiai narrative of the instrumentai cyborg: an exception is McCaffrey and 

Xve's The SIiip Who Won (1994). In particular. McCaffrey and Stirling's The Cie Who 

Foirghr (1993) is a fairiy standard example of militaristic SF. Cyborg rnaturity, indeed. 

rnust be negotiated each time anew, dependent as it is on the rnaturil of SF wnters. 

In klcIntyre9s debut novel The E d e  Wailing (1975) and in the later 

Transition (1990) plot complications are, if possible, heightened; in the latter the 

downbeat ciosing is avoided in the obvious anticipation of a sequel. Still, the centrai 

rnetaphor is. again. one of connection: the iriterplanetary virtual network is also a link 

among people. and not an undifferentiated space. in it. as in the material world, 

interpersonal confiicts, bonds, and asymmetries are present and not transcended. 

4 M y  ahsion here is to Twain's Innocents Abroad. a test ovedy ailuded to in 

Acker's connection beniveen past esthetic icons and death. Empire also inciudes 

references to Hirck Finn. 

The best survey of Dick's pre-1975 work is Suvin. Positions 112-33; see also 

the volume by Robinson as weil as the anthologies by Olander and Greenberg, and by 

MuIlen et al. 

The bohemian attitude infonns many of the protagonisa id cyberpunk SF, 

and becomes the ovenidine stance in Dan Simmons's ironic Hyperion (1989). Mary 

Rosenbi um 's Chimera (1993). and above al1 Melissa Scott's Dreamrhips (1992). 



Scott's novel- like Delany's Nova. features an additional stress on cfass (in the 

opposition benveen -'yanquis" and -'coolies'-) rilongside a concern for gender and 

ethnicity. An rx ly  ironic version had been F r i a  Leiber's Tlre Silr-er Eggheads (1958). 

For a skeprical treatment of this theme, see Greg Bear's Queen of-4rtgel.s (1990). 

.-hone SF critics. negative reactions to Haraway's qborg are in the form of 

the "apocalyptic" anathema against the mass genre in the search of a sphere 

autonornous from heeemonic pressures: cf. S. Smith. On the other hand. the rnost 

forceful hornage to Haraway reads her and SF's utopianism as  a son of last resort in a 

bleak cultural clirnate (Hollinger "Women"). For some excellent "Harawayan" 

readings of specific SF authors, cf. Genova (on Tiptree). Bonner, and Peppers (both on 

O. Butler), and Rayner (on Bear and Star Trek). 

Aso. I wish to take notice here that from within the SF subculture, the two 

British writers/critics Stableford and Langford are the authors the only futurological 

text which discusses the shape of cyborg and bioengineering technology to corne in a 

non-teleological narrative fifled with tums and conficits- For SF, again, the future is 

not cornpletel y decided. 

Beside literary critïcism. Storming includes an anthology of postmodern and 

cyberpunk texts. Among the twenty-six literary samples included (from Gibson to De 

Li110 and W. Burroughs), only three are by women (including one Native), and one by 

a Black author. There are also a few pages from postmodem theorists: Demda, 

Jarneson, Lyotard. Kroker. 

9 For another serilinal -example of techno-determinist criticism, cf. Porush 

"Cybemauts." Accordingly, for a number of less relevant postmodernist critics Gibson 

and cyberpunk voice notions of acceptance and intcgration (Ben-Tov 178-82; Tomas 



"Rituais"). In an explicit Tofflerian vein. cf. Slusser "Machine," and Caronia and 

Gailo's Houdirii i Faust. 

1 O The canonizing strategy has also been applied to other writen: cf. Laidlaw 

(on himself). Roberts (on Swanwick). and Thompson (on Sterling). 

I I  For this reason. sorne critics find Gibson not postrnodem enough. 

disappoinringly also focusing on fragmentation and decenteredness as violent threats 

to personal identities (Sponsler "C y berpunk: cf. also Schroeder "Neu-Criticizing"). 

" Only Stockton pits an ineducible distinction berween a reactionary male 

tradition and the feminist subversion of women's rewritings. 

l3 Cyberpunk has also been praised for its  openness regarding issues of sexual 

orientation (Stevens) as well as of race (Baruth), not without skeptical views about the 

latter (Delany "Black"). 

14 Other cyberpunk tales focussing on dass includes the short storïes by 

Mclntyre. McHugh, and Steele, as weil as. more marginally, Michael Swanwick's 

Stations of the Tide (1992). 

" The conjunction of troubling mernories and technologid brain implants is 

also central in leffrey Carver's From a Changeiing Star (1988), T e p  Bisson's 

Juhnny Mnemonic (1995; the novelization of the film based on Gibson's story with the 

same title), and in Robert Charles Wilson's Memoty Wire (1987). 

l6 We should at least take notice here that the rhetoric of ghostliness and 

dematerialization has not been brought into being in the postmodem era, and that the 

relative bibliography would indeed be boundless: cg., see the books by Berman, 

Lean, and Barcellona. 



1- For another interesting fiction jutaposing the various discourse on the 

interfaces. but without Gibson's emphasis on economics. see Gregory Benford's Crenr 

SXy River (1987). Such an emphasis is at least minirnally present in Joan Vinge's 

juvenile Cutspaw (1988) and in John Varley's -'Overdnwn at the klernory Bank" 

( 1976). 

'' h o t h e r  s t o p  of a wornan charmer  (a Black victirn of racial and sexual 

abuse) forcibly trapped in virrual space who moves from pure rage to a search for 

connection is Stariin and Grniunas's Lady El (1992); on  the novel, cf. Springer "Sext' 

19 Rape is another unacceptable breach of boundaries alluded also in Lisa 

Mason's Arachne (1990), with its socketed woman protagonist fighting against the 

consequences of forcible collapse of her "perimeter." 

10 The resistance of natives to the expansiveness of dominant forces is afso 

central to the Xative woman noveiist Misha's. Red Spider, White Web (1990), and in 

the Canadian writer Charles De Lint's Svaha (1989), both based on the image of the 

tnckster. A simiiar subtext is also present in Lewis Shiner's Frontera (1984). In a 

more commercial context, Gene DeWeese's Star Trek The Next Generation novel, 

The Peacekeepers (1988). foregrounds the different perceptive abilities of the Black 

cyborg Lt. Laforge as indispensable to the salvation of the starship's microcosm. 

" For snother. male-authored, tale on the pain of self-determination in the age 

of commodified personaiities, see Michael Swanwick's The Vacuum Flowers (1987). 

7 7 

" This is. in a more playful variant. the idea in Rebccca Ore's Thzllfegal 

Rebirth of Bi& Ihe Kid (1991): the right to life and dignity of a self-aware robot built 

as part of a simulated environment. 



71 - Other muIticultural cornmuniries are centrai in McHugh's novels. 



.A PROVISIONAL CONCLUSION 

The intertext dealing with cyborgs and cyberspace is stiIl giving rise to a 

quantitatively and quaiitatively relevant body of ficrionai and nonfictional works: thus. 

my conciusion c m  only be a provisionai one. 

In writing this study. 1 have been moved by w o  goals. One intent has been CO 

counter empiricrilly and theoretically dubious daims about the innovativeness of the 

postmodern era with regard to its specifically technological concems. in which the 

blurring of boundaries between organic and inorganic. Iiteralized in the metaphors of 

the cyborg and vimial space and saiuted with enthusiasm by cntics, appears to be a 

distinctive features of postrnodernity. In this respect, my study has raised a few 

questions. revolving about bath the newness and about the desirabilil of such 

blurrings, and about who specifically were their rhetorical beneficiaries. 

Nso, my goai was a reassessment of the specific weight of SF in 

contemporary culture. Literary postmodernisrn is at the same time a fom of 

avantgarde culture which often appears to revel in forma1 sophistication and a f o m  

which poses itself as presenting self-conscious reflections about the state of present 

affairs which go far beyond the cultural ivory tower of the modernist age. On the other 

hand. SF has historically ernerged in North America as pan of mentieth-century mass 

culture; the question therefore was whether, and to what extent, its own trajectory to 

this "postmodem" convergence had developed along autonornous lines. 

Thus, rny first step had to be a preparation of some preliminary tools to be 

presupposed in an analysis of SF. Such an analysis, if aimed to a discussion of SF as 

also or first of al1 lirerav discourse and not as mere sociological document, had to 

focus on thcories of m a s  culture as wcll as  of SF. The institutional specificity of SF-- 



the existence of the self-conscious network of the "insiders'*-4s also the root of its 

own path to esthetic self-awareness. At the same t h e .  this specificity marginalizes the 

genre in theories of mass culture usually centering either on wholesale vituperrttive - 
attacks or on rqually wholesale acceptance. denying precisefy the possibility of 

criticai--1iterary and political--discrimination from within the mass market and its 

audience. [n this sense. the appeal of Gramsci's notion of hegemony was in his 

avoiding both the trap of "opium" theories and that of idedistic pluralism: within 

hegemony, mass cuIture and Iiterature could do very M e .  but thar minimum of 

criticai stance is one of the prerequisite for social change, as a sign of critical 

awareness on the part of subordinate social groups. 1 have taken this theory as, among 

other things, a cal1 for privileged attention to metaphors as pan of the rhetoric of social 

discourse at large: if one is to seek for the subaltern reappropriation of hegemonic 

language, the twofold goal must be that of both anaiyzing the subaltem discourse, with 

its relative autonomy, and connecting it to the dominant culture in which it has 

emerged. 

My strategy has therefore been at the same time synchronie-detecting patterns 

of recunence-and diachronie-reconstructhg the literary history of a metaphoric 

system. The metaphors of the interface (cyborgs and virtual space) were, in my 

hypothesis, privileged sites for the discussion of the relation between socially 

positioned persons and the collectivity in which they historicaily aa,  particularly in a 

genre that makes of the consistent construction of a fictional world its main oveniding 

concern.4n other words, this study has read storics about cyborgs and vinual space as - 

allegories on the notions of democracy in North American mentieth-century mass 

socicty. Inevitably, this dissertation has k e n  on the boundary bctween Cultural 



Studies-the study of a mass iiterary genre--and Amencm (and, very rnarginaily. 

Canadian) Studies-the smdy of a "cultural symbology" emerged within a specific 

historiai context- 

The specific intenextua1ity or̂  SF has here converged with the necessity for an 

intertextual exploration of the interface rhetoric. Therefore. even when faced with a 

textuai cluster including some sisnifiant writer figures (e.g., Dick and Gibson). have 

chosen not to make them the center of my analysis nor to consider the fictionai and 

nonficrional intenext as anciltary to them. Rather. I have chosen to take the intenext 

per se as my target, acknowledging the literary and politid value of a nurnber of 

writers, but avoiding canonizing and dehistoricizing rnoves. 

As the main hegemonic versions of the interface, 1 have taken the instmmental 

body and the virtuai frontier. In the instrumentai body, the blanket dismissats or 

ceiebration of the mass world address the issue of domination and authority. Both in 

fiction and in nonfiaion, the instrumental cyborg is predicated on a view of society as 

monolith. and the instmmentalization of the body becomes an allegory of the 

manipulability of the colIectivity. Here, the nonfiction is an overt emanation of a 

managerial class secking technocratie, non-conflictual solutions to social issues. The 

cyborg appears as  the tcchnologicd supersession of social heterogeneity, either in 

terms of despotic domination or of a rhetoric of boundless free choice. The cyborg 

transforms al1 social hcterogtneities into a manageable transparcncy, in which 

individualistic sovereignty can assert itsclf without fear of obstacles, literalizing the 

- Emenonian notion of the expansive self. In this rhetonc, the SF examples appear 

much more critical, evcn within the limiu of this politically dubious and indced 

pernicious metaphor, when emcrgcd from inside the SF insider's circie. Even the pulp 



examples appear equally divided beween celebratory and dystopian visions: at Icast 

nvo important cases from the formative years of the book market (by Heinlein and 

Bsster) appear as mbitious searches for the establishment of a hegemonic consensus-- 

beyond rnere coercive enforcement--around the instrumental cyborg. Significantly. 

though. they both end up with worlds in which the superior personality assert himself. 

but the cyborg as such finds no place. Instead. both celebrations (inciuding the 

militaristic ones) and dystopias coming fiom the non-SF market appear rigidly 

derivative from the nonfiction. ofien with an underlying nostalgie mood (e.g.. in 

Wolfe), while the cyberpunk era proposes a dubious retum to Social-Darwinist 

attitudes rerniniscent of the irnperïalist era. 

Imperialist images appear centrai to the discourse of the virtuai frontier. which 

dominates conternporary rhetoric on cyberspace and the information superhighway. 

Both US nationalism and technological detenninisrn converge in using the me taphor 

of virtuality as postrnodern updating of classic expansionism. Boundlessness and 

cabulae rasae fostering endless new beginnings are hardly new concepts: nevertheless 

they receive a new thnist thanks aiso to the U S  appropriation of European 

postrnodemist phiiosophers who appear in their mm moved also by fairly 

romanticued versions of "American" newness. What sustains both the instnxmental 

cyborg and the virtual irontier is an unshakeable fairh in freedom as absolute fleedom- 

-which in the US is of course a rhetoric with a long literary history-which revitalizes 

old dreams of material expansion. In facs and often self-consciously, one implicit 

template for these hegemonic narratives is Melville's Moby-Dick, with virtuality as the 

equivalent of the ocean (and both as  native-fret spaccs) and Ahab as the sole character 

entitled to a voice. Wheteas most pre-1980 SF had presented the immaterial frontier as 



a myth betnyed or frustrated. it is the cyberpunk era which presents the rnost 

consistent use of this trope. 

Precisely from SF corne also the most important challenges to the hegemonic 

narratives. in terms of connection instead of individuaiism. realization of lirnits instead 

of unbounded expansiveness. Here. the intenextuality of SF provides a background on 

which these dialogic narratives can emerge. it his beyond the scope of this studv to 

explore precisefy who is the specific readership of these versions of the genre: here. I 

have timited rnyself to stressing the importance of wornen's writing, whiie I have not 

gone beyond some infonned specuiations about the genre at large; nevertheles, in the 

literary analysis of rhetorical treatments, different patterns and (to use Raymond 

Williams's term) different structures of feelings from the hegemonic ones emerge. 

From the sentimental stones of women's cyborgs to 1960s figures such as Dick and 

Delany, to the cyberpunk of Gibson, Cadigan, and Piercy, these stories present 

polyphonically a conflict among possible interpretations of the interface. If the 

instrumental cyborg and the virtual frontier had been posed as teleological manifest 

destiny for d l .  these writers stage a confrontation arnong interests and points of view. 

Against views revolving around notions of bodiless evasion of social conflict, they 

stage precisely a conflict among conflicting discourses. Again notions of society as 

monolithically consensuai or monolithically forced into submission, they assume a 

view of society as contested terrain for different forces. always open to the possibility 

of change. For them, as for Donna Haraway's feminist thcory, the cyborg and the 

interface with cyberspace is precisely an allegory for such a heterogeneity, with an 

opening for an alliance among subaltem differencts. 



in this hope. in the awareness of the ongoing literary and theoretical intenext 

that this hope has sustained from well before the postmodem or Post-Fordist eia. lies 

the importance of the interface metaphors. and the importance of the mass genre of SF 

which best of al1 has sustained them. 
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